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Cover Art 
The graphic is taken from the interpretation that the Seals to be opened 
by the risen Jesus Christ, the Lion of Judah. The book of Revelation 
states that it is Jesus that is only worthy to open the 7-hold Seal as 
judgements cast down to Earth. They are to judge the Last Generation 
and Lucifer’s AntiChrist that will head the New World Order. The 
Judgment Seals begin with the 4 Horsemen of the Apocalypse.  
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Revelation 6:6-7  

The 4 Horseman of the Apocalypse 
 
‘Then I saw the Lamb open one of the 7 Seals, and I heard 
one of the 4 Living Creatures say with a voice like thunder, 
Come! I looked, and there was a White Horse. Its Rider 
held a Bow; a Crown was given to him, and he went out as 
a conqueror in order to conquer. 
 
When He opened the 2nd Seal, I heard the 2nd Living 
Creature say, Come! Then another horse went out, a Fiery 
Red one, and its Rider was allowed to take Peace from the 
Earth, so that people would slaughter one another. And a 
large Sword was given to him. 
 
When He opened the 3rd Seal, I heard the 3rd Living 
Creature say, Come! And I looked, and there was a Black 
Horse. Its rider held a Set of Scales in his hand. Then I 
heard something like a voice among the 4 Living Creatures 
say, 1 quart of wheat for a Denarius, and 3 quarts of barley 
for a Denarius, but do not harm the oil and the wine.” 
 
When He opened the 4th Seal, I heard the voice of the 4th 
Living Creature say, Come! And I looked, and there was a 
pale Green Horse. Its Rider was named Death, and Hades 
was following after him. They were given authority over a 
1/4 of the Earth, to kill by the sword, by famine, by plague, 
and by the wild animals of the Earth.’ 
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PROLOGUE 
 
‘But understand this: In the Last Days terrible times will come. 
For men will be lovers of themselves, lovers of money, boastful, 
arrogant, abusive, disobedient to their parents, ungrateful, 
unholy, unloving, unforgiving, slanderous, without self-control, 
brutal, without love of good, traitorous, reckless, conceited, 
lovers of pleasure rather than lovers of YHVH, having a Form of 
Godliness but denying its Power. Turn away from such as 
these!.’ -2 Timothy 3:1-5 

 
The purpose of this book is to chronicle various events 
pertaining to the inevitable collapse of the current Word 
Order. Many events will be based on political, economic, 
religious, esoteric and Celestial Signs in the Heavens that 
appear to lead-up to this coming transformation of 
dispensations. Others believe that there has been an 
acceleration in the momentum of Biblical prophecy that 
seems to be leaping off the pages of the Bible.  
 
There are those that believe the world has reached the 
Last Days or the End of Days that the Bible has warned 
about since the Garden of Eden. It is a story-line of the fall 
and redemption of mankind and the intricacies that have 
played-out through the history of mankind, both the good 
and the bad. Even non-Biblical sources attest to the fact 
that the world is in peril and at a breaking point. The 
problems that the world now faces are global in nature. 
 
No longer have issues been relegated to regional matters 
and solutions but the point is that with global issues and/or 
problems requires global leadership or a leader. The Bible 
teaches that the Last Days will be all about a centrifugation 
of Humanism as the world religion based on the core 
values of Luciferianism. What this means though is that the 
relegated totalitarianism and its atrocities will no longer be 
subject to a local population but that the whole globe will be 
subject to 1 ruling despot.  
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It would be one thing if the coming New World Order and 
ruler would be one in which the disposition of benevolence 
was the order of the day and true justice would be 
administered. This will not be the case. And that the 
populace of the world would be that of a conscious world 
citizen that often times is idealistically portrayed in the 
coming Aquarian Age. This will not be the case. This would 
be wonderful, but as the Bible teaches, the unresolved 
issue is the ‘Human Condition’, i.e., sin.  
 
Until the sin nature is dealt with and the world turns to 
Jesus Christ who took care of the sin issue for Humanity as 
a human, the condition brought about by the consequences 
of sin will take Humanity to the brink of its own destruction. 
To the contrary, the Bible teaches and warns that the Last 
Days will be as they were in the Days of Noah and the 
Days of Lot. Such times consisted of a world, society and 
culture where the minds of men became reprobate and full 
of deceit, murder and violence.  
 
It will be the Last Generation that will likewise see the 
Wrath of the Lamb as that will be the only remedy as most 
will be beyond the desire to repent and return to the 
Creator. Instead most the peoples of the world will acclaim 
and hope in the New World Order and its New World Order 
Leader. With such a backdrop and theme to come upon the 
world, this book will delve into what the Seal Judgments 
consist of. The book will take on the issues of the 
plandemic unleashed upon the world as an excuse to 
subvert democracy, suspend and/or curtail civil liberties and 
sanction the Christian Church. 
 
It seems that a new ‘Medical Technocracy’ has emerged 
and such have become the ‘saviors’ and overlords to 
dictate what and who are ‘essential’ in the coming New 
World Order. There seems to be a ‘soft coup’ of sovereign 
nations that have basically been subverted into enacting 
draconian forms of what is essentially, socialism.   
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The book will consider some prophecies that pertain to the 
Last Days and what that will look like. There have been 
some amazing Predictive Programing occurring over the 
decades that have come to fruition. Some who study the 
occult and End Times are arguing that what is occurring 
now is virtually a 9-11 2.0 roll-out. There are those that still 
consider that event as an ‘Inside Job’ and rightly so. It was 
a mass Luciferian ritual but know it is nation and worldwide 
in scope and ambition. It is not secret that the Luciferians 
plan to reduce population and the primary means will be 
through the new vaccines that are going to one day be 
mandatory to do anything. 
 
Coupled with the coming Medical Martial Law is the political 
fallout of the Middle East peace talks that appear to have 
been stalled yet once again. It does appear though that the 
Muslims are eager to settle scores with Israel as the 
bombing of many Iranian Revolutionary Guard bases and 
assets within Syria have done damage. With Russia and 
Turkey inside Syria, the push is to surround Israel and 
invade it from the north primarily. The question of the 
Jordan Valley annexation proposal will be key if it ‘triggers’ 
to usher in the next regional Muslim-Jewish war.  
 
As to celestial Signs pertaining to the Sun, Moon and the 
Star, there is a flurry of activity and seems to be increasing. 
For the past decade, there have been many occurrences 
dealing with eclipses, comets and conjunctions. The book 
will attempt to chronicle some of the poignant ones. There 
is the Transit of Mercury, the Creation Comet, Atlas that 
conjoins the Pleiades. There is the conjunction of Venus 
with the Pleiades also. There is Comet SWAN, the 
retrograde of Venus in the horns of Taurus. Most notable for 
the year and the century is the amazing solar eclipse that 
occurs on the Summer Solstice of June 21, 2020. There is 
the Independence Eclipse that occurs over Washington 
D.C. on the 4th of July. Coincidence?  
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The book will also consider the topic of the imminency of 
the Rapture event and how the argument for an alternative 
interpretation and count pertaining to Leviticus 23:16 is 
actually a double count of 49 days and then a 50-day 
count. This alternative count would put the Rapture event 
around mid-July of a given year. Based on this notion, 
several aspects of when is Pentecost will be presented. 
To this end an intense study of the Jubilee Year Cycle will 
be presented to show that indeed, the Sabbatical Cycle 
that started in 2015 will see the probable start of the last 7-
year Tribulation Period occur in 2022.  
 
The book will end in exploring the interdimensional aspects 
of the Rapture event as it pertains to the concept of 4 and 
40 or as in a Tesseract of prophetic time. As to the format of 
the writing, all numbers will be numerated and a simple 
step by step explanation of the Gospel called the ‘A,B,Cs’ 
will be listed at the end before the References. It is the 
desire of this author in presenting such topics in the book to 
make the reader aware of just how close the end of the 
Church Age is. It is undeniable, even to non-Bible believers 
in Jesus Christ that ‘things are not right’.  
 
This Last Generation is fast approaching the day of its 
reckoning and the intent of the topics is to warn, encourage 
and admonish those who read it that Jesus Christ is who 
He said He is by the mere fact that what He foretold in the 
book of Revelation is coming to pass. The great Seal 
Judgments that begin with the 4 Horsemen of the 
Apocalypse are about to be let loose. It will be the Rapture 
event that will then lead to the total chaos and need for the 
New World Order to be rolled-out. All these topics are just a 
pale prelude in comparison to what will occur at a global 
scare once the Bride of Christ is removed from the Earth. If 
one does want to know how the world will end, read the 
book of Revelation and head the warning, encouragement 
and admonition of the risen Jesus Himself. There is not 
much time left. 
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SEAL JUDGEMENTS 
ORDER OF DELIVERY 
A case for the prophetic sequence 
 
‘But since we belong to the Day, let us be sober, putting on the 
Breastplate of Faith and Love, and the Helmet of our Hope of 
Salvation. For GOD has not appointed us to suffer Wrath, but to 
obtain Salvation through our LORD Jesus Christ. He died for us 
so that, whether we are awake or asleep, we may live together 
with Him.’ -1 Thessalonians 5:8-10 
 
The purpose of this segment is to consider if the Church 
Age Saints will go into some portion of the coming 7-year 
Tribulation Period? There is a school of thought and 
persuasion that the Church Saints will go through the 1st 
phase of the coming Tribulation Period, if at least to the 
point where the ‘Wrath of the Lamb’ IS come’. This is noted 
to be between the 6th and 7th Seal to suggest that the 
Wrath of the Lamb has only started from that point onward. 
Not so. Consider that one has to introspectively take a step 
back and consider the entire timeframe and the disposition 
of what Christ Jesus is currently accomplishing. Jesus is 
building His Bride on Earth. Jesus is interceding in Heaven 
before the Altar in Heaven on behalf of the Saints on Earth.  
 
He is operating in the Office of the High Priest presently. 
He has already fulfilled the Office of the Prophet when He 
came to preach the Good News, etc. The 3rd and final 
Office of the King is yet to occur and that is when Jesus 
has finished with His High Priestly duties and then comes 
to sit in the Kingly Throne. Yes, He is currently 'Sat at the 
Right Hand of the Father', positionally. But as one of His 
first asks as King is that He will then conclude the Office of 
High Priest to then sit as King to administer Judgment, the 
7 Seals. This will be done after the Rapture when the Bride 
has been completed, cleansed, washed and no more need 
to ‘intercede’, etc.  
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At the Bema Seat 
After the Rapture, and the Bema Seat Review, the Bride 
now is to be sat in court, Jesus then comes to be seated as 
the King. The Bride is depicted by the 24 Elders around the 
Throne. This is the ‘Adjudication of the Bride’. Why? The 
Bride has to then face her Accuser or Satan, i.e., Lucifer, 
which is still there administratively allowed up to that point. 
The breaking of the Seals there and then is to vindicate her 
of all such accusations and instead, condemn and seal the 
fate of Lucifer, at which point he is cast out of Heaven for 
evermore. And is hurled down to Earth.  
 
Thus, if one sees and delineates these 3 Offices, one can 
conclude that Jesus cannot beak the Judgment Seals while 
still in the current Office of the High Priest, which 
corresponds to this time frame now of the Age of Grace, 
etc. Once He takes His Kingly Throne as the ‘Conquering 
Lion of Judah’, then He is to break the Seals, or ‘read the 
will’. It is like a courtroom scene if you like. The 1st Seal will 
be the debut of the coming AC. That is why the Bride 
cannot be on Earth at this time. In this interpretation, the 
1st 4 horseman of the Apocalypse are part of the 
‘comprehensive’ judgment to come. It may not seem that 
way as the revealing of the AC will be there and then a 
‘conquering through peace’ of the whole world and they will 
buy it.  
 
This is the deception that is part of the Wrath of the Lamb, 
the King, all inclusive. As to the tenses of the ‘is come’ to 
mean present tense? Not really. If you look at the original 
Greek, it is HλθΕN Elthen G2064, to mean ‘has come’. The 
translation is based on Old English, proper in that it is 
acknowledging a time -of what has been taking place up at 
that time, and then only then a recognition made. It is like 
scaling a mountain and when you get to the top, you 
acknowledge, I've 'climbed' the mountain. Individuals who 
composed the Church Body but chose to depart from the 
Faith will crossover into such a time after the Rapture.  
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Laodiceans  
Jesus and Paul warned the Churches of that already so 
how can one be surprised? They warned of Ravaging 
Wolves, not sparing the Little Flock and Hirelings for only a 
salary? Sure. There is plenty of sin to go around. But the 
doctrine of the Blessed Hope, Daniel’s 7th Week, of the last 
7 years is sound, logical, and valid. Now in argument, a 
statement can be valid but either true or not true. Meaning, 
if we interpret different, hey no problem, but it does not 
negate nor ‘un-truth it’ just because we disagree…the point 
is that the argument of a pre-Trib Rapture is just as valid as 
those that are not. 
 
If one thinks that the AntiChrist is now being revealed, not 
so fast because it is the 2nd Beast, the False Prophet that 
must compel and direct all adoration and worship to him. 
This has not happened. Sure, there are preludes of the 
Pope doing this, especially with Macron but these are just 
prophetic foreshadowing. As to the Jews, the State of 
Israel, not be the Biblical ‘Jews’ of the Bible that is fulfilling 
the Ezekiel 38-39 imagery, same as the above argument, 
depends on one’s perspective and theology. If it was not 
so, the Blood Moon Tetrad -for one would not have followed 
the reverse restoration of the Olivet Discourse Jesus gave 
as a blueprint and code. How so?  
 
If you study Olivet Discourse, there is a code, a pattern of 
destruction and order of restoration that has to occur before 
Jesus can return. All 3 elements have to be in place as they 
were then. What are they? Jesus gave the order of 
destruction: 1. Temple, 2. City-Jerusalem, 3. Nation -Israel. 
These 3 existed at Jesus’ 1st return with a False Prophet 
that gave lip service to the Roman Caesar who ‘was their 
only King’, and that of Augustus, called the Son of God, the 
type of the AC. Thus, Jesus said that these would have to 
be in place at this 2nd Coming. 1. Nation-Israel 1948, 2. 
City-Jerusalem 1967, 3. Temple -Altar of Sacrifice 2018 
(technically part of Temple).  
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If this ‘Israel’ is not the ‘Israel’ that was to be regathered, 
and in unbelief mind you, where are they? And why are 
they not then in the ‘Land of ancient Israel, Jerusalem’? 
And if one believes America and Britain are the True 
‘Israelites’, why aren’t they back there? There are many if 
not most with Christendom, especially in the West that are 
saying the Church will overlap into the 7-year Tribulation 
Period then. Many Preachers emphatically teach and 
clearly teach that the Church Saints will have to go through 
the Tribulation and not be raptured until at least the halfway 
mark. 
 
Other even believe in the post-Tribulation Rapture just 
before Jesus returns. Most of these assertions are true in 
themselves as it has been shown that in fact there are 7 
‘Raptures’ or translations that occur during Revelation. 
Such are only confused as they hone-in on the one that 
occurs at a given time, etc. The issue is the commissioning 
of the Saints and what time that is completed. To have the 
Church Saints go into the time of the Tribulation Saints just 
does not set well in one’s Spirit from what one has studies, 
at this point. One is of the belief that the Church Age Saints 
will not cross over to the Tribulation Age Saints ‘threshold’ 
time; not 1 day over. The Seals are the start of the all-
inclusive ‘Wrath’, be it the LORD’s, man’s or Satan’s.  
 
That time is exclusively for completing the 7th Week of 
Years per Daniel…to deal with ‘his people’, i.e., the Jews, 
Jerusalem and so on. Plus, the Holy Spirit has there and 
then a different operation. It has sealed and a part of the 
present Church Age Saints, the Gates of Hell cannot, shall 
not prevail because there is a ‘Shout of the King’ within her. 
During the Tribulation, power will be given over to the Beast 
to ‘wage war against the [Tribulation] Saints and overcome 
them’. This does not compute if the Church Age Saints are 
overlapping into such a time. If so, then Jesus lied to his 
Disciples, John 14, to Paul, and His other Disciples, and to 
His Bride.  
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Can and are we seeing the stages of the AntiChrist being 
put in place before our very eyes? You bet. Is there going 
to be persecution seen in the West before the AntiChrist is 
revealed? Most likely. Sure, the Seals have cast their 
shadow of prophecy throughout history since Christ Jesus 
rose as a template and layer of the true source and type. 
However, the literal accomplishment of time when the 1st 
Seal is broken is like the reading of a will. The beneficiaries 
have to be present for the reading, that is the Bride. When 
the AntiChrist comes, it will not be a guessing game as it is 
now. 
 
The whole world will be made sure it knows as he will be 
sold for that purpose. Tribulation has been happening since 
the Body of Christ was born, and in today’s world, it is alive 
and well in the East, China, Middle East for centuries. We 
here in the West have been in bubble that just got popped. 
One thing I liked about the video of Obama in the I, Pet 
Goat 2 segment is that it was pointed about the graduation 
link. But then many have recognized an apparent crescent-
looking motif on his cheek. It is a clear solar eclipse. Is it 
then given us a time marker? It is a double entendre as it is 
the logo of the Heliofant with the mole of Obama, but the 
type of solar eclipse is the Annular one. 
 
This is the ‘Ring of Fire’, the marriage ring. In 2020, it 
occurred on June 21, on the Summer Solstice. This eclipse 
will then be no little deal for the occultists and such. It is the 
same effect with the Grand Conjunction coming of Jupiter 
and Saturn on the Winter Solstice, December 21. For sure 
Obama is playing his part. Consider that in the occult, 
Luciferians, the 2 primary ‘god’ motifs are Jupiter and 
Saturn. They are the antithesis of what their true meaning 
is, as ascribed to Jesus. Point is that Jupiter is coming to 
destroy and change the times, etc., not good. If Obama is 
the AntiChrist or will be, not sure but one thing/variable that 
makes me think is that 1 key attribute that the Luciferians 
are looking for and ascribe to their Dark Lord the throne. 
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The coming AntiChrist will be Nimrod 2.0. Nimrod to them 
was the epidemy of the rebellion against YHVH at the 
Tower, whom they see as the ‘evil god’ and Lucifer as the 
Good God come to ‘illuminate’ and save Humanity from the 
clutches of YHVH and Jesus, the ‘false Christ’, etc. So, if 
you study Nimrod, he was from Ham…which then migrated 
to Canaan, where Canine comes from or the Dog People 
as in the Dog Star, Canis Major or Isis, Queen of Heaven. It 
is another stealth motif of Lucifer in drags, the first original 
perverted one. 
 
Suffice to say that then the descendants of Ham migrated 
to Africa and became the Black Peoples….so that is the 
only strong connection I can see how O, being of Ham and 
mixed with the royal bloodlines now would/could be Nimrod 
2.0. And consider that many will and do look at O and say, 
‘what, this scrawny looking guy’? Consider that as with 
Nimrod, he found the secret to ‘become a Gibborim’, that is 
a Giant! He literally altered his DNA to then become as the 
demigods. And this technology is now being rolled-out with 
the quantum tattoo injection vaccines to be mandated on 
everyone. The Days of Noah are at play. 
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REVELATION ALEF-BET 
Hebrew Letter Correspondence 
 

‘Behold, He is coming with the clouds, and every eye will 
see Him—even those who pierced Him. And all the tribes of 
the Earth will mourn because of Him. So shall it be! Amen. I 
am the Alef (Beginning) and the Tav (End), says the Lord 
GOD, who is and was and is to come.’ -Revelation 1:7-8 
 
The purpose of this chapter is to consider the Hebrew Alef-
Bet or alphabet of 22 letters being directly corresponding to 
the 22 chapters of the last book of the Bible, Revelation. 
The study will superimpose a linier timeline based on the 
sequential order of the 22-chapter division of Revelation to 
see if there is an encrypted confirmation that correlates to 
the meaning of the Hebrew letters. It is well understood by 
language experts that Hebrew is one of the classic 
examples of how the individual letters are also signified not 
only for its sound but for a numerical value and ancient 
pictograph. 
 
Based on this theory of there being a direct Hebrew letter 
to chapter correspondence to Revelation, there appears to 
be a striking direct correlation. The meaning of the Hebrew 
letter appears to sequentially match the depiction of what 
occurs in the same numerical chapter. The evidence for the 
letter to chapter theory will be presented in this study for a 
backdrop. However, there will be an emphasis on the glues 
of when the Rapture of the Bride of Christ occurs. This 
possible prophetic letter to chapter template could be, yet 
another piece of the puzzle in establishing that the Rapture 
of the Bride of Christ is pre-Tribulation. To provide a 
prophetic context regarding the Rapture, prior studies in 
Revelation have presented an alternate theory and 
evidence that there are in fact 7 ‘raptures’ throughout the 
sequence of the 22 chapters of the book of Revelation.  
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It is accepted by some that the 1st ‘rapture’ occurs in 
chapter 4, which is traditionally understood as ‘The 
Rapture’ to then conclude the Church Age. It also sets the 
stage for the unveiling of the coming AntiChrist. This 
personage is revealed sometime after the Rapture of the 
Bride of Christ where the ‘Restrainer’ is set aside, not taken 
out. This study will show that in direct correlation, 1 to 1, 
the last book of the Bible, Revelation is complimentary 
conclusion to the Law and the Prophets. It has been 
understood that there have been many ‘raptures’ in the 
Bible and precisely in the Old Testament as well. 
 
The 1st concept of this amazing and unbelievable 
‘translation’ of a person, that is one’s body being taken to 
Heaven without seeing physical death was Enoch before 
the Flood of Noah. Many actually believe that Enoch is the 
‘type and shadow’ of the Rapture of the Bride of Christ to 
come. Enoch is thus somehow related then to how to the 
Bride of Christ is to be raptured, in so much as he was said 
to have been born and taken during a Pentecost season. 
Many also believe that, as Enoch was taken before, Noah 
stayed for the Flood judgment to endure as a type of Israel. 
This would be considering the coming Time of Jacob’s 
Trouble in which national Israel stays. 
 
After the Flood of Noah there are several ‘translations’ or 
‘raptures’ that also occurred. The more famous one was the 
time when Elijah was taken up in the ‘fiery horse chariot’ of 
YHVH. Even in this case, the prophetic template as with 
Enoch and Noah echoes the same protocol, it would seem. 
It was Elijah that was taken up but Elisha that stayed 
behind, etc. The question then arises, would such a linkage 
also occur in the Last Days as the transference is about to 
take place from the Church Age back to national Israel? 
Would or will this time be signified by the Rapture of the 
Bride of Christ that will then trigger the 70th Week of Years 
per the Prophet Daniel sometime after?  
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If the Hebrew Alef-Bet theory pertaining to the 22-letter 
template superimposed upon the 22-chapters of Revelation 
is any indication, then yes. Consider also the fact that there 
is actually a technical delineation between the concept of a 
‘rapture’ in contrast to a ‘translation’. It is understood and 
agreed upon by most that study and argue the points of 
‘The  Rapture’ doctrine in the true sense is that a ‘rapture’ is 
referring to ‘harpazo’ in the Greek. This word is one in 
which one is physically taken up in a rather violent fashion 
as to ‘fall back’. It is an event where one is ‘snatched’ as if 
to grab a person’s body from a coming vehicle or 
immediate danger and by force. 
 

 
It is believed that Hebrew might have been the original language.  
 
There is also a unique category of an ‘ascension’. This 
pertains solely to Jesus as He was taken up, physically 
after His resurrection in the presence of this Disciples just 
10 days prior to Pentecost. However, it was not a violent 
‘snatching’ or a forceful event but one of a peaceful and 
gradual occurrence. A ‘translation’, on the other hand is a 
phenomenon in which a physical body is moved not into 
Heaven but from one point to another still on the Earth.  
One example is how the Apostle Phillip was ‘translated’ to 
the chariot of the Ethiopian Eunuch that was reading the 
book of Isaiah, specifically, Isaiah 53.  
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This chapter is the ‘Forbidden Chapter’ to the Jews and 
one of much controversary. As an aside note to the topic of 
this study, suffice it to say that ‘Who is this Suffering 
Servant’ is answered once and for all by YHVH Himself. It 
is Jesus. The question was that of the Ethiopian Eunuch 
and YHVH heard the question of his heart as he studied the 
Scripture. The Eunuch’s specific question was if this was 
the Messiah. This ‘translation’ of Phillip teaches one that 
YHVH takes note of those who truly study His Word as 
deep as the heart goes. YHVH will eventually send an 
‘Apostle’, which means a ‘sent one’ to explain and confirm 
one’s heart’s desire to know an answer as it pertains to 
YHVH’s will and plans.  
 
YHVH does say that He does delight in those that delight in 
searching the mysteries and deep secrets of this Word. 
YHVH does answer one’s heart’s longing questions as 
seen with the Ethiopian Eunuch. As to Isaiah 53, the Jews 
argue very craftly that the ‘He’ is Israel and that settles it. 
However, this goes against even their own exegesis of the 
Rule of 1st Mention. Israel, in every instance both in the 
Law and the Prophets is never allegorized as a male, but a 
female; Daughter of Zion, Virgin Daughter of Israel, Sisters 
Israel and Judah, Unfaithful Wife, and Harlot, etc.  
 
Thus, the ‘rapture’ of Phillip is an example but not like those 
of the 7 in Revelation that are totally and physically 
‘raptured’ or taken up to Heaven. This study will attempt to 
show evidence nonetheless that the ‘Rapture’ of the Bride 
of Christ, being validated by the Hebrew letter to chapter 
theory would presuppose a pre-Tribulation Rapture and as 
a point of transference. This study does take the position 
that the ‘Falling Away’ taught by the Apostle Paul, 
‘apostacia’ is referring to the calling up of the Body of Christ 
to conclude the Church Age. Taking some liberty, one 
should really be open to both notions as in Greek, like 
Hebrew the wording can have a double meaning and 
multilayer depth.  
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7 Raptures  
The primary meaning, based on the context is that of a 
‘departure’, which is mutually understood. The question 
remains, departure of what or whom? Some of course have 
held the long Church traditional interpretation. It is the 
‘departure of Faith’ or Faithful which in this case is still 
pertaining to people and occurring. This can and is true as 
it is occurring presently but a ‘departing from the Faith’ has 
always existed in the Body of Christ since the days of the 
Apostles. Several letters had to be written by Paul to 
straighten-out inordinate beliefs and practices shortly after 
the birth of the Church at Pentecost. There were the letters 
to the Galatians, Thessalonians, Corinthians, etc. 
 
The Apostles had to battle apostasies, the Church Fathers 
had to battle heresy, then compromises of all kinds, etc. 
What would make more sense in the prophetic context of 
the ‘Rapture’ of the Bride of Christ is an event of a ‘Falling 
Back’. It is a military term such is used in a battle when the 
call is given to ‘Fall Back’. It is a ‘retreat’ motion of being 
physically evacuated by force, etc. Thus, with this prophetic 
context and point of view, there is a possible explanation as 
to why there would appear to be a pre-Tribulation Rapture, 
a mid-Tribulation Rapture and the post-Tribulation Rapture. 
The reason why is because they are all correct in so much 
as this study and prior ones count 7 ‘Raptures’ in the 
sequence of the book of Revelation. For review purposes, 
the list is as follows. 
 
7 Raptures of Revelation 
Translation Chapter 
1. Church  4:1 
2. Martyrs  7:9 
3. Witnesses 11:12 
4. Manchild 12:5 
5. 144,000 14:1 
6. Harvest 14:16 
7. Beheaded 20:4 
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In the scheme of the ‘rapture’ events, the most prominent 
is, ‘The Rapture’ prior to the 7-year Tribulation Period. Then 
there are some ‘raptures’ during and after or near the end 
of the 7-year Tribulation Period. This study strongly argues 
that the 1st ‘Rapture’ is the critical one and the one that sets 
the dominos of the others to occur well within the 
Tribulation Period and 7-fold pattern of the entire book of 
Revelation. Furthermore, this ‘Rapture’ of the Bride of 
Christ is critical in that it also initiates the transference of 
the dispensation from the Church Age back to national 
Israel, etc. It is chapter 4 of Revelation which corresponds 
to the corporate ‘Fall Back’ command of the Church Body.  
 
This type and shadow is personified in the Apostle John, 
the ‘Beloved One’. Therefore, the Bride of Christ cannot 
and will not overlap Daniel’s 70th Week of Years. Then 
there is the notion that the Church Body is not going to 
endure the Hour of Trial. It is corroborated in the language 
Jesus Himself speaking through the 7 Churches of Asia. 
The admonition is ‘He who has an ear, let him hear what 
the Spirit says to the Churches’. It is from that point on that 
the Church is never mentioned after chapter 4. In contrast, 
it is in Revelation 13:9, that Christ clearly admonishes a 
different constituency, ‘He who has an ear, let him hear.’  
 
There is no more Church Body to refer to ‘the Spirit has to 
say to the Churches’. Why? It is because she is no longer 
there. This does not mean that GOD the Holy Spirit will not 
be active still nor that there will not be any local gatherings 
of Christians. Gatherings will be underground as no open 
Church will be allowed at their own peril to openly 
congregate in the Name of Jesus. The point is that the 
Church Age’s ‘Royal Commission’ with the indwelling of 
GOD the Holy Spirit’s help and work had been 
accomplished and removed. The transference mentioned 
would thus be given to those 144,000 Jewish anointed of 
every Tribe of Israel to carry on YHVH’s ‘witness’. The 
following are the specific observations understood. 
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LETTER VALUE HEBREW CONNOTATION ENGLISH # 

 א
(BEGINNING) 

1 Alef 
(silent) 

Adonai 
(Revealed) 

a 1 

 Bet tent/house b 2 2 ב

 Gimel camel/lift up g 3 3 ג

 Dalet door/way d 4 4 ד

 He behold/reveal h 5 5 ה

 Vav nail/secure v/w 6 6 ו

 Zayin sword/pierce z 7 7 ז

 Het fence/protect Ch/kh 8(Ch) 8 ח

 Tet snake/twist t 9 9 ט

 Yod hand/finished work y 10 10 י

 Kaf palm/to cover k 11 20/500 כ | ך

 Lamed staff/teach l 12 30 ל

מ | ם    40 Mem water/come from m 13 

 Nun fish/faithful n 14 50 נן

 Samekh prop/supporting c/s 15 60 ס

 Ayin eye/understand (guttural) 16 70 ע

 Pe mouth/opening p 17 80/800 פ | ף 

 Tsadi hook/harvest ts/s 18 90/500 צ | ץ

 Qof back of head/last q/k 19 100 ק

 Resh head/highest r 20 200 ר

 Shin teeth/sharp s/sh 21 300 ש

 ת
(END) 

400 Tav a mark/cross Ch 22 
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22 Letter Cipher 
According to the book of Revelation, the Divine Wrath of 
Jesus Christ is coming to Earth; upon a Christ-rejecting 
humanity. These judgments, in their consummation are 
directed towards the last years of this depraved world. 
Thereafter the Millennial Kingdom of Christ Jesus is to be 
established on Earth. The magnitude of such events 
leading up to this inevitable event constitutes the ‘Wrath of 
the Lamb’ that YHVH will pour out on a rebellious ‘Last 
Generation’–according to what the book of Revelation 
depicts. It is uncharacteristic to have a depiction of a Lamb 
with a ‘Wrath’. Most lambs are known for their docility.  
 
Christ was slain as a ‘Lamb led to the slaughter’ at His 1st  
Advent. Jesus will return to execute His vengeance upon 
His enemies as a Lion at His 2nd Advent. It will be the time 
when the ‘Humble Lamb’ that triumphed over the raging 
prideful ‘Red Dragon’ at the Cross of Calvary will have His 
vengeance in the end, etc. The Hebrew Alef-Bet is known 
as the Jewish Script. The writing has variations also in the 
form of the square and block script. One is the original old 
Hebrew Script known as the Paleo-Hebrew Script. This is 
the form that has been preserved over millennia and part of 
the Semitic family of languages.  
 

The present modern script of Hebrew is called the Square 
Form that follows more of an Aramaic Script. There is a 
Cursive Hebrew Script, which has also varied over time and 
place. The Semitic Language Family tree starts with the 
Proto-Canaanite and the Cuneiform. The Proto-Canaanite 
developed into the Phoenician Script. The word, Semite 
comes from the name of the 2nd son of Noah, Shem who 
primarily settled in the Fertile Crescent. The Paleo-Hebrew 
comes from the Phoenician Alphabet and characters from 
which Hebrew Script is derived from, etc. The Hebrew 
Script was changed to Aramaic Alphabet the 5th century BC 
although present day Samaritans and pockets of ancient 
Christian Syrians amazingly still use it. Some of the Dead 
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Sea Scrolls contained manuscripts in Paleo-Hebrew.  
As in any other language, the Hebrew language has 
dialects. They reflect the places the Jews have been during 
the Diasporas when due to judgment, YHVH evicted Israel 
from the Promised Land to the 4 corners of the world. Aside 
from Hebrew being primarily the dominate language, there 
is Yiddish, Ladino, and Judeo-Arabic. The Hebrew 
language and characters are also used in the concept of 
Gematria. It is the discipline of changing portions of text 
into numbers to look for ‘codes’ or a deeper meaning or 
message. Then there is the Jewish Kabbalistic tradition that 
delves into sorcery and Luciferianism. 
 

 
Jewish Scribes reproducing section of the Torah with observers.  

 
This has been true since the Babylonian Captivity that has 
its source of origin in the Luciferian ‘Secret Societies’ that 
was codified by Nimrod. However, the Hebrew letter to 
chapter lends itself as a Cipher to this study of numbers 
because it originates from YHVH and is un-perverted and 
true. Like any form of knowledge, this study in letters to 
chapters theory can be used for good and for evil. The 
following will be the Hebrew letter and meaning related 
directly to each of the 22 chapters of Revelation. The 
following is the summery of the letter to chapter 
correspondence as it has been noted also in the table. 
Chapter 1 of Revelation corresponds to Alef, the 1st letter in 
the Hebrew alphabet.  
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Royal and Divine Script 
It starts out with the revealing of Jesus as the ‘Beginning’. 
He appears in the midst of a Menorah of 7 ‘Light’ and 
‘Stars’. This has inferences of the pictograph of Alef, a ‘Bull’ 
in which in the Mazzaroth, Taurus is the constellation that 
contained the 7 Stars, Pleiades which means, the 
‘Congregation of the Judge’. The Bull signifies ‘The Judge’ 
who judges the 7 Churches of Asia and instructs them 
before they are ‘Called-Up’ or to ‘Fall Back’. Then chapter 2 
corresponds to the Hebrew letter of Bet. The Hebrew letter 
Bet means a ‘Tent’ or ‘House’ in that the Church is like a 
Spiritual Body, a Temple that is being build up and 
completed someday. 
 
Astonishingly, the 3rd letter in Hebrew, Gimel signifies a 
‘Lifting-Up’. This can have prophetic connotations of what is 
destined for the Bride of Christ. It will be by a Rapture 
before the Tribulation Period is started by the Seal 
Judgments based on this Hebrew letter to chapter theory. 
This chapter encapsulates the core of the 2000-year 
Church Age that is anticipating the end of its Royal 
Commission with ‘The Rapture’. It is in chapter 4 of 
Revelation that the ‘Come Up’ is decreed. It corresponds to 
the Hebrew letter of Dalet. In Hebrew, the letter Dalet 
signifies a ‘Door’. 
 
This chapter is when the scene of the Court of YHVH will 
be in session and John is the representative of the Bride. 
John is present having come up through a ‘Door’. He is the 
key Witness to see the triumphant Lamb of YHVH execute 
justice as He starts to break the Seal Judgment that starts 
the all-inclusive ‘Wrath’, etc. It should be re-emphasized 
that ‘The Rapture’ of the Bride of Christ does not 
immediately initiate the Tribulation Period. It is the breaking 
of the 7-7-7-fold Seal Judgments by Jesus that does. And 
this with the 1st Seal Judgment that comes after being the 
unveiling of the AntiChrist per the 4 Horseman of the 
Apocalypse, etc.  
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Nonetheless, it is astonishing in how the language is 
identical, word for word derived from the meaning of the 4th 
Hebrew letter to that of the 4th chapter of Revelation. Jesus 
promised an Open Door of escape wrath that would come 
on the world to try them for ‘1 Hour’, etc. The 5th letter of 
Hebrew, He corresponding to the 5th chapter of Revelation. 
It signifies the pattern just as the risen Jesus Christ set out 
to outline the book of Revelation events. It was the ‘What 
Was, What Is and What Shall Be’ thereafter, a revealing, 
etc.  
 

 Artistic rendition of the Bride of Christ when Court is in session.  
 
And this is coming from the perspective in Heaven where 
John as the proxy of the Bride of Christ is beholding the 
events down on Earth, etc. Chapter 6 corresponds to the 
Hebrew letter of Vav. It signifies a ‘Nail’ or ‘Security’. It 
involves the unleashing of the 4 Horseman of the 
Apocalypse like nails being driven through as those 
Luciferians will hide in their underground cave bunkers 
thinking they are secure. Such will not escape YHVH’s 
judgment as it will pierce such places like a ‘nail’. It also 
signifies the souls of those Martyrs at this time that are 
secure under the Altar in Heaven, etc.  
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Encrypted Coding 
Chapter 7 corresponds to the Hebrew letter of Zayin which 
signifies a ‘Sword’. The chapter pertains to those Martyrs 
that were slain by the sword of the Antichrist but given 
White Robes, etc. In chapter 8, it corresponds to the 
Hebrew letter Het or Chet that signifies a ‘Fence’ or to 
‘Protect’. This chapter centers around the coals from the 
Golden Censor that will unleash the catastrophic judgments 
of the 7 Trumpets. However, those marked by the Seal of 
YHVH will be spared in some miraculous way. In chapter 9, 
it corresponds to the Hebrew letter of Tet which signifies a 
‘Snake’ or to ‘Twist’.  
 
In this chapter, there is the unleashing of the demons from 
the Abys, Apollyon which in ancient mythology, was tied to 
a Python, a snake. As an aside note, few believe that the 
book of Revelation was actually written first in Hebrew 
because of the need to translate Abaddon to the Greek 
Apollyon, etc. This is of course alluding to Lucifer, the 
Shining One, that ‘Ancient Serpent’, etc. The Hebrew letter 
Yod corresponds to the 10th letter and 10th chapter. The 
Chapter encompasses the imagery of the Great Angel and 
the Little Scroll that was handed to John. The Hebrew letter 
Kaf corresponds to the 11th letter and 11th chapter. This 
chapter signifies a ‘Hand’ and a ‘Finished Work’, etc.  
 
This chapter is centered on the appearing of the 2 
Witnesses and how from the power of their hands, the 
various miracles occur, and they are protected for 1260 
days before they finish their work, etc. The Hebrew letter 
Lamed corresponds to the 12th letter and 12th chapter. The 
letter Lamed speaks of a ‘Staff’ and to ‘Teach’ as in to 
instruct. This chapter is signified by the Great Sign of the 
Virgin. Many believe it is in direct astronomical reference to 
Virgo. Virgo’s Stars connotes a ‘Staff’ and ‘Seed’. It is 
alluding to one of the names of the Messiah, ‘The Brach’, 
etc. This Sign is like a point of ‘prophetic synchronization’ 
occurring in all of YHVH’s Word.  
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It teaches much about the past, present and future 
concerning Biblical typologies of the Rapture events in 
particular. The Hebrew letter Mem corresponds to the 13th 
letter and 13th chapter. This chapter signifies ‘Water’ and 
‘Origins’. This chapter speaks about where the 1st Beast 
comes from, the Sea as well as the 2nd Beast that comes 
from the Earth, etc. The Hebrew letter Nun corresponds to 
the 14th letter and 14th chapter. The letter Nun corresponds 
to ‘Fish’ as in fishing and being ‘Faithful’. This chapter 
signifies the work done by the 144,000 who were faithful to 
evangelize the world on behalf of Israel. 
 
It is rather interesting how even the number 14 
corresponds to the prime numerals of 14 as in the 14-4,000 
sealed and anointed of YHVH. They mirror the zeal and 
commitment the Church Body was given as to the Great 
Commission to take the Gospel of Jesus Christ as ‘Fishers 
of Men’, etc. The Hebrew letter Samekh corresponds to the 
15th letter and 15th chapter. The Hebrew letter denotes 
‘Props’ or that of a ‘Support’ structure. This chapter signifies 
a stationing of various elements in preparation for the 
coming events that will conclude the most severe portion of 
the Wrath of the Lamb, Jesus. The Hebrew letter Ayin 
corresponds to the 16th letter and 16th chapter of.  
 
The Hebrew letter denotes an ‘Eye’ and as to ‘Understand’. 
This chapter could signify the notion of how it is instructed 
of those not to ‘sleep’ and stay ‘awake’. It is in the context 
of remaining faithful to the very end. It is in reference to 
those Believers and the Elect, Israel, not the Church. This 
has a connotation of having one’s eye being open, alert 
and understanding of what is occurring and seeing the 
‘Finish Line’ in sight. The Hebrew letter Pe corresponds to 
the 17th letter and 17th chapter of Revelation. The Hebrew 
letter denotes a ‘Mouth’ and an ‘Opening’. This chapter 
deals with the judgment of Babylon. ‘She’ is described as 
having a mouth that opens to blaspheme YHVH and those 
residing in Heaven, i.e., the raptured Bride of Christ, etc. 
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The Hebrew letter Tsadi corresponds to the 18th letter and 
18th chapter. The Hebrew letter denotes a ‘Hook’ and as to 
‘Harvest’. This chapter signifies the ‘catching’ of Babylon, in 
all aspects as one would ‘hook’ a fish or a sickle would 
harvest a grain at the end of a harvest season. It speaks of 
the total destruction of the Babylonian System in all its 
permutations, religious, political, social, etc. The Hebrew 
letter Qof corresponds to the 19th letter and 19th chapter. 
The Hebrew letter denotes the ’Back of Head’ or the ‘Last’. 
This chapter in Revelation signifies the closure of the 
Tribulation Period in how Jesus returns to restore His total 
dominion over all the Earth.  
 

  
Artistic rendition of the 2nd coming of Jesus Christ with His Bride.  

 
In chapter 20, it corresponds to the Hebrew letter Resh that 
signifies a ‘Head’ or to reach the ‘Highest’. This chapter 
signifies the dominion of Jesus upon His return as the 
‘Head’ and Highest of all to set up the Millennial Kingdom, 
and how He subdues Lucifer etc. In chapter 21, it 
corresponds to the Hebrew letter Shin that signifies ‘Teeth’ 
or that which is ‘Sharp’. This chapter could signify the 
condition of all that is to come as one would smile when 
one goes into a new purchased home or there has been a 
favorable and definite victory and/or outcome of sorts. How 
the position that the Rapture of the Bride of Christ will be 
pre-Tribulation is strengthened is by the theory of the 
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Hebrew aleph-bet 22-letter to chapter template.  
The Hebrew letter to chapter superimposed onto the 22 
chapters of the book of Revelation does seem to correlate 
prophetically as noted. The emphases are most striking 
around chapters 1-5. What this template produces is a 
confirming witness that in fact, YHVH encoded the very last 
book of the Bible through a prophetic spectrum using each 
letter of the Hebrew Alef-Bet. Perhaps other books in the 
Bible and ‘Time’ itself could also be ascertained in the 
same way and no doubt they would be in some fashion. 
The point of the study is that in fact, each meaning of the 
Hebrew alphabet does appear to correspond precisely to 
the prophetic theme of that numerical chapter.  
 
Have in mind that the divisions of the Bible verses were not 
made originally but some do suggest that such an 
endeavor was also divinely inspired. In the case of the 
book of Revelation, it happens to have 22 letters as does 
the Hebrew alphabet. Could it be mere coincidence? Sure. 
However, when one looks at the matching letter to chapter 
correspondences, they are marvelously shocking, and one 
believes this has not been presented before. It should be 
noted that the sequence as to the Hebrew Alef-Bet is 
backwards in that normally, the reading and placement of 
the sequence of the letters start on the right and with the 
Alef and ending on the left with the last letter, that of Tav. 
 
In the case of this theory, the Alef starts with chapter 1 and 
continues in sequential order until the last letter, Tav 
corresponds to the 22nd chapter of Revelation, etc. Chapter 
22 of Revelation corresponds to Tav, the 22nd or last letter 
in the Hebrew alphabet which means that of a ‘Mark’ or a 
‘Cross’. This chapter signifies the end of Biblical prophecy 
that points to Jesus and His work on the Cross of Calvary, 
which is as the ‘Sign’ or letter of the Tav, a Cross or Mark, 
etc. It is as if Jesus is placing His ‘signature’ on the last 
letter to the world, in context of ‘The Marriage’ as it began 
in Genesis. And with a P.S., ‘I love you.’ 
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BOOK OF REVELATION 
Pattern of Divine Number of Perfection 

 
‘The Aim of Prophetic Blueprint is to Testify of Jesus. I, Jesus, 
have sent my Angel to give you this Testimony for the Churches. 
I am the Root and the Offspring of David, and the bright Morning 
Star. The Spirit and the Bride say, Come! In addition, let the one 
who hears say, Come! Let the one who is thirsty come; and let 
the one who wishes would take the free gift of the Water of Life. 
He who testifies to these things says, Yes, I am coming soon. 
Amen. Come, Lord Jesus’. – Revelation 22:16-17, 20 

 
The purpose of this chapter is to layout the events of the 
book of Revelation as disclosed in the narrative 
chronemically and in outline format with some inferences to 
possible interpretations. It appears to some that the book’s 
layout is another amazing tapestry of prophetic blueprints. 
The study will address some of the misconception such as 
which Beast is actually going to give the 666 Mark for 
examples and actually how many raptures there are. It is 
the risen Jesus Christ that is revealing what is to come to 
the last Apostle, John. The book is a book of numbers, of 7.  
 
Foremost it is a vision that originates outside of the space-
time continuum. The unveiling is of divine origin. The 
authorship and authentication is given by none other than 
the LOGOS of the Creation, the Son of GOD, Jesus Christ. 
The book of Revelation is perhaps one of the most studied 
and misunderstood portions of the entire Bible. Many 
Christian churches avoid the study of this book due to 
controversy and the ominous implications of coming 
catastrophes many avoid teaching. Others seek to avoid 
the contention it brings due to interpretations, as some of 
the language is vague, metaphorical and/or encrypted. It is 
surrounded by mystery but nonetheless it is a revelation 
foremost of prophecy that Jesus makes it so important to 
personally convey His revelation to the Churches.  
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Prophetic Patterns 
It is a deeper understanding of who is Jesus Christ. Thus to 
avoid studying over it and preaching from it in the Churches 
as the LORD Jesus prescribes has shortsighted the Gospel 
message and its purpose. The purpose the Apocalypse is 
to bring prophecy to the conclusion of all things and the 
testimony of and to Jesus Christ. If at least, if a Disciple of 
Jesus seeks to know his or her LORD, then the reading 
and study of this book is critical in realizing the nature, 
heart and mind of the Savior in a manner not even 
disclosed in the synoptic Gospels. Some believe the events 
of the book have already been fulfilled as the Pederasts 
attest to. 
 
 Others believe the Apocalypse is just a series of allegorical 
innuendoes to hide the commentary of the political and 
religious undercurrents of the early Church. To others it is 
all that plus much more as with all other prophecies. 
Regardless, Biblical prophecy is always accompanied by 
multi-layers of meaning and time applications to it. The 
prophecy of Revelation casts its shadow right from the start 
of the Church Age diagnostic of Jesus to the end of time or 
the conclusion of all things at His return. Clearly that the 
aim of any Biblical prophecy is to testify of Jesus.  
 
Thus, any Biblical prophecy is centered on the person of 
Jesus or leads one to Jesus. This is how false prophecy 
can be discerned from genuine ones. The book of 
Revelation is the only part of Scripture that comes with a 
blessing for its readers for taking the message to heart and 
the invitation to the Water of Life at the conclusion of the 
book. Fundamentally, this unveiling of Jesus has many 
corresponding enigmas of the secrets of the Universe, 
mainly the struggle between good and evil. This struggle is 
understood to be a carryover from a prior Age and 
dispensation. The center piece is that of the Angelic 
Conflict which originated in the Heavenly Jerusalem but will 
culminate in the Earthly Jerusalem.  
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To better understand this encrypted book, one has to be 
versed in how Humanity has now been involved in this 
Angelic Conflict and is at the center of the Heavenly 
inheritance to come. The human race has taken sides and 
the primary issue why the contention between good and 
evil is a central theme of Revelation. It is because a human 
being determined for all eternity which force prevails. It is 
Jesus who set forth the law of which force is greater and 
ultimately triumph. Jesus stated during His ministry that evil 
could, can and will be overcome by doing good. The book 
of Revelation is about the good that Jesus Christ did to 
overcome evil on behalf of not only Humanity but bring to a 
conclusion the Angelic Rebellion of Lucifer once and for all. 
 

 
Jesus, the Lamb of YHVH and Lion of Judah. 
 

The book of Revelation is purely a prophecy as it is stated 
in more than one place. In chapter 19:10, it states that the 
aim of any Biblical Prophecy is to testify to Jesus Christ and 
how things will be concluded in Christ Jesus. The book is 
also about the Overcomer and the Rewards in Heaven or 
catastrophes that awaits the Earth. It is Jesus Christ who is 
the prime example of the Overcomer. It is interesting that 
the beginning of the book starts with the end of the ‘book of 
Revelation’ of the Old Testament, Zechariah.  
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In Zechariah, it states that ‘they shall see Him whom they 
have pierced’, etc. This circular theme is proclaimed at the 
outset of the book of Revelation. In this way, the Old 
Testament of the Law and the Prophets are validated and 
are collaborated by an equal and more detailed testimony 
of Jesus of how He is to bring all things to a conclusion. 
The book of Revelation is thus both linear and circular in 
nature in some respects. Some believe it is chronological 
while others dispute that it is a multi-layered revelation of 
superimposed events that mirror each other. For example, 
the 7 Seals to some are seen as the mirror image of the 7 
Bowls. The argument is that the 7 Seal Judgements are 
described from the vantage point of Heaven where John is 
receiving the revelation from Jesus.  
 
The 7 Bowl Judgments are the same events only described 
from the vantage point of Earth. This could be a viable 
interpretation but not likely. Although there are similar 
circumstances, the 7 Bowls do not appear to overlap the 
same time. The book of Revelation ends like it was in the 
beginning in Genesis. It ends with a marriage of a male and 
female principle and the restoration of the Garden of Eden 
with the Tree of Life. The Genesis Template is thus seen in 
the Apocalypse in how the Water of Life that flowed from 
the Throne of YHVH also occurs in the same manner as it 
was during the first time in the Garden of Eden when Adam 
and Eve were created.  
 
Although the events of Revelation are sequential, there is a 
certain amount of linear attributes that are not to be 
dismissed. The chart accompanying this study will layout 
the sequence of events proclaimed. Each event will be 
given a value of 1 unit. With this measure, the timeline will 
also incorporate the chapter delineation that is not 
necessarily inspired but is used as a reference point. What 
is astonishing is that the book of Revelation is also given 
not only as a blueprint in Genesis but in the Gospels, 
primarily in the Olivet Discourse. 
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Here, Jesus provides the layout of the outline of how the 
book of Revelation is constructed and linked to Daniel’s 
prophecy. The occasion for the Olivet Discourse is the 
measure or evaluation of the Temple as suggested by the 
Disciples to Jesus. The Temple is also measured in the 
book of Revelation. Then the Disciples, all 12 being a 
representative of Israel, the Sons of Jacob are admonished 
to flee into the wilderness as the Remnant of Israel or 
Jacob are thus provided a way of escape in the wilderness 
from the so called ‘Wrath of Satan’. It is interesting to note 
that it was the Christians Church that fled Jerusalem and 
escaped. Why does Jacob’s Sons have to be tried?  
 

 
All authority in Heaven, on Earth and under been given to Jesus. 
 

Prophetically, is to rectify this time for the selling of Joseph 
by his brethren, primary Judah. Thus, it is the Lion of Judah 
that atones, among many other reasons. The number 12 is 
associated with the Old Testament as the Sons of Jacob 
are correlated with the 12 Disciples of Jesus and the Time 
of Jacob’s Trouble. These 2 facets are fused into the very 
City of the Lamb as described in the New Jerusalem for 
example. The prelude of the Church Age is a time to be 
completed before the actual Seal Judgments are opened or 
the Rapture can take place.  
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The Rapture of the Bride of Christ will be a culmination of a 
harvest, that of the last Gentile to be grafted into the 
commonwealth of Israel. As a typology, subsequently the 
Bride of Christ is promised that she will be spared this Hour 
of Trial that will come to test Jacob’s Sons, as she will be 
ushered through the escape door of Philadelphia, i.e., the 
Rapture or translation. As Jesus in the Olivet Discourse 
alerted the Disciples of an escape, so too is the Church of 
Philadelphia alerted. Jesus told His Disciples, in essence 
the Sons of Jacob about the Hour of their Trial to come. 
 
However, it is in fact the Church of Philadelphia that is to be 
spared this coming Hour of Trial to test those inhabitants of 
the Earth and the Sons of Jacob for all the evil they have 
done. Prophetically, Jesus was as Joseph addressing His 
Brethren. This is another example of a prophecy casting its 
shadow down the halls of time. At the end of the Church 
Age dispensation, will there be that admonition to heed the 
call to ‘Come up here’ as the Bride is translated through the 
gate (Portal) and escape that wrath to come by way of the 
Rapture. The Time of Jacob’s Trouble also correlated to 
Daniel’s last week of prophetic years. The purpose of this 
study is only to lay out the events of the Revelation in 
chronological order.  
  
Some inferences will be made as the patterns do lead to 
some very obvious suggestions and speculations. As to the 
transcriber, it is the Apostle John that is the recipient of this 
book of the Revelation of Jesus Christ, not Revelations as 
many make the mistake of saying. In the Greek, it is called 
the Apocalypse as in the unveiling of a letter scroll as that 
was the ancient custom of letter writing, especially if it 
came from an official imperial degree. This is in contrast to 
the other occultic and false Gospels and books that make 
up the Apocrypha, which means to conceal. The seals of 
the unveiling scroll served to authenticate from whom it is 
from and when it is to be opened.  
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Only certain people had the authority to break the seals 
and open the successive sections of the scroll.  
Each seal lead to a subsequent seal that had that portion of 
the scroll sealed until the prior reading was divulged, 
understood and implemented. The following are the main 
components of an ancient scroll such as Revelation was 
written.  
 
Sillybos 
A tag was pasted on the edge of the Scroll. It recorded the 
Author’s Title and Information. 
 
Bullaes 
Constituted a Legal Document as in a Will and Last Testament. 

 
The book of Revelation is in essence a reading of the will, a 
last will and testament of Jesus Christ. For a will to be read, 
the respected parties of the inheritors have to be present 
as well as the mediator of the deceased. In this case, 
Jesus is not only the deceased but resurrected deceased 
one that functions as not only the mediator, or lawyer or 
arbitrator but also judge and the inheritor. In this case, what 
is at stake is the Inheritance and Rewards of Jesus, His 
heavenly ones. It is no longer the issue of sin the Church is 
dealing with; that was paid for at the cross.  
 
It took this instrument used by Lucifer that attempted to 
destroy Jesus with that actually destroyed Lucifer. In this 
analogy the Defendant, the Bride that stands accused day 
and night before the Judicial throne on YHVH is required 
and summoned to appear before her Accuser, in this case 
Lucifer. This is one supposition why the Rapture of the 
Bride of Christ has to occur before the ‘Hour of Trial’ is to 
commence upon the Sons of Jacob. Thus, the Rapture is 
the agent that sets in motion the judicial proceedings and 
the breaking the Seals. It is the breaking of the Seals by 
the Lamb of YHVH, the Lion of Judah that adjudicates or 
absolves the Bride of all Luciferian accusation.  
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Moreover, this typology of the last will and testament 
becomes the judgment of the world and the death sentence 
proclaimed against Lucifer. This was retro-actively 
accomplished at the cross but will be implemented in real 
time on Earth to coincide with the judgment of the 
inhabitants as well after the Rapture of the Bride of Christ. 
It is only at this time that Lucifer and his Fallen Angels are 
once and for all expelled from having any more access into 
Heaven; they are evicted. It is for this reason that Lucifer 
thereafter seeks to devour the Sons of Jacob on Earth and 
seeks to amass his demonic legions for one last frontal 
assault against the Gates of Heaven and against Jesus at 
His return to possess the Earthly Jerusalem.  
 

 
John as the ‘Bride’ typified by the 7 Menorah with Jesus. 
 

The Bride of Christ has to confront Lucifer and there has to 
be a mediator that can adjudicate her, in this case Jesus 
Himself the Lion of Judah as the ‘Overcomer’ of sin, death 
and Satan. Thus, this study does agree that the ‘Come up 
here’ calling of John is the metaphor for the Rapture as far 
as this study is concerned. Others will disagree which is 
part of the ongoing study of the mystery of the book of 
Revelation.  
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7 Raptures of Revelation 
This study will also show that there are numerous other 
‘raptures’ occurring during the Time of Jacob’s Trouble. 
There is a Rapture or translation in almost every segment 
of the unit values of events, which are 7 in total spanning 
the sections that constitute the book of Revelation. In each 
segment, there a Rapture event or a translation of peoples 
as suggested by the narrative. The word translation is 
referred to as having a person or peoples changed from the 
moral state to the immortal state. The Rapture of the Bride 
commences this count. This is the preeminent Rapture that 
correlates to the Church of Philadelphia that was provided 
with an ‘Open Door’ of escape from the Hour of Trial to 
come. Thus, there is the Rapture, the Blessed Hope that is 
at the beginning before the Seal Judgments start the 
countdown to the Battle of Armageddon. The following list 
is of those Raptures or translations in questions. 
 
1 chapter 04:01 The Rapture of the Bride  
2 chapter 07:09 The Martyrs out from Great Tribulation 
3 chapter 11:12 The 2 Witnesses after 3.5 days  
4 chapter 12:09 The Man-child of the Virgo Vision  
5 chapter 14:01 The Overcomers singing Song of Moses 
6 chapter 14:16 The Sickle Harvest 
7 chapter 20:04 The Beheaded 

 
Out of all these, the Sickle rapture might possible then 
correlates to the Matthew 24:20 depictions of those who 
are left and those who are taken. This argument of the 
presented and suggested 7 fold Raptures is the reason 
why there is such confusion, which is designated for the 
Bride of Christ. The translation or escape of the 
‘Philadelphian Church’ typology of the Bride of Christ is the 
singular Rapture event unlike the rest to follow during the 
Time of Jacob’s Trouble or the Tribulation Period. There is 
a translation at the beginning, at the middle and at the end 
in the book of Revelation.  
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Is it any wonder why there is such confusion if the Rapture 
of the Bride of Christ is to occur at a pre-Trib, pre-Wrath or 
post-Trib timing? Within the chronology of the Apocalypse, 
this study submits the notion of the Rapture of the Bride of 
Christ as typified by John the Revelator is the translation of 
the Bride because the ‘revelation’ of Jesus is given to the 
Church of what is to come, not to the Sons of Jacob. It is 
the Bride that Jesus chose to be the ‘Witness’ to testify of 
what trouble is to come due to the rejection of the ‘Greater 
Joseph’ that was sold for silver by his brethren. 
 

 
A conceptualization of the Rapture of the Bride of Christ.  
 

It is John, the Bride type that is also not only the witness of 
the last will and testament of Jesus but is the beneficiary as 
the Bride along with the risen Jesus of all the inheritance 
and rewards of the Promises of YHVH through and in 
Jesus. John was the youngest of the Disciples during 
Jesus’ ministry and one of the sets of brothers in the group. 
There is a mystery surrounding John in that Jesus 
admonished Peter after the resurrection that ‘if He wanted 
John to remain alive, what is it to you Peter’. Many have 
taken this literally and believe that John will be alive up to 
the very day of Christ’s return. Thus spiritually assumed 
that perhaps John did not see physical death, some thus 
speculated that perhaps John was also translated and will 
be 1 of the 2 Witnesses from this assertion.  
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Type of the Beloved 
The Apostle John was the last Apostle of the original 12 to 
remain alive. He was on this island of Patmos in the 
Aegean to which John was banished by the emperor 
Domitian around 95 AD. According to research, Patmos 
means the ‘place of my killing’. Thus, here is the conclusion 
of the matter if John died or not. The very name of the 
place of the revelation alludes to his killing that to some 
historians occurred at the hands of the evil Roman 
Emperor. As the representative of the Church, he does ‘live 
on’ as the Gates of Hell will not overcome the Church and 
will remain until the very end of the Church Age.  
 

This is only based on the metaphor that John is seen 
throughout the Gospels as the ‘Beloved’, as the Bride of 
Christ. John like Jesus is a type of the Church that is and 
will be an Overcome because as the Bride, she has 
washed her robes and has been faithful since her inception 
through Jesus, the Last Adam at Calvary. This study is 
assuming that 32 AD is the year of the crucifixion and 
subsequent birth of the Church Age. Interestingly if the 
Jubilee is pegged to Jesus’ birth in -3 BC and then Jesus 
synchronized it to his Proclamation at the Synagogue of 
Nazareth, to be calculated then to 28 AD, then the 
culmination perhaps of this Church Age, then it will have 
been a time span of the end of a 7-year Sabbatical Cycle.   
 
As it is, one is living in the Days of Noah. It is as ominous of 
George Orwell’s book by the same title that introduced the 
Big Brother phenomena of a total police state and grid. 
Such technology now exists and perhaps this was a 
foreshadowing of the time that would require such a set up 
to usher in the last Luciferian world Order. Jesus gives the 
order of this last Luciferian New World Order to John in a 
chronological order. The scene of the Menorah and the 7 
Churches are part of the pattern of number 7s but 
constitutes the prelude to the New World Order that 
constitutes the Hour of Trial for the world, Lucifer and the 
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Sons of Jacob.  
7 Fold Revelation of Jesus 
7 Churches 
7 Seals 
7 Trumpets 
7 Fold Intermissions 
7 bowls 
7 Last Visions 

 
The intricacy of the Biblical numerology of the book is 
beyond human design and are mind-boggling. In the 
revelation of the 7-fold Church, the LORD Jesus is in the 
midst as the 4th Servant Stem of the ancient Menorah 
given to Moses. It was a facsimile of the true original in 
Heaven that stands before the Throne of YHVH. It also 
corresponds to the 7 Spirits that are spoken of in Isaiah. 
They have within them the 7 Thunders, speak, and come 
with the 7 Angels that are ever before the Throne at the 
service of the King. The Church is likened to this Menorah, 
which is a metaphor of an almond tree that was seen in the 
region of Mt. Sinai. The following are a correlation of this 
theory concerning the main delineations of the book of 7. 
 
Event   Feast 
7 Church Age  = Pentecost 
7 Seals  = like Rosh HaShanah 
7 Trumpets  = like Yom Kippur 
7 Bowls  = like Sukkot 

 
The book of Revelation also can be a typology of the 
remaining Fall Feast appointments yet to be fulfilled by 
Jesus as they were in the Spring Feasts with Passover, 
Feast of Unleavened Bread and First Fruits. The current 
Feast, that of Pentecost corresponds to the present Church 
Age. This present Church Age incorporates the indwelling 
and sealing of the Holy Spirit and is the time of mercy, 
grace and reconciliation allotted to mankind before the 
Hour of Trial is to befall the inhabitants of the Earth and the 
Sons of Jacob.  
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Restoration of all Things 
The Age of Pentecost and the Menorah typology also 
represents the vine and the branches. Jesus alluded to 
Himself as being the Water of Life that nourishes the 
branches of Believers with the anointed oil of the Holy Spirit 
to produce fruits of righteousness. It is also reminiscent of 
the Tree of Life that was lost by Adam and Eve in the 
Garden of Eden. The book of Revelation is about how 
Jesus restores these elements specifically and all things in 
general on behalf of Humanity but because of Jesus 
through His humanity.  
 

 
John the on Patmos receiving the last book of the Bible. 
 
The point being is that the inheritor of all things is a human; 
that is Jesus as a human taking on flesh, etc. But before 
the inheritance is to be realized there is a time period 
reaming that also has to be completed, the Time of Jacob 
Trouble. Prior to this time starting, the risen LORD Jesus 
makes a diagnostic exam, much like a doctor of the Bride’s 
condition for the span of the Church Age. In each case, 
Jesus listens to the heart for its spiritual health and 
condition. Of all the 7 churches, only 2, that of Smyrna and 
Philadelphia is there no rebuke or admonition but an 
encouragement.  
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It is with Philadelphia that the specific promise of an ‘Open 
Door’ or Gate is set to have her escape the Hour of Trial to 
come after the Church Age is completed. This Church Age 
is about a harvest maturing. The Church Age is a time of 
when the Wheat and the Tares have been allowed by Jesus 
to operate and grow along side by side. This is the cause of 
their being wolves amongst the sheep in the Churches. It 
will only be at the end of the harvest where the fruit of 
Lucifer and Christ’s Disciples will be evaluated. Meanwhile, 
the only true test of which will be differentiated now is 
based on the fruit that can be discerned.  
 

 
Angel of the Abyss having the Keys to open and close. 
 

Also, consider that what separates the sheep from the 
wolves in the Churches is persecution. It is only those that 
are truly saved and wiling to lay down their lives for Christ 
Jesus that have, do and will endure such degrees of 
persecution that often lead to martyrdom; no wolves would 
do this for Jesus. This one reason among many that this 
study suggests suffering is allowed by the LORD so that 
the fire of persecution leads to genuine faith and fruit unto 
righteousness. The book of Revelation is also about Keys. 
There are several innuendoes about how Keys play an 
important part in the narrative of the Apocalypse for the 
purpose of prophecy and testimony of and to Jesus.  
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Keys are used to lock and unlock doors. The one who has 
the Keys is one that has authority to use them above all 
others. It is seen in the book of Revelation how the LORD 
Jesus has the Keys. These in part are the Keys to Death, 
Hyades, the Open Door for Philadelphia, and of the 
Bottomless Pit, etc.   
 
These Keys are applied at certain times to open and close 
certain doors, gates or portals for the purpose of furthering 
the culmination of the fulfillment of the prophecy. Despite 
what CERN seeks to do and open the portal of Tartarus 
before its time to wage war in Heaven itself, it will not open 
until Jesus sends the command to do so. The following is 
the diagnosis of each of the 7-fold Menorah type of the 
Church Age. The format will be in simplistic layout. 
 
1. EPHESUS 
Christ revealed as  
-holds the 7 Stars 
-walks about the Menorah ministering as High Priest 
 
Positives Attributes 
-deeds 
-perseveres 
-abstains from the wicked 
-tests Apostles 
-endures hardship 
-not fainted 
-hates Nicolaitans practices 
 
Negatives Attributes 
-loveless 
-love gone astray 
 
Prescriptions 
-remember 
-repent 
-redo 1st works 
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Rewards 
-right to Tree of Life 
-in the Paradise of YHVH 
 
2. SMYRNA 
Christ revealed as 
-the First and the Last 
-died but is the Resurrected One 
 
Positive Attributes 
-afflicted and poor 
-slandered and opposed by Synagogue of Satan 
-suffering and imprisoned 
-persecuted 10x 
-faithful unto death 
 
Negative Attributes 
NONE 
 
Prescriptions 
-encouragement 
 
Rewards 
-not to be hurt by 2nd Death 
  
3. PERGAMUM 
Christ revealed as 
-having 2x edged Sword 
 
Positive Attributes 
-in Satan’s domain 
-remains true and not renounce faith 
 
Negative Attributes 
-teaches doctrines of Balaam 
-defiled and -immoral 
-ascribes to the teachings of Nicolaitans 
 
Prescriptions 
-fight with Sword of Mouth 
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Rewards 
-given the Hidden Manna 
-given a White Stone with Name 
 
4. THYATIRA 
Christ revealed as 
-Son of GOD, reiterates title during Earthly ministry 
-eyes of fire, feet of bronze 
 
Positive Attributes 
-deeds, love, faith and service 
-perseverance 
-doing more at end than at beginning 
 
Negative Attributes 
-tolerates Jezebels 
-allows false teaching 
-sexually immoral and defiled 
-unwilling to repent 
 
Prescriptions 
-Jesus searches the heart and mind 
-Jesus repays each according to deeds 
-hold on to what you have 
-will be given authority over the nations 
-given rulership on Earth and the Morning Star 
  
5. SARDIS 
Christ revealed as 
-the One that holds the 7 Spirits and Stars 
 
Positive Attributes 
-deeds, aspires to reputation 
-some within church have not been soiled 
-some are worthy 
 
Negative Attributes 
-false reputation 
-dead, incomplete works 
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Prescriptions 
-dress in white 
 
Rewards 
-given a Name never blotted out of the Book of Life 
-one’s Name acknowledged before the Father and Angels 
6. PHILADELPHIA 
Christ revealed as 
-The Holy One that is true 
-holds the Keys of David 
 
Positive Attributes 
-deeds 
-little strength but keeps word 
-not denied faith 
-enduring patiently 
 
Negative Attributes 
NONE 

 
What is peculiar about this diagnostic is that Jesus address 
the leaders of the Church first, the so called ‘Prophetess’ 
and then calls out to those that have not ‘soiled’ their 
garments with their Luciferian practices. This diagnostic of 
Philadelphia is one in which there is no admonition other 
than to hold on to the Crown that awaits them.  
 
There is no condition to repent of. On the contrary, Jesus 
promises that the Synagogue of Satan, who are liars, will 
be brought before this type of Church to proclaim that 
Jesus loved them. This type of Church will be kept from the 
‘Hour of Trial’ that is to come in the last generation. 
 
Prescriptions 
-an Escape Door that is opened (Rapture?) 
-be kept from the Hour of Trial of whole world (Time of Trouble 
for Jacob’s Sons?) 
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Rewards 
-will be a ‘Pilar’ in the Temple of YHVH 
-Name written on them of GOD and City 
-the Names written of New Jerusalem, Jesus Christ and His New 
Name 
 
7. LAODICEA 
Christ revealed as 
-the Amen, the Truth 
-the Faithful Witness 
-the Ruler of Creation 
 
Positive Attributes 
-deeds 
-thinks it is rich, clothed and can see 
-living in a lie, a false reality 
 
Negative Attributes 
-lukewarm 
-poor, wretched, pitiful, blind and naked 
-Chris- less ‘Christianity’ 
 
Prescriptions 
-buy gold, fine white linen and salve 
-open door of intimate fellowship with Christ 
 
Rewards 
-Jesus loves those He rebukes and disciplines 
-grant to sit on Jesus’ Throne to those that overcome 

 
In chapter 4, the call to ‘Come up here’ is indeed a Rapture 
typology if at least that. It is also the same phrase used of 
the 2 Witnesses after the finish their witness. The imagery 
is amazing and does lend to a picture of the Rapture of the 
Bride of Christ before the start of the Time of Jacob’s 
Troubles or Tribulation Period. As noted, what lends 
credence to this calling being that of the Rapture of the 
Bride of Christ is how only out of a 12 Disciples is John 
typified in ‘Bride’ language or nuances and references in 
the Gospels.  
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Heavenly Call 
It would thus be befitting to have John relate the typology of 
the Church diagnostics and what is to occur in the ‘Last 
Hour’. Thus, the book of Revelation is about what is 
occurring in the Throne Room of YHVH. What is seen is 
that the Rapture event draws back the veil or curtain of the 
time-space continuum and the Bride of Christ is the one 
that is allowed to see the future. It was during the time of 
Yom Kippur when the High Priest would piece the Veil and 
stand ‘face to face’ before YHVH on His Earthly Throne 
room in Jerusalem.  
 

 
Throne Room of YHVH with the 4 Living Creatures. 
 

One interesting aspect about the Throne of YHVH in 
Heaven is that the 4 Living Creatures have the ability to 
speak. It is from this vantage point that the decrees or the 
reading of the will are proclaimed. There are some 
peculiarities to these decrees. For example, out of the 
144,000 Sons of Jacob chosen for a witness, the tribe of 
Dan is not mentioned. These in contrast to the Mark of the 
Beast as these Sons of Jacob have the Seal of YHVH 
instead. If anything can be ascertained from, the book is 
that aside from the Biblical numerology, there is the law of 
opposites in every aspect of YHVH’s plan.  
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Agents of the Decrees 
Lucifer mimics every strategy with a counterfeit that is 
presented to mankind in an attempt to deceive and derail 
anyone from entering into all that the Jesus has. Lucifer 
promises a counterfeit Gospel to Humanity of having so 
called deep ‘revelation’ and illumination, eternal life and a 
kingdom. Yet, Lucifer cannot deliver nor has the power to 
do so as he is only an Angel, and a Fallen One at that. 
What is detrimental to his pride is that to accomplish his 
desire for all things to be for him and about him, he has to 
have a strategy of appearing to share or want to share his 
dominion with others in the meanwhile.  
 

This is the case for a narrow-minded and blind Humanity. 
Although mankind was also led to go astray and fall and 
join up with Lucifer’s rebellion. It is the atonement of one of 
Jacob Son’s, that of Judah that has revered the curses as 
He, Jesus from the Tribe of Judah took the curses of both 
Humanity and the Earth upon His physical body. Lucifer’s 
only power is in the persuasion ability he has and to 
counterfeit. Another observation about the book of 
Revelation is just how prevalent the number of times 
Angels like Lucifer are involved in the implementation of 
this Hour of Trial or the Time of Jacob’s Trouble.  
 
In almost every venue, an Angel is designated to officiate 
the decree of the various judgements upon the inhabitants 
of the world and the AntiChrist’s kingdom. In summary 
there are the 7 Angels of the 7 Churches of Asia, they seal 
the Saints during the Tribulation, 7 Angels stand before the 
Throne of YHVH. Then there is the one that hurls the 
incense of prayers towards the Earth. Then other Angels 
sound the 7 Trumpets. There is the Angel that opens the 
Abyss to let Apollyon rise. Yet another Angel sets free the 4 
demonic Fallen Angels at the Euphrates River. There is 
also the ‘Gigantic Angel’ that spans Heaven and Earth and 
speaks of the 7 Thunders, etc.  
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Mighty Angel spanning Heaven and Earth, 7 Thunders. 
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At one point, an Angel even proclaims the Gospel to the 
whole world as it is transmitted in the air for all to hear and 
understand. In this broadcasting, the warning from YHVH is 
given to all to not take the Mark of the Beast or else one 
will be lost and is condemned for all eternity. This speaks to 
the questions many Christians have about not knowing if 
and when they will be inadvertently taking on the Mark. 
What is the big deal about taking the Mark of the Beast? It 
is postulated that such a mark will incorporate Fallen Angel 
technology to have implants on humans that will alter the 
course of their DNA. In essence, such an incorporation into 
the Luciferian grid will render a human, a ‘non-human’.  
 
This would mean that they are un-savable to have their 
soul redeemed or paid for by the Blood of Jesus as He only 
died for humans, those that are 100% human. This 
supposition is based on the fast evolving trend and 
technology of Artificial Intelligence and Transhumanism.  
This answers the question in that one will absolutely know 
in advance what the Mark of the Beast will entail exactly 
and when it is about to be rolled out. There will be neither 
excuse nor plea of ignorance on the part of anyone. The 
book of Revelation is also about patterns as mentioned 
how the Olivet Discourse can be superimposed perfectly 
onto the book of Revelation timeline. 
 

Other prophetic patterns deal with the Moedim or Feasts of 
YHVH. Of the 4 main occurrences of the 7-fold typology of 
the 7 Churches, the 7 Seals, the 7 Trumpets and the 7 
Bowls, each can be correlated to the feasts of Pentecost, 
Trumpets and Sukkot. Regarding the 2 Witnesses, despite 
not being told precisely who they will be, it is known that 
they will be physically located in Jerusalem. The most 
prevalent theory of who they will be is that of Enoch and 
Elijah although Moses is a prime candidate as well. Both 
Moses and Elijah are the ‘Law and Prophets’ that Israel 
would at least accept as authentic and legal.  
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Witnesses of the Apocalypse 
The Prophets of Israel usually lived during a time when 
Israel was in total rebellion and under judgment, as it will be 
in the Time of Jacob’s Trouble. Each had the divine 
authority and ability to withhold rain for example and cause 
miracles to occur as it was the case in Egypt. The book of 
Revelation is all about witnessing, as in being a testimony 
or even a martyr. Such is the case specifically of the 2 
Witnesses. In the case if it is Moses and Elijah, both 
ministered when Israel’s leaders were a type of AntiChrists 
as in the case of Elijah with Ahab and the Priests of Baal. 
 

Enoch is not attributed to such a time, but most would 
qualify him as being the representatives of the Gentiles 
while Elijah is the one for the Jews. Out of these 3 
contenders, Enoch and Elijah were translated and have not 
seen physical death, Moses has. It is rather intriguing that 
the Satanic power that kills the 2 Witnesses is none other 
than Apollyon himself. This is the same that came out of the 
Abyss prison, perhaps Tartarus of the Titans that lost the 
Heavenly wars to the Olympians, as ancient mythologies 
states. Another very interesting insight as to the nature of 
the Rapture of the Bride of Christ before the time of wrath 
to befall the Time of Jacob’s Trouble is what is said about 
what the AntiChrist says to those ‘living’ in Heaven. 
 
In one place, the AntiChrist is quoted as stating that he 
speaks blasphemously against the Lamb enthroned in 
Heaven from where the judgments are being pronounced. 
What is astonishing is that the AntiChrist not only slanders 
the Name of YHVH, then YHVH’s place but those that are 
living in Heaven. This could be ascribed to the Angels but 
that would be a given and a common understanding. There 
has to be someone or somebody that is there also living or 
existing in the midst of the Throne of YHVH, so peculiar 
that they are singled out to the same level of slander as is 
the Creator Himself.  
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This study suggests that this is no other than the Bride of 
Christ. Why Lucifer is upset about these ‘living ones’ is that 
they are the ones that took up the vacated thrones and 
powers that Lucifer and his minions once occupied before 
being evicted from Heaven. This assertion would be 
collaborated by Isaiah 26:20 in how YHVH instructs His 
Beloved to hide in the Chambers until the indignation or 
wrath has passed. What is even more reveling is that this 
cohort in Heaven, the Saints already glorified are distinct 
from the Saints that are being persecuted on Earth during 
the Time of Jacob’s Trouble.  
 

 
2 Witnesses will be testifying in Jerusalem for 1260 days. 
 

As the Pentecostal Age of the Church ends with the 
Rapture, the promise of Jesus that the Gates of Hell would 
not prevail over the Church are not in effect during the 
Tribulation thereafter. This is why the AntiChrist is given 
total power for 42 months specifically the last half which is 
the ‘Great’ part to ‘wage war against the Saints and 
overcome them’. This could never have been said of the 
Church Age despite horrific and constant persecutions. 
During the Tribulation Period, there will be a time when 
Israel will be cared for as she flees to Petra and is taken 
care of for 1260 days. It remains to be seen if such 
‘witnesses’ overlap each other. 
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Beast Systems  
As to the Beast issuing out the Mark of the Beast 666 grid 
system, many have erroneously supposed that there is only 
one Beast that is attributed to that of being the AntiChrist 
that issues the Mark. Upon further study, one will realize 
first that there are 2 Beasts at play. One Beast comes out 
of the Sea and the other Beast comes out of the Land. 
Clearly, the 1st Beast is correctly attributed to that of the 
AntiChrist. He is the promised one of Lucifer, of the coming 
false Messiah that will mimic a false resurrection after he 
sustains in some sort of assassination attempt. 
  

 
1st Beast out of the Sea, will be the AntiChrist after the Rapture.  
 

The coming last AntiChrist is like the completed pinnacle of 
the Masonic unfinished pyramid capstone, literally that has 
been ‘interrupted’ by the work of Christ Jesus. The 
AntiChrist will be the successor to all the prior Luciferian 
World Orders and the unique Spirit of AntiChrist that is at 
work in the ‘children of disobedience’ as the Bible states. 
Their quest is to finish the work Nimrod stared, the first 
‘Mason’ with the Tower of Babel that was interrupted by 
YHVH. Lucifer will seek to wage war in the Heavenlies in a 
last attempt to pierce the veil of Paradise and usurp the 
Thorne of YHVH.  
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This is where the Water of Life and the Tree of Life are 
situated. Only then can Lucifer deliver on his word to be 
able to genuinely impart immortality to his minions, human 
and Angelic. Until such a time, Lucifer can only promise 
manipulated DNA altercations that will eventual backfire on 
him and all those that take the False Prophet’s Mark of the 
Beast. It is the religious 2nd Beast that comes from the Land 
or ground depicted as a Lamb with religious connotations 
that implements the Mark of the Beast 666 system. It is this 
2nd Beast that sets up the worship system and even the 
Abomination of Desolation in the Temple Mount. It will be a 
statue of some sort that will be animated. With the current 
technologies, this is now a possibility. 
 

What is astonishing is that it is this religious Beast that 
many incorrectly attribute to as being the AntiChrist. 
Correctly, this 2nd Beast is the False Prophet that most 
likely will be to be the Roman High Priest, the Pope, not the 
1st Beast which is the AntiChrist. Although both work in 
tandem with the power of the Dragon or Shining Serpent 
Lucifer, it is the ‘Unholy Trinity’ that will seek to control and 
manipulate mankind to side on Lucifer’s behalf against the 
coming King and true Messiah Jesus. Upon further study, 
the events of the book of Revelation are laid out in 
chronological order. 
 
This midpoint falls in-between chapters 11 and 12, which 
happens to be the midpoint of the book and the events of 
the Hour of Trial. Furthermore, based on the 1 unit of value 
given to the main occurrences of the book, it appears that 
from the Rapture point of John’s calling on high, the 
beginning of the Tribulation Period with the 7 Seals and the 
7 Trumpets is in approximate phi ratio of time to the 2nd 
Coming of Jesus Christ at the Battle of Armageddon. If the 
Book is encrypted throughout with Biblical numerology and 
mathematical symmetry, it would stand that there has to be 
then a factor of phi and perhaps even pi in the equations 
behind the text, unapparent to the naked eye. 
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This is the case; what is also astonishing is that in keeping 
with this phi ratio proportion of the book of Revelation, one 
can superimpose the spiral depiction of the phi ratio from 
the Seals to the Battle of Armageddon. The fulcrum 
corresponds approximately to the time that Bottomless Pit 
or the Abyss will be opened as a portal from where 
Apollyon the Destroyer is released.  
 

 
Unholy Trinity of Lucifer, False Prophet and AntiChrist. 
 
If one were to configure the phi ratio spiral into a 3 
dimensional construct, it would constitute a funnel or portal. 
What is also very telling esoterically about the Bowl 
judgments is that YHVH is using the very elements of the 
Earth to destroy the Earth. There is the Wind, Earth, Fire, 
etc., that are used against Babylon to destroy it for 
example. The following is the outline of the book of 
Revelation in outlie format. 
 
What Was What Is What Is To Come 
PAST             PRESENT FUTURE 
 
PRELUDE  
Revelation of Jesus Christ 
-His Authority 
-His Attributes 
-His Admonitions 
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Prologue and Doxology 
-Faithful Witness 
-Firstborn from Dead 
-Ruler of Earth’s Kings 
 
-Who Was 
-Who Is 
-Who is to Come 
-Alpha and Omega 
-Loved Us 
-Feed from sin by Blood 
-Made a Royal Priesthood 
-To Serve 
 
7 Menorah Church Age 
Diagnostics 
 
Church  Condition   Reward 
Ephesus  Love Lost   Tree of Life 
Smyrna  Persecuted   No 2nd Death 
Pergamum  Mixed    Manna/Stone 
Thyatira  Compromised   Rulership/Star 
Sardis  Dead    Dress/Name 
Philadelphia Little Strength   Pillar/Names 
Laodicea Apostate   Throne 
 
-7 Stars 
-7 Lampstand 
-7 Churches   
 
-1st Rapture, The Rapture of the Bride of Christ from the Church 
-παρουσία 
-Parousia 
-The arrival, or official visit Rapture 
-Judgment Seat of Christ (Bema) 
  
Adjudication of the Bride 
-Throne in Heaven 
-The Trumpet Call 
-The Open Door 
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Enthroned 
-Rainbow 
-Flashes of Lighting 
-Peals of Thunder 
-7 Lamps ablaze 
-7 Spirits 
-Sea of Glass 
 
-24 Thrones 
-24 Elders 
-24 Crowns 
 
4 Living Creatures 
1-Lion  
2-Ox 
3-Man  
4-Eagle 
 
-Lion of Judah worth to open Seals 
-Scroll opened 
 
7 Seals 
1 White Horse: False AntiChrist Peace (NWO) 
2 Red Horse: of World Wars 
3 Black Horse: of famine, pestilences 
4 Green Horse: of Death and Hell 
 
-Horsemen given 1/4th power over Earth to kill 
-Martyrdom of Believers under Altar 
-Earthquake, Sun Moon Stars, darkness 
-Luciferians hide in their D.U.M.B. underground shelter  
-4 Angels hold back wind 
-1 Angel with Seal of GOD 
-144,000 (Sons of Jacob) Jewish Evangelist Sealed 
 

What is interesting to note is that compared to the initial 
designation of the tribes as configures around the 
Tabernacle of Moses, Dan and Ephraim are not listed. They 
are replaced by the tribe of Joseph. The tribe of Joseph 
was later split into Ephraim and Manasseh.  
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It is speculated that Dan and Ephraim were excluded 
because they were the cause that led Israel into idolatry.  
Also of note from the listing chronologically, Reuben was 
the 1st Born, not Judah. During the Time of Jacob’s Trouble, 
it is befitting that his sons, especially that of the Lion of 
Judah through Leah that the Messiah, Jesus Christ fulfills 
the prophecy to rule the tribes and the nations of the world 
with a rod of iron. In one aspect, the Time of Jacob’s 
Trouble is the conclusion to the story about Genesis 37.  
 

 
Joseph being sold by this Brethren to the Enemy, type of Jesus. 

 
It is about Judah’s redemption as it was Judah who had the 
idea of selling Joseph to the enemy as Jesus was also. The 
Ishmaelite were in a caravan headed toward Egypt. They 
were and are the contenders for Abraham’s birthright and 
all that YHVH promised as an inheritance through Jesus 
Christ. It was Reuben who sought to rescue Joseph from 
the plot of his own brethren much like Joseph of Arimathea 
and Nicodemus with Jesus.  
 
-2nd Rapture of Martyrs out of Great Tribulation 
 
7. Seal Silence in Heaven .5 Hours 
-7 Angels before Throne given 7 Trumpets  
-1 Angel with prayer Incense hurled to Earth 
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The following are the 144,000 sealed by YHVH. 
 
01. Judah   12,000 
02. Reuben   12,000  
03. Gad   12,000 
04. Asher   12,000 
05. Naphtali   12,000 
06. Manasseh  12,000 
07. Simeon   12,000  
08. Levi   12,000 
09. Issachar   12,000 
10. Zebulun   12,000 
11. Joseph   12,000 
12. Benjamin   12,000 
 

What is also very telling numerically also is that the 42-
month span of time can be delineated by half as in 21, 
which has a 7-7-7 coefficient. This mirrors the overall 
‘Prophetic Blueprint’ of the book. The ‘Hour’ of Trial will also 
be specified in the timeline by minutes superimposed onto 
the 2520 days. 
 
7 Trumpets 
1-Hail 33% of Trees & Grass burnt up 
2-Asteroid 33% of Sea turned to ‘Blood’ 
3-Asteroid 33% of Fresh Water turned bitter-Wormwood 
4-Darkness 33% of Sun/Moon/Star lose light 
 
-Eagle flying calling out, Woe, Woe Woe! 
-Abyss opened, Locust Army of Apollyon (200,000 x 1000)  
 
1st WOE = 5 Months of affliction, death not possible 
 
5-The 4 Fallen Angles loosed at Euphrates  
-for very Hour, Day, Month and Year 
 
2nd WOE = 33% of world population killed 
-No repentance, continued Satanism and sin a 
-A Mighty Angel /Small Scroll 7 Thunders 
-No MORE DELAY, Mystery of GOD finished 
-Temple measured, Jerusalem trampled 42 months 
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-2 WITNESS Commissioned 1260 days  
-Killed by Apollyon the Destroyer 
 
-3rd Rapture, of 2 Witnesses resurrected and raptured  
  

This is one instance in how the chronology of the layout of 
the book of Revelation is subject to interpretation, as many 
believe the 144,000 Jews will be the testimonial agent for 
the 1st half or the 1260-day period. The 2 Witnesses would 
thus be the testimony for the 2nd half of the Tribulation 
Period which would constitute the Great Tribulation Jesus 
spoke about in the Olivet Discourse. It could be the case 
that the 7 Trumpet judgments also cast their long shadow 
to start the 2nd half, which could be seen then as the 
prelude to the commencement of the Great Tribulation with 
the 1260-day count. This time is also alluded to the 
vagueness of what really constitutes the 3rd Woe and the 
7x Intermission that is typified by the 3rd Rapture type of the 
Manchild. 
 
3rd WOE = is coming 
Worship, Temple Opened, Ark of the Covenant seen 
 
7x INTERMISSION 
1. Women w/Child & Dragon 
-Clothed with Sun, Moon at Feet with 12 Stars 
-4th Rapture of Pregnant with Manchild, translated to Throne 
-Woman flees to Wilderness for 1260 days or the 2nd portion of 
the prophetic week 
 

Biblically speaking, the Revelation 12 imagery is prophetic 
with multiple layers of meaning related to prior, present and 
future fulfillments according to eschatological studies on 
this subject. Several notable interpretations will be 
highlighted below to show its level of depth in meaning: 1) 
The Past in Christ Jesus, 2) Present with the Church, and 
3) the Future with Israel. 
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In the Past 
Revelation 12 in fulfilled in Jesus Christ the Messiah. Christ 
foremost fulfills this Prophecy as He was birthed from the Royal 
Blood line of King David in Bethlehem to the Jewish nation as 
foretold in the Torah in Isaiah 9:6. He was born miraculously of a 
Virgin Jewish maiden (Mary) as foretold in Isaiah 7:14. He came 
from Judah, 1 of the 12 Sons of Israel of Jacob. Jesus is the 
‘Light of the World” who came to break the powers of darkness 
as foretold in Isaiah 49:6. 
 
Jupiter was in conjunction with Saturn and Venus on a New 
Moon in Virgo. As to the Dragon, King Herod sought to 
destroy/devour Jesus Christ at His birth as told in the Gospel of 
Matthew 2:16. At Jesus’ birthing, the ‘Slaughter of the Innocence’ 
occurred in males 2 years and under were killed by Herod as 
depicted in Matthew 2:17. Once Jesus finished His mission to 
redeem Mankind from sin and Satan, He was raptured to the 
Throne of YHVH. 
 
In the Present  
Revelation 12 is being fulfilled by the Body of Christ, the Church 
Age. On Pentecost, 50 days after Christ’s Ascension to Heaven, 
the Church was commissioned by Christ with the Gospel to take 
to the world until the end of that Age per Matthew 28:18. As to 
the Virgin, the Church (Bride of Christ) is as a Virgin to be 
presented at a wedding as taught by Paul in 2 Corinthians 11:2. 
The teaching of Crowns is founded in the teachings of the 
Apostles, Colossians 2:7. As to the Sun, the Holy Spirit indwells 
Believers–giving them Illumination and power.  
 
The Church is like the Moon that has been like a ‘Mother’ 
supporting and teaching Believers as taught in Ephesians 3:10. 5 
As to the Dragon. Satan, throughout the Church Ages has 
sought to devour Believers as seen in 1 Peter 5:8. In terms of 
Birthing, the Apostle Paul admonishes to spiritual maturity so 
that Christ is ‘birthed’ in a Believer. This is taught in Galatians 
4:19. Finally, the Church is raptured. Once the Bride is ready, like 
a caterpillar, to a cocoon the harvest is done. Specifically, the 
Bride will be metamorphosized into a butterfly, it will be ‘caught’ 
up and fly away – transformed at its Rapture, translated as 
taught by Paul in 1 Corinthians 15:50. 
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In the Future  
Revelation 12 will be literally fulfilled in the Remnant of Israel. 
The LORD is never without a Witness. When the Church and 
Holy Spirit are removed after the Rapture, there will be a 3rd  
fulfillment of Daniel’s prophecy related to Israel or the Sons of 
Jacob. As to being Virgins, it will be the 144,000 Jews that will be 
set apart or Marked for the LORD’s commissioning as described 
in Revelation 14:4. As to Crowns, they will be 12,000 from every 
Tribe of Israel whom the LORD identifies in the forehead where 
crowns are worn. In terms of the Sun, they will take the ‘Light of 
the Gospel of Christ to all the Nations as foretold in Revelation 
7:14.  
 

 
Divine Judgments are opened-up by Jesus from the Throne. 
 
In terms of the Moon, there are 4 Blood Moons that will 
punctuate this time period. During such a time, it will be the 
Dragon, Satan indwelling the AntiChrist that will seek to destroy 
the Remnant of Jacob’s Sons and those evangelized by them as 
seen in Revelation 12:6. Concerning a birthing, the work of the 
144,000 will cause multitudes to be saved. Upon the end of their 
Commission, they will be raptured as it is with Christ and the 
Church once work and mission is completed. Such a company 
appears to be raptured at mid-point of the Tribulation and 
received into the Throne of YHVH. -Rev 7:14. 
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War in Heaven 
-Lucifer not strong, lost Heavenly positions 
-Hurled down to Earth, fights with those that keep the commands 
and testimony of Jesus 
-Perceived as the time of ‘Satan’s Wrath’ 
 
Beast out of Sea (the AntiChrist) 
-10 horns, 7 heads, 10 crowns, like leopard, bear and lion 
-given power, throne and authority 
-mortal wound to head, healed, worshipped 
-blasphemous, given power 42 months over Saints 
 
Beast out of Land (the False Prophet) 
-2 horns like a lamb, spoke as a Dragon 
-performed Great Signs, fire from Heaven 
-ABOMINATOIN OF DESOLATION Beast image in Temple 
-those refusing to worship AntiChrist are beheaded 
-forced all to receive Mark 666 
 
3 ANGELS’ PROCLIMATION 
Gospel proclaimed through air 
Babylon is Fallen proclaimed 
Doom for those Mark of Beast 666 warning 
 
Harvest of the Son of Man 
Grape Wrath, 1600 stadia, horses bridle 
-5th Rapture the Sickle Harvest from 4 Corners 
 
7 Bowls 
-The Bowls complete GOD’s Wrath 
-6th Rapture of Martyred Saints over the Beast and Mark 
-Song of Moses is sung with harps 
-Tabernacle of Heaven opened 
-No one could enter Temple of smoke until Bowls ended 
 
1. LAND: painful soars on who took MARK 
2. SEA: turned to ‘blood’ everything died 
3. RIVERS: turned to ‘blood’ 
4. SUN: scorched by fire, intense heat 
5. BEAST THRONE: Darkness 
6. Euphrates: Dried up, Kings of EAST 
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-3 demonic frog spirits come out of unholy Trinity 
-to gather world for Battle of Armageddon 
 
7. AIR: IT IS DONE! 
-lighting, thunder and great earthquake 
-Jerusalem split into 3 parts, cities of nations collapsed 
-Babylon the Great remembered, cup full of wrath 
-cataclysmic events on Earth, 100 lbs. hailstones 
-People did not repent, cursed GOD 
 
2nd Coming 
-ἐπιφάνεια 
-Epipháneia 
-To show forth, appear 
-Return of the King w/Bride 
 

 
Sours on the body will break-out who took the Mark of the Beast.  
 
FINALE 
7 LAST VISIONS 
 
Babylon the Prostitute Destroyed 
-Blasphemous names, 7 heads, 10 horns 
-Golden cup full of adulteries, name on forehead 
-Drunk with blood of YHVH’s holy people 
-Once was, now is not and yet will come Abyss 
-On 7 hills, 7 kings—5 fallen, 1 is and 1 to come 
-The AntiChrist is the 8th King 
-The 10 horns are 10 kingdoms that wage war on Lamb 
-The AntiChrist will destroy the Babylon system 
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-Lament over fallen Babylon and warning to escape 
-3x woe over Babylon’s fall 
-3x hallelujah over Babylon's fall 
  
Christ Jesus defeats Beasts 
-On White Horse called Faithful and True 
-Judges and makes war 
-Eyes of blazing fire with many crowns 
-Name written on him 
-Dressed in robe dipped in blood 
-The Word of GOD 
-Followed by Armies of Heaven (Bride) 
-Sword coming from mouth 
-Rules the nations with iron scepter 
-Executes the Wrath of GOD 
-Title of King of Kings, Lord of Lords 
 

 
Katy Perry mimicking the ‘Whore of Babylon’ 
 
Battle of Armageddon 
-Nations gathered for the Supper of GOD 
-AntiChrist and False Prophet to Lake of Fire 
 
Satan bound 1000 years in the Abyss 
-7th Rapture of Beheaded given Thrones, authority to judge 
-1st Resurrected and reign w/Christ 1000 years 
-2nd Resurrection after 1000 years 
-Lucifer released, deceives nations Gog-Magog War II 
-Fire from Heaven devours Lucifer cast into Lake of Fire 
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Great White Throne Judgment 
-Book opened, Book of Life and other Books 
-Persons judged according to deeds 
-Death and Hades cast into the Lake of Fire, the 2nd Death 
 
New Heaven and Earth 
-No more sea, New Jerusalem as a Bride superimposed 
-YHVH’s dwelling place amongst mankind 
-No more death, mourning, crying, pain or tears 
-IT IS DONE, The Alpha and Omega 
-Promise of water/inheritance, warning of sinful practices 
 
New Jerusalem 
-As a Bride, the Wife of the Lamb, glory of YHVH 
-the Holy City, Jerusalem of jasper, crystal 
-Great wall with 12 gates, 12 Angles at each gate 
-At each gate, single pearl, 12 names of Tribes of Israel 
-3 gates toward each of the cardinal points, 12 foundations 
 
01. Jasper 
02. Sapphire 
03. Agate 
04. Emerald 
05. Onyx 
06. Ruby 
07. Rhrysolite 
08. Beryl 
09. Topaz 
10. Turquoise 
11. Jacinth 
12. Amethyst 
 
-Measured at 12000 stadia, length, width, height  
-cube or pyramid or both, tetrahedron 
-Great Street of pure gold transparent as glass 
-No Temple, LORD GOD and Lamb are Temple 
-No Sun or Moon, nor shadows, GOD and Lamb are the lamp 
-Nations will bring splendor, glory and honor 
-Gates never shut 
-Nothing impure will enter, only those in the Book of Life 
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CONCLUSION 
Eden Restored 
-With River of the Water of Life from Throne/Lamb 
-Tree of Life on each side of Great Street 
-Tree bore 12 crops of fruit 12x/month 
-Leaves for healing of the nations, no more curse 
-Servants serve Him, GOD-Lamb 
-Face will be seen, Name on foreheads 
-No need for lamps or need of Sun, Moon or Stars 
-Overcomers will reign forever 
 

 
A single pearl will make-up the entrance Gate into the City. 
 
Epilogue 
-YHVH inspires prophets 
-Witness of John and Invitation 
-Christ returning with Reward as the Alpha and Omega 
-Blessed are those that wash robes 
-Right to Tree of Life and enter Gates of City 
-Outsides are the defiled 
-It is Jesus, the Root of King David, Moring Star 
-The Spirit and Bride invite to the Water of Life is a Free Gift 
-Warning about the book 
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Conclusion of All Things 
The book of Revelation is also about the conclusion to the 
rebellion of Lucifer and his Fallen Angels. The issue is over 
not only the Earthly Jerusalem but the Heavenly Jerusalem 
on the Sides of the North. The book of Revelation is about 
the conclusion of everything. It is a prophecy that is to 
come true as it testifies of the one that is true, Jesus Christ. 
It is the very Logos, the Word of GOD that begins and 
concludes the revelation, as He is the ultimate Witness. As 
the last generation is coming into focus, it can be 
ascertained that the likelihood of the effects of such 
scenarios foretold that will occur as depicted in the book. 
 
The key reason is that it is originated from none other than 
the risen LORD Jesus Himself who is the ‘Truth’. The book 
of Revelation is about the Divine Wrath of Jesus Christ that 
is coming to Earth; upon a Christ-rejecting Humanity and 
the Fallen Angels, Lucifer included. These judgments, in 
their consummation are directed towards the last years of 
this world that are clocked and pegged to the Church Age. 
It is only thereafter that the Millennial Kingdom of Christ is 
to be established on Earth. The magnitude of such events 
as described by Jesus in His unveiling of who He is, what 
He did, is doing and will do constitutes the ‘Wrath of the 
Lamb’ that the LORD Jesus will pour out on a rebellious 
‘last generation’.  
 
It is uncharacteristic to have a depiction of a ‘Lamb’ with a 
wrath; most lambs are known for their docility. Christ was 
slain as a Lamb of YHVH led to the slaughter at His 1st 
Advent; He will return to execute His vengeance upon His 
enemies as a Lion at His 2nd Advent. It will be the time 
when the ‘Humble Lamb’ that triumphed over the raging 
prideful ‘Red Dragon’ at the Cross of Calvary will have His 
vengeance in the end. The rationale for the prophetic Scroll 
Judgments is also coming from the perspective that these 
divine and catastrophic judgments will happen in the 
natural world after the Rapture.  
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The Bible clearly states that Christ promised that His 
Church would be spared from such type of ‘Wrath’ that 
constitutes the Hour of Trial for the world, the Sons of 
Jacob and Lucifer. As divine revelation begins in the 
Paradise of YHVH, in the Garden of Eden that was lost, so 
now in the end, Jesus fulfills His promise to Eve to have 
defeated sin, death and the Shining One with good. Jesus 
conveyed and implemented this divine principle that good 
overcomes evil, as it is higher power based on love. 
 

 
7 Lamps of lights, Menorah type before the King of Creation. 
 

Lastly, the ending of the book of Revelation also ends in 
restored Paradise and marriage as it began in Genesis with 
a man and a woman. In the conclusion of what type of 
definition is to prevail over marriage, it is Jesus Christ’s 
definition that prevails. It is the Spirit and the Bride 
speaking as one body, one voice, one heart and mind invite 
all who can come to partake of the Water of Life and the 
Tree of Life, for free. The words of ‘It is finished’ echo the 
words of the Spirt as it concludes the revelation to John by 
stating ‘It is done’. Do not pass up this Royal Invitation. 
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WORLD POPULATION METER 
PERFECT AND COMPLETE TIMING 
Number of Humans Estimated on Earth 

  
‘So YHVH created man in His own image; in the image of God 
He created him; male and female He created them. YHVH 
blessed them and said to them, Be fruitful and multiply, and fill 
the Earth and subdue it; rule over the fish of the sea and the 
birds of the air and every creature that crawls upon the Earth.’ – 
Genesis 1:27-28 
 
According to the Luciferian Globalist, there are too many 
humans on ‘their’ Earth. The purpose if this segment is to 
highlight the specific day and time that the world turned 7 
billion people according to WorldOMeter website. 
Specifically, how the meter turned all the digits to 7’s as 
that is what the count was for the 7 billion value. It is 
believed that many who study Biblical prophecy are noting 
this as a possible significant marker of how the world has 
reached a ‘fullness’ of sorts. Why? In the Bible, the number 
7 is very unique in that it is a prime number and is often 
considered lucky in many cultures. The number 7 is the 
foundation of YHVH's Word, as for example Creation is set 
to a Sabbatical Cycle of 7 days. 
 
April 14, 2020 | 12:28 PM PST 

7,777,777,777  
 
According to BibleStudy.com, the number 7 signifies 
completeness and perfection, both in the physical and 
spiritual realms. It derives much of its meaning from being 
tied directly to YHVH's creation of all things. The Bible as a 
whole, was originally divided into 7 major divisions. There 
are at least 7 men in the Old Testament who are specifically 
mentioned as ’Men of God’. The apostle Paul used 7 titles 
to refer to Christ. Jesus is quoted as giving 7 parables, etc.  
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Jesus performed 7 miracles on God's holy Sabbath Day. 
There are 7 annual Holy Days of YHVH that many believe 
maps-out the Dispensations of time and the soon return of 
Jesus. In the book of Revelation there are 7 Churches, 7 
Angels sent to the 7 Churches, 7 Seals, 7 Trumpet 
Plagues, 7 Thunders and the 7 Last Plagues.  
 
There is the resurrection of the dead that takes place at the 
7th trumpet. This completes the Tribulation Period that lasts 
7 years to complete the 6000-year Dispensation of time. 
The last 1000 years corresponds to the 7th and last 
Dispensation of time. It will be at the end of this Millennial 
Kingdom that time will cease to exist as a new Heaven and 
Earth are made.  
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GEORGIA GUIDESTONES  
LUCIFER’S 10 COMMANDMENTS 
Countdown to Post-Apocalyptic New World Order 

 
‘Let us Reason together, Come now, says YHVH: Though your 
sins be as scarlet, they shall be as white as snow. Though they 
are red like crimson, they shall be white as wool.’  -Isaiah 1:18  
 
‘Let these be Guidestones to an Age of Reason’ -Georgia 
Guidestones (Lucifer) 

 
The purpose of this chapter is to show a possible date 
association that involves the Georgia Guidestones 
dedication date of March 22, 1980 to a possible 33-year 
and 40-year countdown of when the Masonic evil empire is 
to start its initiation imploding their Old Phoenix ‘World 
Order’. This correlation will be based on the very significant 
and prominent occultic number of 33 that Masonic Secret 
Societies venerate. The proponents of the New World 
Order are thus possibly signaling the countdown to their 
Luciferian Empire of the Age of Reason or when it is to be 
initiated. The monument does lend some possible proof of 
this diabolical 40-year timeline countdown. The parallel is 
taken from where the 10 Laws of YHVH were given and 
thereafter it took 40 years for Israel to enter into the 
Promised Land or ‘New Order’.  
 
Well such a countdown of a 40 years from the giving of the 
10 Luciferian Commandments be when the Luciferians are 
going ‘into’ their Promised Land to possess the New World 
Order? Regardless, the numerology and astronomy 
associated with the Guidestones does bare the trademark 
of the various Luciferian Secret Societies and Satanic 
Globalist bent on initiating their evil plan to bring all of 
humanity under their Luciferian Protocols of the Elders of 
Zion’s 10 ‘Unholy Commandments’.  
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Religion of Reason? 
These mandates are against the true 10 Commandments 
of YHVH given to Moses on Mt. Sinai. The counterfeit 
Luciferian 10 Commandments are opposed to the work of 
the LORD and GOD, the Savior Jesus Christ. It appears 
that the dedication date of March 22, 1980 is sort of a 
’hidden code’ (3-2-2). From the dedication date of March 
22, 1980 plus 33 years, the year count ends on the Spring 
Equinox of March 22, 2013. Then the 40-year count ends in 
2020. Will the 40th-year date signal the last stages of end 
of the Age of Grace that has been in effect since Christ’s 
resurrection nearly 1,988 years ago? If not sooner?  
 
Perhaps this prescribed Masonic ‘New Age of Reason’ 
would be set to fill in the vacuum created by the possible 
Rapture of the Church that is to perhaps coincide this 
coming Luciferian Age, that like the French Revolution only 
brought the Reign of Terror instead. The Guidestones are 
nonetheless a mysterious monument. The structure is 
sometimes referred to as America’s Stonehenge. It has 
been reported that occultic rituals have taken place there. 
Some believe that the Guidestones having Lucifer’s ‘10 
Unholy Commandments’ carved on its stones is in a way 
mimicking and mocking how the God of Israel carved the 
10 Commandments on stone and gave them to Moses on 
Mt. Sinai. 
 
These Unholy 10 Commandments of Lucifer prescribes a 
New Age of Reason that in some fashion will replace the 
Judeo-Christian morality that the current Age has been 
based on. There are numerous references to the concept 
of an ‘Age of Reason’ itched in the Guidestones. The 
Guidestones are based off the classic work of Thomas 
Paine entitled The Age of Reason. His work critiqued 
institutionalized religion and challenged the inerrancy of the 
Bible. To many who oppose the Judeo-Christian paradigm, 
the solution has always been an Age of Reason. 
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It has always attempted to replace and be maintained by 
the implementation of the Luciferian 10 Commandments. 
What most do not grasp is that this Age of Reason has 
already been implemented on Earth throughout Mankind’s 
sad history. The Builders have always sold this alternate 
‘religion’ or philosophy as a sugar-coded new morality that 
is supposed to be good for Humanity. What inevitably 
occurs is that its end-result will be a mandatory adherence 
to the Protocols of these evil Elders of Zion upon the 
penalty of certain death if not adhered to.  
 

 Stones that are supposed to ‘Guide’ the New World Order. 
 
Strict totalitarianism will be required to maintain the coming 
Masonic ‘Utopia’ on Earth as they have been in the past. It 
will have disastrous results as millions have been 
slaughtered and are going to be massacred in the name of 
‘Reason’ and Lucifer’s religion of the Builders. Thus, the 
true intentions of the Builders and supporters of the coming 
Masonic New ‘Age of Reason’ have once again hidden 
their evil plans in plain sight. They are clearly anti-Christian 
and come directly out of the pit of Luciferian doctrines of 
demons and the vain philosophies of men. According to the 
Bible, ‘reason’ alone is not the sole measure of what can or 
should be ‘right’ or ‘good’.  
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The French Revolution was ruled and dictated by ‘reason’ 
and ‘good intentions’, yet it led to the Reign of Terror; so 
too it will be the case with Lucifer’s 10 Commandments in 
the coming New World Order. The GOD of Heaven, YHVH, 
does nonetheless believe and actually prescribes mankind 
to reason. It is a reason though to come before the Creator 
and acknowledge that one’s sins are as red as crimson, but 
that Christ Jesus can make them white as snow by his 
Blood. Despite this plea from a YHVH to have given the 
Gospel of Salvation and the coming of the true Age of 
Righteousness according to the Bible, Humanity will 
choose instead a ‘Reign of Terror’. 
 
As this study suggests, it is coming upon the world after the 
Rapture of the Bride of Christ that will coincide to a large 
measure with the 7 year last prophetic Week of Years 
according to Daniel. The following are the ‘10 
commandments’ of the coming Masonic Age of Reason. 
This time period of the New Religion of Reason will be in 
essence a showdown, a countdown to Armageddon and 
the return of the King, Jesus Christ to re-establish Paradise 
once again on Earth, the true Utopia. Until then, Lucifer and 
his ‘Builders’ are just about done setting-up their 
transitional process to initiate their version of the New 
World Order.  
 
To reiterate, the coming Luciferian Religion of Reason will 
be an Age that will be governed by these Protocols of 
Zion’s 10 Commandments so-called moral and rational 
laws. This new morality is designed to control the whole of 
human population but in fact to de-populate it as more than 
90% of the current people on Earth have to be eliminated. 
The End-Game plan will be the total control and decimation 
of Humanity through such measures as the following. The 
coming New World Order will dramatically reduce the 
human population 90% - at least 4-5 billion to be murdered. 
It will be promoting environmentalism – exalting the 
creation over the Creator and rights of humans.  
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10 Commandments of Lucifer 
It will be Establishing a world government – without due 
process or individual human rights. And it will be promoting 
a new spirituality and/or morality – to replace a Judeo-
Christian hope as a result of the Rapture. Lucifer’s ’10 
Unholy Commandments’ are as follows. 
 
1. Maintain humanity under 500,000,000 in perpetual balance with nature. 
2. Guide reproduction wisely – improving fitness and diversity. 
3. Unite humanity with a living new language. 
4. Rule passion – faith – tradition – and all things with tempered reason. 
5. Protect people and nations with fair laws and just courts. 
6. Let all nations rule internally resolving external disputes in a world court. 
7. Avoid petty laws and useless officials. 
8. Balance personal rights with social duties. 
9. Prize truth – beauty – love – seeking harmony with the infinite. 
10.Be not a cancer on earth – Leave room for nature Leave room for nature. 

 
Why would there be a need for a new ‘Age of Reason?’ 
Perhaps a possible cataclysmic event will shatter the 
present World Order like a Rapture event perhaps. If that 
were to be the case as the Bible prescribes, the ‘event’ of 
the Rapture would create a monumental shift in the human 
paradigm. Such a Rapture event would leave a moral, 
spiritual, economic, political vacuum that Humanity will be 
screaming for a replacement theology of sorts and a need 
for a new Messiah. According to how some interpret the 
End Times; it is at this future time when Lucifer’s AntiChrist 
will come on the scene to deliver this new Age of Reason 
religion to fill in the vacuum. 
 
The AntiChrist will dictate a new law and morality, a new 
economic system, and a one-world government -apart from 
the one true GOD YHVH. Furthermore, any remnants of 
the Judeo-Christian morality, laws or association will be 
brutally eradicated as being an affront to this new paradigm 
shift in humanity’s spiritual quest to ‘godhood’ or so called 
Trans-Human evolution. Specifically, during the coming 
New Age of the ‘Religion of Reason’, Christianity will be 
seen as an impediment to Humanity’s progress. 
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End Game  
The aim will be towards the Luciferian goal of redefining 
Humanity into Lucifer’s image and likeness. Christians will 
be labeled ‘Enemies of the State’ by the AntiChrist, as they 
have always been under the previous conspirator Masonic 
Empires of Lucifer. The Bible states that Jesus Christ will 
allow Lucifer’s AntiChrist and the False Prophet a ‘little’ 
time to actually accomplish this. This is in reference to the 
verse that astonishing states that Lucifer will ‘wear out the 
Saints’. This is not referring to the context of the Church 
Age as that is impossible due to the promise of Jesus to 
the Church.  
 

 
The Guidestones are aligned to astronomical points. 

 
Although Satan will attempt to overthrow and wear out the 
Saints, i.e., the Church, the Gates of Hell will not prevail. 
Currently, Lucifer cannot prevail over the Church despite 
atrocities and martyrdom committed by Lucifer’s ‘Builders’ 
and his Elders of Zion. The context of this verse of GOD 
allowing Lucifer and his Builders to wear out the Saints 
deals with the Tribulation Period. As it is now, many in the 
Church of Christ are asleep spiritual anyway. By some 
spiritually estimates, at least half the Church is asleep 
based on the Parable of the 10 Bridesmaids.  
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Many in the Church though are only recently waking up and 
paying attention to what is going on around them and are 
actually realizing what is at stake and coming. This is not to 
mention even all the prophetic timelines, astronomical and 
Earth anomalies taking place. Most that are ‘asleep’ are in 
the West as those in East, Middle East in particular have to 
fight for their very lives against the Muslim menace and 
slaughter. What is happening now in the whole of the 
Middle East is a Christian Holocaust. Since the Church Age 
is about to close, there appears to be a last Luciferian 
onslaught campaign against Jesus’ Ambassador on Earth 
that are about to be recalled soon. 
 
The Church of Jesus Christ has always gone through 
waves of persecution and tribulation. It appears though that 
the Builders are intensifying the warfare against the witness 
of Jesus Christ in this last Terminal Generation per Psalm 
150. In part due to ‘knowledge increasing’ as foretold by 
Daniel that would comprise the Last Days, the Luciferians 
know that they are being exposed by those vigilant in the 
Church. Such Watchers on the Walls seek to wake up the 
sleeping Church and do damage to the Builders and Elders 
of Zion’s evil World Order. It is not those that are asleep 
that such bother the Church as infectious flies. 
 
Their Lord is the Lord of the Flies. Faithful shepherds of the 
Church take care of this fly problem for their sheep by 
anointing the sheep; spreading oil all over their bodies, 
face, lips, eyes, ears, legs, tail so the flies don't land and 
cause infection. This practice will prevent the Luciferian 
flies from bothering the Church metaphorically speaking 
with their infections, plagues or diseases as they concretely 
unleash these genetically engineered bio-weapons of 
destruction upon the populations of the world. These vile 
‘Builders’ and Elders of Zion lay their eggs that become 
maggots praying upon a helpless society, peoples or nation 
and become hosts eating away at the flesh.  
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Last Days Agenda 
One day Jesus will fumigate away to the Lake of Fire 
where they belong. Until that time, in these last prophetic 
hours of the closing of the Church Age, individual members 
comprising the Church Body and Bride of Christ need to 
finish strong. They need to be awake, anointed and walking 
in repentance; in an attitude of continual repentance 
because temptations will intensify along with the overt 
persecution of the Church. If this is the case, this is where 
according to the Gospel Promise, and then the 'much more 
does grace will abound' comes in to play and operate in the 
victory over the flies of Lucifer. However, sadly the Church 
in these Last Days has t the LORD knocking from outside.  
 
To a large extent, much of the spiritual infections within the 
Church presently have been self-inflected as characterized 
by the Laodicean Church Age. In these Last Days 
according to the book of Revelation, the last Church Age 
has substituted much of this Luciferian morality as Jesus 
has been ushered out of many Churches across the globe, 
primarily in the USA and Europe. So far, all these New 
World Order aspirations of Lucifer in the past dealing with 
human history have been thwarted by YHVH. 
 
Lucifer’s attempt at establishing a New World Order has 
occurred since the attempts of Nimrod in an attempt to 
unify Humanity at the Tower of Babel under ‘one Christ’. 
Ultimately, it is Lucifer that will use the apostate Churches, 
Mosques, Synagogues, Lodges and others to ecumenically 
unify the world for this purpose. This Ecumenical 
Movement spearheaded by the Raman Catholic Pope 
wants to be the unifying force would appear noble and 
rational to help Humanity come under ‘one Christ’ as in the 
days of Nimrod. The ‘guidelines’ will be the Luciferian 10 
Unholy Commandments. Such will be considered the 
solutions as beneficial answers to the survival and even 
evolutionary enhancement of Humanity due to the coming 
global economic, spiritual and political meltdowns.  
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Yet as Lucifer can and does appear as an ‘Angel of Light’, 
his main weapon against a fallen Humanity has always 
been his use of ‘reason’ on humanity as a deception for its 
manipulation and eventual destruction. In reality, it is a 
deception to interject his authority and will over Humanity to 
enslave it, ever since the Garden of Eden. His aim, desire 
and ultimate plan has been in part to use Humanity’s 
rebellion to work against the true GOD, Creator of Heaven 
and Earth for his advantage. Why do so many humans that 
are associated with such evil Secret Societies and political 
entities around the world support and do the work of 
Lucifer?  
 
For those followers of Lucifer, it is his promises and 
aspirations of immortality of the soul and to rule and reign 
in the coming ‘Brave New World’ type of future that are the 
reasons for why so many decide to give their soul over to 
the Dark Lord. Selling one’s soul though is what is required 
to achieve this elusive goal of reaching divinity as promised 
by Lucifer. Since the time of Adam and Eve in the Garden 
of Eden, Lucifer has been promising the same lie of 
godhood to Humanity. Thus, a central theme of these 
Mystery Religions, Secret Societies, etc., has been the 
notion that Mankind can attain godhood through Lucifer’s 
rulership.  
 
As such, Satan or more commonly known in occult circles 
as Lucifer is seen as man's ally, the Bringer of Light, 
Knowledge and Fire as in Prometheus that can accomplish 
this. Lucifer is requiring that Humanity be unified under one 
‘Order’ and one ‘Christ’ for the purpose of being ruled by 
Lucifer himself. According to the Bible, on the contrary, for 
Lucifer’s purposes, this New World Order masking as an 
‘Age of Reason’ will set the conditions to slaughter 
Humanity, given the right time and place. Lucifer will use 
any means available in this eternal quest to attempt to take 
the very Throne of God for himself. Those that follow 
Lucifer believe these lies.  
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Hidden Agendas 
It is Lucifer that is tricking Humanity, as with Eve to believe 
that man can become like God; that GOD is unfair, cruel 
and jealous of Lucifer. The only way Lucifer can make good 
on his promise is to somehow defeat Jesus Christ or 
transform Humanity genetically. The only condition for man 
to achieve this so-called state of divinity is only found in 
Jesus Christ, and as a gift no less out of love, not 
compulsion. Until such time, all of Humanity will Lucifer 
gather at the Battle of Armageddon in an attempt to prevent 
Jesus Christ from taking back the Earth and restoring 
Paradise. 
 
Though relatively unknown to most people, the 
Guidestones in the state of Georgia are the trademarks of 
the secret quest of Luciferian Secret Societies. Such 
Satanic and Luciferian cults aspire to achieve on behalf 
and under the direction of Lucifer the 10 Commandment of 
their Dark Lord. To this end, the Globalists seek to 
dominate and rule every facet of the institutions in the world 
to accomplish this task. The account of the building project 
goes something like this… one R. C. Christian wanted to 
build an edifice to transmit a message to Mankind.  
 
His name is a euphemism for ‘Rosi-c-rucian.’ Rosicrucians 
are the Satanic initiators of many of the Secret Societies 
both in the religious and secular realms that are seeking a 
New World Order with Lucifer as their ‘Christ’. Perhaps as 
there was an implementation of the Mosaic Law as with the 
Israelites in the wilderness after the Exodus from Egypt and 
then 40 years, so too now Humanity is on the verge of 
being initiated into a ‘New Law’ to correspond to its new 
morality after some apocalyptic event on the near horizon 
or just after the 40-yeaer mark. This calculus would be 
2020, 1980 + 40 = 2020. This coming parallel could be 
much like the LORD’s 10 Commandments of the Judeo-
Christian Bible given to Moses for Humanity through the 
nation of Israel.  
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As with Israel in the Old Testament, the LORD GOD YHVH 
mandated a New Law, a new morality for this new nation 
birthed out of the Egyptian apocalypse of plagues, disease 
and death. It did not possess the ‘New World or the 
Promised land until 4o years had passed. These new 10 
Commandments were mandated by a holy and righteous 
Creator after the destruction, or the ‘apocalypse’ 
experienced in Egypt or the world by the Hand of GOD. 
YHVH executed judgment against the so called ‘gods’ of 
Egypt at that time. These are the very same ‘gods’ the 
Masons and the Secret Societies venerate to this day. 
 
This judgment of the 10 ‘gods’ of Egypt by YHVH was done 
by the hand of Moses. It so happens that, as some interpret 
the End of Days scenarios as laid out in the book of 
Revelation, God will once again execute His judgment 
upon the Luciferian Empire as a type of Egypt during the 7-
year Tribulation Period after the Rapture. As it is now, even 
the type of the 10 Plagues of Egypt are casting their 
prophetic shadow on the world. For example, the ‘Builders’ 
and Elders of Zion have released bio-chemical agents such 
as Ebola and other infectious diseases upon the world as a 
beta test. 
 
It is a prelude of what is to come wholesale as depicted in 
the book of Revelation. Perhaps once again, by the very 
hand of Moses as 1 of the 2 Witnesses that the book of 
Revelation speaks about will Lucifer’s New World Order, 
the AntiChrist ‘Pharaoh’ and False Prophet be judged by. 
This coming judgment upon the Masons and the Elders of 
Zion is directly related to their treatment of the modern 
nation of Israel and YHVH’s People throughout the Church 
Age. YHVH’s People have suffered gruesome martyrdom 
at the hands of Luciferian Masonic Money Changers. 
Interestingly, if indeed 1 of the 2 Witnesses of Revelation is 
to be Moses, the 10 Plagues associated with these 2 
Witnesses are identical to those of Egypt during the time of 
Moses.  
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Apocalypse Soon  
It appears that prophetically, once again such a parallel 
judgment will fall on the coming Luciferian Masonic 
Kingdom of Pharaoh. It was Moses who opposed Pharaoh 
during Israel’s oppression and caused Egypt’s apocalypse. 
As it is speculation, Moses could be one that will stand 
against the coming Luciferian Pharaoh, the AntiChrist of 
the New World Order and do the same. This study 
suggests that one of the reasons for such a prophetic 
parallel judgment like in the times of Pharaoh that sought to 
impede YHVH’s People, Israel is that in the End of Days 
such a parallel judgment will be a ‘Sign’ for Israel.  
 
The nation of Israel will see the ‘Signs of YHVH’ as they did 
in Egypt to expose the deception of the false Christ of 
Lucifer. These ‘signs and wonders’ will replace the time of 
the Age of Grace as the Luciferians transition into their Age 
of Reason. Again, perhaps an event like the Rapture will 
allow and clear the way to throw off the Judeo-Christian 
morality as it is replaced by the AntiChrist’s Religion of 
Reason centered around the newly rebuilt 3rd Temple in 
Jerusalem. The Bible states that the coming ‘Pharaoh’ will 
only be revealed as the Restrainer is set aside that many 
speculate is the Rapture event.  
 
It will be required before their New world Order can be 
established, and the rise of the AntiChrist and False 
Prophet can occur to take its place due to the vacuum left 
by the Rapture of the Bride of Christ. As with the time of 
Moses, so too perhaps a coming apocalypse is to come 
upon the Earth/world that will lead to a new set of Laws, the 
Noahide laws. What could be spectacular is that the 
original Ark of the Covenant that Moses build does actually 
surface and is placed in the coming 3rd Temple in 
Jerusalem. Then the showdown would be that more 
amazing as it would be the very Ark in which the AntiChrist 
‘Pharaoh’ will sit himself down to be worshiped as a ‘god’ 
as the Pharaohs were.  
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The coming Tribulation Period that will coincide with the 
New Age of Reason will be about a new morality, Law and 
‘God’. The world of the last Terminal Generation will rather 
turn its back on the true Christ, Jesus that has given 
Humanity all that they seek in Lucifer. Because of this 
disposition, the Bible states that YHVH will give the world 
over to the ‘Lie’. This is the deception of Lucifer that 
persuades Humanity to join in the rebellion and rejection of 
YHVH’s Holy Laws and dispensation of forgiveness and 
grace. The ‘Strong Delusion’ spoken in Scripture will come 
and will affect all those that have rejected Christ and His 
saving Gospel. Perhaps the Georgia Guidestones will be 
part of the ‘Lie’ that will be given. 
 
Humanity will realize too late that this new Luciferian 10 
commandments, new morality and religion of the Masonic 
‘Age of Reason’ will only culminate in the massive 
extermination of billions of souls that will be deemed 
unsuitable for their humanistic Luciferian Age. This coming 
apocalyptic time on Earth will be of the likes of The Brave 
New World and 1984. To reiterate, the Luciferian 10 
Commandments as coded on the Georgia Guidestones are 
what will be used to prescribe the new morality of the New 
Age to follow after the Rapture of the Bride of Christ. These 
Luciferian commandments will set the stage for a new 
‘morality’ thereafter.  
 
Thereafter what? The Georgia Guidestones monument’s to 
Lucifer’s 10 Commandments speaks in a ’past’ tense. It is 
insinuating that a need for eugenics has to occur. The 
Luciferians await some sort of a post-apocalyptic event that 
well usher in their New World Order. Can it also be the 
Rapture event? Perhaps it might be an atomic apocalypse 
of one of their planned pandemics. Perhaps this event will 
be the Psalm 83 War or Ezekiel's’ 38-39 War that requires 
the genetic control of Humanity thereafter through forced 
vaccinations.  
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Brave New World and 1984 George Orwell  
One of the premier Luciferian precepts insinuated in the 10 
Commandments is that certain human conditions will have 
been achieved. The primary stipulation is that the world 
population will have been reduced to 500 million worldwide 
and that it must be maintained at that level. Perhaps it will 
have been as a result of some thermo-nuclear exchange 
and the after-effects. According to most occultists, the final 
plan to usher in their AntiChrist is through their 3rd World 
War between the nation of Israel and the Muslim 
confederacy of nations. 
 
As with the current tensions with a nuclear Iran and all 
those Muslim paramilitary factions surrounding Israel, the 
Arab confederation of the Psalm 83 War is now in place for 
such a military exchange - and a nuclear one at that based 
on Isaiah 17. This will be the Inner-Ring of Muslim nation 
attacking Israel. To reiterate, the Luciferians seek to 
replace the Creator’s Laws, the current Age of Grace and 
of the Gospel of Jesus Christ. There Great Work is to have 
it be substituted with the 10 Commandments of the ‘pure 
doctrine of Lucifer’ as Albert Pike and Manley P. Hall hailed 
it in their writings. 
 
In order for this to happen fully, the ‘Restrainer’ or Holy 
Spirit is to be set aside. Perhaps at the point of the Rapture 
of the Bride of Christ will this coincide with this transition of 
the ‘Ages.’ The end result was sin, physical, spiritual and 
eternal death. This coming Satanic episode of Humanity 
will end as it began. Humanity fell into the clutches to Satan 
at the beginning of time. It will be no different than when 
Lucifer ‘reasoned’ with Eve. The coming Brave New World 
will be about a transformation, maybe even trans-
humanism. Huxley’s novel ‘The Brave New World’ depicts a 
society that is governed by eugenics to include thought and 
behavior controls much like the book ’1984’. That book 
depicts a new Humanity that is controlled by a system, a 
‘Mark.  
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A ‘1984’ numeral code is even part of the Guidestones 
latitude coordinates. This code perhaps echoes the book 
by George Orwell ‘1984’. Perhaps it denotes the attributes 
of the anticipated age of the coming NWO AntiChrist. The 
coming Age of Reason may very well be a time 
characterized by fertility laws, thought and activity 
restrictions on society. It will be when the ‘state’ has the 
ultimate control of what is considered good, allowed to be 
‘reasonable’ and/or real. The Guidestones are at the 
following coordinates. 
 
34.231984°N 82.894506°W  
 
As the Fallen Angels in Genesis 6 interbred with humans, 
an attempt will be made once again to mix with the ‘Seed of 
the Serpent’ in creating human hybrids for example that 
may be part of the trans-humanist agenda and selling point 
of being able to be ‘gods’. It will be a eugenicist’s dream 
come true. All health, economic and business transactions 
will be monitored and controlled by a world centralized 
entity through the Mark of the Beast that will involve some 
sort of interface with the human body, specifically the right 
hand or the head. 
 
According to the description of the coming ‘New Age’ of 
Reason, it is nothing more than a hellish Luciferian attempt 
to de-humanize mankind from its original Creation and 
have it defaced from the image and glory of the Creator. 
Such a society is actually prophesied to occur in the End of 
Days before the 2nd Coming of Jesus Christ as depicted in 
the book of Revelation. The USA will play a major role in 
this transformation of the Ages. It will metaphorically have 
to be set on fire as a Masonic ‘Phoenix’ in an anticipation of 
the birthing-out of the ashes of the current ‘Old World 
Order’ the new Phoenix Luciferian Order. Thus, to reiterate, 
possible 33-year and 40-year countdown has been 
encoded into the Guidestones.  
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Secret Societies 322 
It could be signaling when to the new ‘Age of Reason’ is to 
be initiated. This date corresponds to 2013 and 2020 that in 
turn could have been a turning point. It could have signaled 
when the NWO is to either come to the forefront of 
Builder’s agenda or when the current Order, that is the 
USA is to start to implode systematically. 
 
Because of the date of March 22, 1980 when the 
Guidestones were set up, most, if not all ascribe the 
Luciferian 10 Commandments in some regard to the 
Masonic Skull and Bones Luciferian Order. Such collegiate 
fraternal orders emphasize one aspect of the occult over 
others but in the end, all are tied together by numbers that 
lead to the same source, Lucifer. Here below are just some 
innuendos regarding the occultic number 322 that is tied to 
the date of March 22. 
 
1- The Health Care passed in the United States in March 22, 
2010 (Universal Time).  
 
2- The collegiate secret society of Yale 322 appoints leaders of 
the United States and the world. 
 
3- The date of March 22 happens to be the 1st Day of Aries or 
Mars during the Spring Equinox. 
 
4- Gulf Wars have been either started or ceased on March 22nd. 
 
Following are some mathematical associations that divulge the 
hidden meaning behind 322, it is in fact a masked 666. 
 
     322        322        6       6       6 
+   233   x   233   +   5       5       5 
=   555   =   666        = 11    11      11 
 
322 & 33 Years = 3+2+2 = 7 + (3+3) = 13 = ‘rebellion’ 
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The Guidestones are 1 degree north of the 33rd degree 
latitude of Atlanta, Georgia. This major southern US city is 
next to the 32º latitude of the U.S. Mother Masonic Lodge 
in Charleston. Atlanta is given the name because the 
eastern shoreline of the USA was the western shoreline of 
the famed lost continent of Atlantis that perhaps Lucifer 
once ruled.  
 
It is speculated that this Golden Age on Earth occurred 
before the creation of Humanity in the revamping of Earth 
and the creation of the first humans, Adam and Eve in the 
Garden of Eden according to the book of Genesis. The 
Georgia Guidestones consists of four major stone blocks 
that contain 10 ‘Guidelines’ written in 8 languages. 
 
1. English 
2. Spanish 
3. Swahili 
4. Hindi 
5. Hebrew 
6. Arabic 
7. Chinese 
8. Russian 
 
A shorter message is inscribed at the top of the structure in four 
ancient languages.  
1. Babylonian 
2. Classical Greek 
3. Sanskrit  
4. Egyptian Hieroglyphs  

 
The 4 ancient languages denote the 4 ancient ‘Order’s or 
empires in which the Luciferian teachings of the occult 
Mystery Religions had been embraced in the worship of 
Lucifer. In fact, the book of Revelation alludes to these 
world ‘Orders’ as being part of a ‘Harlot’ system that has 
been drunk with the blood of the Saints down the through 
the Ages or ‘Orders’. Some other peculiarities about the 
Georgia Guidestones are as follows. 
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- off Highway 77 
- 7.2 (72) miles North of Elberton  
- 1.3 (13) miles South of County Line 
- 119 tons (911) combined weight  

 
The monument is 19 feet 3 inches (5.87 m) tall, made from 
six granite slabs. In terms of Luciferian Astrology, the 
Guidestones also incorporate keyholes that are aligned to 
when the Solstices and Equinoxes converge, etc. The 
coming Anti-Christ is represented by the number 322. It is 
really a concealed 666 which appears to be encoded in the 
overall height of the monument of 18 feet and the number 
3-2-2, which is a masked 666 as to the year it was built, 
1980.  
 
1 + 9 + 8 + 0 = 18  or 6 + 6 + 6 = 18  

 
The monument provides several astronomical functions. 
The stones are placed so that a slit at eye level in the 
central upright slab permits an observer to view the eastern 
horizon. The slit also aligns with the position of the rising of 
the Sun at the Summer Solstices and Winter Solstices. 
Through the center stone, from south to north, a 2-inch 
diameter hole is inclined at an angle of 34º and points to 
the North Celestial Pole of Ursa Minor.  
 
Thus, it appears that this 33-year period since the 
dedication of the Georgia Guidestones in 1980 and a 40-
year period since the giving of this Luciferian 10 
Commandments has been indeed a countdown or 
preparation of sorts needed to condition the world for this 
New Age of Reason to follow. If the current direction of 
social-political and economic upheaval continues in the 
USA, the blueprint from the Brave New World and 1984 
appears to be finally come upon not only the USA but the 
world. Here below are some other astrological observations 
of the monument. 
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1. Polaris, the North Star in Ursa Minor is visible through a hole 
drilled in the Gnomen stone.  
 
2. The four Guidestones are aligned in a paddlewheel formation 
pointing to the limits of the 18.6 year lunar declination cycle. 
3. Weather permitting, every day at noon the sun will shine 
through a 7/8 inch hole drilled through the capstone onto the 
south face of the Gnomen stone. 
 
4. The Stones mark time somewhat like the Gnomen finger of a 
sundial. It is also slotted to allow viewing of sunrise and sunset 
throughout the year.  
 
5. The Gnomen also marks the Summer and Winter Solstices. 
The Fall and Spring Equinoxes are marked with a groove at the 
center of the slot. 

 
The New Order will require some horrific apocalyptic event 
for the transition to occur. This event could perhaps start on 
a March 22, (322) date of some given year. The plan of the 
Globalists Luciferians has always been to use the USA; the 
New Atlantis as the nation which would gradually maneuver 
the rest of the world into the ‘New Phoenix’. This New 
World Order controlled the global new economy, religion, 
and government of the emerging Age. The Phoenix started 
in 1776 with the USA, perhaps its end will be based on a 
prior study that suggests 33 cycles of Sabbaths or 33 x 7 = 
231 years.  
 
The start time would be from the U.S Coin act of 1792. This 
is believed when the Luciferian took over the USA.  1792 + 
231 = 2023. Will this be the year the New World Order 
starts with their 10 Commandments? Their Luciferian 
conspiracy was initiated on the new continent of America, 
the ‘New World.’ Perhaps America has been a time-marker 
that possibly will be witnessing the final stages of the USA 
as the NWO’s plan calls for the deliberate staging of the 
final 3rd World War that is to usher in their AntiChrist ‘law-
giver’. In some way, the USA will be that catalyst.  
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This is perhaps how the USA is figured into the End of 
Days and End Time prophecy. The NWO will use these 
elements to implement a monumental change for 
Humanity’s course that will ultimately have their Dark Lord 
come personally on the scene. This coming false Christ will 
be coming shortly whereby the NWO’s AntiChrist will arise 
to implement the 10 Luciferian Unholy Commandments like 
a ‘Moses’ to the Jewish nation and the world at large after 
the 40-year countdown as mandated on the Georgia 
Guidestones. 
 
This will be done in conjunction with the power of the False 
Prophet that will perform ‘sign and lying wonders’ through 
the power of Lucifer, the Devil. Leading up to this time, the 
planned 3rd World War will most likely create the 
‘apocalyptic’ conditions in the rest of the world needed to 
transition into the Age of Reason. It will be through intense 
human bloodshed and suffering that the new Masonic 
‘Order out of Chaos’ will be birthed. What this could also 
mean then for America is that it is the possible end of the 
USA as it has been put on notice regarding the 33-year and 
its 40-year countdown to the last Luciferian Masonic 
Empire and its New World Order of ‘Reason’. 
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RISE OF MERCURY 
THE SUN-KING ANTICHRIST 
Emmanuel Macron’s French Connection 
 
‘He will confirm a Covenant with Many for one ‘7.’ In the middle 
of the ‘7’, he will put an end to Sacrifice and Offering. And at the 
Temple, he will set up an Abomination that causes desolation, 
until the end that is decreed is poured out on him’. -Daniel 9:27 
 
The purpose of this chapter is to ascertain some 
astronomical, esoteric and Biblical correlations to the 
thought made by many that the rise of the French President 
Emmanuel Macron is a strong candidate for the coming 
AntiChrist figure. This study will also then be presented in 
the backdrop of the Jupiter-Saturn Grand Conjunction of 
December 21, 2020. This particular angle of a ‘French 
Connection’ will have an emphasis to the tandem 
conjunction of Mercury with the Sun at the Golden Gate. 
This conjunction will be at Ophiuchus at that precise time 
on the Winter Solstice.  
 
It does appear that the rise of Mercury can be attributed to 
the rise of the coming AntiChrist, but in this case, the rise of 
Mercury is attributed to the ‘Messenger’ motif of sorts that 
is apparently heralding the coming world change and 
charge of the AntiChrist figure. What is so special about 
having the planet Mercury conjoined with the Sun on this 
day? If the symbolism is accurate, it would attribute the 
coming AntiChrist with that of being a ‘Sun-King’, thus the 
French Connection. If it pertains to the rise of Macron, that 
will remain to be seen, but there does appear to be a 
staging being rehearsed. Mercury is however functioning as 
the Gate Keeper and 2nd witness to the coming AntiChrist 
that if valid and true, does then appear to mirror the 
narrative taught in the Bible. In its pages, the 2nd Beast, 
the False Prophet will be directing the world’s worship and 
compliance to secure the Mark of the Beast for the world. 
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Thus, could the Mercury-Sun conjunction that speaks of 
Jupiter as the Sun King the French Kings have also 
ascribed themselves to be the ‘Rise of Mercury’ and in turn, 
will be the rise of the coming AntiChrist? Will he be French 
or European or ‘Roman’? And what does Mercury denote 
or is associated within the Luciferian occult that rule behind 
the scenes in orchestrating this Great Work to be rolled-out, 
now? From the given media push and coverage, there are 
some amazing correlations to ‘check-off’ that would make 
for such a ‘Man of the Hour’. 
 

Macron in front of the Glass Pyramid with 666 pane glasses.  
 
Although some who have studied leaders, tyrants and 
despots would say that they would not equate such a man 
as Macron with a global leader as it seems he is being 
thrust upon the world stage, given the planned Wuhan 
Virus. The engineered virus is being used as a cover to 
dismantle the USA and unite the world, specifically the 
European Union. Macron does not come across as a 
forceful leader with initiative that are not his own but has 
been primed since youth to be the vessel to carry them out 
as prescribed. There are those who even believe that his 
wife is actually his ‘Handler’. She basically seduced him 
and has been grooming him for the position, if it is he. With 
the Brexit signaling the inevitable fall of the EU apparatus, 
there is now a need for a European Leader.  
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The Little Horn 
Given Europe’s past, it is no stranger to the need for a ‘Man 
of the Hour’ AntiChrist types attempting to unite it. This 
lineage stems from the Roman Emperors, to Charlemagne, 
Napoleon, Hitler. The coming AntiChrist will be in good 
company but note that whenever such ‘Men of the Hour’ 
arose, it was to impose ‘Order out of Chaos’. This is where 
the world and Europe are at now, in a clear need for a new 
more concise European Union, much leaner and meaner 
and with a man at the helm. Macron is the best they have 
for now. It could be a dress rehearsal for the main actors to 
come on the scene later or he could very well be the real 
McCoy as they say.  
  
In compiling the study of the Grand Conjunction of 
December 21, 2020 between Jupiter and Saturn along with 
Pluto in the periphery, a reader of said article noted that the 
date is the birthday of the French President Emmanuel 
Macron. Well, that got a whole lot interesting now. Yes, 
based on public records, it does state that about his 
birthday now coinciding celestially with the Grand 
Conjunction. Amazing. It is no secret that the European 
Nobility often have had celestial conjunctions, comets, 
eclipses occur on birthdays, weddings, coronations, etc.  
 
There does seem to be recent ‘rush’ to usher this person it 
seems to the forefront of what many believe is the dawn of 
the coming New World Order. It is really a gasping for air to 
try and find their ‘Jupiter’, their ‘Mercury’, especially for 
Europe that is needed so bad. Seems that many, especially 
in Europe ‘hate’ Trump but deep inside envy the USA for 
having such a man. The fracturing of the EU has been 
further exasperated with the poor virus response and aid to 
Italy and how the Chinese basically have helped instead, 
ironically. And with the crisis of the immigration in recent 
years, the average European has become desperate for a 
‘Man of the Hour’ that will provide stability and credibility as 
their institutions have all but fallen.  
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In the religious, moral, political and economic vacuum, the 
time has come for a world leader to address world 
problems. Many are sensing that the perfect timing of the 
Wuhan Virus has provided such a perfect template based 
on fear. For Europe, the further crumbling of the EU 
perhaps will result in a reshuffling of the powers as it has 
demonstrated that there has been no clear leadership for 
such confederation issues thus far.  
  
A ‘New Europe’ will eventually emerge. This will be 
necessitated as the fall of the USA is imminent and its 
world leader will not be forthcoming. This then ties into 
Biblical prophecy as it is foretold that a 10-Nation 
Confederation will arise that will rule the world and out of it, 
the ‘Little Horn’ will emerge. He will rise to be the Biblical 
AntiChrist as depicted in Daniel’s interpretation on 
Nebuchadnezzar’ statue of world empires, down to the last 
one before Jesus returns.  
 
Amazingly, it will be during the days of those coming 10-
Nation Kingdoms that Christ Jesus will return to Earth. The 
10 Kingdom, if predicated by Nebuchadnezzar’s statue will 
be the lingering and present Roman Empire that is the 
current EU as depicted by the 2 legs and feet. This will 
translate eventually then to 5 main nations in the West and 
5 nations in the East that will make up the last ‘Revived 
Roman Empire’ rendition from where the coming AntiChrist 
will take over.  
 
Regarding Macron, one does have to take note of the 
interesting ‘Messiah Complex’ that was and is now being 
attributed to him and with fervor, but such happens with 
many world leaders, especially in the West and the USA in 
particular. Realize that many are adamant that Obama is or 
will be the AntiChrist. There is also Jered Kushner that has 
just as many creepy nuances to make him a prime 
candidate also. Some even say Trump is the one with the 
King Cyrus Complex in his case.  
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Messiah Complex  
They all do have, for sure an ‘AntiChrist’ Spirit and/or 
complex at play in them or on them. In the case of Macron, 
it was iconic how he gave his victory speech on the 
platform in front of the 666-pane glass pyramid of the 
Louvre. And when at the podium, he raised his hands 
outward in a ‘V’ angle. It basically completed the evil 
Masonic compass and square motif as the backdrop had 
his head in the angle just in front of the pyramidion apex. 
He has been portrayed ‘walking on water’ and promised to 
rule as Jupiter. 
 

Macron depicted as waling on water, as Jesus only did. 

 
Thus, will Macron be the ‘Christ’ given the Grand 
Conjunction with Mercury on his birthday? One is not sure, 
but Macron does seem to have a lot of his ‘Stars’ lining up. 
He now has strong ties with the Pope, the UN, a 
partnership with the Gates and after all, he ran with the 
Rothschilds as he worked for them. In terms of the French 
Connection, it is very interesting that if one does believe 
and subscribes to all that ‘Sacred Blood’ Merovingian 
bloodline narrative, it does link the French Nobility to the 
royal blood of King David. This is the key as the coming 
AntiChrist will be seen and worshiped as a ‘God’, the ‘Sun-
King’ or of divine origins, etc.  
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The following is the ‘Check-List’ of Macron apparently being 
a prime suitor for the AntiChrist figure to come. Perhaps?  
 
- Would rule France as a Roman God, Jupiter the King of the 
Gods, a ‘Sun King’. Check. 
- Depicted as walking on water by the Economist, a Rothchild 
publication. Check 
- Worked in banking for the Rothschilds and Jesuit trained. 
Check. 
- His name Emmanuel means ‘GOD with us’ as in a Messianic 
reference title. Check 
- Having an alternate Israeli-Palestinian Peace Plan if Trump did 
not roll-out one. Check. 
- Given mandate by Roman Catholic Pope to head the coming 
New World Order. Check. 
- Given mandate by the UN to head up the coming New World 
Order. Check. 
- Conducted supposed 1st New World Order meeting with Bill 
Gates over vaccines. Check. 
- Poised to mobilize the G7/G20 nations for planned forced 
vaccination as a Real ID. Check. 
- Have IDs with nano tracers tied to crypto currency and eventual 
Credit Scoring. Check. 
 
 
 
 

But this could be said of all the royal houses of Europe, the 
British-German one and even the present King of Spain 
has the royal title of ‘King of Jerusalem’. Why would there 
be a need to have the coming AntiChrist be of a royal 
bloodline? It would be no mere bloodline but that which 
was prophesied since Genesis 3:15.  
 
It is a battle of which ‘Christ Seed’ will return to Eden or 
establish it and rule over it. Many believe that the coming 
AntiChrist will have to be the ‘Son of David’ for the Jews to 
accept him as their long-awaited Messiah deliverer or 
‘Seed’. He will have to be directly tied to the ‘man’, a 
human that is not just a mere human but more than that. 
For the Bible believers, it is the Seed of the Woman, who 
became Jesus Christ. For the Luciferians, it will be the 
Seed of the Serpent, Lucifer. Amazing.  
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Confirming the Covenant 
So, to the Cabal that has usurped Moses’ Seat of judgment 
and rulership over Israel, they are the ones that Jesus 
warned about as having a different Father and who were 
wanting not the Seed of the Woman, but their Serpent 
Savior instead that will come in ‘His own Name’, etc. It is 
the AntiChrist that will grant the order for the rebuilding and 
dedication of the 3rd Temple as that is at the ‘Golden Gate’ 
leading back to Eden on Earth. He will grant the Jews to 
initiate the Daily Sacrifices and will also stop them. He is 
the one coming that is foretold in Daniel 9:27. 
 

 Macron stated that he would rule from the Seat  of Jupiter. 

 
The Jews can only accept a royal lineage to authenticate 
the credentials of their long-awaited Messiah, so bloodline 
is paramount. As to this sacred bloodline, then all those 
Dan Brown movies and novels even of this bloodline in 
plain sight. And then there are some that confuse who is 
actually ‘Confirming the Covenant’. Many actually believe it 
is Jesus Christ, not the AntiChrist that is ‘confirming’. How 
can this confusion be? There is such an interpretation, that 
it is Jesus I Daniel 9:27 who ‘confirms’ the Covenant. 
Perhaps there is a confusing of it with the New Covenant 
initiated at the LORD’s Super. But one has to consider the 
2 personages and inferences in the original text in Hebrew. 
There is a multilevel nuance of prophecy and dualism. 
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If one does a word and paragraph study, as in a Hebrew 
interlinear, it is very clean that there are 2 personages 
being unveiled. There are the Anointed One, the Messiah 
and the ‘He’. There is Christ and the AntiChrist, a past, a 
present and future dispositions of prophecy, which is 
amazing. In learning a language, the rule for grammar and 
syntax instructs a learner that to determine the object of the 
verb in a paragraph, one needs to default to the immediate 
prior pronoun or subject. Thus, in this case, the ‘He’ in 
Daniel 9:27 is alluding to ‘the Prince that shall come’, not 
the Anointed One introduced in verses 25 and 26.  
 
The language is such that when average Hebrew-speaking 
Jews have read this portion and asked if it is the same 
person being talked about, they say no. There are 2 
different personages being inferenced as to a subject and a 
verb. One can see how it can be confusing as in Hebrew, 
the language is very poetic being an oriental language and 
is multilayered and circular in thinking. This is why, by the 
way, some Jews even believe in 2 Messiahs. In some 
cases, they read and see the language of there being a 
‘Lion’ personage and a ‘Lamb’ personage. They were of 
course banking on the ‘Lion’ King Messiah coming first.  
 
So, to such kind then as now, the ‘Prince’ that shall come is 
understood and desired because this ‘Lion’ type is tangible, 
militarily and politically. A suffering Messiah that was to die 
did not compute in their aspirations of becoming a ruling 
kingdom of the nations with power as promised. This will 
occur at the 2nd coming of Jesus during the Millennial 
Reign. In this case of Daniel 9:27, the object of the verb 
switches to the ‘He’, that is the Prince that shall come from 
the people who destroyed the Temple, City and Nation and 
thus of a European extract. However, He will be of Jewish 
blood, or enough as the Messiah has to be the ‘Son of 
David’ as stipulated. As to the ‘switch’, the same technique 
occurs and can be seen in Ezekiel 28:13 when YHVH 
instructs a lament against the King of Tyre. 
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Sun King Complex 
But then crosses over as a double entendre to that of 
Lucifer, that ‘was in Eden’. The King of Tyre, the human 
was not in Eden and so on. So, do consider this rule or 
grammar and hermeneutics in exegesis-ing the text of who 
is to ‘Confirm’ or strengthen the Covenant with the Many 
versus who was ‘cut off’. Why? If the ‘He’ was and is to be 
‘Jesus’, then Jesus is to be judged as the one causing the 
desolations that are being prescribed to the AntiChrist. 
Then it would be Jesus who would be the one persecuting 
also, etc. 
 
There was a cutting-off or crucifixion of Jesus but if Jesus is 
the ‘He’, then it would make Jesus come back to life as the 
AntiChrist to stop the Daily Sacrifices at the middle of the 
7th Week of Years. How this prophecy can be overlaid to 
Jesus Christ is that Jesus was ‘cut off in the midst’ of the 
week, that being Wednesday. Jesus was not crucified on a 
Friday to rise on a Sunday but died Wednesday at 3pm, the 
time the afternoon lamb was to be slaughtered in the 
Temple. Jesus was then buried just before sunset as the 
Passover was a High Day Sabbath. He stayed in the grave 
3 literal 24-hour days or 72, hours: a coefficient of a 
completed celestial time. He rose just before Sunset on the 
Sabbath, Saturday.  
 
And then in Revelation it picks up that the ‘He’ is the 
AntiChrist that ‘Confirms the Covenant’ to then ‘sit in the 
Holy of Holies where he ought not belong’. He will declare 
himself ‘God’, the ‘Sun-King’ to then defile the Sanctuary 
and persecute the Jews and Christians and hunt them 
down. So, this interpretation cannot be Jesus then. It is 
technically correct in that only YHVH has and will ever 
make a Covenant with Israel, but He also made many with 
non-Jews like with Adam, Noah, Abraham and even the 
Arab 12 Tribes. A good starting point of the study between 
the 2 Christs or Princes to come in Daniel 9 is with the 
actual word to ‘Confirm’.  
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It is really not the most appropriate translation in English. 
The word in Hebrew is ‘egbir’. It has a connotation to make 
stronger or to enhance as in ‘to sweeten the deal’. In other 
words, realize that the coming ‘Prince’ will be the usurper 
who comes in to take the place of Christ on one hand and 
the Sanhedrin, on the other that is now reconstituted that 
will give him the legitimate liturgical authority on behalf of 
the nation of Israel to do so. Thus, the coming false 
Messiah will not technically make a ‘Covenant’ but will deal 
with one already been made. As to Macron? 
 
It was also interesting that the Jews were upset at him 
when he wanted to enter the Church of St. Anne in 
Jerusalem in his last trip to Israel. That land is disputed by 
Israel as not being a ‘French’ territory. So, the relationship 
is presently not on sound footing, but things could change 
very fast as the planned pandemic can attest to this new 
reality. As noted, Macron is being poised to take the mantle 
of ‘leading’ all of Europe as Europe needs an ideal, an 
identity, a ‘Christ’, and so will its citizens take his ‘Mark’. 
Seems Europe has lost its way, its soul when it turned its 
back to Jesus. However, Macron’s critics declare that he 
has not done a good job in ruling France with protests, 
burning of Notre Dame, an omen to many, etc.  
  
So, if he cannot rule France effectively, how can he handle 
all of Europe and then the world? The Corona World 
Order? Of course, the AntiChrist will be energized and 
enabled by none other than Lucifer. So, no problem there. 
What is possibly interesting also is the Syrian connection to 
come also. Assuming that the Isaiah 17 event occurs and 
Israel ‘nukes’ Damascus as foretold, consider that Syria 
was a former French Mandate after WW1 and has that link 
there naturally to perhaps have leverage to broker and 
‘strengthen’ the Covenant with the Many. France has not 
been involved directly in the affairs of the Middle East but 
this could be the cause to then work his way towards 
Jerusalem and then the Temple. 
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At The Golden Gate 
It was as a possible ‘compensation’ for serving the Jews of 
Israel as in to provide that ‘Peace and Security’ option of 
the ‘Covenant’. Nonetheless, the Grand Conjunction on 
December 21, 2020 is pointing to a grand entrance. 
The Mercury-Sun conjunction on the Winter Solstice for 
sure will be a milestone of sorts and a very important day 
for those that operate on such timelines. It is pertaining to 
the ‘advent’ of someone or something big.  
 
But like the Revelation 12 Sign, the Sign is not the event, 
so it could be pointing to a future occurrence but wow. It is 
not clear enough to know exactly other than it does pertain 
to the coming AntiChrist based on this alignment and on 
the Winter Solstice when the Sun is at the Golden Gate 
with the rise of Mercury there as the Messenger. Amazingly, 
the Gate Keeper there is Ophiuchus, whose motif is a 
Serpent Bearer or a ‘stick with a serpent’, much like the 
Caduceus and/or the medical universal symbol associated 
with the powers of Mercury. 
 
However, this Mercury-Sun celestial motif could be 
pertaining to the Pope. They are in conjunction themselves 
in real life. In this case, Saturn as Satan is to usher in 
Jupiter or Macron then with Mercury, the Pope at the 
Golden Gate. This in turn directly associates Mercury with 
the notion of ‘Time’, but more importantly, the ‘End of Time’.  
 
It is then directly associated with the ‘Sun King’ at the 
Golden Gate and with Saturn, the ‘Keeper of Time’, etc. 
Also realize that the Papacy’s crest has 2 Keys in which 
they claim the power and authority over the Golden Gates 
and the Silver Gates on Earth, in the 2 hemispheres. The 
following are some factors that correlate Mercury with the 
number 88. 
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- 88 revolutions around the Sun  
- 88 constellations in the sky 
- 8x8 equals the evil Masonic chessboard pattern, dualism 
- 88 keys in grand piano, factors of resonance, frequency 
- 88 in the occult means ‘End of Time’. 
 
These ‘portals’ or Gates would span the Earth’s land 
masses of the Golden Gate Bridge, #33 color in California 
with the Brooklyn Bridge, silver color of New York. This is 
mirrored in Lisbon with the Golden Gate that then spans to 
Istanbul with the Silver Gate, etc. This motif is seen in the 2 
crisscrossed Keys on the Papal shields, silver and gold. 
Not only does the Papacy claim lordship over in the whole 
domain on Earth, but this ‘power’ claims the Golden and 
Silver Gates in Heaven itself.  
 
So, having the ‘Rise of Mercury’ at the Golden Gate on 
12/21/20 correlated to the Pope is indeed confirming that 
‘Time is Up’. This narrative keeps getting predicted 
programed like the movie, ‘Back to the Future’ and the like. 
Saturn will then bestow power to the coming Jupiter as 
Mercury opens the Golden Gate as time has come to an 
end and enter the Sun King. This ritual will be ushered-in 
through the powers of Mercury whose motif is a Serpent on 
a Staff. 
  
This is reminiscent of the Serpent in the Tree in Eden and 
how in the Bible, the 2nd Beast is said to be given powers 
by the Dragon, or the Serpent of Old. The Pope and/or 
Mercury is the Messenger of what? That ‘Time’ is up’. An 
‘End of Time’ for what? The Church Age. And it is time for a 
New world Order. Thus, a connection to Chronos, ‘Father 
Time’, etc. And December 21, 2020 has a 12-21 symmetry. 
It is a mirroring, so a duality is going on here as well. As to 
the god of Mercury? Mercury is one rendition of Lucifer. He 
is specifically the ‘God’ of media, money, medicine, thieves. 
Thus, one can see how the planned pandemic of the 
Corona Virus has been used as the ‘Fear Factor’. 
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New God for a New Age 
It is being used to accentuate all these institutions to 
unleash their Mercury Magic upon the sheeple for their 
‘New Order’. Is the Grand Conjunction a confirmation that 
the Church Age is closing, and the New World Order is 
coming in with drastic change? How so? Mercury in 
Alchemy is also the agent or element that has to do with 
transformation to ‘Gold’, and thus so appropriate for 
Mercury to be at the Golden Gate for this coming ‘Alchemy’ 
that the Luciferians are spellbinding the whole world with. 
This is profound and significant as this Grand Conjunction 
is occurring when Mercury is at the pinnacle of the 
Universe. It is in so much as the Golden Gate is opposite to 
that of the Silver Gate being directly opposite the expanse 
of the Universe at Orion, the Sentinel guarding the Silver 
Gate.  
 
So, the Corona Virus breakout can be seen as the false 
catalyst to be thus connected spiritually and esoterically if 
one pulls back the curtain to the coming New ‘Mercury’ 
World Order. If so, it just confirms the nefarious and dark 
forces behind this effort. You have the medical 
establishment pushing the vaccines and not proven 
alternative treatments. All non-virus deaths are counted as 
COVID-19 deaths to pad the numbers to justify the fear 
factor, etc. You have the media hype that is fearmongering 
and exasperating the conditions. You have the money 
merchants that are trying to kill the stock market and are 
stealing people’s earning potentials by dismantling world 
economies. You have the military machine now in place for 
the coming civil unrest that is sure to come as things will 
worsen. If one does a study of this ‘god’, Mercury, he is the 
‘god’ of the following. 
 
1. Medicine - Caduceus, ‘double helix’ DNA, etc., Serpent Motif 
2. Media - communication 
3. Money- as in finance 
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You have the magic rituals and numbers the 
Luciferian/Satanists use in their magic rituals that are 
orchestrating all this behind the ‘curtain’. As to the ‘God 
they Trust’, Mercury is the Sign of the Illuminati money, as 
in the $ Sign, which is a veiled serpent in a pole, the same 
as that of the World Health Organization WHO and the 
Caduceus of Mercury. This is the prime reason why they 
want the churches closed and for Christians to not meet to 
praise, pray and proclaim. Why? It would impede their 
magic and cancel-out the power of their ‘magic’ Mercury 
alchemy transformation processes. Mercury is also the 
‘Patron Saint’ of Thieves.  
 
Is there any wonder why such that are in power have been 
given/taken control of the media, the medicine, the military, 
the money as they are the same ‘Money Changers’ that 
made the House of YHVH a ‘Den of Thieves’? Did not 
Jesus rightly expose Lucifer as being the Father of Lies, 
come to ‘steal, kill, and destroy’? They steal one’s money 
and wealth and slow-kill the ‘sheeple’ or cattle that need to 
be branded through their manipulated nano-tech tracer 
medicine in the vaccines. They destroy through fake news 
and lack of knowledge. And with their ‘magic wand’, the 
Caduceus, they are mesmerizing the sheeple of the whole 
world into submission with their magic ‘programming’. 
 
Their High Holy Day Feast is on May 15. This is where their 
Priests sprinkle ‘Holy Water’ on the people. This pagan 
practice later was adopted into the Roman Church. All this 
Mercury ‘Alchemy’ transformation is being orchestrated to 
usher in their New World Order and Lord, Lucifer through 
their medicine, media, money, magic, and military. Their 
Order will come eventually but not before the Restrainer is 
set aside for it to be allowed then to happen and only then 
completely. With this in mind, some are saying Christians 
are over-reacting about the timing of the coming New World 
Order and the Rapture. And how prior to this current 
planned pandemic, millions have died. 
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End of the Church Age 
So this time around, is it not the case for the Rapture to be 
so close. Well, it depends on what one is looking at. One 
does tend to naturally only see the part of the proverbial 
elephant that can be perceived and interpreted immediately 
but some are keen to step back and see the whole animal. 
Sure, millions have died in prior wars, inquisitions, famines 
since Christ, etc. But the key is that nothing to this 
worldwide scale has ever occurred and at the same time 
and so fast. The damage or effects are going to be 
irreversible in many cases. Also, one is looking now past 
the 72nd anniversary of Israel’s birth. The number 72 is an 
‘End of Time’ coefficient.  
  
Overlap at beginning 
 
Birth of Church   Destruction of Temple 
32 AD ----------------------------------------70 AD   
 = 38 years 
 
Overlap at end 
 
Birth of Israel    End of Church Age? 
1948------------------------------------------2020   
 = 72 years 
 
72 years – 32 AD = 40 year coefficient 
 
Consider the factor of there being the Church Age body 
and Israel coexisting on Earth at the same time, an 
‘overlap’. This is the key. Biblically, a prophetic time has 
arrived. Israel as the ‘Fig Tree’ has now matured and is 
ready to be ‘examined’ by Jesus as the Church Age ends 
and the Tribulation of Jacob’s ‘travail’ begins. Consider that 
at no other time has the Church Age body and Israel 
coexisted in history but at the Church’s beginning and now 
at its end in history. In modern times, it has been from 
Israel’s statehood or birth in 1948, which is 72 years 
completed in 2020 going into the 73rd.  
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Then there is the time from the establishment of the Church 
Body on Earth as initiated by the indwelling of GOD the 
Holy Spirit at Pentecost in 32 AD, assuming correct 
timeline. It was then about 38 years till 70 AD when the 
Temple was destroyed. Interestingly, here are some 
numerical correlations pertaining to this prophetic overlap. 
The number 40 is a Biblical inference to a ‘time of 
evaluation’ and ‘testing’ as seen in the Exodus of Israel 
being evaluated and testing in the Wilderness before the 
Nation could enter the Promised Land. 
 
Thus, could such a Biblical parallel be in play now with the 
72nd year anniversary of Israel’s birth and its transference 
from the end of the Church Age that had undergone a 
prophetic ’40-year’ time of ‘testing’ and evaluation since 32 
AD? Could this prophetic pattern suggest that the Bride of 
Christ is about to enter its ‘Promised Land’ led by Jesus, 
the Greater Joshua now that its 40-year time of testing has 
been achieved? In terms of the mutual overlap of the 
Church and Israel then, the first wave of the ensuing 
Diaspora for Israel involved the destruction of the Temple, 
which by the way is across the Mount of Olives per Mark 
13:3 and not down at the City of David.  
 
Then there was the destruction of Jerusalem and then the 
nation as a whole. It took about 70 years total for the 
Romans to then squash the Jewish Revolts. This total 
transference took place around 135 AD where Israel 
ceased to be a name, a people and nation. Thus, one can 
see the parallel track and history apparently repeating itself 
to strongly suggest the overlap between the Church Body 
and Israel will once again be separated fairly soon. 
Separated by what? The Rapture. There will be a dual 
‘metaphorizing’ of the Church Age Saints as well as the 
coming New World Order people left behind that the 
AntiChrist will likewise promise the false effects of the 
Rapture that has taken place. The best Lucifer can do and 
will do is to promise an A.I. ‘upgrade’ to the human body. 
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Coming Transformations  
This will be the bait for the Mark. With this in mind, the 
coming ‘Bill Gates of Hell’ forced vaccine is about a year 
away to be able to be given to billions on Earth. This would 
then suggest a possible timeline to around 2022 where the 
grid will be in place for the rollout to materialize and then 
the Mark. No doubt the 5G, 6G, 7G’s will play a role in 
surveilling all the billions that will remain alive to want to be 
part of the New ‘Mercury World Order’ of Alchemy whereby 
Humans will be transformed, enhanced, like the Rapture 
provided. 
 
The difference is that this now involves nano technology 
with tracers that will in effect make the human body a 
walking cell phone tower to be tracked at all levels, money, 
media, manipulation, work, politics and religion, etc. It is 
just then a step away from then being able to 
technologically deliver the Mark of the Beast when 
mandatory and is called for. As it is now being conditioned 
to be a prerequisite for returning to public contact and/or 
work, it will be dire and for many it will need to be a line 
drawn in the sand. If not now, then when? When it will be 
too late? But how soon after the Grand Conjunction ‘Sign’ 
will it correlate to the actual actors of the AntiChrist and 
False Prophet to appear? A year? Months, Weeks?  
  
It is not known. The plans are ramping-up though as many 
sense something ‘big’ is happening and will. They have not 
stationed and positioned riot armory and military personal 
carriers all over the nation for nothing. They know sooner or 
later; chaos and rioting will ensue in the streets. Perhaps 
the trigger could be the Rapture event itself as many do 
suppose. To reiterate, the USA and the world are in a 
national and worldwide spell of an initiation getting ready 
for the slaughter. It is of an ‘Alchemy’ involving the magic 
powers of Mercury. The other is the value of oil. As it has 
gone negative, this spells doom for most nations on Earth 
and especially the USA depend on the Petro Dollar.  
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It will collapse the economy sooner or later. This is why 
then the pendulum will swing back to Europe and their 
‘Man of the Hour’. The world will no longer look toward the 
USA and its leader for solutions but to Europe and the 
coming ‘Prince of Peace’. Then other nations that depend 
on the oil revenues to sustain their nations will be strained. 
It is basically a recipe for a certain war in the Middle East. 
What best time then for an attack on Israel now that it is 
divided and has a weakened government, same for the 
USA.  
 
And this is what the Great American eclipses of 2017 and 
2024 signify, a division of the mighty USA. Sad days ahead. 
However, the Cabal has only been able to go so far and 
long as it is being restrained by the Restrainer within the 
Church Body presently on Earth. This is why the Kabbalists 
want the churches closed. 
 
But like the Bride of Christ, they too have to also wait until 
the YHVH’s timing for the transition or ‘Mercury Alchemy’ to 
occur. So, will it be Macron? Well, he does not have a 
‘fierce countenance’ but he sure is playing his part just in 
case. One has to wait and see. Well, actually the Saints will 
not know if the Rapture is to take place first, then the Man 
of Perdition is to be revealed according to Scripture.  
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ADVENT OF THE ANTICHRIST 
JUPITER-SATURN CONJUNCTION 
Enemy at the Gate - the coming New World Order 
 
‘I watched as the Lamb opened the 1st of the 7 Seals. Then I 
heard one of the 4 Living Creatures say in a voice like thunder, 
Come! I looked, and there before me was a White Horse! Its 
Rider held a Bow, and he was given a Crown, (Corona) and he 
rode out as a conqueror bent on conquest.’ -Revelation 6:1-2 

 
The purpose of this chapter is to illustrate the Grand 
Conjunction of Jupiter with Saturn which occurs on 
December 21, 2020. This date will be the Winter Solstice, 
and if by mere coincidence the depiction of the alignments 
occur as the Sun is also conjoined with Mercury at the 
Golden Gate. The study will suggest that the Grand 
Conjunction is foreshadowing the advent of the coming 
AntiChrist as through the ‘Golden Gate’. It is a typology as 
depicted by Sagittarius being like the Rider of the White 
Horse let loose by the 1st Seal Judgment of Revelation.  
 
And how the Corona Virus planned Pandemic is part of this 
catalyst that will usher in the Luciferian New World Order. 
How and why? The Jupiter-Saturn Grand Conjunction 
signifies a massive change to come that has already been 
initiated to the point of no return. Such a coming worldwide 
change will involve the rapid transformation of the social, 
political, economic and religious orders. The study will thus 
delve into several nuances of the noted attributes of this 
Jupiter-Saturn Grand Conjunction and the Sagittarius 
metaphor of the coming AntiChrist that appears to be as 
the ‘Enemy at the Gate’ from a Biblical reality. The study 
will span the topics of their cosmological framework, their 
possible esoteric significances and Biblical End Times 
inferences related to the coming New World Order and 
advent of the AntiChrist figure. As to the research, this 
author was contacted by Mr. Scott Thompson. 
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AntiChrist Rides 
He was the one who was a member of ‘Rapture in the Air 
Now’ online blog community from about a decade ago. He 
went by the handle of ‘Scarbinator’ and had a very unique 
profile thumb picture of a good-looking dog that was ‘made-
up’. He has a very candid sense of humor and a way with 
words and puns. He forwarded a serious of his own studies 
pertaining to the Corona Australis Sign in Sagittarius 
apparently tied to the Corona Virus. 
 
He also noted that 2 Biblical Scripture verses perhaps are 
in play prophetically from Isaiah and Jeremiah of a divine 
judgment being poured-out upon the world currently. They 
speak of pending judgment specific to a rebellious nation of 
Israel and how world cities would be desolate. He also 
plotted the Corona virus ‘hot spots’ on a world map, and 
how it depicts a straight line from Wuhan, where it started 
to Seattle as a general ‘lineup’ of the Pandemic, which is 
very interesting to note and will be incorporated in the 
illustration. It does ring true that the world is laid virtually 
bare of its inhabitants not being able to be seen in the 
hustle and bustle of everyday life in particular for the most 
part.  
 
The Scripture verses do seem to echo the judgment that 
has fallen on the world due to the planned Pandemic 
resulting from the release of the COVID-19 virus. It has 
forced the ‘lockdown’ of nearly all the world in a matter of 
weeks. It has caused great damage economically, socially, 
politically, and religiously, more so than the virus itself will 
or would have. What is nefarious about this event is that 
the Globalists are using it to usher in their New World Order 
protocols in the meanwhile and in plain sight. And that is 
what the Grand Conjunction of Jupiter with Saturn in the 
constellation of Capricorn seems to depict. The AntiChrist is 
about to come through the ‘Golden Gate’ as the Rider of 
the White Horse debut with Bow and Crown or ‘Corona’ in 
hand or because of it.  
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Also, consider is that Pluto is there as well just at the edge 
of Sagittarius with the Jupiter-Saturn Grand Conjunction. 
Cosmologically, Pluto is the Lord of the Underworld and 
has been lying in wait for the ‘activation’ to commence to go 
through. What is stopping it? The Rapture. As to the 
Sagittarius as the AntiChrist figure goes, what is very 
interesting about Sagittarius is that it contains a ‘Crown’, 
Corona Australis. This may very well be a possible 
connotation to the Corona Virus COVID-19 that will be 
developed later in the study that will serve to usher in the 
AntiChrist eventually.  
 

Image from I Pet Goat II announcing the debut of ‘Christ’.  

 
And as noted, it is at this quadrant of the Universe, that the 
Jupiter-Saturn Grand Conjunction occurs near the Golden 
Gate that is guarded by the ‘Celestial Sentinel’, Ophiuchus. 
It so happens that at the precise day of the Winter Solstice 
of December 21, 2020, the Sun enters this ‘Gate’. What is 
unique also to note is that the planet Mercury is conjoined 
with the Sun at this time. The planet Mercury will have a 
role to play as with the other planets as they appear to 
message their meaning, loud and clear of a coming 
transformation and beginning of a ‘New Age’. Mercury is 
the god of money, magic and medicine, exactly what the 
crisis is all about.  
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All in all, to have 6 of the major celestial bodies of the Solar 
System at this place and time with such unique attributes of 
the Winter Solstice, and the various astrological Signs is 
very telling. The following is the various planetary orbits 
that make up the astronomical aspects of the Grand 
Conjunction, December 21, 2020 and that make for the 20-
year conjunction. 
 
1. Jupiter 12 year cycle around the Sun 
2. Saturn 30 year cycle around the Sun 
3. Pluto 248 year cycle around the Sun 

 
This study will also seek to decipher some amazing 
inferences from the now famous Heliofant animation of I 
Pet Goat 2. What the thesis of this study suggests is that 
the imagery depicted astronomically by the Jupiter-Saturn 
Grand Conjunction and the Sagittarius with Corona 
typology is profound, if true and valid. At this point in time, it 
is signaling the soon and ominous advent of a ‘Gate’ being 
opened. The AntiChrist figure is to then come through as 
portrayed in the book of Revelation 6 as the Rider of the 
White Horse.  
 
He is initially bent on conquest through a Bow (false peace) 
and a Crown to establish ‘Order out of the planned Chaos’. 
However, it will eventually lead to a Reign of Terror though 
based on the Bible narrative. This New Order will coincide 
with the first Seal Judgment being broken as the White 
Horse Rider coming on to the world scene. This will take 
place after the Rapture of the Bride of Christ as taught by 
some. Thus, the Jupiter-Saturn Gran Conjunction signifies 
a sudden and drastic coming change of the present World 
Order. As it is, the world has never gone through this type 
of crisis before. It is unprecedented in scale and scope as 
the whole world is on a lockdown. As to the Grand 
Conjunction, Jupiter passing Saturn is a so-called a once-
in-a-generation event.  
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Times a Change ‘in 
Astronomically, when Jupiter conjoins Saturn on December 
21, 2020, they will be very close, only 0.1° apart. This is the 
closest conjunction since the Great Conjunction of July 16, 
1623. One hour after sunset, Jupiter will be about 12° up in 
the southwest, 0.1° to the lower left of Saturn as viewed 
from the northern hemisphere. The Grand Conjunction will 
occur about 30° east of the Sun. Astrologically, the planets 
Jupiter and Saturn have been called ‘Chronocrators’ or 
Markers of Time. When the last cycle occurred, in the late 
Middle Ages, that ironically was characterized by a plague 
and economic, political, social and religious upheaval. 
 
What is also interesting is that the 2020 conjunction of 
Saturn and Jupiter inaugurates its new cycles in the ‘Air 
Signs’ after 800 years. This indeed, then suggests a 
profound change is about to occur and is occurring in world 
politics, society, religions and the economy. Astrologically, 
Saturn speaks of a new organization. Jupiter speaks of an 
amplification established affecting the financial system and 
society as a whole. And Pluto speaks of war and death. 
Esoterically, the conjunction between Jupiter and Saturn is 
also called the ‘King-Makers’ or a ‘Royal Conjunction’. 
Thus, who can that possibly be referring to?  
 
The coming AntiChrist, as he will come from the royal seed 
and bloodline of King David. From Genesis 3:15, many 
rightly focus on the ‘Seed of the Woman’, that being Christ 
and how that would be a miraculous event of Jesus’ virgin 
birth as women do not have the seed. But equally as 
miraculous is the fact that the Serpent or Lucifer will also 
produce a human seed, which Serpents cannot as it is not 
its kind. But Fallen Angels can and have. This means that 
Lucifer will also make sure that the bloodlines run parallel 
to that of Jesus’ to present his imposter Anti-Christ to Israel 
specifically and the world at large. This AntiChrist 
‘Sagittarius’ type will come as ‘Jesus’ with similar 
credentials of his Humanity and ‘divinity’. 
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It is twisted in the occult as bestowed by Lucifer himself for 
he will indwell him at the 1260th day marker of the 
Tribulation Period. This is what will cause the Abomination 
of the Desolation pertaining to the coming New World 
Order 3rd Temple. Many thus attribute this Jupiter-Saturn 
conjunction as an omen of a great world change to happen 
in terms of a coming ‘New World Order’ that will see a 
change in the current power structures of the world. As to 
the coming Mark of the Beast that will proceed from the 
Beasts, there is also a need to change the current 
economic order as a new paradigm break will necessitate a 
digital currency. 
 

 
A depiction of the Grand Junction of Jupiter and Saturn. 

 
In prior studies, such currency may very well play into the 
anticipated death and rebirth magic ritual of the mythical 
Phoenix that is the present World Order, the USA. The 
thesis is predicated on the USA Coin Act of 1792 that 
stipulates then 33 cycles of 7 years each that ends in 2022, 
excluding end year. How so? The last worldwide economic 
collapse occurred in 2008 in the USA. It so happened that it 
was the year Pluto entered Capricorn and has been waiting 
for Jupiter and Saturn to ‘set it free’. Now it will begin with 
the Grand Conjunction as the Old Phoenix of the USA is 
fixed to be slaughtered in order for the new Phoenix to rise. 
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What Time is It? 
Pluto would correlate, esoterically then to the rise of the 
Lord of the Underworld as seen in Sagittarius to be 
ushered in thereafter through the Golden Gate with 
Mercury, there as the ‘Messenger’. Although the coming 
AntiChrist will conquer through a false peace, there will be 
nothing but war, famine and death that follows him per the 
remainder of the Seal Judgment to come after the 1st Rider. 
Astronomically, the Grand Conjunction will be a time where 
the meeting of other planets and other objects along the 
Ecliptic occur also as noted. Or in other words, when 2 
objects are in conjunction in the sky, they are located along 
the same line of sight in space, as viewed from Earth. 
 
By this definition, Jupiter and Saturn have their Grand 
Conjunction about every 20 years. Jupiter is the 4th 
brightest object visible from the Earth, after the Sun, Moon 
and Venus as a ‘Star’. So, what is the big deal about such a 
Grand Conjunction? Based on the account of Genesis, the 
Sun, Moon and the Stars are a calendar then as prescribed 
by YHVH and it is a time for a change. The issue is that, as 
noted such a Grand Conjunction has been the preeminent 
method of demarcating historical eras.  
 
And if what is occurring on the Winter Solstice of December 
21, 2020 is valid, then the New World Oder is to come, and 
the advent of the AntiChrist or ‘Enemy is at the Gate’, the 
Golden Gate. The world awaits a ‘Savior’, a Messiah, the 
Mahdi, Maitreya personage, etc. This is true within the 
Bible-believing community as well as within those of the 
astrological, esoteric, New Age and mainly Luciferian 
persuasion and belief. But Christians are looking for Jesus 
Christ. The Enemy at the Gate is looking for their AntiChrist 
with their ‘Great Transformation’, the New Age towards 
Aquarius where there will be ‘peace and harmony’. Those 
who believe the narrative of the Bible realize that all seek a 
world ‘Utopia’ but what is coming will be one without Christ 
Jesus that is the Prince of Peace to come.  
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It will be Jesus that will rule the coming ‘Aquarian’ Age 
during the Millennial Kingdom. Until that time, Lucifer will 
force this false Utopia for the last 7 years of human history 
that will start off with a false peace but halfway will turn it 
into a Reign of Terror far worse than that of the French 
Revolution. The coming New World Order with its AntiChrist 
and New World Order 3rd Temple will eventually lead the 
world not to a godless society but to a different god that will 
demand total allegiance, that of Lucifer himself when he will 
occupy the Holy of Holies of the 3rd Temple.  
 

A depiction of the Grand Conjunction at the Winter Solstice. 
 
Lucifer, by way of the possessed AntiChrist will demand 
total worship, if not then, any dissenters are to be 
massacred by guillotine as it was during the French 
Revolution oddly enough. It will be the ‘best of times’, and 
the ‘worst of times’. It will be a transition to a time where 
laws and times will also be changed and renamed for 
example. If such a scenario is to come true per the Biblical 
narrative, then this means that the Church Age is to end 
soon with the Rapture of the Bride of Christ. It is the 
prerequisite before the Seal Judgments can be broken by 
Jesus Christ and the 7-year Tribulation Period is to begin 
with the revealing of the AntiChrist.  
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Endgame Scenarios 
He will play the prominent role along with the False Prophet 
in the world to usher in the New World Order. It will be 
centered around Israel with the New World 3rd Temple. It 
will rally the Nations of the world in new hybrid religion 
amongst all the religions. It is believed by some that after 
the Rapture, a regional war with Israel will occur between 
the Jews and Islam that will allow for this. The Muslims will 
sense an opportunity to strike at Israel as it is now 
vulnerable without a lead ‘Shepherd’ to defend its land. And 
having most true Christians ‘raptured’ out by that time, 
especially out of the USA being highly concentrated, the 
USA will not be in a position to be the world peace broker 
or to defend Israel. 
 
Thus, the coming AntiChrist will gladly fill in the void. He will 
be seen and accepted by Israel as the Messiah. This is 
what this study suggests based on the Great Conjunction 
where prior ones have resulted in drastic change and are 
truly then celestial omens or ‘Sign’s as the Bible puts it. The 
primary difference with this one is that it will culminate 
Humanity’s history. Whenever the 7-year Tribulation Period 
will start, it will start with the ‘Confirming of the Covenant 
with the Many’ per the Prophet Daniel. The point is that the 
world will only then have 7 more years until the return of 
Jesus with His Glorified Bride to rule.  
 
Throughout history, it has been closely observed by 
astrologers that the Jupiter-Saturn conjunctions have been 
linked to the rise and fall of nations, royalty, leaders and 
economies to name a few. For example, the conjunction of 
Jupiter with Venus that occurred in Leo are said to have 
announced the coming birth of Jesus Christ. According to 
research on the topic of conjunctions being omens, 
according to the work of Daniel T. Ferrera, when a great 
conjunction occurs during an election or inauguration year, 
the President is likely to die in office.  
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This is based on the USA list of Presidents except that the 
last 3 or so have not occurred although assassination 
attempts were made. It this is to occur to the current USA 
President, that remains to be seen. Nonetheless, when 
Jupiter and Saturn come together there is a pattern that 
suggests there will be both an intensity of ‘Old Orders’ 
dying-off as well as the ‘New Order’ begins to take shape. 
As noted, what is unique about this Jupiter-Saturn Grand 
Conjunction in 2020 comes at the end of a 200-year era of 
Jupiter and Saturn conjoining in the ‘Earth Signs’. The era 
or ‘New Age’ will now be characterized by the ‘Air Signs’. 
 
Is it then any wonder why Lucifer is called the Prince of the 
Power of the Air? In this coming New World Oder, this 
domain will be the sphere of his direct influence now, 
especially as the Restrainer is set aside and the Bride of 
Christ is raptured up to Heaven. What is even of greater 
importance about this Grand Conjunction is attributed to 
the beginning of a new cycle after all 4 Trigons had been 
visited, something which only happened about 800 years 
ago. Since each 'element' or trigon consists of 3 Signs, it 
takes 800 years x 3 = 2400 years for the whole process to 
start anew.  
 
This is in relation to the Precession of the Equinox cycle. 
What this means is that now, Jupiter is astrologically 
denoting that the coming transition will be ‘big’ in the 
strongest terms. The giant gas planet astrologically 
symbolizes an amplification of the powers and energies of 
Saturn and Pluto. Not good. As it is, on the esoteric and 
Luciferian side or interpretation of such celestial bodied, 
Saturn is Chronos, or Satan and Pluto is the Lord of the 
Underworld. It is contrasted to the true meaning and 
purpose of the Mazzaroth depicting the whole Plan of 
Redemption and how Jupiter is the King Planet, that of the 
Messiah, the true Christ, etc. Pluto is associated with 
military power, war and death and the coming wars will be 
horrific according to the book of Revelation.  
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New Dark Age 
As such, Sagittarius, will be ‘Crowned’ to install their ‘Order 
out of Chaos’. Many are attributing the planned Pandemic 
of the Corona virus as the catalyst for this transition that is 
now in play. Others suggest it will be the Rapture event that 
will eventually solidify the free reign of the AntiChrist as the 
Restrainer will have been set aside for this to happen. How 
this coming transition into a ‘New World Order’ has to do 
with the political, religious, social and economic change can 
be seen in how prior Grand Conjunctions affected the 
whole known world before. 
 

 
Pluto will also be in close proximity of the Grand Conjunction.  

 
For example, during the 1200s when such a similar 
conjunction occurred, it was the time where the world 
descended into the Dark Ages and it was the Age of the 
Roman Church that suppressed the true light of the 
Gospel. Any resistance to the Papacy was seen as 
heretical and many were burned at the stake, etc. It was 
also a time when the Papacy actively sought to conquer 
Jerusalem with its Knight Templars who had immense 
banking wealth and power. It was a time of a total control 
over the people that were reduced to Surfs. This ‘reign of 
terror’ later-on fomented the Inquisition. 
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And that is what is occurring now and will during the 
coming 7-year Tribulation Period. There will be a rise in the 
Papacy that many are convinced will be the 2nd Beast that 
comes out of the Earth. He will align himself with the 1st 
Beast, that being the AntiChrist that will be hailed as 
Israel’s Messiah and the world’s savior. The push will be to 
likewise take over Jerusalem and the Templar 3rd Temple 
that will function as the focal point of the new religious, 
social, political and economic center of the world with its 
new Mark of the Beast grid system. Do realize that it is the 
2nd Beast, the False Prophet that will establish the banking 
system of the 1st Beast. 
 
What would the Pope have to do with the finances of the 
world? Realize that the Vatican is the Bank of the world 
whereby all other banks in reality funnel all their assets 
through. For those not accepting the coming Mark of the 
Beast will have the full wrath of the Beast System come 
upon them worse than the Inquisitions and yet with the 
same mechanism of the Reign of Terror. Guillotines will 
return to decapitate all those that refuse the Mark. As with 
the French Revolution, the total power structure will be 
taken from the People in the name of the people. It will 
eventually be in the hands of the Luciferian Oligarchy.  
 
So, up to the 2022, there will have been a frenzy of 
celestial activity in the Sign of Capricorn. Capricorn is the 
10th astrological Sign in the Zodiac. It is one of the 4 
Cardinal Signs and ruled by the planet Saturn. Interestingly, 
it is also attributed to be the ancient Sumerian god of 
wisdom and waters, Enki. Coincidence? Enki was and is 
the god of magic and crafts and is attributed to being 
Lucifer behind this façade. Sagittarius is the 9th astrological 
Sign. Greek mythology associates Sagittarius with the 
centaur Chiron, who mentored Achilles, the Greek hero of 
the Trojan War. As an archer, Sagittarius is said to never 
fail in hitting the mark and his disposition is alludes to have 
the power of prophecy.  
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Brave New World 
Hence, the claim that seers and prophets are born under 
this Sign. Is it then any coincidence that the coming 
AntiChrist will be seen as fulfilling Biblical prophecy and will 
accomplish all that the Bible forewarns about this ‘Seed’ of 
Satan? Furthermore, Sagittarius comes with a Bow and 
Crown. It is more of a laurel leaf or Stephanos than an 
actual crown. This could not be truer prophetically as the 
coming AntiChrist is an imposter whereby the true Prince of 
Peace, Jesus will likewise come on a white horse but with 
many real Crowns and a Sword.  
 

A computer simulation of the Grand Conjunction for 2020. 

 
Astronomically, the ‘Crown’ of the Rider of the White Horse, 
Sagittarius is called Corona Australis because the 
constellation is in the southern celestial hemisphere. Its 
Latin name means Southern Crown. Corona Australis has 
been associated with the myth of Bacchus or perversion. 
Coincidence? Ultimately, there will come a showdown of 
the Christs. It is really a duel between the Christs seen 
astronomically that will playout in real time at the Battle of 
Armageddon when the 2 Christs will face-off each other. It 
will not be any contention as the Bible states that Jesus will 
destroy the AntiChrist and his demonic and earthly human 
armies with the ‘Brightness of His Coming’, etc.  
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As to the Luciferian aspect of this Grand Conjunction? 
What is rather interesting about the planetary positions 
along the Ecliptic centered on the Golden Gate is that the 
animation from Heliofant comes to mind called ‘I Pet Goat 
2’. In what way? At the end of the storyline, the Christ figure 
on an Anubis barge is seen at the edge opening where a 
‘New Dawn’ has been achieved. Many have broken down 
this animation for its esoteric and Luciferian codes and thus 
far, it has amazingly proven to be accurate of how it 
correlates to actual events. If this is the case, it has been 
an actual time piece chronicling the advent of their 
AntiChrist and the dawn of their New World Order. With the 
last vestiges of the journey of the ‘AntiChrist’ figure on his 
quest to be ‘birthed’, the fall of the Church cathedral and 
then the depiction of the ‘Corona’ vanishing on the head of 
their ‘Christ’ is where it is at presently. Then next, and final 
‘act’ will be the celestial alignment at the Golden Gate with 
a comet and asteroids hitting the Earth. 
 
Specific to the ending, the astrological Sign is that of 
Scorpio. What is significant about this scene is that if the 
storyline of such a program presented has reached its 
conclusion, then it means that the New World Oder and 
their Christ have arrived; they are at the door, the ‘Golden 
Gate’, etc. The clue is the comet that is opposite the stinger 
of Scorpio in-between the Sun. If one reverses the picture, 
it fits exactly as the events of the Grand Conjunction has 
the comet 67P corresponding to the exact area of 
Sagittarius, at that precise time. This is amazing because this 

is the same comet that accented the Revelation 12 Sign back in 

2017. This comet was deemed the Jubilee Comet as it last 
occurred in Virgo in 1967 when Jerusalem was liberated by 
Israel from the Muslims. Thus, this comet could be a 
confirmation that indeed the ‘end of the storyline’ has been 
achieved and the New World Order and their AntiChrist is 
at hand; the 'birthing' of the AntiChrist is at hand and in 
tandem with that of the Bride of Christ.  
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The stinger of Scorpio points to the Golden Gate of the 
Cosmos whereby the Sun will be on the Winter Solstice of 
2020. The Christ figure’s Crown or ‘Corona’ would have 
been the last ‘Sign’ to occur and usher in this figure to then 
be presented to the world. The planned COVID-19 Corona 
Pandemic then would be and is the major catalyst and/or 
excuse to quarantine the masses as the animation starts 
with a goat that is mesmerized, branded and vaccinated. 
Such are the efforts of the non-governmental CDC and Bill 
Gates that is neither a doctor nor an elected official and yet 
is the biggest proponents of nano-tech tracer vaccines for 
all of 7 billion people to have and control.  
 
This is thanks to the planned Pandemic of the Corona Virus 
that some like Mr. Thompson accurately attributed it to the 
cosmology of the Corona Australis. Is the Corona a herald 
then within the Sagittarius AntiChrist figure? The 
Luciferians want all the people of the world to be ‘identified’ 
in the pretext of ‘helping’ them get vital services such as 
health, food, etc. Really? The Luciferians real aim has been 
to destroy and limit Humanity’s population all along. They 
are of the AntiChrist Spirit that goes against the directive of 
YHVH. YHVH fashioned the Earth for humans be ‘fruitful 
and multiply and fill the Earth’.  
 
Realize that if all these Grand Conjunctions and celestial 
alignments on specific dates are valid, then the Biblical 
notion of the 1st Seal to be broken is thus about to occur. As 
to the specific year, that remains to be seen but it is now a 
matter of a year or so given the prior timelines. This means 
though that for the end of the Church Age, the Rapture has 
to take place first before the Seal Judgments can 
commence with the White Horse Rider, typified by 
Sagittarius, etc. As a possible supposition though, if the 
Rapture were to take place in 2020, then the Muslim war 
with Israel would occur in 2021, which would then usher in 
the AntiChrist to start the New World Order in tandem with 
the Covenant with the Many in 2022.  
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As to what is occurring with the worldwide ‘Lockdown’, 
consider the verse from Mr. Thompson from Isaiah 24:1-13 
and then from Jeremiah 25:30-35. 
 
‘1 See, the Lord is going to lay waste the earth and 
devastate it; he will ruin its face and scatter its 
inhabitants— 
2 it will be the same for priest as for people, for the master 
as for his servant, for the mistress as for her servant, for 
seller as for buyer, for borrower as for lender, for debtor as 
for creditor.  
3 The earth will be completely laid waste and totally 
plundered. The Lord has spoken this word.  
4 The earth dries up and withers, the world languishes and 
withers, the heavens languish with the earth.  
5 The earth is defiled by its people; they have disobeyed 
the laws, violated the statutes and broken the everlasting 
covenant.  
6 Therefore a curse consumes the earth; its people must 
bear their guilt. Therefore, earth’s inhabitants are burned 
up, and very few are left.  
7 The new wine dries up and the vine withers, all the 
merrymakers groan.  
8 The joyful timbrels are stilled, the noise of the revelers 
has stopped, the joyful harp is silent. 
9 No longer do they drink wine with a song; the beer is 
bitter to its drinkers.  
10 The ruined city lies desolate; the entrance to every 
house is barred.  
11 In the streets they cry out for wine; all joy turns to gloom, 
all joyful sounds are banished from the earth. 
12 The city is left in ruins, its gate is battered to pieces. 
13 So will it be on the earth and among the nations, as 
when an olive tree is beaten, or as when gleanings are left 
after the grape harvest’.  
 
-Isaiah 24:1-13 
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‘You will not go unpunished, for I am calling down a sword 
on all who live on the earth, declares the LORD Almighty.’ 
Now prophesy all these words against them and say to 
them: This is what the LORD Almighty says: At that time 
those slain by the LORD will be everywhere—from one end 
of the earth to the other. They will not be mourned or 
gathered up or buried but will be like dung lying on the 
ground.’ -Jeremiah 25:30-35 
 
The scene is in Heaven with the 24 Elders taking court as 
the redeemed Bride of Christ. They witness Jesus, or the 
Risen Lamb that had been slain that is the GOD-Man that 
now has the authority, right and legality to open the Seal 
Judgments and execute the wrath upon Lucifer and the 
inhabitants of the Earth. The 24 Elders are reminiscent of 
the 24 Orders of the Priests set up by King David within the 
Temple Service, such will be again but in Heaven. And the 
Bride of Christ is the Star Witness of this court scene 
whereby she faces her Accuser, Lucifer but is then cast out 
of Heaven for good due to the victory obtained by Jesus, 
and through His Humanity.  
 
It will be Jesus who takes His Kingly Throne as He is the 
true Sagittarius, the Conqueror; that of Ophiuchus who 
gave the mortal wound to the Enemy at the Gate, at the 
heart of Scorpio by crushing his head, thus the Red Giant 
‘Aldebaran’. As Humanity is at the doorstep of the Rapture. 
So is this coming transformation, and the coming 
AntiChrist. And sadly, so will the coming judgment and 
wrath of YHVH also come upon this Last Generation that is 
echoing the verses that Mr. Scott Thompson suggested. 
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CREATION COMET  
ATLAS C/2019 Y4 - PLEIADES 
CONJUNCTION 
Rapture Rendezvous of the Redeemer  
 
‘When the waters become hard as stone and the surface of the 
deep is frozen? Can you bind the chains of the Pleiades or 
loosen the belt of Orion? Can you bring forth the constellations in 
their seasons or lead out the Bear and her cubs?’ -Job 38:30-32 
 
The purpose if this chapter is to highlight the astronomical 
occurrence of the comet Atlas 2/2019 Y4 conjunction with 
the Pleiades on May 29, 2020. The study will be 
accompanied by a chart to illustrate the ‘arch’ that the 
comet will display as its trajectory rounds the Sun, which 
will be spectacular only because it accents the Pleiades in 
a most unique way. What is rather significant is that the 
date happens to coincide with the YHVH Feast of 
Pentecost and thus a type of the coming rendezvous of the 
Rapture. The conjunction will be at the approximate 
midpoint of the ‘arch’. The Sun, at this point will be in the 
constellation of Taurus.  
 
The study will suggest Biblical inferences to the Pleiades 
and how that is tied to the personification of the Church 
Body of Christ Jesus and how Jesus is the personification 
of Atlas, the mythical burden-bearer of the world. This 
study will thus infer the Perihelion of the comet and 
conjunction to the Pleiades to several possible prophetic 
nuances and esoteric connotations. This is especially 
pertinent to the Biblical doctrine of the soon anticipated 
Resurrection and Rapture event that many believe is to 
occur at a Pentecost Feast harvest typology. A brief 
cosmological background will be provided for context 
based on the latest research as this comet has only 
recently been discovered, as of the winter of 2019.  
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A 6000-Year-Old Orbit 
And some observers are correlating it to the outbreak of the 
COVID-19 Pandemic as an omen as that is what comets 
are known for. Comets have historically been seen as 
harbingers and/or omens of doom and of a time for drastic 
transition and/or change on Earth. If one does study 
history, one can discover that at the major historical nexus 
points of the major transformations on Earth were seen to 
occur in tandem with a significant naked-eye comet. There 
are scores of comets in the Universe at any given time or 
specifically isolated within the Solar System where Earth 
resides. 
 
Comets that approach Earth or those of the kind that can 
be seen by the naked eye are rather rare. In recent 
memory, the major comets that have come to mind have 
been Elenin, Siding Spring, Encke and ISON to name a 
few. As one can attest to the last decade, especially 
starting around 2008 has been a time of transformation, of 
change for the whole world. And now, especially with the 
COVID-19 planned Pandemic, it is rather interesting that 
the Atlas comet happened to be discovered around the 
same time that the Pandemic was first reported by China to 
the World Health Organization, the WHO. 
 
Since the comet was recently only discovered in late 2019, 
there is limited information and possible research provided 
other than the essential statistics. At this point, possible 
projections and expectations are changing by the day. 
According to research, however this comet is very unique 
in that it has already been dubbed ‘the Comet of the 
Generation’ and that it will have its Coma or ‘atmosphere’ 
as big as half the size of the Sun. Although initially many 
Astronomers put much anticipated stock on such a 
discovery, it often dwindles down in expectation. Case in 
point was the comet ISON. It was deemed the ‘Comet of 
the Century’ and that it would have been seen in the 
daytime as it would have been as bright as the Moon, etc. 
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However, it broke apart and it did not materialize as 
‘advertised’. Already, during the writing of this article, the 
comet Atlas was reported to have broken up at its core. 
Thus, the expectation of a spectacular naked-eye 
observance may not be the case without assisted devices, 
etc. Comet Atlas C/2019 Y4 was discovered by the 
Asteroid Terrestrial-impact Last Alert System or ‘A.T.L.A.S’. 
on December 28, 2019 at the Hawaii's Asteroid Impact 
Detection Facility. According to research, the comet is 
traveling at 37km/s or 82,766 mph. The nucleus is made up 
of rock, dust and frozen gases that is believed to be around 
6.3 miles in diameter. 
 
The size of a comet is defined by its atmosphere or Coma 
that is made up of gas and dust. The core is purported to 
be 5 times greater than that of planet Jupiter. Its Coma 
made up of a gaseous cloud said to then measure about 
half the size of the Sun, 447,387 miles in diameter or 
720,000 kilometers. But as noted, the actual size of the icy 
rock is only a few miles or kilometers. The comet was 
originally forecasted for naked-eye observation towards the 
end of April or beginning of May. It now appears that the 
comet may not be as bright as thought due to an apparent 
fracturing of its nucleus as noted. At the time of its 
discovery, comet Atlas was nearly 3 Astronomical Units 
(AU) from the Sun. 
 
Its projected Perihelion will be 0.25 AU from the Sun. An 
AU is the distance from the Earth to the Sun given as the 
standard measure in cosmology. At the time of its 
discovery, the comet shone at magnitude 19.6 in the 
constellation Ursa Major as viewed from Earth. What is 
rather amazing and unique about Atlas C/2019 Y4 if true, is 
that based on the current measurements and calculus, this 
comet is indicating a 4,400-year Orbital Period. Then, the 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory JPL Small-Body Database using 
an epoch of February 18, 2020, shows the comet with an 
Orbital Period of approximately 6,000 years.  
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A Matter of Timing 
This is an estimation, as one has to account and adjust for 
perturbations while a comet is inside any planetary region. 
With this in mind, then a more useful barycentric solution 
before the comet entered the Solar System shows an 
Inbound Orbital Period of about 4,800 years. Then after 
leaving the Inner Solar System, the comet will have an 
Outbound Orbital Period of about 5,200 years. What is the 
point? The point is that this comet was last seen then when 
Creation occurred based on Genesis 1:2 where Adam and 
Eve were created in the Garden of Eden. In essence, this 
comet can thus be deemed the ‘Creation Comet’. 
 
This supposition now paints a very prophetic picture if true. 
As noted, its conjunction with the Pleiades is on May 29, 
2020, which coincides with Pentecost and then with its 
nearest point to the Sun on May 31, 2020. If one 
subscribes to the Gap Theory, then the Earth is young in 
the sense that Genesis 1:2 is actually a ‘re-creation’ and 
the Old Earth occurred in Genesis 1:1, etc. This overlap 
would thus accommodate both suppositions as being true 
and not mutually exclusive. Based on the time chronology 
of the creation of Adam, it is thus calculable to know that 
the date of around 4000 BC was Humanity was created. 
 
What is the point? The point is that this comet could be 
evidence of the theory of Dispensations, that indeed the 
typology of the Creation Week is valid. It then does become 
a prophetic template to have extended as the measure of 
time Humanity has been allotted for its redemption. Then 
for Jesus to return to Earth to make all things right and 
new. Thus, there are a total of 7000 years to be fulfilled. 
This then means that the 6000-year maker is about to be 
achieved with the remaining 7-year Tribulation Period to 
close it out. The remaining 1000 years would then 
constitute the Millennial Reign of Christ on Earth to fulfill 
the Sabbatical typology, etc. This is what this particular 
comet Atlas is then possibly suggesting in terms of its orbit. 
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It is suggesting with the timing of the conjunction of 
Pleiades as a possible ‘Rapture rendezvous’ typology. Also 
consider that with this model of the Genesis 1:2 re-
Creation, it is assumed and accepted by many that the 
Earth existed prior to Adam and Eve for it ‘became 
formless and void’. In this case it was a creation made out 
of something. Thus, a prior cosmology existed and that had 
a degree of chaos already present. The following is the 
simplistic delineation of the segments or Dispensations of 
time for Humanity on Earth. 
 
Comet Atlas C/2019 Y4    
 Comet Atlas C/2019 Y4 
1------->    4000------> 2000----->    1000 = 7000 years 
Adam        Abraham Christ       Kingdom 
-4000 BC  -2000 BC    0   ~2000+ AD 

 
This is largely believed to be attributed to the rebellion and 
fall of Lucifer. It is also believed by some that Lucifer had a 
prior dominion and/or presence on Earth as it is stated in 
Ezekiel that he even ‘walked in Eden’. Such a celestial 
rebellion could explain the chaos that is seen also in the 
Universe as it appears that the seemingly Order was 
disrupted and as a result, one of the evidence of this chaos 
is in the formation of comets.  
 
Comets are believed to come from particular regions of the 
asteroid belts that involve the environs of the Solar System 
and came about by way of collisions of either planetary 
objects or other types. This chaos theoretically could not 
have happened if a perfect and synchronized Universe was 
initially created, reflecting the nature of the Creator. What 
would be so special about a -2000 BC time period then? 
Biblically speaking, it is calculated by some that around this 
period is when Abraham was born, more precisely in -1948 
BC and on Pentecost. What is the correlation to the End 
Times? Using the Creation Calendar, the birth of the nation 
of Israel in 1948 also occurred on Pentecost.  
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Dispensational Dispositions 
Thus, is this ‘Creation Comet’ to conjoin the Pleiades at 
Pentecost an omen of the pending doom or the conclusion 
of its ‘6000-year’ time expiration? Or is it a harbinger of a 
coming time of change and transition? Has the time come 
to revert back to the nation of YHVH, Israel that it is to 
specifically finish-off the 6000-year prophetic clock? 
Such a time will culminate with the return of their true 
Messiah, Jesus. The theory and calculation of the creation 
of Humanity is based on the Ussher Chronology. It 
calculates that the creation of Earth, the ‘Young Earth 
Theory’ happened on 22/23 October -4004 BC.  
 
It is that specific and the work of James Ussher, who based 
the date on the lifespans of all those mentioned by years 
since Adam in the Old Testament of the Bible. What is 
rather interesting also to consider is that based on 
research, it is the 5th millennium before Christ that is 
considered by many to be the starting point for calendars 
and chronologies. This would suggest a beginning of ‘time’, 
then the Tower of Babel incident after the Flood of Noah 
that basically necessitated a ‘reset’ of time and thus all the 
adjusted calendars from then on, etc. In terms of time, is 
this comet possibly then a time marker of a great transition 
and change to occur on Earth?  
 
If one would consider the world now due to the COVID-19 
planned Pandemic, was it any coincidence that the comet 
happened to appear in tandem when the pandemic was 
first reported back in December of 2019? Eerily, both have 
a similar nomenclature, C/2019 Y4 and C-OVID 19, etc. 
Currently, comet Atlas C/2019 Y4 has a green or aqua 
color Coma that arises from the emissions of diatomic 
carbon. It is also not known if it will reach naked-eye 
visibility sometime in late April to May of 2020. It is believed 
that the comet has fragmented into at least 4 pieces. But 
due to the fragmentation as noted, it is unknown if the 
comet will continue to brighten.  
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The fragmentation may be the result of outgassing causing 
an increase in the centrifugal force of the comet. 
Interestingly, specific to the approach of comet Atlas 
C/2019 Y4 to the Pleiades, as mentioned, will coincide with 
the traditional 50th day of Pentecost on May 29, 2020. It 
will be at its closest point to Earth on May 23, 2020 during 
a New Moon when the comet will be 17 degrees from the 
Sun. Its Perihelion or closest approach to the Sun will be 
on May 31, 2020, Pentecost in the Gregorian Calendar. 
 

A pbotograph of Comet Atlas before breaking-up. 

 
What is significant is that no comet has come this close to 
earth since Hale-Bopp in 1997 on March 22 which 
happened to be Purim. As noted, comets are ‘Signs’ and 
omens of pending destruction. This has been especially 
believable as for example, Siding Spring had the plasma 
collision with Mar’s atmosphere. There was comet Lovejoy 
depicting an Islamic sword that correlated to the genocide 
of Christians in the Middle East, etc. In other studies, it has 
been noted that the 1997 comet of Hale-Bopp was deemed 
the ‘Comet of Noah’ as that apparently heralded the 
countdown to the end of the present dispensation also. 
Interestingly, in 1996 comet Hyakutake and Hale-Bopp in 
1997 crisscrossed the Star Algol, in the head of Medusa 
that is referred to HaSatan. 
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Rapture Rendezvous 
In 2020, this Atlas C/2019 Y4 comet’s ‘arch’ conjoining the 
Pleiades will have the better part of the illuminated tail ‘blur-
out’ the face of Medusa due to is path as it approaches the 
Pleiades. Is this another prophetic nuance of what Satan is 
to expect? As in, at the Rapture Rendezvous, the snatching 
of the ‘Pleiades’ will leave Satan ‘in the dust’. Speaking of 
comet omens and the end of Dispensations, according to 
the Ethiopian calendar it is the year 2012. Thus, there is 
then a possible ‘the end of the world’ complex at play 
again. Will it be of the end of the 6000-year Dispensation of 
time, as this cosmological ‘Sign’ is strongly suggesting and 
that is lining-up with the Biblical typologies?  
 
The Ethiopian Calendar has 13 Months /12 Months /30 
days/1 and 5 or 6 days depending on a Leap Year. So, 
could 2020 actually be the year ‘2012’ and ‘end of the 
world’? So, is the ‘Creation Comet’ of 6000 years to attest 
to this supposition? The following will be some possible 
nuances to such notions. There are alternative prophecies 
that a ‘Star’ is to come heralding the ‘end of the world’. 
According to the Hopi Prophecies, a world transformation 
will be announced by a ‘Star’ called the Blue Star Kachina 
followed by the Red Star Kachina not be far behind.  
 
As this comet in 2020 has already been deemed ’the comet 
of a generation’ initially by some Astronomers, that remains 
to be seen, both literally, figuratively and prophetically. 
However, if the connection to Pentecost is no mere 
coincidence, then this comet is very significant as to be an 
End Times ‘Sign’. Sign of What? Of a Rapture 
Rendezvous. Based on current worldwide events, many 
are seriously thinking that the Dispensation of the Age of 
Grace or the Church Age is about to conclude then. And 
that as the Church was ‘birthed’ on Pentecost, perhaps it 
will end at one with the Resurrection and Rapture event. 
Also consider that this author subscribes to a 100-day 
count for Pentecost from the ‘morrow after the Sabbath’. 
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That is, a 50-day initial count from the Sabbath after 
Passover and then a mirrored 50-day count afterwards to 
coincide with what the Bible teaches in Leviticus 23:16 and 
how it is deemed ‘when Pentecost had fully come’. This 
timeframe would put the completion of the prophetic type of 
a Pentecost harvest, that is currently being fulfilled in a late 
July when the Wheat Harvest turns ‘white’. This would also 
be corroborated in the timeframe Jesus referenced from 
the Equinox in stating that ‘are there not 4 months left and 
then comes the harvest?’ The following are some 
cosmological attributes of comet Atlas C/2019 Y4 as it 
pertains prophetically to the typology of Atlas. 
 
He is the ‘Shepherd’ overseer of the Pleiades and how the 
Pleiades will be ‘arched’ by the comet’s trajectory as it 
streams to its Perihelion with the Sun. It is rather peculiar 
that the comet Atlas will conjoin with the Pleiades that has 
the Star Atlas as the ‘Shepherd’ of the Pleiades. 
Amazingly, the start of the illumination of the tail by the Sun 
starts on May 14, 2020. This coincides with Israel’s birth in 
1948. Then as noted, the apex of this illumination of the 
conjoining point with the Pleiades is on May 29, 2020, 
which will be Pentecost. Is this a coincidence? Then the 
‘arch’ pathway of the comet passes over the head of the 
constellation of Taurus where thereafter, the retrograde of 
Venus occurs, also interestingly on May 14, 2020.  
 
Amazingly, it was Venus also that had its conjunction with 
the Pleiades in early April and then subsequently is to 
make its retrograde along the ‘Horns’ of Taurus. Then, the 
illumination of the comet’s tail will totally diminish as it 
enters Orion and proceeds to leave the Solar System. 
Thus, many who have eyes to see such cosmological 
things prophetically are attributing this conjunction and 
‘arch’ of the ‘Creation Comet’ as depicting a sudden 
‘snatching’ of the Pleiades. In what way? Could it be 
signaling that the ‘Greater Atlas’, Jesus likewise is the one 
who bore the weight of the sins of the whole world?  
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He took upon Himself at the Cross of Calvary the judgment 
of YHVH and is about to rendezvous with His ‘Little Flock’, 
typified by the comet? For what purpose? For the purpose 
of fulfilling His promise to return one day to snatch His 
Bride to Heaven for the Marriage Super of the Lamb, etc. 
The apex of the comet arching over the Pleiades is as if the 
comet is ‘crowing’ this particular place in time out of the 
whole Universe. It is understood that the Pleiades are a 
metaphor for the 7 Churches of Asia and all-inclusive of the 
Bride of Christ. Jesus Christ is thus seen also as the High 
Priest tending to the Golden Menorah that is depicting in 
the book of Revelation ‘in the midst’ of the 7 ‘Lights’ or 
Testimonies, etc.  
 
And in further typology and overlay of prophetic types, the 
Pleiades can be likened to the Menorah itself with Atlas 
and Pleione as the kickstand and base. The Menorah type 
can also be seen as the almond tree that the design is 
made after and how Jesus became the Vine, and His 
Disciples are the ‘Branches’. In human form, Jesus came 
as the ‘Greater Orion’ to take upon Himself the division 
between Humanity that cut-off the fellowship and life of the 
Creation of Adam and Eve, 6000 years ago due to sin. 
 
Thus, the Pleiades are represented as being ‘captured’ by 
the fierce judgment of the Bull, that Taurus represents. It is 
this Beast or in actuality, Lucifer that is depicted by the 
constellation of Taurus that is in-between Orion and the 
Pleiades. Jesus as the Judge of the Universe became 
human to cross that division of separation and amazingly 
take on the ‘fierce judgment’ upon Himself -required by the 
law broken by Adam and Eve 6000 years ago that required 
blood to atone. Jesus, having paid for sin at the Cross of 
Calvary by His blood will one day crossover such an 
expanse again, but this time to transform and glorify His 
Followers and usher them into Heaven. And this 
cosmological ‘Sign’ of the Creation Comet is depicting just 
that. Specific to the Pleiades, it is consisting of 7 Stars. 
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These Stars of the Pleiades are the following.  
 
1. Merope  
2. Electra  
3. Celaene  
 

4. Alcyone  
 
5. Taygete  
6. Maia  
7. Asterope 
 
It is Atlas with the ‘Attendant’, Pleione that shepherds the 
‘Little Flock’ or as in other renditions, the ‘Congregation of 
the King’ according to the research and interpretation of 
E.W. Bullinger. Thus, is this cosmological occurrence an 
End Times ‘Sign’ that Jesus is about to come for His Bride? 
What is to occur on a Pentecost as that is when the comet 
‘arch’ conjoins with the Pleiades?  
 
Perhaps and hopefully so but most likely, as ‘Signs’ go, 
they are just and not the event itself. Although it would be 
signaling that the promise of the ‘Blessed Hope’, or the 
Rapture of Bride of Christ as the ‘Pleiades’, the ‘Greater 
Atlas’ will be coming and at a specific Feast of YHVH, that 
is tied then to a Pentecost harvest. Why this author does 
not believe the Rapture will take place on or around May 
28-31st of 2020 Pentecost though is for the precise reason 
as stated above. 
  
In an alternative interpretation of Leviticus 13:16, Pentecost 
is actually a 100-day count to be ‘fully come’ or completed 
or concluded during the late ‘white’ Wheat Harvest of a 
given year. This also then has to be stated that it does not 
have to be in 2020 that the Rapture occurs. Although, there 
is presently an abrupt worldwide transition and change due 
to the COVID-19 planned Pandemic to usher in the New 
World Order.  
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It is very terrifying but exciting at the same time to be 
expectant as the calculus can only exhaust certain 
coefficients of time and ‘Signs’. In what way? Israel has 
reached its 72nd year since 1948 and that coefficient 
signals a cosmic completion of a time. There has been now 
nearly 2000 years since Jesus and that would factor into 
the 6000-year Dispensation equation, etc. Then the present 
worldwide forced lockdown will set the stage for the coming 
New World Order that will be Orwellian and the ‘Brave New 
World’. It will be a world of forced vaccinations with tracer 
nano tattoos that will lead to the eventual Mark of the 
Beast. 
 
Already the peoples of the world are being conditioned 
slowly to not congregate and stripped of livelihoods. It is 
going to be a Police State as criminals are being let out of 
prison while Pastors are being arrested. All the while, the 
‘conspiracy’ theories that many had been clamoring about 
over for the past decades are now a reality. And the 
decades of the Laodicean type of church teachings will 
reap what they have sown in this last stage of the 7-fold 
Church Age. Yet there is plausible deniability and cognitive 
dissonance. One cannot and does not blame such a 
reaction as what is coming will pale in comparison to the 
human atrocities of Communist Mao, Pol Pot, Stalin and 
National Socialist Hitler. 
 
In effect, the ‘church’ as a whole has been rendered 
powerless, but it has come to fruition as it was warned that 
in the Last Days the general spiritual state would be ‘having 
a form of godliness but denying the power thereof.’ This is 
not to say that Jesus does not have a Remnant, but usually 
as Remnants go, they are as the Pleiades, a ‘Little Flock’. 
And with the increasing backlash and protests of the 
worldwide lockdowns that are not being shown on the 
propaganda airwaves, it will be at some point the excuse to 
initiate a full-on military Martial Law existence in the New 
World Order.  
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Nonetheless, the time approaches for the present 
Dispensation to close-out the Great Commission of the 
‘Little Flock’. The true Followers of Christ have always been 
those ‘in the know’ of what is to befall the future of the 
world, and very soon. And that such are the ones that have 
been given to see what is ahead to take courage and have 
peace as one awaits in anticipation for the Rapture 
Rendezvous of the ‘Greater Atlas’, Jesus and perhaps at 
some Pentecostal time of harvest.  
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C/2019 Y4 COMET ATLAS 
AT THE JERUSALEM GATES 
The Soon Letting-Out of the Sheep Pen 
  
‘Do not fear, Little Flock, for it is your Father’s good pleasure to 
give you the Kingdom.’ -Luke 12:32 
 
The purpose of this chapter is to follow-up with the prior 
article entitled, ‘The Creation Comet’. In that study, the 
context dealt with the Biblical, prophetic and esoteric nature 
of the Comet Atlas conjunction with the Pleiades. The study 
inferred how the Pleiades is a type of 7 Maidens or the 
Church of Christ and how the comet, named ‘Atlas’ is of the 
typology of the coming Strong Man. He is the Messiah, the 
bearer of the sins of the world put upon his shoulders. He 
will come as the Good Shephard of the ‘Little Flock’ 7 Star 
Cluster. In this study, an illustration of the Comet Atlas 
C/2019 Y4 will be depicted as it conjoins with the Pleiades 
on May 28, 2020 looking westward over the Temple Mount 
in Jerusalem, Israel.  
 
Comet Atlas will be over Jerusalem at the traditional 
‘Pentecost’ of May 28, 2020, to then reach Perihelion with 
the Sun on May 31, 2020.The ‘picture’ will be displaying the 
visualization of this unique event just approximately 2 hours 
prior to Sunset, Jerusalem time. Based on this 
configuration of the sky, the following observations are 
made. Mainly that about 2 hours just before Sunset, the 
angle from the Silver Gate to the Earth’s horizon will have 
the comet directly be at a 33-degree angle. And that, at this 
time and place, the Galactic Plain is horizontal to the 
Earth’s. Also, there will actually be 2 comets in this ‘picture’ 
at this time with Comet SWAN to the upper right. This 
comet will conjoin Mercury on true ‘Pentecost’ in July 20 
based on the alternative count of Leviticus 23:16. Although 
it has been reported that Comet Atlas has broken up in 
more than 20+ pieces, it still has life because it is so big. 
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The magnitude of its brightness might be diminished but it 
still will be able to be seen with telescopes at either Sunset 
towards the west and Sunrise towards the east -and 
depending on atmospheric conditions, etc. Due to the 
comet being so close to the Sun, it will be hard to see it as 
opposed to if it was to be seen at night in a different 
quadrant of the sky. Thus, based on the graphic model of 
the comet from the point of view of Jerusalem looking west 
at Sunset, there are some unusual and interesting 
geometry occurring and a connections with the respective 
Silver Gates of the Heavens to the Golden Gate of the 
Temple Mount.  
 
In this case, one has a ‘circuit closed’ as the celestial Silver 
Gate is corresponding with the terrestrial Golden Gate, its 
opposite. What does this mean? For one, it means that a 
connection is made. That there is a direct line of 
correspondence, ‘As Above, So Below’. It means that the 
energies related and released on this day and time 
accentuate the meaning of the conjunction. Lastly, it 
connotes that at this time, the ‘Gates’ will be opened. 
Which one? It will be a clean inference to the celestial and 
heavenly one as the Golden Gate will not and cannot be 
open until Jesus, the Messiah return to go through them 
again as He did at His triumphal entry.  
 
Is the depiction of this event to suggest that the Silver Gate 
that leads to Heaven is about to be opened as ‘Atlas’ as the 
Great Shepherd of the Sheep is about to come for the 
‘Little Flock’, and lead them through that Gate? It is only an 
inference and such an event might only be a ‘dress 
rehearsal’ of sort, if at least. Is this depiction just before 
Sunset over the corresponding Gates in Heaven and Earth 
aligning such a prophetic reality to occur fairly soon or 
within this year? Many people believe so. In fact, being on 
the topic of the Golden Gate there at the Temple Mount 
Platform, one likes to reiterate several points of 
clarification.  
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Many still question and believe that the Temple was not 
atop the Temple Mount but down in the City of David. That 
the 3000+ garrison of Roman Soldiers could not all fit in the 
Fortress Antonia and that the Temple Mount was actually 
the entire Roman Fort, etc. Realize that it was the custom 
for the Roman Legions to have all the local homes quarter 
a Roman Soldier. And most importantly, the Bible actually 
tells where the Temple stood. In Mark 13, it clearly states 
that the Temple was directly across the Mount of Olives. 
 
This cannot be said of the City of David, etc. Nonetheless, 
the world is fast approaching a point of catharsis like no 
other in world history. A change is upon the inhabitants of 
the world that will see and is seeing an Orwellian and 1984 
style convergence of events that will lead to the fulfillment 
of the book of Revelation.  
 
Where the drastic change in dispensations, age will 
reflected in the opening and shutting of ‘Gates’ or ‘Portals’ 
on Earth as it will be in the Heavens or Sky as in the 
coming Rapture when the Great Shepherd of the Little 
Flock will come to meet the Bride of Christ in midair to then 
be ushered through the Gates of Heaven like a sheepfold 
led by a Shepherd. Is the Comet Atlas conjunction with the 
Pleiades announcing such an omen?  
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COMET SWAN C/2020 F8 
THE RAPTURE RESCUE 
A Picture of the Coming ‘Carrying Away’ 
 
‘Listen, I tell you a Mystery: We will not all sleep, but we will 
all be changed— in a flash, in the twinkling of an eye, at the 
Last Trumpet. For the Trumpet will sound, the Dead will be 
raised imperishable, and we will be changed. For the 
perishable must clothe itself with the imperishable, and the 
mortal with immortality.’ -1 Corinthians 15:51-53 
 
The purpose of this chapter is to consider the astronomical, 
Biblical, and esoteric nuances of the newly discovered 
Comet SWAN C/2020 F8. What is noticeable about this 
comet is its trajectory and how it meets-up with another 
comet, Comet Atlas to conjoin in the constellation of 
Perseus on May 20/21, 2020. Thus, could this celestial 
rendezvous have a ‘message’ it is divinely being conveyed 
and pertaining to what? If one goes by the mere 
nomenclature of the constellation, the Stars it will traverse 
by the 2 comets, it does then depict a very unique 
communique.  
 
A brief astronomical description of the Comet SWAN 
C/2020 F8 will be given from what is presently known so 
far. Then an interpretation of Perseus with its Stars will be 
suggested based on the research of E.W. Bullinger. Lastly, 
a prophetic overlay will be applied to see if there are any 
correlations. What is rather unique is that in the rendezvous 
of the 2 comets in Perseus, Comet SWAN, traverses 
exactly through the Star Algol at that time. This Star has the 
depiction of the ‘eye’ of Medusa whose head is severed by 
the sword of Perseus that is grabbing it by the hand. 
Medusa is the mythical demigod that had snakes for hair 
and anyone that glanced at her eyes would be immediately 
turned to stone and die.  
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Comet SWAN 
She represents the ‘Serpent’ Enemy factor, and it is rather 
interesting then how that eye has been deemed the ‘Eye of 
Lucifer’ of the ‘Ha Satan’ head. It is a prophetic picture of 
Genesis 3:15 of how the Seed of the Woman, Jesus Christ 
would one day be the conquering Redeemer -as a 
‘Perseus’ type that would ‘break forth’ onto the human 
stage on Earth and decapitate the ‘head’ of Lucifer, and 
‘carry away His Redeemed, etc. In this case, the 2 comets, 
comet SWAN C/2020 F8 and the other comet, Comet Atlas 
C/2019 Y4 do not crisscross at this precise ‘Eye of Lucifer’ 
point, as 2 other comets did in 1997-1998. 
 
It is Comet Atlas that will then proceed to conjoin with the 
Pleiades on May 28, 2020 which is the traditional 
Pentecost or the 1st installment of the counting of the 7 
Sabbaths or 49 days from Leviticus 23:16. Thereafter, there 
is still a count of 50 days to be had, which is the true 
Pentecost. This suggests that in this Algol-Comet SWAN 
intersection, the emphasis is not on Lucifer but Perseus 
and what he represents then. Astronomically, it is significant 
that the 2 comets do rendezvous in the Sign of Perseus. 
Both comets are on the demarcation lines that correspond 
to its connecting Stars that make up the constellation ‘body’ 
of ‘The Breaker’.  
 
If the comet conjunction in Perseus is of any prophetic 
inuendo, what is it conveying? If the trajectory of the Comet 
SWAN through the Eye of Lucifer, Algol has any 
suggestion, it is perhaps alluding that the ‘Season of Noah’ 
have come to an end. That is what the prior comets in 1997 
and 1998 with Hale-Bopp and Hyakutake conveyed as the 
start of the Season and Days of Noah. Thus, could this 23-
year span of time then be the mutual ‘bookend’ of such a 
time span being astronomically delineated by the trajectory 
of the comets going through the Star Algol? Astronomically, 
this is no mere coincidence as the odds and chances of the 
2 prior comets crisscrossing Algol in 1997 and 1998. 
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In one occasion, the comet appeared on Passover 
precisely and is thus beyond coincidence. Then to have 
another comet not since then intersect this same Star of 
Algol but with another comet in conjunction likewise in 
Perseus is likewise beyond mere coincidence. What is 
going on there? Comet SWAN C/2020 F8 is a comet that 
was first discovered through images taken by the SWAN 
camera on March 25, 2020 that is aboard the Solar 
Heliospheric Observer (SOHO) spacecraft. It was detected 
from the constellation of Cetus, aka, the Leviathan. 
 
It comes up from the Southern hemisphere. It has an 
apparent magnitude of 5.1 and will be visible to the naked 
eye from a dark site but twilight glare may obscure it. It will 
pass through the Ecliptic on May 7, 2020 headed 
northward. On May 12, 2020, the comet passes about 0.56 
AU (84 million km) from Earth. It then intersects through the 
Star Algol on May 20-21, 2020. At the end of May, it will be 
near the Star Capella before crossing down the Ecliptic 
again. On May 27, 2020, the comet comes to its Perihelion 
0.43 AU (64 million km) from the Sun.  
 
It is rather interesting that it is at this precise time that the 
other conjoining Comet Atlas, will then have its own 
rendezvous with the Pleiades on May 28, 2020. This does 
then suggest a unique astronomical synchronization if not a 
prophetic one. In a Biblical sense, given what is occurring 
on Earth presently worldwide with the planned pandemic, 
the year 2020 in which it was initiated can be transcribed 
from its numerical significance given the Strong's 
Concordance interpretation of it. With that being 
established, then consider that ‘20 20’ means ‘Rescue’, 
‘Deliverance’, and this is exactly what Perseus signifies. 
Perseus, like Jesus is the ‘Breaker’ as in to come forth and 
rescue to ‘carry away’. The following is the Biblical 
inference from the research and interpretation of E.W. 
Bullinger. It is paraphrased in its explanation.  
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The Breaker 
According to Bullinger, Perseus signifies and depicts Jesus 
Christ as ‘The Breaker’ coming to deliver His Redeemed. In 
the Dendera Zodiac, His name is Kar Knem which means, 
‘he who fights and subdues’. The depiction is one that sees 
this character appear suddenly and rapidly as a Special 
Forces Operations Unit Soldier in a covert assignment and 
appearing within Enemy territory to rescue hostages as 
though ‘invisible’ or undetected. Bullinger goes on to 
describe the attributes and significance of the Perseus 
constellation pertinent to its Star’s names. Prophetically, 
this ‘Breaker’ as a type of Jesus Christ is to ‘come and take 
His place before His Redeemed’.  
 
He is one who is to ‘break forth at their head, that will break 
down all barriers to get to his Redeemed’ and to ‘carry 
them out’. He then severs the ‘head of Lucifer’, in this case 
depicted by Ha Satan’s ‘Eye of Lucifer’ attributed to the 
Star of Algol of Medusa, etc. In his right hand, Perseus has 
His ‘great and strong sword’ lifted up to smite and break 
down the Enemy with. This is reminiscent of how the risen 
Jesus Christ now has a double-edged sword with which to 
vanquish His Enemies at His 2nd Coming. Perseus then 
has wings on his feet, which tells that he is coming very 
swiftly and thus has overtures to the coming Rapture event 
that will take place in mid-air.  
 
The following are the main Stars and their names from 
where Perseus’ attributes, purpose and Biblical 
interpretation are derived from according to Bullinger. The 
Star α in the waist of Perseus is called Mirfak which means, 
‘He who helps’. The next Star, γ in the right shoulder is 
named Al Genib which means, ‘He who carries away’. This 
is the strongest tie to the coming Rapture event as 
conveyed what happens when Perseus ‘breaks forth’. 
Jesus will be swift to meet the Redeemed in mid-air as He 
breaks forth from Heaven for the purpose of snatching 
away or ‘carrying away’ His Bride.  
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This is exactly as the Apostle Paul taught about the nature 
and composition of the coming Resurrection/Rapture event, 
invisible and in a flash of time. The bright Star in the left 
foot of Perseus is called Athik which means, ‘He who 
breaks’. In the left hand, Perseus is carrying what the 
Greeks called the ‘Head of Medusa’. In the Hebrew it 
means, ‘to be the trodden under foot’. It is also called ‘Rosh 
Satan’ or the ‘Head of the Adversary’, and Al Ghoul, the 
‘Evil Spirit’, etc. The bright Star, β in the Head of Medusa 
has the name of Al Gol, which means ‘rolling round’. This is 
also attributed to the ‘Eye of Lucifer’.  
 

 
Italian statue of Perseus vanquishing over the head of Medusa. 

 
It is rather interesting that this Star seems to pulsate as its 
brightness diminishes and returns giving it a ‘beacon’ effect 
of sorts. This effect appears to suggest how it mesmerizes 
those who would be looking into the ‘Eyes of Medusa’ to be 
then entranced by her ‘magic spell’. This then has some 
overtones of the Serpent in the Garden of Eden in how he 
subdued and deceived Eve. To this effect, the Star Al Gol is 
continually oscillating about every 69 hours. It changes 
from a 4th magnitude of brightness to the 2nd magnitude of 
brightness. It then gradually diminishes in brightness, which 
then recovers it in the succeeding cycles, etc.  
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In Greek mythology, Medusa is also called Gorgo. She was 
1 of the 3 monstrous sister Gorgons on Earth. They are 
described as being winged human females with living 
venomous snakes in place of hair. Those who gazed into 
their eyes would be turn to into stone. Medusa was 
beheaded by the hero Perseus, who thereafter used her 
head, which retained its ability to turn onlookers to stone, 
as a weapon. He later gave it to the goddess 
Athena/Minerva to place it on her shield. In classical 
antiquity the image of the head of Medusa was used as an 
evil-averting device known as the Gorgoneion. 
 
Perseus, who was sent to kill Medusa by King Polydectes 
had help from the ‘gods’ to accomplish this task. He 
received a mirrored shield from Athena, winged sandals 
from Hermes, a sword from Hephaestus and Hades's 
power of invisibility. With some poetic liberty to take here, 
one can actually correlate 2 main attributes from this 
mythology to the coming Rapture event. In what ways? 
First, the vanquishing of Lucifer, in the form of the severing 
of the head of Medusa serves to avert the evil upon the 
Bride of Christ that is to come once the Tribulation Period 
starts as the Redeemed are ‘carried away’ by the Rapture.  
 
Then second, the Rapture event is said to occur ‘as a thief 
in the night’ type of event that will not be manifested on 
Earth. It will not be seen as it will be ‘invisible’ and 
unexplainable to the whole world. What is the prophetic 
message possibly then being conveyed by the conjunction 
of these 2 comets in Perseus in 2020? Can it be indeed the 
astronomical announcement that the Seasons of Noah and 
Lot have indeed now come to an end? Had YHVH put the 
whole world on notice that since 1997 and 1998 with the 
similar crisscross of comets in Perseus, which are bad 
omens for the world, that judgment is about to begin? Have 
these 2 astronomical comet conjunctions with Algol thus 
served as celestial ‘bookends’ to delineate such a time has 
come?  
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Rapture Rescue 
If such an astronomical construct is conveying a Biblical 
one, it would then follow the belief that it was Comet Hel-
Bopp that was last seen during the time and/or Season of 
Noah. If in fact Comet SWAN is now the end ’bookend’ with 
the Star Algol intersection, then it is an inference of the 
pending Rapture of the Bride of Christ. It means that the 
‘Perseus’, Jesus is to come and ‘carry away’ the 
Redeemed in a swift manner soon perhaps. This is not to 
say that the Rapture event will take place at this comet 
rendezvous time and place but that perhaps this generation 
is to witness its fulfillment. 
 
Nonetheless, if this is then a nice picture of the Perseus 
constellation being attributed to that of the coming of Jesus 
for His Bride, then it has arrived. The Resurrection/Rapture 
event will be as fast as the twinkling of an eye and millions 
upon the Earth will vanish as they will be ‘carried away’. It 
is no coincidence that the world finds itself in a ‘shelter in 
place’ as Noah was too in how YHVH instructed Noah to 
enter the Ark to shelter in place for 7 days. It was not until 
then, thereafter that the rains of judgment came down as 
the Ark floated up.  
 
Is it no coincidence then that for the past 10 years or so, 
nearly every major motion picture and TV series that dealt 
with future scenarios involved the disappearance of 
multitudes? It has been and is a Predictive Programing 
scheme going on as Lucifer is well aware of the swift and 
invisible Rapture event to take place. The Enemies of the 
Blood of Jesus Christ have readied the world with their 
coming fake explanation for the ‘Rapture Rescue’. They are 
now set to beguile, control, and induce the masses with a 
scientific death as a process of turning all of their followers 
to ‘stone’ that will be for all eternity. It will be as the 
oscillating Star Algol or ‘Eye of Medusa’ seeking to turn 
everyone to ‘stone’ that has been deceived into gazing at 
the Adversary’s ‘vision’ for their New World Order to come.  
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VENUS-PLEIADES 
CONJUNCTIONS 
MENORAH PROPHETIC PATTERN 
Shepherd About to Open Gate of the Sheepfold 

 
‘When the waters become hard as stone and the surface of 
the deep is frozen? 31Can you bind the chains of the 
Pleiades or loosen the belt of Orion? 32Can you bring forth 
the constellations in their seasons or lead out the Bear and 
her cubs?’ -Job 38:30-32 
 
The purpose if this chapter is to highlight the Venus-
Pleiades conjunction that occurred on April 4, 2020. The 
reason why this conjunction is highly significant is that this 
time around, the conjunction occurred near the Star of 
Atlas. The Pleiades Star Cluster is situated cosmologically 
in the ‘neck’ area of the Bull or Taurus constellation. This 
study will thus highlight many of the cosmological attributes 
of the Pleiades that crossover to the prophetic in terms of 
Christ-Church relationship. The main point about this 
conjunction is that for the first time, Venus is at the ‘Gate’ or 
portal of the Pleiades that is guarded by Atlas or the 
‘Shepherd’ Christ type.  
 
Prophetically, Venus being a type of Jesus is seen now 
coming and being at the ‘Door’ of the Sheepfold. Thus, 
could this mean that prophetically, the ‘Gate’ that Jesus is 
as He said He was/is about to be open for the Sheep of His 
pasture to be led out? Led out to what and where and 
when? To the long-anticipated Resurrection and Rapture 
event to be ushered into Heaven. When, is yet to be 
determined. The flyby of Venus along the Ecliptic reaches 
the Taurus constellation around every 224 days as that is 
what its orbit lasts. However, approximately every 8 years, 
the planet conjoins or enters the sphere of the Pleiades.  
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Little Flock  
In the widely held belief of the mythology of the Pleiades 
and Taurus, the Ancients attributed this Star Cluster to 
women or a group or ‘congregation’ of Maidens. They were 
7 in total with Atlas serving as the overseer with the 
attendant of Pleione. In other renditions, the 7 Sisters were 
considered the daughters of Atlas, etc. In the Americas, the 
Pleiades is considered the ‘rattler’ of a snake and is 
believed to be where the ‘gods’ came down to Earth to 
seed Humanity. In cosmology, it is even believed that the 
entire Universe is pivoted around the Star of Alcyone. 
 
Biblically speaking, the Pleiades is referenced in both the 
Old and New Testament. It is mentioned by YVHH in the 
dialog with Job and with specific connection to Orion, the 
consort of sorts. However, it is in the last book of the Bible, 
Revelation where there is given to the last remaining 
Apostle of Jesus the vision of the resurrected Christ. It is 
Jesus Himself that attributes such a typology of the 
Pleiades and Orion to Himself. He directly associates the 7 
Churches of Asia with the 7 Stars. It is well understood that 
without a doubt, most reading the context would realize that 
such an inference was cosmological in nature as well as in 
the prophetic.  
 
In ancient times and even in some remote places on Earth 
still, the task of shepherding sheep involves the basic 
elements of herding sheep to an enclosed area where the 
gate or door is personified, literally by the shepherd himself 
functioning as the ‘door’. In such a typology then, the words 
of Jesus as taught and heard during His ministry on Earth 
rings true as the people would have understood and related 
to such a simple metaphor. So, when Jesus stated that ‘He 
was the Gate’, or that ‘He was the Good Shepherd’, etc., all 
those could understand that ultimately, Jesus is like the 
Pleiades Star of Atlas that cares and oversees the 
Sheepfold. The ‘sheep’ was the object of the Great 
Shepherd’s love and affection.  
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It was to the point that Jesus came from Heaven as the 
‘Orion’ to confront the Judgment of YHVH for a broken law 
that requires blood to atone. Jesus came to rescue the 
‘Little Flock’ by slaying the Beast ‘Taurus’ that had captured 
the 7 Maidens bound by sin and death in perpetuity under 
the power of Satan. This would have been the fate of 
Humanity, if it were not for the actual Judge of the Universe 
Himself in the person of Jesus Christ becoming sin and 
taking the fierce judgment that Taurus represents. It was at 
the Cross of Calvary that Jesus accomplished this by being 
the willing sacrifice to blood atone for the Little Flock. 
 

A pictoaral illustration of the shepderd as the ‘Gate’ to Pleiades. 
 
Is it any wonder or coincidence that the typology of Atlas is 
that of a man carrying the burden of the world on his 
shoulders? Is this not what Jesus did for the world in that at 
the Cross, His outstretched arms also took on the burden 
of all of Humanity’s sins? Jesus is the true ‘Atlas’. Thus, 
cosmologically, when in 2020 that both Venus and Atlas 
‘meet’ at the ‘Gate’, then is very significant. Jesus then also 
being the type of the ‘Bright and Morning Star’ coming to 
the ‘Gate’ of the Sheepfold is prophetically significant and 
to take note of. It is for sure a ‘Sign’ that Jesus admonished 
His Disciples to be keen about as it is pointing perhaps to 
the soon return of Jesus to open the Gate to Heaven.  
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This will indeed take place as the Rapture Event. In terms 
of the Pleiades Star Cluster, there are 7 Stars that make up 
this amazing spectacle in the night sky and is one of the 
most recognizable patterns found among the Stars. The 7 
Stars are Merope, Electra, Celaene, Taygete, Maia, 
Asterope and Alcyone. In the book of Revelation, Jesus 
attributes the 7 Stars to the 7 Angels that are sent to the 7 
Pastors of the 7 Churches of Asia. In this depiction, it is a 
multifaceted array of prophecy overlaid with immediate 
application but with also a prolonged historical framework. 
In what way? 
 
Obviously, the 7 messages were specific to each of the 7 
Churches of Asia, but the characteristics, attributes and the 
evaluation of Jesus also echo throughout what has become 
the Church Age. The last of the 7 eras, being that of the 
Laodicean type is ever so present now, especially in the 
West. Moreover, the scenery shown to the Apostle John is 
that of Jesus in the ‘midst of the candlesticks’ or as if when 
the High Priest in the Holies attended to the Golden 
Menorah containing the 7 lights. This was the only light 
source that allowed the Priest to work before the presence 
of YHVH. In fact, due to such a wealth of direct 
cosmological correlations, it has been presented in other 
studies that the very location of the Holies can be 
determined by the position of the Pleiades.  
 
The true location of the Temple of YHVH on the Temple 
Platform in Jerusalem is knowable. This Pleiades line that 
conjoins with Taurus strongly suggests then where the true 
location of the Temple was and will be. In what way? If one 
overlays the Taurus constellation over the Kidron Valley in a 
north-south mirrored orientation, the line leading to the 
Temple is where the Golden Menorah stood. It would 
correspond to the Pleiades Star Cluster. Also, this true 
location of where the Temple stood is clearly given in 
Scripture. In Mark 13:3, it states the following. 
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‘While Jesus was sitting on the Mount of Olives opposite 
the Temple, Peter, James, John, and Andrew asked Him 
privately…’ It is clearly the case that the Temple was then 
just beyond the Golden Gate as presented in many studies 
already and not over the Dome of the Rock or down and 
over in the City of David, absurd. Thus, the Pleiades is as 
that Menorah candlestick within the Holies and even 
cosmologically, the Star Cluster can be seen as a 
‘Menorah’ with the kickstand consisting of the base that 
would comprise of the Stars of Atlas and Pleione. 
 
As to the Pleiades-Menorah typology, the Menorah can 
also be seen as the almond tree from where the design 
was taken according to the direction given to Moses by 
YHVH. What is spectacular to consider in the imagery of 
the almond tree is that during the time of blossoming, the 
flowers produce a white pentagram or 5-sided design. 
When the flowers are arrayed throughout the canopy of the 
tree, they are as ‘lights’ then that adorn the ‘Menorah’ 
imagery or as ‘Stars’. This is in prophetic reference to how 
YHVH sees His people, adorned in His vestige as He is 
ministering before the true Holy of Holies presently in 
Heaven. This is the present tense office of the High Priest 
that Jesus is fulfilling in preparing and interceding for the 
‘Little Flock’.  
 
He, as the Good Physician is evaluating each of the Star’s 
condition or heart condition and prescribing the remedy. 
Thus, Jesus in this capacity of the High Priest in the midst 
is as the 4th stem of the Menorah. He is as the Vine. Jesus, 
likewise, is the base, the source and the ‘Light’ that He is, 
in so much as Atlas is then the overseer of the Pleiades as 
then the Shepherd is to the Little Flock, etc. In other 
studies, noted, what is also very unique about 2020 in the 
Venus-Pleiades conjunction is that there will also be 
another significant conjunction that takes place. This event 
has to do with the newly discovered comet called, out of all 
names, Atlas C/2019 Y4.  
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Prophetic Patterns 
What will be unique about his additional ‘Celestial Sign’ and 
perhaps a confirmation is that it will arch over the Pleiades 
on Pentecost of 2020. The conjunction with the Pleiades in 
2020 is that it had not occurred since 2012. The Transit of 
Venus occurred when its shadow ran across the Sun. And 
that the specific timespan of when it began was exactly 7 
years and 11 months. Moreover, the Venus-Pleiades 
conjunction was likewise followed by the Venus retrograde 
that occurred in Taurus and both starting on May 14, the 
day Israel was birthed in these Last Days. Thus, this 
timeframe is consisting of a ‘Bookend’ of time to suggest a 
possible signaling of a time competed for sure.  
 
Does this mean that all the rehearsals of this cosmological 
and prophetic type are about to be realized? When? That is 
to be determined but if the depiction is that of Atlas coming 
to the Sheepfold’s gate and ‘witnessed’ by Venus, then 
perhaps the cosmic gate is about to be opened to let out 
the Sheep. There is even another possible celestial 
significance that is to occur in 2020, the Grand Conjunction 
of Jupiter with Saturn. This happens towards the end of the 
year but what is fascinating to consider is that such a 
conjunction configures also a ‘pentagram’ motif in the Star 
Charts when plotted out. 
 
This is due to the length of their orbits, with Jupiter having a 
12-year cycle around the Sun. Saturn has a 30-year cycle 
around the Sun and when they conjoin, it occurs around 
every 20 and 60 years, respectfully. It is at these nodes on 
the Ecliptic that eventually also produces a hexagram. This 
is the classic 6 to 5 ratio that is seen in the Sacred 
Gematria of all that is sacred in design in relation to the 
Macro to the Micro, etc. What is the point? The point is that 
this Jupiter-Saturn conjunction last happened in 2001. The 
key is where it happened. It occurred at the Silver Gate of 
Orion. 
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The Grand Conjunction of Jupiter-Saturn in 2020 occurs in 
Ophiuchus, the Keeper of the Golden Gate. These Gates 
are on the opposite sides of the Universe. Thus, there are a 
lot of inferences to ‘Gates’ having arrived at and perhaps, 
there has come a point in time now where the ‘Great 
Shepherd of the Sheep’, the ultimate fulfillment of 
Ophiuchus and Orion will open the Gate to Heaven at the 
Resurrection and Rapture Event in this Last Generation. 
Has thus the Venus-Pleiades conjunction testified to this 
with its culminating 7-11 timeframe ending? This would be 
in keeping of how the High Priest only had a certain time to 
enter in and out of the Temple . 
 
It was through the Vail or door or Gate to tend to the 
Golden Menorah and administer a period of time before the 
service was done in the Holies, But the work was 
completed in the Holy of Holies only on 1 special day out of 
all the year, that being Yom Kippur. As the Biblical types go, 
the Shepherd has been tending to the Little Flock in making 
it ready as a Bride adored with pearls to be presented to 
the Son one day.  
 
There is a coming Presentation Day as Jesus on His last 
night in celebrating the Passover promised to be preparing 
a place for His own and that He would return one day to 
take them to be where He is at. In the meanwhile, Jesus 
sent the Holy Spirit as a down payment, a deposit of what 
is to be given in full at the Glorification in Heaven. The Holy 
spirit is as ‘Pleione’, the attendant of Atlas that helps direct 
and guide the ‘Little Flock’ on its sojourn. So, did the Venus 
conjunction of the Pleiades signal this soon fulfillment? If 
so, then Jesus as the greater Venus and Atlas is at the 
Gate.  
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SUMMER SOLSTICE ECLIPSE 
SIGNALING OF THE ANTICHRIST 
Midsummer Activation of the Silver Gate 

 
‘The Sun shall be turned into darkness, and the Moon into blood, 
before the great and terrible Day of the YHVH come.’ -Joel 2:31 
 
The purpose of this chapter is to depict the Annular solar 
eclipse as it occurs on the Summer Solstice of June 21, 
2020. The study will also track where on Earth, 
topographically the path will cross as that can have a 
particular significance, either esoteric or perhaps Biblical. 
The study will also depict the timeline of the lunar and solar 
types of eclipses from 2008 to 2026. By definition, a solar 
eclipse occurs when the Moon passes between Earth and 
the Sun, thereby totally or partly obscuring the image of the 
Sun for a viewer on Earth. An Annular solar eclipse occurs 
when the Moon's apparent diameter is smaller than the 
Sun's, blocking most of the Sun's light and causing the Sun 
to look like an annulus (ring).  
 
An annular eclipse is often referred to as the ‘Wedding 
Ring’ alluding to a marriage inference. What is peculiar is 
that this Annular Solar Eclipse occurs on the Summer 
Solstice. This is very rare. The last solar eclipse that 
occurred on the Summer Solstice in recent memory was in 
2001. The next solar eclipses to occur on a Summer 
Solstice after 2020 will be in June 21, 2039. This pattern 
has an approximate 19-year cycle. For example, to grasp 
how rare a solar eclipse occurs on a Solstice or Equinox, a 
time from 2001 to 2100 will have only a Fall Equinox solar 
eclipse in September 21 of 2025. Then a Spring Equinox 
solar eclipse type will only occur on March 21 of 2080 and 
2099. Based on research, the definition of a Summer 
Solstice is as follows. It occurs when one of the Earth's 
poles has its maximum tilt toward the Sun.  
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Path of Totality  
This is assuming a globe/sphere model. It is also known as 
‘Festival Solstice’ or ‘Midsummer’. The Summer Solstice 
happens when the Sun reaches its highest position in the 
sky and is the day with the longest period of daylight. On 
the Summer Solstice, Earth's maximum axial tilt toward the 
Sun is 23.44°. Likewise, the Sun's declination from the 
Celestial Equator is 23.44°. The Solstice happens twice 
yearly, once in each hemisphere, the Northern and 
Southern ones. The Summer Solstice occurs during 
Summer, that is the June Solstice in the Northern 
Hemisphere and the December Solstice in the Southern 
Hemisphere.  
 

 
The Path of Totality of the Summer Solstice Eclipse. 

 
Depending on the shift of the calendar, the Summer 
Solstice occurs sometime between June 20 and June 22 in 
the Northern Hemisphere and between December 20 and 
December 23 in the Southern Hemisphere. The same 
dates in the opposite hemisphere are referred to as the 
Winter Solstice. Within the Arctic circle for the northern 
hemisphere or Antarctic circle for the southern hemisphere. 
There is continuous daylight around the Summer Solstice.  
Since prehistory, the Summer Solstice has been seen as a 
significant time of year in many cultures and has been 
marked by festivals and rituals.  
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Traditionally, in many temperate regions, especially Europe, 
the Summer Solstice is seen as the middle of Summer and 
referred to as ‘Midsummer’, as noted. Today, however, in 
some countries and calendars it is seen as the beginning of 
Summer. Esoterically, the meaning of a Summer Solstice is 
a time of transition and a bad omen for the Nations. It is a 
time of the highest occult and Satanic ritual observances 
that demand human blood sacrifices. It has been observed 
that many kings, queens, royals are born on such a date.  
 

 
Path of Totality intersecting the Sacred Mounting of the Hindus. 
 
Uttarakhand, formerly known as Uttaranchal, is a state in 
the northern part of India. It is often referred to as the 
‘Devabhumi’ due to numerous Hindu temples and 
pilgrimage centers found throughout the state. Uttarakhand 
is known for the natural environment of the Himalayas, 
literally ‘Land of the Gods’. The pentacle is dedicated to the 
female Goddess, equivalent to Isis, Astarte, Sirius. What is 
important or of interest is that the path traverses a most 
unique sacred mountain, Nanda Devi. This sacred 
mountain has an elevation of 7,816 meters or 25,643 feet 
above sea level. Nanda Devi is the highest mountain in 
Uttarakhand and the second-highest mountain in India, 
following Kangchenjunga in Sikkim.  
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It is believed that the motif of the various Hollywood 
Illuminati cryptic logos such as Paramount is taken from 
this sacred mountain. And that the 22 stars represent 
Fallen Angels. What is so also unique about this Annual 
Solar eclipse is that it comes in a Triad of eclipses. It occurs 
in-between 2 lunar eclipses. The 3rd lunar eclipse occurs 
over Washington D.C., precisely on the day of its 
Independence Day, July 4th. 
 
Annular Solar Eclipse  
Latitude: 30.5195° N 
Longitude: 79.6646° E  
Duration of Annularity: 0m38.2s 
Magnitude: 0.997 
Obscuration: 98.81% 
Saros Cycle 137, repeating every 18 years, 11 days, containing 
70 events.  
  
Gamma: 0.1209 
Magnitude: 0.994 
Maximum eclipse 
Max. width of band 21 km (13 mi) 
Times (UTC): Greatest eclipse 6:41:15 
 
Event   Date  Time (UT) Alt Azi 
Start of partial eclipse (C1) :  2020/06/21 04:57:50.6 65.5° 100.4° 
Start of annular eclipse (C2) : 2020/06/21 06:39:46.8 82.9° 173.7° 
Maximum eclipse :   2020/06/21 06:40:06.0 82.9° 174.2° 
End of annular eclipse (C3) :  2020/06/21 06:40:25.1 82.9° 174.8° 
End of partial eclipse (C4) :  2020/06/21 08:24:43.7 66.4° 258.7° 

 
Will this eclipse signal something ominous to occur dealing 
with the USA? It will remain to be seen. This Triad of 
eclipses, that of the lunar-solar-lunar occurs in a long series 
of eclipses that specifically occurred since 2008. Since that 
year, there occurred 3 total solar eclipses, each in 
successive years, 2008-2009-2010. What was odd was 
that all 3 occurred on the 1st of Av of the Jewish Calendar. 
Av is the month usually associated with destruction and 
judgment for ancient Israel. 
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Eclipse Patterns 
Many had seen this as a precursor of a sort of countdown 
as to a music score to be played, that is, ‘3, 2, 1’. These 3 
consecutive total solar eclipses have not occurred since 
Christ Jesus. The pattern thereafter started with the first set 
of Triad of total lunar eclipses or Blood Moons for 2010 and 
2011. They were accompanied by 4 partial solar eclipses, 
all within 2011. This Triad of Blood Moons has it ending 
counterpart to occur on 2025-26, 14 years later. Then the 
Tetrad series of Blood Moons occurred on 2014-15. This 
was the 7th series since Jesus Christ and many saw them 
as a significant Sign in the Heavens for the closing of the 
Church Age fast approaching. 
 
In this set, 1 of the 4 solar eclipses occurred in the ‘midst’ 
of the Tetrad on a Spring Equinox, March 21, 2015. This 
was on the Jewish Religious New Year. This would be 63 
months exactly to the June 21, 2020 solar eclipse. This 
2014-15 Tetrad of 4 Blood Moons was the ‘center’ series in-
between the Blood Moon Triad of 2011 and its ending 
corresponding one of 2018-19. This last Triad of Blood 
Moons occurred precisely on the New Years of Trees on 
the Jewish Calendar. What was also very unique about the 
Triad of Blood Moons of 2011 and 2018 is that the center 
Blood Moon occurred over Jerusalem but were called the 
‘Bull’s Eye’ Blood Moon because the path was nearly dead 
on of the path of totality. 
 
The next peculiar pattern of this 2008-2016 eclipse 
depicted on the timeline has to do with how the Tetrad 
Blood Moons of 2014-15 will have its counterpart in 2021-
2022. Although this Tetrad will not totally be complete as 
the 2nd Blood Moon of the 4 will be a Partial lunar eclipse 
type. Nonetheless, what is also rather amazing and 
perhaps significant, is that the from these 2 Tetrad of Blood 
Moons, it begins by a very rare type of solar eclipse, a 
Hybrid one. In 2003, just before the Tetrad of 2014-15 
occurred, this type of Hybrid solar eclipse took place. 
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The Statue of Liberty, New York City, a veiled Apollo goddess. 
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Its counterpart will also occur at the end of the Tetrad of 
Blood Moons in 2022. In 2023, the bookend Hybrid solar 
eclipse will seem to highlight this specific time-frame in 
history, perhaps even prophetic history at that. In all the 
types of eclipses and pairing, what is strange and unique is 
that the Triad of the lunar-solar-lunar in 2020 is that this 
combination of a Triad of eclipses had not occurred in the 
past nor to occur in the foreseeable future. What does it 
mean? That remains to be seen but if any indication of 
where it crosses path on Earth and where is reaches it 
Maximum, then it can be very telling. 
 
So much so that as it occurs at the sacred mounting of the 
Hindus commemorating the mountain range of the Gods 
and pinnacle dedicated to the Goddess, equivalent to Isis 
and Sirius, it would not be beyond the esoteric rationale 
that such motifs are rendering the ascent of the coming 
AntiChrist figure. As noted, this motif is copied in the major 
motion picture movie studio logos. It has been well 
established and researched that such motifs are related to 
the corrupted interpretation and antithesis of what the true 
significance and meaning have been ascribed to such 
motifs of the celestial order, i.e., the Mazzaroth or Zodiac.  
 

As the solar eclipse occurs at the Summer Solstice, it takes 
place astronomically at the exact point where the Silver 
Gate is situated in the sky. It is Orion that is the Sentinel or 
Guardian of the Gate that is there stationed to protect it. It 
believed that such a Gate or Portal, Door is that it is the 
Gate of Man, whereby mortal traverse to Heaven from. 
Which a solar eclipse, it appears as Orion lighting up the 
Gate to be opened perhaps alluding to a ‘wedding’ that is 
pending. This is at the opposite end of the Universe from 
the Golden Gate, whose Sentinel is Ophiuchus, and it is 
where GOD, or the Gods descend to Earth from, etc. This 
Orion motif is that of Jesus, the true ‘Light Bearer’ as Jesus 
said of Himself, ‘I AM the Light of the World’, etc.  
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Illumination of the Gate 
Orion is seen with extended arm upward, in some 
renditions it is a club, in others, it is a torch-light. In other 
renditions, Orion is the ‘Hunter’ with a bow and arrow 
confronting the Bull of fury and judgment that has captured 
the 7 Maidens, or the Pleiades. Orion has a fleece of a lion 
that he has overcome. However, in the Luciferian and 
Kabalistic initiations and interpretations, such invert the 
meaning and ascribe all aspects of the majesty to Lucifer 
instead.  
 

 
The Hindu sacred mountain of the Goddess, Nanda Devi, India. 

 
For example, as mentioned, the Luciferian motifs are seen 
in the iconic motif of various Movie Studio logos. Many 
mimic celestial motifs as the Columbia logo of the woman 
with the torchlight at the pinnacle of the ‘pyramid of clouds 
it alludes to cryptically. It is also a striking mirror of the 
iconography of the Statue of Liberty monument as found 
New York and in antiquity. It is well researched that it was 
the Freemasons that designed and dedicated the motif to 
the ‘New Atlantis’, the USA. Others have uncovered that 
the motif is in actuality a fusion of a transgender Apollo in 
drags that fuses the male and female gods of Libertas and 
Sirius-Isis-Astarte.  
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Such is the rendition, cryptically of the Baphomet that has 
both sexes merged and who has the torch of illumination 
that signifies the Great Work of Prometheus given to 
Humanity. One arm is stretch upwards as the other arm is 
positioned downwards carrying a book in the case of the 
Statue of Liberty. One thing is for sure, such a time-span of 
the lunar-solar-lunar eclipses in 2020 will be a high 
occult/witchcraft time of activity. The purpose will be to 
translate such celestial alignments and its energy to Earth 
to accomplish their evil purpose and agenda, ‘As Above, 
So Below’.  
 
If any indication of what the iconography of the Summer 
Solstice solar eclipse is suggesting, it is that the 
‘Illuminated One’, the coming Christs are being signaled at 
the Gate and ready to be activated and debuted. It is the 
‘Capstone’ being illuminated, that is the All-Seeing Eye of 
Lucifer and then of Jesus. For the Luciferians, this is what 
is depicted in the U.S. Federal Reserve Note’s reverse side 
with the unfinished truncated pyramid.  
 
This represents the Tower of Babel that was interrupted but 
will soon be finished and the Great Work concluded that is 
fast ushering-in their Luciferian New World Order. 
However, there is the duality and dichotomy of the original 
and godly motif to consider also. That the true ‘illuminated’ 
One, Jesus Christ will be signaled, and revealed soon to 
come through the Silver Gate of Heaven at the time of the 
Rapture from where He will summon His Bride in the 
promise of the Wedding Ring Sign as the ‘Great Work’ or 
commission of the Church Age comes to a close. 
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INDEPENDENCE DAY 
ECLIPSE 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA’S CALLING 
Penumbral Lunar Eclipse of July 4th 
 
‘The genius of America may be that it has built The Fall of Rome’ 
into its very makeup: it is very consciously a constant work in 
progress, designed to accommodate and build on revolutionary 
change.’ -Cullen Murphy 
 
The purpose of this study is to illustrate the Penumbral 
lunar eclipse of July 4-5, 2020. The illustration will 
approximate the trajectory the eclipse will take on the night 
of July the 4th. What is peculiar about this eclipse is that it 
takes place on the Independence Day, July 4th of the 
United States. The date itself would have not been that 
much of a deal in that it happens to be in the same 
hemisphere and longitude as the Republic’s capital, 
Washington, D.C., i.e., the District of Columbia. The partial 
lunar eclipse is not a spectacular one in comparison to the 
January 20, 2019 one that was a total Blood Moon over 
Washington D.C. as well.  
 
That Blood Moon was the 3rd of a Triad series that started 
in 2018. Interestingly the 1st and 3rd ones occurred on the 
‘New Years of Trees’, a Jewish religious holiday. Many note 
that the 3rd Blood Moon that appeared over Washington 
D.C. signaled the exact halfway marker for its President in 
office, Donald Trump. However, what is particular is that the 
trajectory of this partial lunar eclipse starts at a very 
peculiar place. The start of the eclipse occurs dead center 
at the Golden Gate. The moon rises above the Washington 
D.C. skyline where just after midnight of the 4th of July, it 
reaches the Golden Gate position. What is so significant of 
about this location in the Universe?  
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Golden Arches 
It is extremely significant because it is the double-door 
Gate, or Portal into Heaven. Its counterpart is the Silver 
Gate at the opposite side of the Universe, the Silver Gate, 
whose ‘Guarding Sentinel’ is Orion. The one for the Golden 
Gate is Ophiuchus. It is believed in ancient astronomical 
knowledge that the delineation between Earth and Heaven, 
the ‘Gods’ and Mortals had 2 doors in the sky from which 
such would/could traverse the dimensions to each place. 
One can think of it as a house having a ‘front door’ and a 
‘back door’. The Golden Gate is the one as that is the ‘Gold 
Standard’ and is thus referred to as the ‘Gate of GOD’. 
 
Is this notion corroborated in the Bible? Yes. Consider 
when Jesus Christ entered the Double Gate or the Golden 
Gate in Jerusalem as the ‘Lamb’, called His ‘Triumphal 
Entry’. It is believed that Jesus came in on a Sabbath on 
the exact day foretold from the numbering of days given to 
the Prophet Daniel. As the rightful King and Heir of the 
House, that is the Temple, the City and the Nation, Jesus’ 
entry sanctified this Golden Gate. How so? It was a signal 
and a mark of authentication of Jesus’ Messiahship. What 
this means that once the Messiah was to have arrived and 
be recognized, the Golden Gate was to have been sealed.  
 
The sealing of the ‘Golden Arches’ occurred eventually, but 
it was at the hands of the Muslim Ottomans. This occurred 
when Suleiman ordered the rebuilding of the walls of 
Jerusalem and to seal up the double gate. Since then, 
Islam has attempted to oppose the Kingship of Jesus in 
that thereafter, a Muslim cemetery was placed in front of 
the Golden Gate in an attempt to prevent Jesus from 
returning and reigning. Why? Jesus, as a High Priest, aside 
from being Prophet and King would be defiled for touching 
the ground of the dead. However, at Jesus’ 2nd coming, 
when He touches the Mount of Olives with His feet, a great 
earthquake will ensue and the valley will split the city in 
half.  
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It will not be a problem for Jesus as such a cemetery will 
totally be removed. Jesus triumphantly will enter Jerusalem 
as King and Messiah, only this time as the ‘Lion’, at the end 
of the Battle of Armageddon through those double arched 
Golden Doors. By the way, if one is into the study of 
corporate Illuminati iconography, the McDonald ‘double 
arches’ alludes to the Golden Gate, etc. How this act alone 
would have been and will be a Sign of the true Messiah is 
found in Ezekiel. It concerns the 4th Temple to be built for 
the 1000-year reign of Christ Jesus after His 2nd coming. 
How so? 
 

 
The double-door Golden Gate of Jerusalem’s Temple Mount. 
 

The Jews knew the pattern and eschatological significance 
of the Golden Gate. The Golden Gate is also referred to as 
the Eastern Gate as it is directly facing East towards the 
Mount of Olives. This is also why the Temples were not in 
the City of David. In Ezekiel, it states that when the 4th 
Temple is finished, the King will enter it through the Eastern 
Gate, that is the Golden Gate. And amazingly, it will then be 
sealed-up so that no other human, Angel or Being will ever 
inter it because of the uniqueness and holiness of King 
Jesus.    
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So, what is the Penumbral lunar eclipse over Washington 
D.C. on the Independence Day of the USA signifying as the 
eclipse occurs at the Golden Gate? One has to take the 
whole picture in mind for context to possibly ascertain any 
esoteric and/or Biblical significance or interpretation. Only 
then can one make some suggestions based on the 
meaning of the astronomical Signs. A bit of Astronomy is in 
order for background and context. The Golden Gate is 
identified in the known Universe by the intersection of the 2 
most prominent delineations, the Ecliptic, that is where the 
Sun appears to traverse the 12 constellations from Earth.  
 
The other delineation is that of the Galactic Plain. This is 
basically the diameter axis of the Milky Way galaxy as it is 
seen from Earth. This is what the Ancients depicted the sky 
as being the Ouroboros, or the Dragon eating its tail, or as 
in the Aztec Calendar, the 2 Dragon heads meeting in the 
middle. This quadrant of the Universe is composed of 2 
major constellations and 2 minor ones. The 2 major 
constellations are Scorpio and Sagittarius. The 2 minor 
constellations are Ophiuchus and Aquila. This quadrant 
tells a story of the Redemptive Plan of YHVH of how at this 
stage, the storyline begins with Sagittarius, Scorpio, then 
with Ophiuchus and finally Aquila. 
 

Sagittarius is the hybrid centaur that represents the dual 
nature of Jesus, both fully man and GOD. His is the victor 
and has been crowned with Corona Australis. He has his 
arrow fixed and shoots it at the heart of Scorpio, the Giant 
Red Sun or Star of Antares. Scorpio represents the enemy 
of YHVH and of His People. He seeks to devour and poison 
all that is true with lies and deceit, as with Lucifer, i.e., 
Satan. The Dragon is thus mortally wounded in the fight as 
the Scorpion’s head is crushed by the right foot of 
Ophiuchus. Ophiuchus is the representation of a man, a 
human struggling with a serpent. This is a reference to 
Jesus who became man and as a man defeated Lucifer, 
the Great Dragon that deceived Eve in the Garden.  
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Storylines 
This Serpens is depicted reaching-up for a crown, Corona 
Borealis as it is Lucifer’s quest to usurp the Kingdom and 
Throne of YHVH. However, the blow to the Serpens head, 
i.e., Scorpio did not go without his stinger piercing the right 
foot of Ophiuchus with a moral blow. This depiction is what 
exactly happened at the Cross of Calvary as foretold in 
Genesis 3:15. It was at that place and time that Jesus, as a 
man, redeemed Adam’s race from the sting of Death 
through Death. Jesus essentially ‘crushed’ the head of 
Lucifer but not before with the same weapon of Death, 
killed Jesus with it.  
 
Unbeknownst to Lucifer and all his Fallen Angels that 
gathered to witness what they arrogantly and confidently 
assumed was the death of the SON of YHVH, Jesus 
destroyed sin, Lucifer and Death by Death. This is seen in 
the last of the quadrant depiction of the constellations of 
Aguila. One sees a majestic eagle next to Arrow as if to 
pierce it with. However, it rises from the dead like a dolphin 
leaping out of the water or Delphinus that is depicted 
leaping-up. This speaks of Jesus’ majesty, death but 
resurrection from among the dead. Jesus is the ‘First-Fruits’ 
and/or the First Born from among the dead.  
 

And that those following His, will also rise in subsequent 
order, file and rank one day. In particular His People since 
Jesus’ resurrection have anticipated this timing of the 
Resurrection sequence to conclude the Church Age with, at 
the Rapture event of the Bride of Christ. Thereafter, there is 
to be praise as in the constellation that is associated with 
Aquila, that of Lyra that speaks of worship, etc. With all the 
above presented in context and background, one can then 
perhaps see that this Penumbral lunar eclipse is significant. 
However, will it be more so dealing with the United States 
due to the eclipse occurring on its Independence Day and 
over its capital.  
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Will it also affect the Body of Christ on Earth as a Sign or 
perhaps both and even more? According to ancient 
astronomy, a Blood Moon or lunar eclipse involves war 
and/or conflict. It is a bad omen specific for Israel. The 
Moon itself is a representation of the feminine aspect in the 
sky as opposed to the Sun, the masculine principle. This 
lunar eclipse is mirroring the previous solar eclipse that 
occurred at the Silver Gate on the Summer Solstice, which 
is amazing. The feminine aspect then has ramifications as 
this Penumbral lunar eclipse takes place over the District of 
‘Columbia’. 
 

 
Luciferian Tracing Board with Blazing Star at center. 

 
Think of Columbus, Columbine, etc. It is associated with 
the Moon goddess. It is what the Luciferians have 
dedicated Washington, D.C. to. It is an homage to the 
Queen of Heaven, Sirius. It is referred by the Freemasons 
as the ‘Blazing Star’ that has its heliacal rising every 4th of 
July. Sirius is the brightest Star in the sky located in the 
constellation Canis Major next to Orion. Its annual 
appearance occurs just before dawn at the June 21 
Summer Solstice, yet another connection to the eclipse of 
June 21, 2020 as it appears this lunar eclipse is 
corresponding to the Silver Gate with Orion as Sirius is its 
companion.  
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Columbia Calling  
How Sirius is incorporated in the layout of the Columbia’s 
Capital is in the following observations. On the 4th of July, 
the Sun reaches the altitude of the tip of the Washington 
Monument obelisk at exactly 8º 36’. If one is standing at the 
foot of the Reflecting Pool at that time looking towards the 
Capitol Building, the Sun, the Capitol Building, and the 
Jefferson Memorial will all align within 1 degree. The 
Reflecting Pool is representing the Milky Way. It serves as 
a diffusing body of water that reflect the Lights the 
alignment of the Stars in the east when the Sun rises in 
conjunction to Sirius, Orion, Taurus and the Pleiades. 
 
This astronomical alignment is commonly depicted in the 
Masonic tracing cards. The esoteric effect is to receive the 
cosmic energies emitted by these Stars and channeled to 
the Capitol Building dome in particular. Why there? That is 
why precisely, the top of the Capitol Building dome is 
capped by the statue of Libertas, or ‘Isis’, i.e., Sirius. It is 
another veiled inference to the Moon Goddess. It is the 
Queen of Heaven as a further veiled inference to Lucifer 
celebrating ‘independence’ from YHVH. In fact, the whole 
Washington Mall layout is a homage to the male and 
female sexual intercourse ritual construed with the 
shadows cast by the Washington Monument obelisk, etc. 
 
The other attribute is the place and time this lunar eclipse 
occurs at, as noted. Could the Independence Day lunar 
eclipse at the Golden Gate over the Republic’s capital 
signal what? The eclipse sequence is signaling Sagittarius. 
Pertaining to the Penumbral lunar eclipse of July 4th over 
Washington, D.C., what is being astronomically stressed is 
the constellation of Sagittarius. The rise of Sirius on the 4th 
of July heralds the coming rise of Sagittarius and what that 
personage represents, the coming ‘Christ’ figure. Realize 
that to the Luciferians, they are expecting the coming of 
Lucifer and his AntiChrist. 
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Armed Freedom or Libertas in reference to Sirius, Columbia. 
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It is rather amazing that the previous eclipse, that of the 
solar eclipse that occurred, amazingly during the Summer 
Solstice occurred precisely at the opposite ‘Gate’ of the 
Universe, the Silver Gate. This is no mere coincidence as it 
shows the amazing handiwork of YHVH in how He has 
orchestrated the movements of the Sun, Moon and the 
Stars to a staggering precision. The path of this July 4th 
Independent Day lunar eclipse spans the breath of 
Sagittarius.  
 
-Location: Washington, District of Columbia, United States  
-Sunday, July 5, 2020.  
-Saros cycle 149. 
-Penumbral lunar eclipse visible 
-Magnitude: -0.6438 
-Duration: 2 hours, 44 minutes, 58 seconds 
-Penumbral begins: July 4 at 11:07:23 pm 
-Maximum: July 5 at 12:29:51 am 
-Penumbral ends: July 5 at 1:52:21 am 
-Related to two partial solar eclipses of Solar Saros 156. 
-Moonrise to moonset 14h28m  
-Moonrise 20:29  
-Moonset 06:01  
-Distance to the center of the Sun 152,099,101 km  
-Distance to the center of Earth 381,554 km  
-Moon illumination (at midnight) 100%  
-Lunar phase full moon.  
-Preceded/followed by solar eclipses by 9 years and 5.5 days 
 
As the path of the Moon begins at the Golden Gate 
precisely just after midnight on July 4th over Washington, 
D.C., it reaches its maximum around 1:30 AM local time 
and then is positioned to conjoin the alignment of Jupiter, 
Saturn and Pluto. Consider that there will yet be another 
amazing alignment and conjunction of these 2 giant 
planets, precisely on the Winter Solstice of December 21, 
2020. This will be the Great Conjunction of Jupiter and 
Saturn. Due to the plandemic there has been a virtual 
collapse of the world economies, and civil liberties. 
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Need for an AntiChrist 
One can see that what has been the focus of such dramatic 
change and upheaval in the world has been the United 
States of America. Therefore, there is a need for a New 
World Order and Leader. However, no other nation on 
Earth has suffered the effects of this planned Luciferian 
take-down as the USA. In what ways? Consider that no 
nation has lost over 40 million jobs. No other nation has 
had its economy essentially destroyed and no other nation 
has undergone racial violence and chaos as it is occurring 
in the USA. 
 

  
Romans of Decadence, by Thomas Couture1847. 

 
Many historians are rightly comparing the present situation 
of the U.S., if not remedied, as the fall of the Republic 
much like it occurred during the fall of the Roman Empire. 
The fall of Rome did not occur with invading military armies 
but from within. The Roman Empire had an over-extended 
militarily. It had amassed an unpayable national debt. It 
pampered to a welfare state with subsidies. It is estimated 
that more than half of the population was composed of 
slaves and/or indentured servants. Its borders were 
constantly being overrun by ‘immigrants’.  
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It reached a level of immorality that consisted of rampant 
abortions, homosexuality, infanticide, fornication/adultery, 
violence and murder. Yet, within that world and culture, a 
thriving small sect called ‘Christians’ as a derogatory term 
for Followers of Jesus meet in homes and in the 
Catacombs underneath the city. They became a light in the 
darkness and the antithesis of the prevailing perverted 
society. Thus, many are genuinely wondering if in like 
manner, the USA is now at its decline, much like Rome.  
 

 
The 4th of July celebration of Independence Day, USA. 

 
After all, a Blood Moon or any partial lunar eclipse that 
darkens the Moon or turns it ‘red’ signifies war, conflict, 
strive and chaos. This is exactly what the Luciferians strive 
for, ‘Order out of Chaos’. Thus, does this July 4th lunar 
eclipse over the District of Columbia further signal the 
continuing division and downfall of the USA and the rise of 
the coming AntiChrist with his New World Order? Most 
likely. The fall of the USA has taken the same trajectory of 
Rome’s fall. It is a wake-up call to many Christians in the 
USA that are relying more so on the national government 
and a favorable President to be its ‘Savior’. No human 
government will ever fully safeguard the inalienable rights 
given by the Creator, YHVH to Humanity.  
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As it pertains to the USA, perhaps its position and 
disposition is heralding a pending ‘strike’ toward the USA 
as a euphemism for Scorpio that it has become. A coming 
judgment-event will be delivered as if to give it a moral blow 
and wound as Psalm 64 states. ‘They devise injustice and 
say, we have perfected a Secret Plan. For the inner man 
and the heart are mysterious. But YHVH will shoot them 
with arrows; suddenly they will be wounded. They will be 
made to stumble, their own tongues turned against them. 
All who see will shake their heads.’ Also see 2 Kings 13:17. 
 
What is only left is the coming ‘Fall’ and a consuming 
judgment that will usher in a New World Order as Lucifer’s 
attempt to provide the answers and an alternative ‘Gospel’ 
to mankind that will only lead it to Hell where Lucifer will 
one day finally be cast to. One can take comfort in the 
Promise of Jesus that the coming collapse of not only the 
USA, but the current World Order will be far removed for 
the Follower of Jesus. The Rapture event is promised and 
can be likened to the evacuation of the Hebrews from 
Egypt during the Exodus account. At that time, the world 
was in disarray, darkness descended upon the land and it 
was the cause that due to the plagues, the People of YHVH 
were gathered unto their own homes.  
 
It is said that within that community, they were the ‘lights of 
the world’ and had the protection of the Blood of the Lamb 
over their homes, their ‘Gates’. There they remained until 
Moses commanded the blowing of the trumpet to assemble 
and evacuate the land. Many Watchers of the End Times 
have noticed a prophetic parallel that during such a similar 
quarantine time now due to the plandemic, true Believers of 
Jesus are now likewise gathered unto their homes. Such 
now are anxiously waiting for the Trump of YHVH and the 
shout of the Archangel to ‘move out’. This study is not 
insinuating that the Rapture event is to take place on 
particular lunar eclipses.  
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However, as a ‘Sign’, and particularly for the USA, it is a 
milestone achieved that is already written in the Stars. Like 
Lucifer has his woman, ‘Sirius’ and focuses all of his 
energies on her on Earth, so too does Christ Jesus have 
His Bride. At the point of the Resurrection and Rapture, all 
energies and focus will be upon her as Jesus comes to call 
and gather her in the clouds to usher her to Heaven 
through the Golden Gate perhaps. The Rapture can be 
compared though to the ‘come up here’ as with John the 
Revelator. At that time, the Bride of Christ will ‘exodus’ out 
of this world for a little while; for she has a wedding to 
attend to, hers.  
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RAPTURE IS NOT IMMINENT 
THE RESURRECTION TO COME 
A Case for a Rapture being Time-Specific 
 
‘There is an Appointed Time for Everything. And there is a 
Time for every Event under Heaven.’ -Ecclesiastes 3:1 
 
The purpose of this chapter is to consider the likelihood 
that the Rapture event, which is initiated by the resurrection 
of the Church Age Saints and the Last Generation living 
Saints that making-up the Bride of Christ is not ‘imminent’. 
Rather it will coincide with a specific day and time, as 
appointed and scheduled by Jesus. What is the definition of 
imminent? The word im·mi·nent | \ˈi-mə-nənt \ is an 
adjective meaning to be ready to take place: happening 
soon, likely to occur at any moment; impending, etc. This 
study is an expansion of posts made on the online blog, 
https://rev12daily.blogspot.com which I highly recommend. 
In one of the discussions, there was an idea shared how 
snow, pertaining to weather could signal the possible timing 
of the Rapture. 
 
This study will strongly suggest that the Resurrection-
Rapture event, in context of a ‘whitening’ suggests the end 
of the later Wheat Harvest of a given Summer timeframe 
and not ‘imminent’ as in that it can happen at ‘any time’. It 
is understood that one cannot know precisely the ‘time’ or 
day of the coming event perhaps. But as Elisha and the 
School of the Prophets in Jericho knew of the taking or 
‘rapture’ of Elijah, perhaps the LORD in these Last Days, is 
revealing more understanding as to the ‘timing’ and pieces 
of the prophetic puzzle. The doctrine or the wide-held belief 
is that those who believe in the Pre-Tribulation Rapture 
strongly suggest that the Rapture is imminent, that is, it can 
happen ‘any time’. That there is no prophecy and/or event 
that precludes it from occurring.  

https://rev12daily.blogspot.com/
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Just A Matter of Time 
It is true that for one, the next significant and profound 
prophetic event to occur on the prophetic timeline is the 
Resurrection-Rapture. Then second, that there is the 
understanding that it is believed that no variable or element 
has to occur before the Rapture is to occur. This 2nd 
portion is what one is questioning and will suggest that 
primarily, there is 1 major variable and element to be 
completed, that is the Bride of Christ with the conclusion of 
the Church Age. It is strongly suggested that the 
Resurrection-Rapture is predicated on the Bride of Christ to 
be extracted from the Body of Christ that is presently being 
made-up of Jew and Gentile. 
 
It is predicated on the present dispensation of time that 
constitutes the Great Commission, the Age of Grace or the 
Church Age, etc. Then that the Resurrection-Rapture event 
is tied to 1 of the 7 Prophetic Feasts of YHVH, that being 
Pentecost. Lastly, that the Resurrection-Rapture event is 
pegged to Jesus’ one. He was a type of a Harvest, as the 
'Head'. So too then will the 'Body' naturally be and follow as 
a harvest type for the Resurrection-Rapture to conclude the 
'Pentecostal Intermission'. One can understand the theory 
of it being imminent and it is very appealing, and many 
have presented the Resurrection-Rapture in such a way, 
even the Apostles. 
 
However, one is not attempting to contradict Scripture or 
the Apostle’s teaching. In the context of the present Church 
Age, one does not know when this Age is to conclude, but it 
will. This is true, and thus the notion of needing to be 
vigilant, and about the Father’s Business rings true at any 
time until then as the Apostles right admonished. One 
realizes that this perspective and interpretation of the 
Resurrection-Rapture not being ‘imminent’ is not popular or 
widely accepted. Based on Scriptural typologies and 
precedence YHVH, has never done, is not doing and will 
not do any work apart from His divine time and schedule. 
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The following are just a few references of how when YHVH 
moved, it had been ‘time specific’, according to order and 
the Divine Plan. There is the disclosure of Jesus’ birth that 
at ‘the proper time, Jesus was born’. Likewise, with Jesus’ 
death, the letter to the Romans teaches that ‘at the right 
time, Jesus died for Sinners’. Then during Jesus’ ministry 
when He started, many wanted to forcibly make Him ‘King’ 
there and then, but ‘it was not His time’. Or when Jesus 
was at the wedding of Cana and the wine ran out. Because 
of Mary’s plea, and ‘not His time’, Jesus nonetheless 
performed His 1st miracle. 
 

A combine harvesting wheat starting in mid-summer months. 

 
Then there are many other instances when YHVH moved 
among His People Israel prophetically. There was a specific 
time the Jews were to be in Egypt, then were to be in 
Babylon, etc. The point is that nothing the LORD GOD of 
Israel has done, is doing and will do is ‘imminent’ in a 
prophetic sense. In this context, there has always been the 
variable of imminence, for example when it has involved 
judgment and conditions only after ample warnings. In such 
cases, the imminence pertained to a wrath, plagues, 
judgments, etc., as in sudden, pending and ‘any time now’. 
Or consider the death of Lazarus.  
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The Bible states that Jesus intentionally waited to raise 
Lazarus from the dead. Why? It was not time and although 
He could have ‘imminently’ done so, Jesus chose to allow a 
time of suffering to occur. Why? It allowed a ‘time’ for 
reflection but that He too entered into that suffering with 
those affected and loved ones. And when the Bible states 
the shortest verse in the Bible, ‘and Jesus wept’, it was not 
like, oh, Jesus shed a tear. No, it was a sense of busting-
out as if to be overcome. As to the blog conversation, it was 
suggested that coming-off of a Winter timeframe in relation 
to the ‘white’ of snow, the passage about a 4-month 
countdown till the ‘white’ of the harvest in John 4 was 
suggested. 
 
It was assuming though that the ‘whiteness’ meant that the 
4-month count had occurred then and thus corresponded to 
perhaps the whiteness of the snow of the season in 
question and not the condition, 4-months off. However, in 
studying and looking into the Word for clues, this writer 
believes that a big clue for the timing of the Resurrection-
Rapture event was insinuated by Jesus no less. This clue is 
given in John 4 regarding a Summer Wheat Harvest that 
turns ‘white’ when it ripens and is ready for harvesting. 
Realize that a 4-month period is 120 days….4 months of 30 
days each.  
 
Does 120 ring a bell? Days of Noah? 120 Disciples? In 
one’s interpretation and estimation, the only harvest that 
truly turns ‘white’ is the later Wheat harvest of a given 
Summer. Why ‘white’? The Summer heat dehydrates the 
stocks/heads and thus appears to turn white in color. It is a 
spectacle to see in an actual field. This is the same 
procedure that occurs for the almond tree harvest that also 
coincides with a mid to late Summer Harvest. Just before 
the almond hulls are to be harvested by beating or shaking 
the trunk of the trees so as to have the almonds detach and 
fall to the ground, the water is cut off for about a 1-2 weeks 
or so.  
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A Ripening Time  
This ‘dry spell’ or time allows the tree to become brittle and 
does stress-out the tree to its breaking point. But the 
dehydration allows for the almond hulls to detach and fall 
easily. Consider prophetically that if and when the 
Resurrection-Rapture event does actually near in terms of 
time, there could also be an event that will be worldwide 
that will cause it to be a ‘time’ of ripening perhaps, ready to 
be detached from this world? Could it be to ‘dehydrate’ the 
Saints or ‘stress’ them to a breaking point but to allow a 
‘time’ set apart to then have the whole world be harvested 
of Jew and Gentile turned now ‘white’? 
 
Has the Bride of Christ entered into this ‘time of ripening’, of 
being made ‘white’ for the harvest that will be the 
Resurrection-Rapture event? Many, especially in the 
Western churches are feeling the anxiety and stress of the 
current Pandemic episode that is now worldwide. Consider 
that in the past since the Church was born in Pentecost, 
any suffering, tribulation and/or persecution occurred 
segmentally around the world at any given time. Not all the 
Body of Christ experienced the same condition or 
conditions all at once, except now in this Last Generation. 
This is in one’s estimation profound as the same effect is 
being experienced by all the Body of Christ at once around 
the globe.  
 
Of course, this is in the context that so is everyone else for 
that matter. However, it has become a ‘time’ for both 
Believer in Jesus and non-Believer. It is a time of 
introspection, of reflection of spending time to confront and 
deal with oneself, one’s sins and eternity now that the idols 
and the distractions of everyday life and mindless routines 
have been taken away by the worldwide quarantines. 
Naturally one does not want to go through a prolonged 
period of suffering or stress but for Followers of Jesus in 
such times, have been given strength is one’s joy and 
peace only found in Jesus.  
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However, it is understood relative to the Western Churches 
that the rest of the Brethren of the world have largely 
experienced tribulation, extreme poverty, persecution, 
suffering and martyrdom. Perhaps it is now a time for the 
Western church to learn and exercise such perseverance, 
patience and long-suffering. Perhaps this ‘time’ now is the 
‘ripening’ that will lead to the ‘whitening’ of the same 
prophetic Wheat Harvest to come per Jesus’ resurrection 
and inference to a 4-month countdown to a ‘white’ Wheat 
Harvest. 
 
The point is that this study does consider Jesus’ specific 
reference to a ‘whitening’ and a harvest that is associated 
in many places in Scripture to the harvest of the world and 
typology of the resurrection that started with His. As to this 
writer, one has mentioned in many prior studies that 
presently, the highest watch time and/or window for the 
Resurrection-Rapture event to occur thus has to be around 
a July timeframe when the Wheat Harvest turns ‘white’. And 
that the specific ‘time’ is unknown of a given year but based 
on the current dispensation. This unique time is referred to 
as the ‘Time of the Gentiles’, i.e., a Ruth and Boaz typology 
among others. 
 
The other typology is that of the 7-branch Menorah that 
also correlates to the 7 Prophetic Feasts of YHVH. In the 
Menorah, the center-stem is the 4th in perspective, that of 
Pentecost, of a grafting-in, a Wheat Harvest, etc. In terms 
of the Menorah, it is modeled after a tree, an almond tree 
no less that the Gentiles are being grafted into, Jesus. 
Pertinent to the Menorah typology, such ‘wild branches’ can 
only be grafted into the main stock…not on any other of the 
remaining 6 branches that stem from the main center trunk. 
The 4th branch which is the Center Stem is thus a 
‘Pentecost Time’. Thus, based on Jesus’ clue of the 4-
month countdown of a whitened harvest type, the Rapture 
event which is actually a Resurrection-Rapture double-
event, must follow Jesus’ resurrection who was the 1st. 
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Resurrection Countdown 
The resurrection of Jesus was during the Barley Harvest 
but with a sample of the early Wheat Harvest. The sheaf 
was taken and waved-up by the High Priest. When? It was 
3 days after Passover. It is believed and understood by 
many that it was a symbol, a token or down-payment of the 
whole harvest to follow. This token sheaf signified Jesus as 
the First Fruit of the Resurrections and a sample that came 
out of the graves at His resurrection on that Sabbath 
evening. In terms of time, it was 3 days or 72 hours after 
the High Day Sabbath or the Passover, that being the 
Wednesday prior in the week. He was thus the ‘First Fruits 
of the coming Resurrection-Rapture Wheat Harvest and 
those making up His Body that was to be built during this 
present Pentecostal Age.  
 
What is also not readily accepted or understood is that 
based on Leviticus 23, there is an alternative interpretation 
of when Pentecost is counted-down. For the most part, it 
has been understood that Pentecost occurred on the 50th 
day from the Sabbath after First Fruits and that it was in the 
Upper Room, etc. It has been presented by a few that there 
is actually a 100-day count and that the event occurred at 
the Temple. Thus, when ‘Pentecost fully came’ in the 
Temple, not the Upper Room, the 120 Disciples then 
became the start of the prophetic harvesting of the world.  
 
The day was the occasion when 2 loaves of baked bread 
with liven where then lifted up by the High Priest at that 
time. It signified the end of the later Wheat Harvest during a 
given Summer. This lifting of the 2 loaves was representing 
both Jew and Gentile, made ready, baked and ‘sweet 
smelling’ to the LORD. That is what Jesus has done for 
Sinners, although full of sin as liven or ‘red’ as 
crimson….are now made acceptable by one’s High Priest, 
Jesus who one day will lift up His Bride composed of both 
Jew and Gentile during this Age as 1 body to meet Him in 
the air...When? In 4 months, 120 days. 
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This was as in 120 Disciples, when made ‘white’ as snow. It 
is rather interesting to calculate when exactly did Jesus 
state that ‘are there not 4 months and then the harvest’ 
statement. Based on John 6 and the inference to the up-
coming Feast of the Jews, it is understood that it was 
clearly a Passover Feast. Thus, if one subtracts 120 days 
from a mid-July month, it would be exactly 20 days prior to 
that given Passover Feast. For example, if one uses 2020 
to compare such a time frame, and one randomly chose 
July 17, 2020 and subtracts 120 days…guess what day it 
landed on? March 19, 2020, which happened to be the 
Equinox.  
 
For 2020, it was the earliest Equinox in over 100 years and 
the Dow Jones closed on at +188. This is rather odd as 188 
is an astronomical number pertaining to a reckoning of a 
'Season'…of ‘Time’. Thus, could that Summer Wheat 
Harvest offering be when the Holy Spirit came down and 
those 120 Disciples as 1000s of the Jews where there for 
the 3rd of the Harvest Feasts, Pentecost? The multitude of 
Jews would have come from the 4 corners of the then 
known world and spoken in their regional languages. The 
multitudes crowded around the Temple platform during this 
‘time’ only. 
 
They then heard the Gospel in their regional tongue uttered 
by the 120 Disciples. Thus, it is somewhat compelling if the 
actual 4-month countdown per Jesus occurred on the 
Equinox. It is also compelling that if the countdown to 
Pentecost is actually 100 days, 50 days plus then a 2nd 50-
day count from the Sabbath that Jesus rose from…to be 
around mid-July, then that is the ‘time’ when the Wheat 
Harvest is ‘white’ as snow ready to harvest and perhaps will 
coincide with the Resurrection-Rapture event. Of course, 
this presentation has been based on Scriptural precedence 
of time, Jesus’ clue and statement about a 4-month 
countdown to a ‘white’ harvest and Biblical typologies. 
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This study thus strongly suggests that the Resurrection-
Rapture event is not ‘imminent’ but rather time-specific, tied 
to the sequence of Jesus’ resurrection, a ‘white’ later 
Summer Wheat Harvest, etc. And that the event has to 
coincide with the last Gentile saved, the last ‘brick’ placed 
in the Spiritual Temple of Christ, the last ornament placed 
the Bride’s Dress. It is a fixed time. It is just a matter of 
‘Time’. 
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PRE-TRIBULATION RAPTURE  
2 THESSALONIANS 2:3 DEPARTURE 
The Falling Away Conundrum 
 
‘Now we beseech you, Brethren, by the coming [Parousia] 
of our Lord Jesus Christ, and by our assembling 
[Episunagoges] unto Him, That ye be not suddenly moved 
from your mind, nor troubled neither by spirit, nor by word, 
nor by letter, as it were from us, as though the Day of Christ 
were at hand. Let no man deceive you by any means: for 
that day shall not come, except there comes a Departing 
first, and that that Man of Sin be disclosed, even the Son of 
Perdition.’ -2 Thessalonians 2:1-3 1599 Geneva Bible GNV  
 
The purpose of this study is to present a framework of why 
the Resurrection/Rapture event is pre-Tribulation, before 
the 70th Week of Years is to be completed per Daniel. The 
study will basically present factors that will look at several 
aspects, that for the most part is from a philosophical angle 
not covered in the research that has been available thus 
far. There is much confusion now in the Last Days as to the 
word ‘Apostasia’ in Greek that means to ‘Falling Away’. The 
context and question are found in the passage from 2 
Thessalonians 2:3. One of the roots of the word ‘Apostasia’ 
is ‘Aphistemi’.  
 
It can mean to withdraw, depart, or remove, in addition to 
falling away. The issue is what is the subject? Is it the 
departure as in the Rapture of the Bride of Christ or of 
one’s Faith? To introduce the debate, this study suggests 
first of all, a historical translation argument. One’s theology 
and doctrine, as in this case of the timing of the Rapture is 
based on historical precedence and on what version of the 
Bible was and is being used to translate this word, to ‘Fall 
Away’. Consider that up to the 19th century, the main 
translations of the Bible, at least in the West and in English. 
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Such translations were based primarily on the Textus 
Receptus. This is where the context determined the 
interpretation of the ‘Falling Away’ to infer that it was the 
‘gathering’ unto Jesus, i.e., the Rapture. Then there was 
the introduction or rather the indoctrination of the liberal 
Westcott-Hort Sinaiticus and Alexandrian Texts in the 19th 
century. It introduced from there on out, the switch in the 
interpretation of the Greek word ‘Apostasia’ to mean a 
‘Falling Away’ from the Faith, etc.  
 
The point is that the majority within the Church Body now 
believes this interpretation but only since the mid-19th 
century. However, this was not the prevailing thought and 
interpretation beforehand. It came along with the newly 
found modern translations of the Greek New Testament of 
which most, if not all of the modern versions of the English 
Bible are based upon now. This is problematic as it has 
been shown that numerous passages have been altered, 
words are missing. And it has led to such discrepancies as 
in this case, what is the most appropriated rendering of the 
timing of the Rapture. Is it no coincidence that the patent 
and rights to most of these new translations such as the 
New International Version, the NIV for example are owned 
by the Nestle Corporation? 
 
It is a Luciferian globalist corporation out of Switzerland, 
that in turn is owned by the Rothschilds. And such modern 
versions are based in Reformed Theology. And this has led 
to much division within the Body of Christ, as it was exactly 
planned to do. The true rendering of the interpretation is 
that the ‘Falling Away’ refers to the ‘Departure’ of the Bride 
of Christ from Earth. Why? It is because it can then only 
necessitate the revealing the coming AntiChrist. And it 
unfortunately is the minority opinion. To reiterate, the word 
‘Apostasia’, in the context of 2 Thessalonians 2 was always 
understood to mean ‘The Departing’. The word contextually 
was alluding to the Rapture instead of the ‘Falling Away’ 
from an apostate spiritual condition.  
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A detailed verse listing will be provided further in the study 
to support this assertion. Thus, the point is that on the 
contrary, the post and mid-Tribulation theories have been a 
modern invention introduced by the apostates Westcott and 
Hort that translated the modern versions. The purpose of 
this study is to offer only some added factors and a 
philosophical approach to the perspectives of having 
studied this topic for over 40+ years. This is not to say that 
just by mere longevity, it is validating the arguments for a 
pre-Tribulation Rapture. Those that take the contrary 
positions also have ones with 40+ years of study defending 
it. And to say that one is in no way attempting to ‘convince’ 
others to this point of view.  
 
This study is only to encourage and strengthen the faith of 
all those that do hold to the pre-Tribulation Rapture 
sequence. It is the Blessed Hope that is to come that is not 
contingent upon the ‘apostate’ spiritual condition of the 
Church Body which has been deteriorating since its 
beginning. Also, at the core is the phrase, ‘by our assembly 
unto Him’ implies the gathering of all the Body in 1 place at 
1 time. One objection to the pre-Tribulation Rapture 
interpretation is that most that argue to the contrary, believe 
that the position is ‘escapism’.  
 
That it makes for a Believer of Jesus to become apathetic 
and absent-minded to not be fully affective in making 
change for the good on Earth with the Gospel. As to the 
first objection, guilty as charged. As to the second count, 
nothing could be further from the truth. As least in one’s 
own Journey of Faith, the doctrine of the Rapture before 
the conclusion of Daniel’s 70th Week of Years has inspired 
one to redeem the time; to witness and warn with urgency. 
It has not been a longing or desire to ‘escape’ tribulation as 
that is what the Church Age Believers have all but known. It 
is a promise. It is the Blessed Hope that when the 
Tribulation of Israel and the world comes, the Bride of 
Christ will have been completed of the last Gentile.  
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Historical Factor 
This is currently being done during this Pentecostal 
‘intermission’ period of Grace called the Church Age and 
then to be called to gather. The pre-Tribulation position has 
been a cause to prioritize the limited energy and resources 
one has been given. The time has been utilized to the 
maximum capacity in light of the coming ominous ‘1 Hour of 
Trial’ upon the world. The pre-Tribulation Rapture will make 
way for this coming transformation to occur of that ‘1 Hour 
of Trial’ upon ALL the inhabitants on Earth. And only then 
can it occur as the inhabitants of the Earth will then go 
through with the advent of the AntiChrist and Lucifer’s New 
World Order, etc. 
 
The quandary occurs when if the initial Rapture is to take 
place anytime within the Tribulation Period, then what is the 
Restrainer doing? He must not be doing a good job. It has 
been promised by Jesus that the Gates of Hell would not 
prevail over the Church Body. Yet, during the Tribulation 
Period, power is given to the AntiChrist to wear-out the 
Saints and overcome them. This would be contradictory to 
what Christ promised in so many passages. To continue, 
the backdrop of this study for defending the pre-Tribulation 
Rapture interpretation of the Bible is historical. Why?  
 
As an objection from those that argue to the contrary, a 
recurring pattern is observed. Many have not really delved 
into the issue by doing their own research and have only 
relied on the arguments espoused by the teaching of 
others, doctrines of men, etc. One example has to do with 
the confusion over the ‘Rapture’ as there are many of them 
that have occurred and will. This is due to the multiple 
series of Raptures or translations that have occurred and 
will, especially in the book of Revelation during which time, 
there will be multiple ‘Raptures’ throughout the 7-year 
Tribulation Period. Based on one’s research or the book of 
Revelation, there are actually 7 ‘Raptures’ or translations 
that will occur.  
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This will be further developed later in the study. Then there 
are those that tend to not have read the entirety nor 
understand the whole of the Old Testament typologies that 
are fulfilled in the New Testament. Why is this an issue? 
The Old Testament provides the rationale for the context 
and for the purpose of the Rapture(s) or ‘translation(s)’. The 
point being is that the divine pattern of YHVH given to His 
People has always been, ‘warning and rescue’ of the 
pending judgments of YHVH. 
 
This pattern is prophetically seen as in the case of the 
Flood of Noah and the judgement of the 5 cities of Sodom 
and Gomorrah as types of a ‘Falling away’ as in a 
‘Departing’ and thereafter a ‘new beginning’ ensues. This 
pattern is what will precisely occur, the Rapture first then 
the New World Order, etc. If one takes only the isolated 
passages of the New Testament without interpreting the 
context in direct reference to the Old Testament, as it was 
delivered to the 1st audience and time, it thus surely leads 
to the current erroneous interpretations.  
 
Case in point is the Olivet Discourse in how many modern 
denominations have doctrinally replaced the ‘Church’ with 
Israel. So, is it any wonder? If the Church had replaced 
Israel, then it would make sense and one would be a post-
Tribulationists and/or pre-Wrath-er. In fact, many of the 
Scandinavian Protestant churches have now totally 
removed the word ‘Israel’ from the entire Old and New 
Testament citations.  
 
It is rather amazing that in the small passage of 2 
Thessalonians 2 that would seem inconspicuous is packed 
with rich prophecy. It delineates from the start the 
difference between the 2nd coming of Jesus, the ‘Parousia’ 
that will be visible, literally, and physically. It is contrasted to 
the gathering or ‘Epiphaneia’ unto Jesus, or the 
‘Episunagoges’. This gathering will be invisible at the 
Resurrection/Rapture event.  
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Military-Call Factors 
From the outset, this is arguably the most important part of 
the debate or should be as this establishes the context of 
what the ‘Falling Away’ is directly inferring to, a falling back. 
The context can be seen through the lens of a military 
‘retreat’ of a Company that is to ‘fall back’ for inspection 
after a war campaign. This is the gathering that will take 
place in the air with Jesus, etc. It then necessitates a 
‘Departure’ or ‘falling-out’ of the ranks of those in position of 
being stationed currently in the world as to guarding of a 
specific time and place. It is a post of one being a 
‘Testimony’ and a ‘Witness’; of being the ‘Salt and the Light 
of the World’, etc.  
 
This is exactly what will take place as Christ has 
commissioned the Church Body and every individual within 
to be as a ‘soldier’, stationed and positioned for a post 
while on Earth. In the military, of which one has briefly been 
privileged to be part of, the U.S. Army and the Israeli 
Defense Force, the rank of Lieutenant is exemplary of this 
argument. In what way? The word Lieutenant comes from a 
combination of ‘Tenant’, to guard, as in a Sentinel. The 
other word is ‘Lieu’, as in a place, to stand in place from a 
commission or post, etc.  
 
Thus, for those in the military, it is not beyond the realm of 
logic that the ‘falling away’ in essence, is a calling to 
‘retreat’ as in to ‘fall back’ and not pertinent to the spiritual 
state of one’s Faith. This is what will precisely occur at the 
time of the Resurrection and Rapture event. It will first be 
the invisible appearing of Jesus Christ in the clouds with 
the Trumpet Call that the Israelites used to summon the 
camp in the wilderness with. Israel at that time was 
configured by rank and file, divisions, and standards as 
YHVH saw them as a ‘church’ and an army marching to the 
Promised Land and led by Joshua. This of course is the 
typology of what Jesus is doing now in leading ‘many sons 
to glory’, etc.  
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This means that likewise, at the sound of the Trump of 
GOD, the dead in Christ will rise first and then those that 
remain at their station, their post as ‘Lieutenants’ will be 
gathered-up together. Thus, the passage of 2 
Thessalonians 2 starts out with the end gathering of the 
physical and visible appearing of Jesus Christ that will be 
the 2nd coming with the Saints. The complimentary 
component of such a similar ‘appearance’ is further 
disclosed to be the time that Jesus comes invisibly for the 
Saints, etc. What is noticeable in this passage is that one 
sees that this day, the day of the Resurrection and Rapture 
is called or referred to as the Day of Christ, versus the Day 
of the LORD that is often referred to Jesus’ 2nd coming. 
 
It is also a euphemism for the time that is coming to test the 
inhabitants on the Earth for that ‘1 Hour’, etc. Is this key? 
Yes. This is in the context of the ‘Day of Christ’, that is the 
Rapture event of the ‘Epiphaneia’. By contrast, the Day of 
the LORD is accomplished at the ‘Parousia’. Thus, the Day 
of Christ cannot be the Day of the LORD, meaning that the 
Rapture cannot be mid-wrath nor post-Tribulation just 
before His 2nd coming. The ‘Departing’, in this case, first 
has to necessitates the revealing of the Man of Sin, the 
AntiChrist, not the 2nd coming of Christ Jesus.  
 
The revealing of the AntiChrist is currently being impeded 
by the Restrainer, corporately of the Holy Spirit indwelling 
each individual Believer of Jesus that makes up the Body 
of Christ on Earth presently. This is why the ‘Apostasia’ 
cannot be inferring to Faith that many have lost, are losing 
and will lose up to the Tribulation Period. Why? This factor 
alone or spiritual state does not usher in the AntiChrist. The 
subsequent argument, in terms of the context of the 
Rapture being pre-Tribulation is the notion of how it was 
presented and understood by the Saints originally. Paul 
with such passages that specifically delivered the doctrine 
of the Rapture as in 1 and 2 Thessalonians, and 1 
Corinthians 15 were always in the context of comfort.  
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Context of Comfort Factor 
The Rapture is called the Blessed Hope in Titus that also 
echoes the understanding that there first must be an 
invisible appearance of the ‘Epiphaneia’ of ‘the Great GOD 
and Savior’, Jesus. By contrast, whenever true apostasy 
was addressed in the churches, it was in terms of only 
rebukes and a call for repentance. And never to such a 
degree of apostasy in the Church to warrant and 
necessitate the advent of the AntiChrist as the verse in 2 
Thessalonians 2:3 is thus misinterpreted. The escape from 
the coming Tribulation Period is to be viewed as a promise 
being kept since John 14. 
 
This cannot be said nor seen in Scripture if the 
interpretation of 2 Thessalonians 2:3 suggests the ‘Falling 
Away’ is pertinent to the apostate spiritual condition of the 
Church. If such is the case, such a condition had occurred 
since the beginning. So, why would this degenerate 
spiritual state be singled out? This is why then, the ‘Falling 
Away’ to mean an apostate state of faith cannot be logically 
singular in nature nor occurrence as it is not anything that 
has always occurred throughout the life of the Church Age. 
This thought will be further developed in the study. 
 
Understand that there is also a confusion of the word 
‘tribulation’. The context of the Rapture was always taught 
in light of the severe tribulation. Tribulation has been 
occurring in tandem with apostasy, then as it is still 
occurring now for the Church Age Saints and will until the 
end of its harvest. The point is that there is no double-
jeopardy of having such Saints then be subject to the 7-
Seal Judgments of the Lamb of GOD, that are all inclusive 
of the ‘Wrath of GOD’. Why? The Tribulation involved 
different fruit. It includes the perceived ‘Wrath of the Lamb’, 
‘Wrath of Satan’, and ‘Wrath of GOD’, etc. Tribulation has 
occurred since the time of the Apostles. They warned, as 
well as Jesus in the book of Revelation to the 7 Churches 
of Asia that there would be tribulation to endure.  
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By contrast, the Tribulation Saints after the pre-Tribulation 
Rapture will be of a different fruit to harvest. Meaning that 
now is the time of the Church Age Saint’s tribulation, not 
the worlds. It is a time of a coming ‘Wheat Harvest’. There 
has not been a time when the whole inhabitants of the 
Earth have had their tribulation of that ‘1 Hour of Testing’ 
come yet. Such inhabitants though will have their turn in 
going through their tribulation, i.e., the 7-Year Tribulation 
Period or Daniel’s 70th Week of Years.  
 
Apostasy or that of leaving the Faith of Jesus has occurred 
since the beginning and would through the 1988+ years 
since the Church of Jesus was birthed at Pentecost. 
Apostasy has happened at the corporate and individual 
level and still does and will right up to the end of this 
Church Age. Thus, the argument that the ‘apostasy’ to 
mean the leaving of one’s faith in Jesus would be the 
singular or prominent prerequisite and determining factor to 
reveal the coming AntiChrist is not consistent contextually.  
 
In the Greek, the article before ‘Departure’ is ‘the’ to mean 
a monumental and singular event. As noted, at no time in 
the Church Body history has an ‘apostate’ condition been to 
such a degree that it specifically is then associated with 
‘the gathering’ and the unveiling of the AntiChrist -all in the 
same passage. It is true that the Apostle Paul warned of 
increasing degrees of apostasy and that in the Last Days, 
the prevailing condition the Church Body would be one of 
rampant apostasy.  
 
So, how could Paul single out then this one in particular of 
2 Thessalonian 2:3? He does not because he is 
contextually inferring to ‘The Departure’, i.e., the Rapture of 
the Bride of Christ from the Earth instead. To reiterate, by 
contrast, when the Apostles spoke and/or addressed real 
apostasy in the Church Body or as with Jesus in the 7 
Churches of Asia, it was always in the context of 
admonition and rebuke.  
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Apostate Factor 
Paul warned the Elders of Ephesus that the Church Body 
would always be plagued by ‘wolves in sheep clothing’. 
Paul warned Timothy of those that would ‘shipwreck’ their 
faith and/or those that would trample the Blood of Christ 
underfoot. Paul admonished the Galatians for being 
bewitched or having been cast a spell upon them to return 
to legalism, etc. 
 
And then there have always been the abandonment of the 
faith that such individuals like Mark and Demas could attest 
to. Even Jesus warned of the Tares to be allowed to grow 
alongside the Wheat until the time of the harvest of souls. 
The point being is that the ‘apostasy’ as interpreted to 
mean a departure from the Faith of Jesus, to first occur 
before the Rapture is inconsistent and misinterpreted 
based on the contextuality delivered to and understanding 
by the Saints.  
 
There has never been a direct link to such ‘apostasy’ as a 
prerequisite to usher in the Man of Lawlessness. The 
following section will compare the context that ‘Falling 
Away’ as interpreted in 2 Thessalonians 2:3 cannot be 
inferred to an apostate spiritual state of the Church Body. 
Primarily that the context of the ‘Apostasia’ is alluding to a 
‘withdrawal from a standing position’ as mentioned prior. 
This is seen exclusively in 1 Timothy 4:1 in how precisely it 
will be in tandem with the coming Rapture event, a 
‘withdrawal’ from the Faith is to occur also.  
 
One would contend that it is actually a conspiracy to 
confuse the meaning. To reiterate, there has been a 
change in the interpretation of this passage as the new 
modern Bible translations introduced by Westcott-Hort who 
were essentially New Age Deists. They introduced the 
switch to the ‘Falling Away’ to infer to a falling away from 
the Faith of Jesus, etc. The following clearly portray the 
condition of a ‘Falling Away’ as defined by Scripture. 
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Such a condition was present from the very beginning of 
the Church Age. But it had never been associated with the 
unveiling, revealing or advent of the coming AntiChrist. The 
description is more akin to a swerving, deviation, or 
wrecking effect. The ‘Departure’ of 2 Thessalonians 2:3 that 
infers a ‘falling-back’ as in a military retreat of the Bride of 
Christ is the prerequisite for the unmasking of the 
AntiChrist.  
 
1 Timothy 6:21 Estochesan G795 (to swerve) 
‘Timothy, guard what has been entrusted to you. Avoid 
irreverent, empty chatter and the opposing arguments of so-
called ‘knowledge’, which some have professed and thus 
swerved away from the faith. Grace be with you all.’ 
 
2 Timothy 2:17-19 Estochesan G795 (to swerve) 
‘And the talk of such men will spread like gangrene. Among them 
are Hymenaeus and Philetus, who have deviated from the truth. 
They say that the resurrection has already occurred, and they 
undermine the faith of some. Nevertheless, God’s firm 
foundation stands, bearing this seal: The Lord knows those who 
are His, and Everyone who calls on the name of the Lord must 
turn away from iniquity.’ 
 
1 Timothy 4:1-5 Postesontai G868 (a withdrawing from a standing) 
‘The Spirit clearly says that in later times some will abandon the 
faith and follow deceiving spirits and things taught by demons. 
Such teachings come through hypocritical liars, whose 
consciences have been seared as with a hot iron. They forbid 
people to marry and order them to abstain from certain foods, 
which God created to be received with thanksgiving by those 
who believe and who know the truth.’ 
 
1 Timothy 1:18-20 Enauagesan G3489 (to wreck) 
‘Timothy, my child, I entrust you with this command in keeping 
with the previous prophecies about you, so that by them you may 
fight the good fight, holding on to faith and a good conscience, 
which some have rejected and thereby shipwrecked their faith. 
Among them are Hymenaeus and Alexander, whom I have 
handed over to Satan to be taught not to blaspheme.’ 
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By contrast, the following are a list of Bible translations that 
did also have the correct rendering as understood to mean 
a ‘Departure’ as in an abandoning of a post. The early 
English translations used the interpretation of the 
‘Departure’, instead of ‘Falling Away’. 
 
Tyndale - 1534 Apostasia G646 
Let no man deceave you by eny meanes, for the lorde commeth 
not, except ther come a departynge fyrst, and that that synfull 
man be opened, the sonne of perdicion. 
 
Miles Coverdale Bible - 1535 Apostasia G646 
Let no man disceaue you by eny meanes. For the LORDE 
commeth not, excepte the departynge come first, and that that 
Man of synne be opened, euen the sonne of perdicion, 
  
Cranmer -1539 Apostasia G646 
Let no man deceaue you by eny meanes, for the Lord shall not 
come except ther come a departynge first, and that synfull man 
be opened, the sonne of perdicyon. 
 
Great Bible - 1540 Apostasia G646 
For the Lorde shall not come excepte ther come a departynge 
fyrst and that sinfull man be opened, the sonne of perdicyon. 

 
The next argument comes from Revelation 2:10 where 
Jesus promises the Church of Philadelphia a ‘Door of 
Escape’ and thus a prophetic typology. It is not a 
deliverance through tribulation but one emphatically out of, 
or ‘ek’ in the Greek. The Bride of Christ cannot go through 
the ‘1 Hour of Trial’ that is to come upon ALL the inhabitants 
on Earth.  
 
The post-Tribulationists say that the ‘1 Hour of Trial’ does 
not infer to the Tribulation Period. Realize that at no other 
time in human history since Christ Jesus has YHVH visited 
the whole Earth to include all of its inhabitants for judgment 
and wrath. Thus, it can only infer to the coming Tribulation 
Period. 
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Door of Escape Factor 
The coming Tribulation Period will be by way of the 7-fold 
Seal Judgments, as the ‘1 Hour of Trial’ euphemism will be 
unleashed upon the whole world. This contrasts with those 
not on Earth but in Heaven. In Revelation, it is even alluded 
to by the one and only AntiChrist himself when he raises 
his fists at Heaven and curses ‘those that dwell there’. Why 
would this be alluding to the Raptured Church Age Saints? 
This factor is reminiscent of how Jesus at the LORD’s 
Super promised to take His Bride to the dwelling places, 
the Mansions in the Father’s House. Lucifer will be a bit 
disconcerted because his Seat or Throne and those of all 
his fellow Fallen Angel’s thrones will be vacated and it is 
the Church Age Saints that will be occupying them instead. 
 
‘The Beast was given a mouth to speak arrogant and 
blasphemous words, and authority to act for 42 months. 
And the Beast opened its mouth to blaspheme against 
GOD and slander His Name and His Tabernacle— those 
[Saints] who dwell in Heaven.[above] Then the beast was 
permitted to wage war against the Saints [below] and to 
conquer them, and it was given authority over every tribe 
and people and tongue and nation.’ -Revelation 13:5-7 
 
These are the ones that ‘escaped’ through the Door of 
Heaven being ushered in by the Great Shepherd of the 
Sheep, Jesus at the point of the Rapture. Lucifer would 
have no contention with those in Heaven already as that is 
a given. By contrast, he then focuses his attention on the 
Tribulation Saints below to wage all-out war against and to 
prevail over them. So, who would he be addressing this ire 
against but those of the Bride that got raptured and are 
sitting on his thrones in Heaven watching the ‘1 Hour of 
Trial’ unfold? As to the ‘escape’ promised, the Rapture will 
be an escape for the Church Age Saints. Such will be the 
generation that will not see death. It will be an escape 
much like that of Noah and Lot in particular; of the ‘Secret 
Rapture’. It is a term that the post-Tribulationists abhor.  
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Replacement Theology Factor 
The ‘Great Escape’, will be an invisible event much like a 
‘thief in the night’ seeks to not be noticed, etc.  
 
‘For you are fully aware that the Day of the Lord will come like a 
Thief in the Night. While people are saying, Peace and Security, 
destruction will come upon them suddenly, like labor pains on a 
pregnant woman, and they will not escape. But you, brothers 
[will], are not in the darkness so that this day should overtake 
you like a thief.’ – 1 Corinthians 5:2-4 

 
The next argument focuses on what constitutes the 
‘Tribulation’. Most that hold to the pre-Tribulation 
interpretation also adhere to the notion that the Tribulation 
Period is 7 years. That is to say, 2520 days or 2 half 
sections of 1260 days. The Prophet Daniel adds another 
count of days after Jesus returns. Realize that the 7-year 
Tribulation Period does not commence with the Rapture but 
with the ‘Confirming of the Covenant’.  
 
That confirmation will be in tandem with the 1st day that the 
Daily Sacrifices are initiated with the 3rd Temple being in 
place to do so. Why? This day count is paramount as it will 
be at the 1260th day that the AntiChrist puts a stop to them 
as he then enters the Holy of Holies to proclaim himself 
‘God’ and demand worship instead. It is at this halfway 
maker that the Great Tribulation commences.  
 
However, there are those who espouse to the post-
Tribulation Rapture belief that keep repeating the argument 
that the Church Body is to ‘endure till the end’ and that it is 
only ‘after the tribulation of these things’, etc. 
Again, this error occurs as a direct result of the 
Replacement Theology mentioned prior. This time 
sequence is erroneously replacing the Time of Jacob’s 
Trouble with that of the Church’ trouble. How can such 
believe this? It is again predicated on which Bible 
translation is adhered to and what doctrine one espouses. 
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This was caused, first of all by the teaching of the Roman 
Catholic, Augustine with his City of God, etc. This was a 
time several centuries into the life of the Church Body 
where it compromised with the world in that it fused with 
Roman State. And not knowing that the Church Age was to 
last nearly 2000 years, the belief that the Rapture was to 
be imminent waned. And later on, this position was 
continued by the Reformers. The ‘Roman Church’ became 
prominent as Israel was sent into its Diaspora, and 
persecution of Christians stopped. 
 
In their estimation, the Church Body replaced Israel as the 
‘Elect’. This Replacement Theology made for a continual 
confusion of how the promises to Israel and its status was 
conveyed over to the Church. Not only that but its final 
chapter of judgment then, the Tribulation Period that is yet 
to be completed, i.e., Daniel’s 70th Week of Years or the 
last Sabbatical Cycle of 7 years, etc. Thus, it would make 
perfect sense for those supporting a post-Tribulation 
Rapture. The Church would have to endure the Time of 
Jacob’s Trouble to the end. And the 2nd coming of Jesus 
would be ‘After the Tribulation’ of all these things. The fact 
is that as the Western Church goes, such doctrines have 
been the mainstay of the Churches that are essentially just 
‘Reformed Catholics’. 
 
And consider that the Eastern Church did not go through a 
Reformation to speak of. Such are the Orthodoxy that also 
nonetheless believe that the Church was and is the New 
Israel. In this context, one can see why those that still 
believe in this reformed orthodoxy naturally subscribe to a 
post-Tribulation Rapture that makes sense and how all 
others should see it also. It should be noted that the 
inheritors of this false replacement doctrine are the likes 
that have also now been thoroughly compromised, at least 
in the West. The Episcopalians, Methodists, Lutheran, 
Mennonites, are now all basically made up of left-wing 
liberals that do not even believe in the Bible.  
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Reformed Camp Factor 
As of late, such have had their seminaries have their 
students pray and praise plants and others now worship 
‘Mother God’ and/or have gender neutral pronouns. This is 
just to show the degree of true ‘Apostasia’ that is pertinent 
to the Last Days of the ‘apostate’ spiritual state of this last 
Laodicean rendition of the Church that closes-out the 
Church Age. Another facet to consider in the argument for a 
pre-Tribulation Rapture has to do with the Mystery of the 
Church Age, mainly made up of Gentiles. It was not yet 
fully revealed until given to the Apostle Paul. Nor was and 
is not accepted by mainstream Judaism. 
 
Paul was given this mystery of ‘the New Man in Christ’, the 
Church and out of all the places, at Mount Sinai in Arabia. 
The Bible tells that he went there to be instructed of Christ 
for 14 years, much like Elijah went there at the end of his 
ministry, etc. Moreover, this mystery of the coming Church 
Age enveloped the further mystery of the Departure, that is 
the Rapture from Earth, and of the Bride of Christ that 
YHVH was to extract from the Nations for the Son. This 
‘Marriage Mystery’ of the Church Age comprised of the 
Called-Out ones to have the Son of GOD be presented with 
a pure and spotless Bride. When? At the time of the 
Resurrection/Rapture event.  
 
This Bride of Christ was to be composed of all the 
Followers of Jesus throughout all the Church Age, but none 
from either the Old testament or Tribulation Saints. Why is 
this important? It is important because in the context of 2 
Thessalonians 2:3, it is the Bride of Christ that then needs 
to be presented to Jesus in the clouds and what will be 
taken into Heaven. In essence, the coming Tribulation 
Period will be to have Israel return as a faithful wife she 
once was initially to YHVH, since Mount Sinai when she 
was betrothed to GOD the Father, there and then.  
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The main problem with a post-Tribulation Rapture view is 
that if the Rapture is post-Tribulation, the Church Age 
Saints will have had the AntiChrist already ‘revealed’ for 3.5 
years. This sequence contradiction cannot be according to 
Scripture. If the AntiChrist is to confirm the Covenant which 
starts the Tribulation, regardless if it is 3.5 or 7 years, it 
must coincide with the Temple already being rebuilt as the 
Altar of Sacrifices must commence the countdown of the 
2520 days with 1260th being the mid-point wherein the 
AntiChrist ceases the Daily Sacrifices. If the mid-Tribulation 
is when the Rapture of the Church Age Saints occurs, then 
this insinuates that the AntiChrist was revealed 3.5 years 
prior, and this cannot be.  
 
If the ‘Falling Away’, inferring a spiritual state will be ‘the 
event’, how will that be measured? Will it be the Americans 
that fall away or the Europeans? Europe is already lost. 
Perhaps the South Americas, Africans, or Asians? They are 
from the areas where revival has exploded over the last 
century. So where is the ‘Falling Away’ seen tangibly if that 
all, without a doubt to be seen then as ‘The Sign’? The 
Scriptures clearly state the AntiChrist will not be revealed 
until the ‘Falling Away’ or ‘Departure’ occurs first. Why do 
many believe in the pre-Tribulation Rapture?  
 
Because there is that initial Rapture call of John by Jesus 
to ‘Come Up Here’ that starts the Tribulation. But then, why 
do others believe in a mid-Tribulation Rapture? Because 
here is a Rapture at the midpoint of the 7-year Tribulation. 
In this case, with the Man-Child that is raptured-up. Why do 
others believe in a post-Tribulation Rapture? Because there 
is a final Rapture as the LORD with the sickle harvests the 
souls at the end before His coming. This is the point, that 
there are in fact 7 total ‘Raptures’ or translations in the 
book of Revelation. Such are determined, yet to occur in 
sequence and pertaining to specific types of Believers at 
that time and place.  
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The following is the outline taken as an excerpt from the 
study on the 7 Raptures of Revelation, #252.  
 
https://www.postscripts.org/ps-news-252.html  
 
1. chapter 04:01The Rapture of the Bride 
2. chapter 07:09 The Martyrs out from Great Tribulation 
3. chapter 11:12 The 2 Witnesses after 3.5 days (a 1260 
coefficient) 
4. chapter 12:09 The Man-Child of the Virgo Vision  
5. chapter 14:01 The Overcomers singing the Song of Moses 
6. chapter 14:16 The Sickle Harvest 
7. chapter 20:04 The Beheaded 
 
The following is the link to the chart that displays this assertion of 
the 7 Raptures of Revelation. 
https://nebula.wsimg.com/18d698860346a8c6a33601aa4c53272
1?AccessKeyId=D40106E1331C24ABD7C3&disposition=0&allo
worigin=1  

 
As stated, prior, the next factor to consider for a pre-
Tribulation Rapture has to do with the context given of the 2 
Thessalonians 2 passage. If one studies the opening stage, 
it sets the context of the 2 appearing or gatherings of Jesus 
Christ in one passage. It first starts with the 2nd coming of 
Christ, the ‘Parousia’. But it is to be first promoted by the in-
gathering of the ‘Company’ of Believers that is summonsed 
much like with a military command of a trumpet blast.  
 
In this case, to assembly in the air, invisibly at the 
‘Epiphaneia’. This ‘Epiphaneia’ or appearing of Jesus is 
initiated at the point of the Resurrection/Rapture event. The 
following is a specific and detailed world study of the word 
‘Epiphaneia’ which means ‘to appear’, Epiphaneias G2015 
in the Strong’s Concordance. It is defined as in a vision or 
within a spiritual dimension as all the verses that follow will 
be fulfilled not on Earth but in Heaven, thus an invisible 
event to the physical world.  
 

https://www.postscripts.org/ps-news-252.html
https://nebula.wsimg.com/18d698860346a8c6a33601aa4c532721?AccessKeyId=D40106E1331C24ABD7C3&disposition=0&alloworigin=1
https://nebula.wsimg.com/18d698860346a8c6a33601aa4c532721?AccessKeyId=D40106E1331C24ABD7C3&disposition=0&alloworigin=1
https://nebula.wsimg.com/18d698860346a8c6a33601aa4c532721?AccessKeyId=D40106E1331C24ABD7C3&disposition=0&alloworigin=1
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Epiphaneia Factor 
This is to say that within the ‘Epiphaneia’, it will eventually 
lead to the ‘Parousia’ of Jesus as He will be made manifest 
in His full glory. This cannot be said of the ‘Parousia’ as it 
cannot contain any measure of an ‘Epiphaneia’. 
‘Epiphaneia’ is thus the unveiling of Jesus in the Air to only 
the Bride of Christ. It will be the occasion whereby the 
Church Age Saints will receive the Glorification of their new 
bodies.  
 
This occurs before the AntiChrist is or can be revealed at 
the point of the Resurrection and Rapture event before the 
7-year Tribulation Period starts. The following passages in 
the New Testament are those that strongly suggest the 2 
Thessalonians 2:3 ‘Falling Away’ means to be linked to the 
appearing of Jesus.  
 
1 Timothy 6:14 Epiphaneias G2015 
That thou keep this commandment without spot, unrebukeable, 
until the appearing of our Lord Jesus Christ:  
 
2 Timothy 1:10 Epiphaneias G2015 
But is now made manifest by the appearing of our Saviour Jesus 
Christ, who hath abolished death, and hath brought life and 
immortality to light through the gospel:  
 
2 Timothy 4:1 Epiphaneias G2015 
I charge thee therefore before God, and the Lord Jesus Christ, 
who shall judge the quick and the dead at his appearing and his 
kingdom;  
 
2 Timothy 4:8 Epiphaneian G2015 
Henceforth there is laid up for me a crown of righteousness, 
which the Lord, the righteous judge, shall give me at that day: 
and not to me only, but unto all them also that love his 
appearing.  
 
Titus 2:13 Epiphaneian G2015 
Looking for that blessed hope, and the glorious appearing of the 
great God and our Saviour Jesus Christ;  
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Parousia Factor 
Now, in contrast to ‘Epiphaneia’, the literal and physical, 
visible appearing or ‘Parousia’ of Jesus Christ at His 2nd 
coming will be given. The following word study is presented 
to strongly suggest this sequence and type of 
appearance/gathering difference. The Greek word, 
‘Parousia’ G3952 in the Strong’s Concordance speaks of a 
physical presence manifested. It means ‘a coming’ or ‘a 
presence’ as in an arrival or advent.  
 
It is thus, the literal future visible return from Heaven of 
Jesus along with His Bride that was raptured at the initial 
‘Epiphaneia’. That was the cause to reveal the coming 
AntiChrist and thereafter to ‘Confirm the Covenant’ and 
initiate the Daily Sacrifice, etc. Why is this sequence 
important? It is because the 1st day of the Daily Sacrifices 
will start the countdown of the 2520 days. Then midpoint 
will be mathematically precise, the 1260th day that is tied to 
the Revelation 12 Sign. This is to say that one can then 
calculate the literal 2nd coming of Jesus at the end of the 
7-year Tribulation Period.  
 
1 Thessalonians 3:13 Parousia G3952 
To the end he may stablish your hearts unblameable in holiness 
before God, even our Father, at the coming of our Lord Jesus 
Christ with all his saints. 
 
2 Thessalonians 2:8 Parousia G3952 
And then shall that Wicked be revealed, whom the Lord shall 
consume with the spirit of his mouth, and shall destroy with the 
brightness of his coming:  
 
2 Peter 1:16 Parousia G3952 
For we have not followed cunningly devised fables when we 
made known unto you the power and coming of our Lord Jesus 
Christ but were eyewitnesses of his majesty. 
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Summary 
It is understandable that those taking sides with the pre-
Tribulation, pre-Wrath, post-Tribulation interpretations have 
arguments and verses to support their understanding. But 
as of the past decade, the pre-Tribulation Rapture position 
has been attacked and mostly has been vile in nature of 
being a ‘damnable heresy sending the gullible to hell’ 
because of it. Where is that spirit coming from? It is very 
unsettling when dealing with most who hold the opposing 
interpretations to the pre-Tribulation Rapture, and it is just 
that, a difference of interpretation. It is paramount as such a 
view will set one’s theology and view of what the coming 
Tribulation Period is to be defined and measured with. 
 
However, if one hears 1 more time that the ‘pre-Tribulation’ 
Rapture is a hoax invented by John Darby in the 19th 
century and that it is a Jesuit plot to fool the Christians, one 
will go insane. As one who attended a Jesuit University and 
has been Jesuit taught (Universidad Pontificia Comillas de 
Madrid), One can attest that as a Follower of Christ, no 
they did not. If Darby would have ‘conspired’ to his 
interpretation, then he in his Bible version, like the Geneva 
Bible would have rendered ‘Apostasia’ as ‘Departed’, which 
he did not. This goes for the Jesuits as they too have 
rendered the interpretation the same.  
 
Some would argue that as older translations go, the King 
James Version KJV interprets the word to mean ‘Apostasy’. 
However, in one’s estimation still, it is a ‘modern’ one. One 
would concede that if the modern translators would have 
rendered and just kept the word as ‘the Falling Way’, that 
would have made the world of difference and perhaps not 
be a discrepancy to the degree that it has become and 
would have at least left to the readers to decide which type 
of ‘Falling Away’ it would be implying. Others have 
mentioned this same term to be used with the word, ‘to 
divorce’. Yes, as with the divorce granted by YHVH through 
Moses, the context is of a ‘Falling Away’. 
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Objections 
It is as in a ‘Departure’, a falling away from one’s former 
stance, that is Marriage. It is thus the wife that ‘Departs’. 
This is exactly the context of 2 Thessalonians 2:3 but she 
does not automatically then become ‘Apostate’ in term of 
her faith by doing so. This is the issue, wrong context, and 
no Scriptural precedence from prior apostasy verses. One 
suggests that the translators totally ignored this mentioned 
Scriptural context when it comes to an admonition and/or 
rebuke of apostasy being addressed in the Church Body. 
 
In contrast, the 2 Thessalonians 2:3 word, ‘to Fall Away’ is 
that the translators just literally transliterated the Greek 
word. The problem? It is that in the now modern vernacular 
and vocabulary, ‘apostasy’ is automatically relegated to the 
departure of one’s faith and can only be that pertaining to a 
faith issue, etc. If some argue that the 70th Week of Daniel 
was already fulfilled by Jesus’ 3.5 years of ministry as He 
was ‘cut off in the midst’, etc., true. But I content there is a 
switch also occurring. 
 
If not, then one has to follow through with the typology. 
Meaning that if ‘He’ is the one that makes the ‘Covenant’, 
then ‘He’, being the same would be responsible for 
‘breaking it’ and later come to ‘destroy the Sanctuary’ and 
would be ‘Roman’ then. And further, that ‘He’ would have 
stopped the Daily Sacrifices. All these attributes implied to 
Jesus did not happen. Although there is that prophetic 
‘echo’ as there is a measure of double entendre occurring.  
 
Thus, one is assuming the context and address of Daniel 
9:24 is not pertaining to the Bride 'transgressing', but Israel. 
And therefore, that the entire brevity of the Tribulation to 
come, the Last Week or Sabbatical Cycle which has to be 7 
years, pertains thus to Israel. There needs to be all that 
more of a skill to precisely know how to delineate the 
inferences of what is not pertaining to Christ, and the 
AntiChrist. Why?  
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There was that transitional overlap with the Christs, in one’s 
opinion and then with the Church and Israel. It was from 
the time of Pentecost, that the Age of Grace started, and 
the Daily Sacrifices were still occurring in a standing 
Temple. This prophetic overlap is now occurring in the Last 
Days to a substantial lesser degree as the reconstituted 
Sanhedrin has successfully offered a sacrifice on the rebuilt 
Alter of Sacrifice in December of 2018 just outside the walls 
of Jerusalem. This was prophetically huge. 
 
If ‘The Apostacy’ was it, the most monumental of all time, 
enough to warren the advent of the AntiChrist, would not 
the Apostle Paul all the more have emphatically sounded 
the alarm? To warn the Saints? Paul did not do that 
because it was not an understanding of Apostasia to mean 
a ‘Falling Away’ from one’s faith, etc. If so, the apostasy 
condition in 2 Thessalonians 2:3 would be considered at 
best an ‘outliner’ then. 
 
It was ironically that during the same time span, Darby and 
Westcott-Hort contended with their translations and 
interpretations. As noted, the later translated ‘Apostasia’ to 
mean a ‘Falling Away’ from the Faith and most translations 
have now followed suit. It was Darby and others however, 
that started to bring attention to the earlier manuscripts and 
interpretation. Why? It needed to be revisited as the 19th 
and 20th century witnessed the fulfillment of prophecy 
concerning the reemergence of Israel. What? 
 
For centuries, if not for most of the Church Age time, Israel 
was allegorized and/or set aside and ‘replaced. Why? 
There was the rise of the Roman Church. Then it was 
realized that the Resurrection/Rapture was not imminent. 
However, scholars like Darby and others ascertain correctly 
that Israel, as the prophetic timeclock had to be present in 
the End of Days, which it has now been reconstituted. As 
the Fig Tree, it has recuperated as a Nation, then 
Jerusalem as its capital.  
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What is exciting to realize is that the 3rd Temple is next. 
Thus, these developments spurred the reevaluation of the 
mostly Reformed Theology and the Amillennialism 
interpretation of the Rapture sequence. The issue is that 
such theology and doctrine in some denomination are still 
the mainstay and orthodoxy and are reluctant to change 
toward the original interpretation. And, if any dear challenge 
it, it is seen and treated as heretical by many. 
 
Regardless, most would agree that the Church Age or the 
‘Pentecostal Intermission’, in-between Israel is fast 
approaching its end. In studying of Pentecost and how the 
Church Age is entering the season of harvest, Pentecost is 
traditionally observed in 2020 to be from ether the 28th, 31st 
of May or the 6th June. There is however a tiny minority 
opinion that holds to the interpretation that Pentecost 
consists of a double-count to end sometime in mid-July. 
 
There was a confirmation of sorts about how this particular 
time, or dispensation is related to the in-gathering of the 
Gentiles at Pentecost as it relates to the number 50. It 
concerns the first church of the Gentiles that was entirely 
set up by the Apostle Paul in Acts 19:19. This was Ephesus 
and the 1st to be of the 7 Churches of Asia to typify the 
Church Age with. It was interesting to note that as the city 
repented of their sorcery and magic, they burned all their 
books of magic.  
 
Then it was specifically noted by the Holy Spirit that the 
value of the books was ‘50’ thousand pieces of silver. It is 
the metal of redemption coupled with the numerical 
coefficient of Pentecost, 50, etc. Will the Church Age truly 
end on a Pentecost (a 50-day countdown) season as it 
began? Regardless, this study assessed context and 
presented contrasts of the Greek word, ‘Apostasia’ to 
strongly suggest that the ‘Falling Away’ is referring to the 
‘Departure’ of the Bride of Christ, i.e., the Rapture.  
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And that it is not the ‘Falling Away’ of one’s Faith, 
individually nor corporately as a prerequisite for the advent 
of the AntiChrist to appear. Many have stated that there 
would be a Great Awakening in the End or Revival and 
other have negated that and said, ‘not happening’, 
judgment is coming. Well, both will end up being true 
perhaps, but many are being convinced that Christ Jesus is 
doing a fast work, a quickening because perhaps the time 
has come for the harvest.  
 
It appears that many within the Body of Christ are waking-
up due to what is happening now, big time in this Last 
Generation. How will one know that it is the Last 
Generation? It will be the time when the same people that 
tell the population they cannot plant a garden, cannot 
harvest rain water, and I cannot store food to feed one’s 
family in case of a crisis will be the same people that are 
now telling the world they are concerned about one’s health 
and safety.  
 
With over 200 viruses that affect humans, lock down has 
never happened before where they started quarantining 
healthy people. For those of growing up in farms, or in 
agriculture, one was a migrant worker along with my 
parents, tending to all the almond orchards in a mega farm 
corporation. One would see the cycle of the trees, budding 
in February-March, having a beautiful white snowy imagery. 
Then vivid green coloring of the leaves and buds in mid-
Spring.  
 
Then slowly the fruit would start to develop and by the start 
of Summer in June, the almonds hulls would begin to crack 
open and be ready to be harvested by mid- July 
Summertime. Point being is that from late July to early 
September, the whole farming operation would be in a 
frenzy. It would be an intense time and even harvesting 
with night shifts utilizing all that modern machinery as it was 
urgent to bring in the harvest.  
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Every worker at that time had a heightened awareness in 
comparison to just the other average and normal days.  
Prior to the harvest time, all other days seems uneventful 
as one would just tend to the irrigation, shoveling. Such 
days required patience in comparison as they were 
passive, and it appeared nothing happened. In this type of 
parallelism, perhaps the time has come now and 
prophetically. 
 
How so? In all these decades prior, even centuries of 
‘going to church’, patiently learning, reading appeared that 
‘nothing happened’. Fine but now, it is has come down to 
the wire, the harvest one prays. And perhaps as the 
harvest is about to be initiated, there is that frenzy of 
workers sounding the alarm to wake-up and see that this 
time around, it is different than any prior crisis, even in 
comparison to the days that the world was on the brink of a 
nuclear war or regional catastrophes.  
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RISE OF THE DRAGON 
A CONTROLLED DEMOLITION 
The Coming Martial Law and Reign of Terror 
 
‘Then I saw a Beast with 10 Horns and 7 Heads rising out 
of the sea. There were 10 Royal Crowns on its Horns and 
blasphemous Names on its heads. The Beast I saw was 
like a Leopard, with the feet of a Bear and the mouth of a 
Lion. And the Dragon gave the Beast his power and his 
throne and great authority.’ – Revelation 13:1-2 
 
The purpose of this chapter is to contrast the events of the 
launching of the orderly and flawless Space X Dragon 
Capsule into space with that of the chaos and dark descent 
of the USA on Earth. In looking over this recent historic 
Dragon capsule launch of taking 2 astronauts to the Space 
Station, one recalled seeing this capsule related to the 
Heavenly Sign and the Dragon showing up at that time and 
place. This event on May 31, 2020 was on ‘Pentecost’. 
Seeing the Dragon capsule was a throw-back to 2017 with 
the Revelation 12 Sign. The Space X ‘Dragon’ capsule just 
so happened to be present at the exact time of Sign 
converged on September 23, 2017 as it set over 
Jerusalem.  
 
This study only seeks to point that out that such motifs are 
playing out in tandem, as the rioting in the USA has gone 
‘down’ while the Space X Dragon went ‘up’. The launch 
occurred at 3:22 PM EST and thus the question, it is 
foretelling the ‘Rise of the Dragon’ to begin in tandem to the 
orchestrated chaos below? With all the looting and rioting, 
by mostly Millennials with cell phones, they will be taking 
the guns and will install Martial Law eventually. This is the 
game plan. But there is another body that will rise up 
through the sky, the Bride of Christ. Then there is a halfway 
point, Revelation 12, dealing with Lucifer, the Red Dragon. 
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The Falcon Rocket named after Star Wars Millennium Falcon.  
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This point will be when he and his .33 Fallen Angles will fall 
to the Earth. This is the Biblical motifs playing out in real 
time. It was striking in that one is now living in the Last 
Days just before the book of Revelation starts to unfold. 
Based on this contrast and comparison, the Summer of 
2020 will bring some ominous results based on such a 
contrast of events and what is foreseen in the Triad of 
eclipses to occur in this time. The situation on Earth will 
worsen as the next step is to make enough ‘Chaos’ so they 
can bring in ‘Order’. Specific is the prelude of the Lunar-
Solar-Lunar eclipses for June to July. 
 
There is the lunar eclipse in June 4/5, the followed by the 
solar eclipse on June 20/21. This will be at the Summer 
Solstice. Then the lunar eclipse will finish-out the Triad in 
July 4/5. Such eclipses are bad omens for both the 
Gentiles and Israel. They are ‘Signposts’ of intensification 
and change to occur; a ‘turning point. As to the latest 
rioting, as it takes 21 days to form a habit, the ‘scientists’ 
know that there was now a need to introduce a factor that 
will then continue the trajectory of the desired change. That 
video was meant to be seen as people were getting 
complacent, more defiant and waking up. So, a ‘false flag’ 
type of event has been initiated. Why?  
 
To usher in the New World Order, the age-old tactic of 
divide and conquer is occurring in the USA and the world. It 
is to have an excuse to usher in Martial Law and take away 
the guns as a justification for the coming confiscation. In 
the USA, they had not mobilized all those army vehicles for 
nothing. They were not hospital units but for crowd control. 
Many who have served in Iraq and Afghanistan were and 
are warning that it was and is exactly what they had done 
and implemented in those countries; suspension of civil 
liberties, lockdowns, curfews, papers, and biometric ID’s. 
That was all in preparation and training for the ‘Battlefield 
USA’. Remember Jade Helm? Why the USA? The USA is 
the ‘last bastion’ of nationalist-populist sentiment.  
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Divide and Conquer 
If Trump or the government would have stopped all the 
looting and ‘Millennial Mayhem’, with iPhones, it would 
have been too obvious. Even though the National Guard of 
various states have been called in, there have been reports 
of orders given to ‘standing-down’. On one hand, they are 
letting the rage foment. Then on the other, they are allowing 
the images to be shown, so thereafter at the appointed 
time, they can then ‘morally’ justify the Martial Law rollout. A 
few clues and connections have surfaced. The protesters 
are being compromised by the looters and rioters.  
 
In many instances, piles of bricks appear ready for use to 
smash through windows and some protesters have called-
out those that wear all back with backpacks that instigate 
mayhem. There are also police infiltration as some dress 
like the rioters and in some cases are the ones that are 
fomenting the chaos. It is in the way of the Luciferian 
Globalist plans for their planned New World Order. Thus, it 
is part of the plan for the USA to ‘let it burn’ from within as 
part of their magic ritual. In a prior article, one sensed that 
the 2 ships, the Mercy and Comfort acted as the 2 Pillars of 
Jachin and Boaz and was a magic ritual. They were 
positioned at either end of the continental USA to harness 
the massive fear of the whole nation as it is now nation and 
worldwide in scope.  
 
Then the 2nd phase was then the ‘controlled demolition’ of 
the nation as were the Twin Towers. In this case the ‘Twin 
Cities’ was ground zero. Here were the 2 Towers and the 
‘controlled demolition’ destruction of the nation, in slow 
motion. The orchestrated chaos now in the USA is phase 2 
of the 9-11 (2.0) magic ritual. As the Twin Towers were 
taken down by a slow and timed demolition, so too is the 
USA now being demolished. It is basically to foment the 
racial divide as an excuse to continue the lockdowns. The 
end goal is to suspend the U.S. Constitution entirely and 
relegate the USA to a subservient vessel of the Globalists. 
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The following are some numerical factors for this. 
 
-The year 20-20 is a factor of twins. 
-Assault on Precinct 13 movie happens to mirror the actual 
police one in Minneapolis. 
-In the movie, the main character is called ‘Smiley’ who was 
posted as a counterfeiter.  
-This was Floyd’s arrest for the $20 dollar bill but in the movie 
the amount was $200.  
-Derek Chauvin is 44 years old, a factor of ‘twins’.  
-Floyd’s high school football number was 88 a factor of ‘speed’. 
-Number 88 in the occult is needed to reach to cross over’. i.e., 
Back to the Future movie. 
-Rioting began on E 33rd Street. 
-Floyds’ father was a 33-degree Mason. 

 
They are letting the cities ‘burn’ as the USA is the ‘Phoenix’ 
current World Order and it has to be burnt, sacrificed as a 
‘holocaust’. Then from its ashes, it can only birth the New 
World Order one. It is occurring now before one’s eyes. 
The 2 cities, Minneapolis and St. Paul are ‘twin’ cities and 
some have superimposed the 2 Pillars of the Masons, 
Jachin and Boaz. So, this event was/is a magic ritual. The 
video of the murder of George Floyd was allowed to be 
seen. In contrast, how many have been taken down or that 
which is not the ‘official narrative’?  
 
So, it is highly suspect. The precinct appears to have been 
allowed to burn as the looting to actually produced the 
desired effect. It is interesting that no building sprinkler 
system was activated. As noted, the end result is to 
eventually give justification to roll-out Martial Law and then 
confiscate all guns. This is already happening to an extent. 
One postulates that the ‘Event Horizon’ will be the coming 
Rapture. Imagine when the Rapture occurs? Many do 
believe that it will be the cause for the Martial Law, 
wholesale. The need for law and order will pale in 
comparison to what is happening now. It will be a hint at 
what is to come, the Reign of Terror.  
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Reign of Terror 
Unknown to most, it will be as the story of ‘The Tale of Two 
Cities’ like the contrasting of London and Paris. It was Paris 
that descended into a revolution, with rioting, and then the 
‘Terror’ came. This will happen during the Tribulation Period 
on a worldwide scale. This orchestrated take-down of the 
USA is appearing to be the initiation taken from the pages 
as the same play book. Robespierre was the mastermind. 
During the New Order that was established from the 
induced Chaos, he implemented a police state, then the 
guillotines, then changed the ‘times’ with a new calendar, 
persecuted Christians and instituted a new religion. 
 

 
The Reign of Terror came after orchestrated chaos. 

 
If the Rapture does take place in this context, it would be 
‘perfect’ timing as the vaccines would then be ready to roll 
out and aid in the ‘contract tracing’ that essentially will 
control all of Humanity. Many are nervously asking, ‘so, 
what will happen next?’ Beware of the ‘Judas’ in the ranks. 
As mentioned, there are 3 types of people that are being 
used as ‘Useless Idiots’, etc. They are the Protesters, the 
Rioters, and the Looters. Consider that there are elements 
that the Globalists are using to subvert any meaningful and 
moral objections to the system’s abuses.   
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The Globalists Occupation 
There are evil elements that want to sabotage and/or 
infiltrate any legitimate movement. Most get hijacked. And 
so, with all the looting and violence by the Millennials 
causing mayhem with iPhones, it de-legitimizes any inkling 
of a moral cause to then lock-down even more. Beware of 
the eclipses that occur in the Summer of 2020.  
 
Reasons why all this is a psy-op being carried-out.  
- Minneapolis is the twin city of St. Paul, a duality and can be 
represented 2 pillars.  
- Neighbors of Derek Chauvin did not know he was a Police 
Officer.  
- Derek Chauvin and George Floyd worked at same 
bar/nightclub together.  
- National Guard, State Police, stand down, disappear, allowing 
the mob to vandalize and loot. 
- The mass amounts of protests that flooded the country have 
been Activist organized.  
- Protesters wearing "I cannot breathe" t-shirts while wearing 
masks.  
- Agent Provocateur (LEO) caught in MN busting-out windows 
and setting fires.  
- AutoZone are always vandalized. George Soros major stock in 
AutoZone’s. Soros funds BLM.  
- Divide and Conquer Scenario. Political, Cultural, Race Hegelian 
Dialectic.  
- Officer, Derek Chauvin arrested & charged with 3rd degree 
murder and manslaughter. 
- George Floyd preliminary autopsy reports of death not caused 
by asphyxiation.  
- George Floyd pictured in front of brick wall with a picture of a 
bottle of (CORONA) beer.  
- Number and Name Symbolism, 32 cop car and E 33rd Street.  

 
The solar one occurs on the Solstice. It will be like 
'Christmas' for all the Satanists, witches and warlocks, not 
good. And when the Martial Law does come around, it will 
not be the US Army/Military that will fill in the ranks, but 
possibly U.N. soldiers from other nations.  
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As the National Guard has been summonsed, it is just an 
‘acclimation' stage. They are to get used to as the National 
Guard as such are Weekend Warriors from one’s local 
community, known and appreciated. They are not really 
legally obliged to engage in policing activity, unless Martial 
Law is declared. Case in point, the former Soviet Union. It 
was the protocol of the regime to have non-native troops on 
the ground for certain areas under Soviet control. Meaning 
that, for example Kazak troops would be sent to patrol the 
Baltic nations. The Baltic troops would be sent to patrol the 
Kazak nation, etc. Why? Local troop are not apt to shoot 
members of their own community.  
 

 
Looters and lawlessness at work in the streets of the USA. 

 

So, when the hammer does fall in the USA in particular, 
and as many believe it will be because of the Rapture, the 
USA will descend into a 3rd world nation condition. And in 
the vacuum, the troops needed to maintain ‘law and order’ 
will be coming from guess where? The UN. And will they be 
for the most part European or white? No. They will be, if 
going by what the Soviets did and other occupying armies 
have over history, it will most likely be other parts of the 
world. They will be Chinese, Russian, Latin American as in 
Venezuelan, and the Muslims.  
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They will basically be all the ‘enemies’ of the USA. It will be 
payback time. What do you think they will be disposed in 
doing to ‘Americans’? Will they hesitate to shoot or join the 
cause? No. At this point, one needs to be reminded and put 
all this current situation in the USA and world in 
perspective. Behind the veil of what is going on now, is the 
spiritual warfare. It is the rise the Dragon and New World 
Order from the descent of the world chaos. But the other 
factor will be the escape of the Bride of Christ from Earth. 
As the Luciferian minions are sensing the time of the 
‘Departure’, they are revving-up their resolve and plans.  
 
Case in point, the openly lesbian mayor of Chicago who 
asked her police force to pledge ‘allegiance to the New 
World Order’, rather than the US Constitution. It is the 
Police and all U.S. Soldiers that have sworn to protect the 
U.S. Constitution. The mayor sent a detachment of police 
cars, unmarked ones and a representative of her office to a 
little church that gathered to worship as Trump stated that 
‘churches were essential’. The mayor threatened the little 
church with arrests and fines instead. This happened on 
what many had calculated was Pentecost Sunday and 
when the Dragon capsule was launched at 3:22 PM, EST.  
 
The coming New World Order will be full of such people 
that will make sure the message of Jesus cannot be heard. 
Why? There is spiritual power in prayer, song and praise. It 
goes against such perverse lifestyles and she does not 
want to be feel or be reminded that it is something 
‘unnatural’ or ‘sinful’, wrong, and immoral. And it goes 
against their quest to usher in their socialist utopia. Such 
do not accept that it is sin within the heart and soul of a 
human that evil originates from. Point being is that at the 
core, it has come down to the ‘line in the sand’ for the 
sleepy Christians that they now will have to make. In any 
crisis that affects ‘us’, it will test the resolve and uncover 
really who is, was or will be those that follow Jesus no 
matter what.  
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The Falling Away 
Brothers and Sisters in the 3rd World, in the Underground 
Churches live this type of life on a daily basis. There is a 
sifting occurring in the Body of Christ in these Last Days. 
Many have noticed now many supposed high-profile 
‘Christian’ Pastors and Musicians are leaving the ‘Faith’ or ‘I 
don’t believe in GOD anymore’ type of deal. Really? Where 
they ever believing? For many, it is all just an ‘act’, a matter 
of a paycheck and Christianity, Inc. But this is what is to be 
expected. In the shaking that is occurring, there will be a 
falling away but also a revival. 
 
There has always been. If any direction could be given 
during these times it would be that one has to come to 
terms with one’s mortality. With the LORD’s resolve, one 
needs to be willing to laydown one’s life and body for the 
Gospel -only and if it comes to that. Not necessarily for a 
nation. You let others die for their nation, that is what 
Patton stated. One would concur. The USA, great as it was, 
is gone. Racism exists in every race and is just being used 
to ‘divide and conquer’ as noted. Blacks, Latinos, Asians 
are just as racist if not more than most Whites. Every 
country has racism. As a ‘labeled’ minority here in the USA, 
one has been a victim of racism, housing, jobs, etc. But 
one can leave.  
 
And yet why do millions walk across a continent to come to 
this ‘once Promised Land’ to seek ‘refuge’ knowing there is 
racism in the ‘Great White North’? Because of such ideals 
as never before had been stated in writing, the US 
Constitution. Although far from perfect, it is the best any 
form of human government since Humanity started has 
been achieved, aside from the Bible but point being is that 
it was because it was founded on the Bible. one would ask 
the mayor of Chicago, ‘you have the highest murder rate of 
the nation with Blacks killing Blacks and you rather spend 
police time and resources trying to make sure a little flock 
does not meet for prayer, songs and preaching?’ Exactly. 
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Where are all the national marches and outcry of all those 
Blacks being murdered by Blacks in cold blood, children too 
in unprecedented levels? Nope, but when a White man 
does, it is all hell break loose? Such hypocrisy. On another 
level, the reaping of the sowing that the emergent type of 
churches has produced is just as much to blame when it 
comes to the lack of spiritual preparation of the Body of 
Christ. There has been no substance and no resolve taught 
to know how to stand in such times and what to do and 
what to expect as the Sons of Issachar. 
 
And with the suppression of teaching Prophecy to warn of 
what has arrived today, in these Last Days. Instead, 
Pastors are suiciding themselves, etc. What is going on? 
Mental health is an issue and not disparaging the lives of 
individuals, but many believe the LORD is waking-up the 
Christians that have been asleep at the wheel. And as 
stated before, have allowed the Left to secure political 
power and like the mayor of Chicago, and governors of 
states like Newsom in California, who discriminately want to 
make sure the Church of Jesus remains silent, irrelevant, 
and compliant. Although Trump, ‘tongue and cheek’ stated 
that Churches are essential, it was not an Executive Order.  
 
He is just, was paying lip service to the fooled Evangelical 
base that are looking to a man to be their Savior and not 
Jesus. Where are all this supposed ‘Christian’ Advisors that 
surround him, even VP Pence or Mike Pompeo, the 
Secretary of State. No, by this time, if there were any 
inkling of supporting and protecting ‘Christians’ and the 
Constitutional right to assemble, worship and of being safe 
in one’s person, meaning one’s body, that is gone and will 
be totally due to the plandemic and orchestrated uprising. 
Again, it was for no reason they wanted the video to be 
seen. This was the ‘match’ to light the fuse. And there have 
been so many videos of all those Soros Soldier, all in black 
with lack backpacks and from the Police/Intelligence to 
foment the peaceful protesters.  
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Play Books  
It is going according to plan. Notice that the average age of 
all the protesters, looters are mostly all Millennials, 18-28, 
then X’ers, very few older like in their 30s-40s. This is the 
lost and last generation. This will be a generalization. It is 
not everyone but as a whole, they are ‘a’-moral, and 
relative, don’t go to church, anti-church, anti-Christian, pro-
rainbow, intitled, narcissistic, ‘snowflake’, desire to live in a 
socialist state, out of work, university degree worthless 
now. The following are what this study deems, the Henry 
Kissinger ‘Prophecies’ that have now all but come true.  
 
1-Henry Kissinger declared in the 1970’s, ‘If you control the 
oil you control the country; if you control food, you control 
the population.’ 
 
2- ‘Today Americans would be outraged if U.N. troops 
entered Los Angeles to restore order; tomorrow they will be 
grateful! This is especially true if they were told there was 
an outside threat from beyond whether real or promulgated, 
that threatened our very existence. It is then that all 
peoples of the world will pledge with world leaders to 
deliver them from this evil. The one thing every man fears 
is the unknown. When presented with this scenario, 
individual rights will be willingly relinquished for the 
guarantee of their well-being granted to them by their world 
government.’ Address to the Bilderberger meeting at Evian, 
France, May 21, 1992.  
 
And one could go on. In the USA alone, with over 40 million 
unemployed, crime will increase. It is going to get ugly. 
Many who watch and study the End Times, sense that 
feeling in one’s heart/core that as Pastor JD Farag has now 
confidently said, ‘This is it’. One would agree that this time 
around, it is different. There have always been riots, in the 
60s, 70s, 90s. Even when the USA was born, George 
Washington first had to put down the Whiskey Rebellion. 
But this time is different.  
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Many in the Watcher community are sensing this same 
‘vibe’, much like the 100-Monkey Syndrome that the Bride 
of Christ will not be here past the Summer. So, regardless if 
it is Pentecost and when that is, it is the final countdown 
now by the day. To reiterate, that according to the Enemy’s 
manifesto, the Old Order has to implode, be burnt as a 
‘Phoenix’ motif. This can then only foster, nurture and ‘birth’ 
the New Phoenix from the ashes of the destroyed one. The 
USA is that Phoenix to be ‘burnt’ as a ‘holocaust’ offering 
on the altar of the New World Order. It has begun.  
 

 
The End Game of the current situation is eventual Martial Law. 
 
But the Bride of Christ has a different ‘play book’ she is 
following, and one has a different Altar to congregate 
around. And it is with one that tasted death for Humanity.  
This amazing substitution was made so that one may not 
remain in the grave and in hell for all Eternity. It is the ‘true 
Phoenix’, Jesus who rose from the dead with Eternal Life 
forever more and has graciously bestowed that upon 
‘whom so ever’ will come to that Altar of the Cross of 
Calvary and repent and believe in the only Son of GOD. It 
will be the Bride of Christ that will ‘fly up’, not the ‘Dragon’ 
as the world will descend into total chaos. The Followers of 
Jesus will mount like eagles as we are caught-up on that 
day to gather in the air.  
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And the faith of so many years, some faithfully waiting 70, 
40, 10, 3 years will turn to sight as we look up the face of 
Jesus with our own eyes. And in the very domain of the 
Enemy to then be ushered into Glory without indestructible 
new bodies of pure energy and light, as Jesus has. To think 
that if this is the Year, we are that close to being truly the 
generation that will not see Death but walk-on through into 
Eternity.  
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A TESSERACT OF TIME 
DIMENSIONAL TRANSFERENCES 
Key to the Timing of Pentecost and the Rapture 
 
‘He [Jesus] appeared to them over a period of 40 days and 
spoke about the Kingdom of God. On one occasion, while 
He was eating with them, He gave them this command: Do 
not leave Jerusalem, but wait for the gift my Father 
promised, which you have heard me speak about. For John 
baptized with[a] water, but in a few days you will be 
baptized with[b] the Holy Spirit.’ -Acts 1:3-5 
 
The purpose of this chapter is to consider the significance 
of the number 4 and 40 as it relates to inferences made 
concerning Jesus Christ pertaining to interdimensional 
properties at play that could be connected to the timing of 
Pentecost and the Rapture. In particular, the number 4 
signals a nuance of a door, pathway and transference that 
occurs between 2 places and/or dimensions. In Hebrew, 
the 4th letter is Dalet, and it denotes a door, pathway, gate, 
etc. The number 40, a coefficient of 4 denotes a time of 
transition, of testing and of translating from a beginning to 
an end, a probation.  
 
In a geometric sense, a 4-sided figure would have the 
dimension of a flat square. However, if a 3-deminsional 
aspect is applied, it becomes a Tesseract or a perfect 
cube. This study suggests that a ‘Tesseract’ or perfect 
cube becomes a sort of specific time or countdown as a 
‘key’ used then to bridge and transfer from one state of 
being to another, as in-between dimensions even or in the 
Rapture event perhaps. Consider Jesus’ 40-days of 
appearing and teaching after His resurrection. The other 
key passage has to do with His cryptic inference to a 4-
month duration until the harvest of souls, etc.  
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Feasts of Time 
The word in the Strong’s for ‘40’ is G5062 ‘Tessarakonta’-
Τεσσαράκοντα to mean ‘forty’ or 40. The root of the word 
comes from the number 4 τέσσερα/Tessera which is related 
to a ‘door’ or the Dalet in Hebrew, as in Revelation 4, etc. It 
is the same word found in the Hebrew, 'arba`iym, Strongs 
H704 to mean forty or ‘40’. What is the possible 
significance prophetically pertinent to the timing of the 
Pentecost and the Rapture? Think of the Holy of Holies of 
the Tabernacle of YHVH and later the Temples that stood. 
In essence, the Holy of Holies was a Tesseract that 
contained the holy presence of YHVH on Earth. 
 
It functioned as a ‘door’, chamber, conduit between Heaven 
and Earth etc. Thus, the question is posed, could a factor 
of a Tesseract be the ‘key’ in determining the timing of 
when is true Pentecost and the Rapture of the Bride of 
Christ? In what way? It is in terms of the ‘time’ it is 
denoting. Jesus cryptically stated the following in John 
4:35-36, ‘Do you not say, there are still 4 months until the 
harvest? I tell you, lift up your eyes and look at the fields, 
for they are ripe for harvest. Already the Reaper draws his 
wages and gathers a crop for Eternal Life, so that the 
Sower and the Reaper may rejoice together.’  
 
The 4-month code or ‘Tesseract’ could very well hold the 
key to when the end of the Church Age would finish her 
Great Commission. It would be at a time of the final harvest 
when there is a 4-month count in play in a given year. 
Concerning Pentecost, in prior studies, it was strongly 
suggested that Jesus alluded to this timeline starting at the 
Spring Equinox. This would then put the countdown to 
Pentecost of 120 days for the Winter Wheat to then be 
harvested in late July of a given year. Why 120 days? This 
would be a count based on the Jewish months of 30 days, 
thus 30 days/month x 4 months = 120 days. This 120-day 
count would correlate when true Pentecost occurs and then 
when the Rapture would ensue, if this is valid and correct.  
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This model is predicated on the assumption that the 
Rapture occurs on a Pentecost Feast. The Winter Wheat 
harvest is planted around the Winter Solstice. The Sheaf 
Offering was the early Winter Wheat ‘First Fruit’ of that 
Wheat and lifted up before the Throne of YHVH by the 
Priests. These typified the ones resurrected after Jesus. 
The Sheaf Offering was not Barley. Jesus was the Barley 
end harvest. The First Fruit of the Winter Wheat was what 
was plucked from the Wheat field. This was to secure the 
down payment and to sanctify the whole field and harvest 
to come of souls to conclude the Church Age with the 
Resurrection/Rapture.  
 
1. Winter Barely - harvested April (Spring)  
= Passover, 1 month prior to Spring Equinox (March 20) Jesus 
2. Winter Wheat - harvested July (Summer)  
= Pentecost, 1 month after the Summer Solstice (June 20) 
Those of Jesus - the Bride 
3. Olives - harvested in September (Fall)  
= Tabernacles, around the Fall Equinox (Sept 22) Israel after the 
Tribulation Period 

 
The point is that the Church Age Saints cannot overlap with 
the Tribulation Period Saints as it is a different type of fruit 
and thus, harvest. The pattern is set-up with the Winter 
Barley to be harvested in the Spring, soon after the Spring 
Equinox. Then, the Wheat to be harvested in the Summer, 
soon after the Summer Solstice. The Feasts of YHVH 
followed/follow the 3 assembly Feasts tied to these 
agricultural cycles of a year. They were and are divided 
within the year in 3rds or .33; Spring, Summer and Fall. 
These are the times the men of Israel were to assemble 
before the Temple of YHVH in Jerusalem. This is why the 
descent of the Holy Spirit on Pentecost could not have 
happened in the small ‘Upper Room’. It was at the Temple 
Mount with more than 3000. 
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Bridging the Veil 
These Feasts followed or were, and are pegged to the 
Spring and Fall Equinoxes and Summer Solstice, as the 
Sun, Moon the Stars are for the divine keeping of Time, for 
Signs, and for Seasons, etc. This March 20 to September 
20 Solstice time period is approximately 184 days or 6 
months or half a year, 50%. Looking from a geometric point 
of view, the factor of 4 months alluded to by Jesus, to a 
harvest time would suggest a ‘Tesseract’ of time. The 
Tesseract also becomes that timeframe of the probationary 
40-day period of testing to be ready as ‘white’ for the 
harvest’.  
 

 
A Tesseract is a 4-sided perfect cube in 3-deminsion. 

 
As to the interpretation of Leviticus 23:16 being a double-
count, consider that there are 2 subjects and 2 verbs. 
There is the ‘morrow’ #1 of counting after from the Sheave 
Offering. The ‘morrow’ #2 of numbering after the 7 
Sabbaths pertains to a separate 50-day count. And the 2 
verbs are ‘to count’ and ‘to number’. Point is 2 ‘morrows’, 2 
counts. In the Strong’s, ‘to count’ and ‘to number’ is the 
same word, h5608 caphar. Thus, with Jesus’ 40-day 
cypher, could such a sacred geometric configuration be 
that transitional ‘countdown’ to the Resurrection-Rapture 
event?  

https://www.blueletterbible.org/lang/lexicon/lexicon.cfm?Strongs=H5608&t=KJV
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This 4-month time-span as to when true Pentecost is to 
occur is predicated on the notion that Leviticus 23:16 is to 
be interpreted as a double-count of 49 days and then 50 
days for a total of 99 days. Later on, in the study, several 
factors of 40-days will be examined to support this notion 
and one very important one of Jesus being on Earth after 
His resurrection for ’40 days’. This study will show that in 
reality, it was 60 days total. If one uses also the Menorah 
model of the 7 Feasts of YHVH and how the Center Stem 
is personifying Jesus, it will make perfect sense as these 
events are then even pivoted on His very being 
prophetically when His bodily form is then transposed as a 
Menorah type of correlating imagery. 
 
It was/is still true that the 40-day count was/is correct from 
Acts 1:3 but that it started at the midpoint of the 49+50-day 
counts, that being the 49th day. Thus, in the case of a 40-
day Tesseract ‘Time’ factor at play, it is of a sacred 
geometric property that appears to translate dimensions 
between Heaven and Earth. This is then seen at the end of 
this 40-day time marker when Jesus translated into Heaven 
or when the Jews translated into the Promised Land or 
when Jesus was tempted in the wilderness, etc. Could this 
pattern then occur for the Rapture?  
 
A Tesseract is construed by a 3-deminsional hexagram. Or 
in other words, the ‘Star of David’ has a Tesseract at its 
core. It is an inference to a Merkavah or celestial chariot. 
This is still in inference in the number 4 in how it functions 
as a ‘Stargate’ chamber. Consider that the Holy of Holies 
was such a ‘chamber’ to Earth. It was separated by a thick 
veil. The High Priest could only ‘crossover’ and enter during 
the feast of Yom Kippur. And will occur at the time of the 
Rapture. This open ‘door’ or Tesseract also occurred at the 
Cross of Calvary. It is believed that Jesus bridged the 
dimensions between Earth and Heaven when being 
sacrificed as the Lamb of YHVH to atone for the sins of 
Humanity at that time. How so?  
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If a Tesseract is unfolded, it construes a ‘cross’ formation. 
In essence this ‘chamber’ unfolded became the ‘bridge’ 
back to Heaven that was barred due to the fall of Adam. 
This depiction was captured in the famous painting by 
Salvador Dali and others. This notion of a ‘bridge’ or door 
has credence in the Gospels as Jesus was that ‘door’, that 
literally became the bridge as the GOD-Man. He had both 
natures, 100% GOD and 100% man that allowed for such a 
restoration of Humanity. It was a restoration of direct 
fellowship with the Father again that was lost in the Garden 
of Eden. 
 
It is not insignificant then when Jesus stated correctly, ‘I AM 
the Door’. ‘I AM the Way, the Truth and the Life, no one 
comes to the Father except by Me’. Thus, the calling of 
John to ‘come up here’ at the 4th chapter, the door is the 
euphemism of the entire Bride of Christ that will likewise be 
translated through such a ‘Tesseract’ dimension that will 
occur at the point of the Rapture. This type of sacrifice for 
sin would have needed to be of such dimensions as it 
spanned the entirety of all human history, past, present and 
future.  
 
The following will be some ascension made to the possible 
sacred properties of the Tesseract theory related to the true 
date of Pentecost and the timing of the Rapture perhaps. It 
is based on the typologies of certain people and events 
seen in the Bible. One such case was when one ascertains 
the number 40 in the Exodus of the Israelites. The Hebrews 
spent 40 years in the wilderness before they could enter 
the Promised Land. There was the warning given by Jonah 
to the city of Nineveh to repent. This is also how Jesus was 
likewise tested in the wilderness for 40 days before He 
could start His public ministry, etc. These were times of 
testing as in preparation for a transition of one’s state of 
being and doing to another one. In particular, this number 
40 coefficient is seen again after Jesus’ resurrection in one 
of the appearances after His crucifixion. 
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Acts 1:3, it does say ‘a period of 40 days’. Many naturally 
are convinced that it was 40 days after His resurrection and 
then 10 days later was when Pentecost came on the 50th 
day, etc. However, what this study strongly suggests is that 
the final appearance was when the author of the book of 
Acts interjected the mentioning of there being 40 days from 
that last appearance.  
 
Then 10 days later would have been Pentecost, ‘when it 
fully came’. Again, this is to suggest the alternative 
rendering of Leviticus 23:16 as being 99 days total. And the 
point being that the 40-day period was a ‘Tesseract’ time 
countdown. This then would not contradict the stated 
counting of 40 days plus 10 days but that is the total days 
presumed currently through Church tradition.  
 
First Fruits                         Traditional Shavuot                                     Pentecost 
Morrow after Sabbath                 Mid-Point                                          When Fully Come 
|-------------------------------------------------|----------------------------------------------------| 
0                  (49 days)                   49th Day               (50 Days)                   50th Day 
                                                 
                                                      40-Days  
                                                                     (‘Tesseract Time’) 
                                                            |--------------------------------------|--------------| 
                                                         Start           (40 days)            Finish       10th Day 
                                                                                            Ascension   
|---------------------------------- (60 days total) ----------------------------------| 
 
One does wonder how it could have been that if the case 
was that Jesus did resurrect and was seen of His Disciples, 
crowds of 500 and was in Jerusalem and even in Galilee, 
that the whole nation of Israel and the Sanhedrin would not 
have repented and converted. This is a mystery to be 
understood and perhaps shows the hardness of people’s 
heart to believe.  
 
So, in other words, Jesus was present way more than just 
40 days as the appearances did not have a precise number 
of days associated with those instances initially. What is to 
say that they could have been more than mere days.  
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It is Time for the Translation 
One does have a certain degree of a measure of time when 
Jesus appeared to the Disciples on that one occasion, 
where Thomas was not present in the company of the 
Believers at that time. However, the following week, Jesus 
appeared when Thomas was present and that is when they 
had that amazing encounter. So, one can be certain that at 
that sequence, it would appear that there was but 1 week 
that had passed. However, this time segment would not 
account for the times thereafter.  
 
The point of this study is that if one starts the 40-day 
‘Tesseract’ countdown time from the 49th day, then the true 
count would land on Pentecost, the 99th day on the morrow 
after the 1st Sabbath from the Sheaf Wave Offering. If one 
subscribes to a double-count of Leviticus 23:16, of there 
being 99 total days to reach Pentecost, it would not be 
beyond the realm of reason to suggest that the Acts 1:3 
passage was the start of the 40-day marker. This would be 
the 49th day from when Jesus would then ascend to 
Heaven 40 days later, a factor of the ‘Tesseract’ 
dimensional span of time and space. True Pentecost would 
then come 10 days later, on the 99th day marker.  
 
So, in observing such a timeline presented, it would follow 
that Jesus actually spent 60 days on Earth after His 
resurrection. Such properties of the Tesseract concept of 
translating dimensions could be when the Rapture could 
occur as well, at the end of the 4-month countdown from 
the Spring Equinox. Again, this would be based on the 
numerical coefficients of 4 and 40 that denote a ‘door’, 
portal or pathway, etc. Another unique attribute about this 
scenario is that for the year 2020, the months of June and 
July have that Triad of eclipses. They are a lunar-solar-
lunar combination with the center one occurring on the 
Summer Solstice for 2020, which is very rare. The timeline 
focal point would be the 49th day, based on a phi ratio spiral 
template from the resurrection of Jesus to the 99th day. 
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This has some overtones to the depiction of the apocalyptic 
mural of the Bank of America at their corporate 
headquarters in the USA. In one panel, there is a total solar 
eclipse that is associated with a woman being ‘raptured up’ 
but that is in a Tesseract, or within a 3-deminsional cube. 
What is rather interesting is that the event is in direct 
inference to an Annular solar eclipse occurring. Moreover, 
as that ‘Rapture’ event is in the background facing away 
from the viewer. The focus is on the chaos occurring with 
calamities occurring on Earth with humans unaware of what 
is coming nor prepared. 
 
Then at the forefront is the advent of the Masonic 
AntiChrist figure with the world leaders pondering and 
admiring this disposition. Thus, could the solar eclipse 
which will be Annual in type be that one that is pegged to 
the actual timing of the Rapture? One is only stating that 
the true count of Pentecost, Jesus’ ascension and/or the 
Rapture have been miscalculated all this time. Again, one 
is only testing hypothesis and considering patterns. But if 
one considers the implications of a Tesseract concept, it is 
denoting the numerical factor of 4 and 40, as in a door, 
portal and gate that transcends from one state to another. 
 
This is exactly what will occur at the time of the Rapture. 
The Apostle Paul describes the event as a metamorphosis, 
of the body in how ‘corruption’ will put on ‘incorruption’ as 
the Church Age has been akin to the 40 years of probation 
on Earth before she is ushered into the real ‘Promised 
Land’ in Heaven. The number 4 and 40 Tesseract time-
frame will be a transformative process when the Believers 
in Jesus will cross over into dimensions that will allow the 
body of flesh, now glorified to enter Heaven and abide 
there forever in the presence of the King of the Universe. 
Specific to the time period of 40 is unique as one knows 
and is understood to be a ‘time of testing’ as in a period of 
probation and of a transitional space from one place to 
another.  
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Mural of ‘Rapture’ event tied to a ‘Tesseract’ and eclipse. 
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End of a Dispensation 
As it has been asserted by this study that the dimensional 
aspect of the number 4 and 40 hints at being ‘inter-
dimensional’, has this Tesseract aspect been predictively 
programmed in society? Yes. The enemies of the Cross of 
Christ surely realize the spiritual and prophetic significance 
of such properties and of a ‘Tesseract’ time pending. Is it no 
coincidence how many movies in the last 10 years have 
specifically incorporated the notion of a Tesseract and the 
need for a transformative time or ‘Age’ to occur or in this 
case, the New World Order that is coming? Movies like in 
the Avengers, Captain America, Thor and other use the 
theme of harnessing the power of the Tesseract to initiate 
the New World Oder transformation of the world.  
 
As noted, the Tesseract is a multi-dimensional ‘cube within 
a cube’ that many believe is a sort of key and/or acts as a 
bridge, portal, door when known how to operate into other 
dimensions. One major example will be the New 
Jerusalem. It is described to be a perfect cube or Tesseract 
that will come down to Earth. It will be superimposed as 
Heaven and Earth merge dimensions. Any coincidence that 
the Fallen Angels seek to help Humanity beak through 
these sort of barriers of dimensions as with the Hadron 
Collider type of technology? Such seek to open the door to 
the Bottomless Pit and release all those Fallen Angels 
chained to help Lucifer’s war in the End of Days.  
 
Thus, this 40-day ‘Tesseract’ time-frame is seen in the 
Temptation of Jesus in the wilderness as well as Israel’s 
testing after Exodus. Or the time Moses spent when 
meeting with YHVH on Mount Sinai. It deals also with a 
sense of being committed or pledged to as seen in how 
Isaac was 40 years old when he received his Bride, 
Rebecca or the 40 Jewish men that conspired and pledged 
to kill the Apostle Paul in Acts. It also has to do with 
redemption as for example, the 40 silver sockets of the 
Tabernacle set the foundation of the structure, etc.  
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It was at Sinai thus that this ‘Tesseract’ time coincided with 
the first Pentecost. But Pentecost occurred 50 days after 
arriving at Sinai, not 50 days after the Exodus as it is 
believed. This attests that Pentecost should be counted 
then as 99 days after the Wheat Wave Offering of the Feast 
of First Fruits. In essence, Pentecost is the celebration of 
such a changing of dispensations. And it will be the 
Rapture that concludes the ‘Tesseract’ Time of 
transference. Why? 
 
Every major transference of a change of dispensations or 
Covenants has occurred on a Pentecost season. For 
example, it is believed that when Noah built the altar and 
made the sacrifice after they came out of the Ark that 
YHVH then reconstituted the Covenant given to Adam, it 
was on Pentecost. Likewise, after the Rapture the 
dispensation of the Church Age will have come to a close 
as then the New World Order will ensue with the Tribulation 
Period or Daniel’s last Week of Years. This will be the Time 
of Jacob’s Trouble, of the 70th Week of Years. etc. This is to 
say that it will be the Rapture event that will facilitate this 
undertaking for sure. 
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SIGNALS OF AQUARIUS 
PRELUDE TO THE 4 HORSEMEN 
4 Mysterious Signals found in Deep Space 
 
‘He shall pour the water out of His buckets, And His seed shall 
be in many waters, And His King shall be higher than Agag, And 
His Kingdom shall be exalted.’ -Numbers 24:7 

 
The purpose of this chapter is to depict the astronomical 
quadrant where the recent discovered 4 mysterious 
Signals, coming from deep space have been discovered. 
Although the Signals are purely a scientific and 
astronomical find, it is being considered for their possible 
Biblical and/or prophetic inferences, if any. Why? One 
would not normally consider such a phenomenon, as being 
out of the ordinary but the finding is nothing ‘normal’. Such 
a phenomenon has not been discovered until now and 
where the 4 Signals are coming from is what is intriguing. 
The Astronomers are labeling these very peculiar objects 
as ‘Signals’. What if it could also be the stuff of Biblical 
‘Signs’?  
 
This study will thus seek to cross this bridge into Biblical 
Astronomy to possibly ascertain what these ‘Signals’ might 
mean prophetically. Based on the information available to 
date, it is suggested that the 4 Signals found could possibly 
be alluding to a connection of the coming and pending 
revelation of the 4 Horseman of the Apocalypse. How so? 
Many reading this might ‘roll their eyes’ and tune out but 
after considering such a possibility, there does appear to be 
at least some connotation that is prophetic when the 
correlations will be presented in the context of Biblical 
Astronomy. To set the context and background for this 
argument and possible prophetic implications, a review of 
the scientific and astronomical finding will be summarized 
first. Then a study of the quadrant of space where the 4 
Signals were discovered will be discussed. 
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Signals from Space 
The Sign of Aquarius will be the main focus. Then the 
possible inferences and correlations will be made based on 
when and where these newly discovered astronomical 4 
Signals could or seemingly appear to correlate to the 
Biblical notion of the coming 4 Horsemen of the 
Apocalypse, at least astronomically. The discovery of the 
anomalous 4 Signals coming from deep space were first 
discovered in 2007 by the Parkers Radio Telescope in 
Australia. They tracked the Fast Radio Bursts FRBs. 
 
These are very bright flashes or pulses of light that last only 
milliseconds. They are believed to come from far away 
Dwarf Galaxies, not Black Holes. According to 
Astronomers, nothing like this as ever been seen nor 
recorded until now. It was Dr. Bhandari and her team that 
cataloged their precise location that is about 33 degrees 
east of the Galactic Equator and below the Golden Gate. 
What is interesting is that the 4 Signals start at the ‘heart ‘of 
the constellation of Aquarius, near the Star of Ancha. They 
then proceed, at relatively equal distances down as if 
‘poured-out’. 
 
The 4 Signals span a large portion of the Universe and run 
along the Galactic Equator to the constellation of Centaur. 
Thus, there are 4 main constellation Signs involved, 
Sagittarius, Scorpio, Lupus and Centaur. The 
accompanying chart will plot those 4 Signals against the 4 
Signs for a visualization and correlation. The Astronomers 
used the Australian Square Kilometer Array Pathfinder 
ASKAP to zoom-in on the 4 FRB’s that are said come from 
small Dwarf Galaxies about 3 billion light years from Earth. 
The discovery came about with the new project called The 
Evolutionary Map of the Universe EMU that is trying to 
map-out the entire Universe using Radio Waves back in 
November of 2019. The FRB’s are described to be circular 
and brighter along their edges.  
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Based on what is known so far, all 4 ORCs show up bright 
with radio wavelengths but are invisible in the visible, 
infrared and X-ray light. The 4 Signals or Fast Radio Bursts 
observed were the following with their correspond Sign, 
color and Seal Judgment order. 
 
1. FRB 180924 - located in Aquarius | correlates with Sagittarius: 
White – Seal 1: AntiChrist 
2. FRB 181112 - located in Grus | correlates with Scorpio: Red – 
Seal 2: War 
3. FRB 190102 - located in Indus | correlates with Lupus: Black – 
Seal 3: Famine/Plagues 
4. FRB 190608 – located in Octans | correlates with Centaur: 
Green – Seal 4: Death 

 
Thus, the 4 Signal’s ring-shaped composition has deemed 
them Odd Radio Circles ORCs. Astronomers have yet to 
determine what is causing this ‘Signaling’ phenomenon. 
This is when this study seeks to cross over and take such 
Signals as exactly what they are, ‘Signs’. Now if they are 
somehow Biblical or Prophetic, that remains to be seen but 
nonetheless, based on Biblical Astronomy, this crossover 
will be explained. But first a Biblical astronomical array of 
meaning ascribed to the constellation of Aquarius will be 
presented to set the foundation.  
 
According to the work and Biblical research of E.W. 
Bullinger, the following nomenclature will be discussed and 
presented pertaining to the prophetic implication and 
interpretation of the Sign of Aquarius. The discourse will be 
in summary form. Aquarius is called the ‘Water Bearer’ 
since ancient times. The Sign is that of a Man carrying a 
Jar of Water that is being poured-out onto Fish. Biblically 
speaking, this Sign composes 1 of the 4 main Celestial 
Coordinates or ‘corners’ of the Universe. It has its 
corresponding Star Guardian, Fomalhaut. The other 3 
Celestial Sentinels are Scorpio with Star Antares, Leo with 
Regulus and Taurus with Aldebaran.  
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The Sign 
These astronomical Sentinels of the known Universe are a 
copy of the true types that are said to be guarding the 
throne of YHVH, the Creator of all in Heaven. From many 
depictions found in Bible Scriptures, one can see the 
imagery given to show how there are 4 Living Creatures, 
that of a Man, Eagle, Lion and Bull. These in turn also have 
a Scriptural inference to the 4 Gospels that display a facet 
and/or character dimension of Jesus’s ministry while on 
Earth. It is that of a Man, a Servant, a King and GOD.  
 

 
The Sign of Aquarius is of a Man pouring-out a Jar of Water. 
 
According to the findings of Bullinger, Aquarius, the Man 
with the Jar of Water speaks of the atonement of Jesus 
Christ made for His People, the redeemed ‘Fish’, 
comprised of Israel and the Gentiles. This is why in the 
most ancient depictions of Aquarius, there were 2 Urns and 
2 corresponding Fish. Aquarius in the Biblical sense speaks 
of the blessings being poured out. The Dendera Zodiac of 
Egypt named him Hupei Tirion, which means, ‘the place of 
him coming down to pour forth’. The Aquarius Sign speaks 
of how Jesus is the fountain of true living and satisfying 
water. This echoes the encounter Jesus had with the 
Samarian woman at Jacob’s well.  
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It also speaks to the flow of the Holy Spirit that is promised 
to be as a living source of water and life that satiates the 
Redeemed in Jesus Christ. Jesus is the well of life. Yet 
there has been a complaint made by YHVH against His 
People. Israel and often the Followers of Jesus seek other 
cisterns that are broken and cannot hold water as Jeremiah 
2:13 states. ‘My People have exchanged their glorious 
GOD for worthless idols, said YHVH. They have forsaken 
Me, the Spring of Living Water, and have dug their own 
cisterns, broken cisterns that cannot hold water. Like idols, 
broken cisterns leave us thirsty and longing for living water, 
a gushing spring that never runs dry.’ The following Stars of 
Aquarius are categorized along with their ancient 
astronomical name and prophetic meaning in reference to 
the work accomplished by Jesus Christ.  
 
The Star α Sa'ad al Melik = the record of the pouring forth. 
The Star β Saad al Sund = who goes and returns. 
The Star δ Scheat = who goes and returns. 
The Star Mon or Meon = an urn. 
 
Those who know and have studied Biblical Astronomy 
realize that the 12 Signs or 13 now with Ophiuchus are the 
markers or ‘Signals’ of YHVH’s Plan of Redemption for the 
Human Race brought about by the work of Jesus Christ. 
Each Sign is a facet of the nature and outcome of Jesus’ 
work, astronomically displayed in the heavens as a giant 
storyline told without words. Aquarius is the picture of 
Jesus, humbling Himself to become a man to suffer as a 
Servant to the point of an unjust death. Why? To pour out a 
blessing and source of Eternal Life back to Adam and Eve’s 
fallen race due to the expulsion of the Garden of Eden that 
resulted in death, both physical and spiritual, eternally. And 
eventually, He will pour out His wrath during the Tribulation 
Period. It was Jesus who stated from the Cross of Calvary, 
‘I AM poured out like water’, fulfilling Psalm 22 
prophetically. It echoed how the Lamb of YHVH, the Man 
would be given for the ‘Fish’.  
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And thus, it has been the Age of Pisces ever since, until 
now. Interestingly, Aquarius has 3 minor constellations that 
it rules, Piscis Australis, Pegasus and Cygnus. This is how 
Aquarius is tied to the end of the Church Age and the 
Rapture event of the Bride of Christ. The Star named Fom 
al Haut, or the ‘mouth of the fish’ is what Christ came to 
provide as noted. It is in Pegasus or Pe Ka Sus in the 
ancient renditions that is a winged horse. It speaks of 
‘being brought near’, ‘swiftly’. It speaks of a coming rescue 
as one of the fish of Pisces, the smaller one is on 
horseback and being ‘raptured’ away. 
 
Pegasus is also attached to Andromeda, the Chained 
Woman that speaks of the current earthly bound condition 
of the Church Age. One day the deliverance will occur. This 
has actually already occurred at the Cross of Calvary. The 
actual glorification will not occur until the point of the 
Resurrection and Rapture. Many believe that the Age of 
Aquarius has started and the end of the Age of Pisces of 
the ‘Fish’, or Christianity as in the Church Age has come to 
an end or ‘harvest’. Do the 4 Signals coming from deep 
space thus signal such a time is fast approaching? 
Remember that as far as ‘Signs’ go, they are not the event 
themselves but speak of the inference to occur sometime in 
the future.  
 
Do these 4 Signals coming from deep space perhaps 
signal an end of and Age? Consider the meaning of the 
number 4 Biblically. This is taken from BibleStudy.org. The 
number 4 derives its meaning from Creation. On the 4th day 
of what is called 'Creation Week' , YHVH completed the 
material Universe. On that day YHVH brought into 
existence the Sun, Moon, and the Stars. Their purpose was 
to give off light, but also to divide the day from the night on 
earth, thus becoming a basic demarcation of time and 
Ages. They ‘Signal’ the marking-off of days, years and 
seasons, etc.  
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End of a Prophetic Time? 
Interestingly, the Hebrew word for 'seasons' is Moed which 
literally translated is ‘Appointed Times’ or divine 
appointments. This is directly referenced to YHVH's 7 main 
Feasts. The 4th of the 10 Commandments is to ‘Remember 
and keep YHVH's holy Sabbath Day. Thus, the Sabbath is 
a completion of time. As one can sense also, the number 4 
is tied to the dispensations of the Ages. And how during 
that last Passover with Jesus, there was a ‘changing of the 
Ages’ to occur. 
 

 
The 4 Horsemen of the Apocalypse, first 4 of 7 Seal Judgments. 
 

Thus, perhaps the Age now of the ‘Fish’ with Aquarius as 
its ‘Sign’ is signaling that the next Age is about to begin. 
This changing of dispensations is alluded to as in 
Revelation 4 whereby, in Jewish Gematria the number 4 
signifies the 4th letter, Dalet and thus a 'door'. It is in the 
sense of leaving one state of being for a subsequent one. 
This notion of a door analogy is not far-fetched as the 
astronomical array occurs just ‘outside’ the Golden Gate. It 
is the ‘door’ to and from Heaven -astronomically and as 
Revelation 4 depicts, such a pouring out of the Seal 
Judgments to begin after the Rapture. It is from the Throne 
that judgments then start with the 4 Horsemen of the 
Apocalypse that appear to be ‘coming out of the gates’. 

https://www.biblestudy.org/bibleref/holy-days/overview-of-holy-days.html
https://www.biblestudy.org/bibleref/holy-days/overview-of-holy-days.html
https://www.biblestudy.org/godsrest/why-keep-the-sabbath-day.html
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The Age now of the ‘Fish’ with Aquarius as its ‘Sign’ is 
signaling that the next Age is about to begin. Many believe 
it will astrologically begin on the Winter Solstice of 
December 21, 2020 when the Grand Conjunction of Jupiter 
occurs with Saturn and Pluto at 0 degrees Aquarius. How 
one likes to connect the 4 Signals found in deep space with 
the Biblical prophecy stems from the meaning of one of 
Aquarius’ domain, that for Cygnus. One of its Stars, Sadr 
means, ‘who returns as in a circle’. This is exactly how the 
Signals are being described scientifically.  
 
All this is by way of presenting the following astronomical 
correlations to the 4 Horseman of the Apocalypse. 
Consider where and when these deep space 4 Signals 
occurred. They start at the very heart of Aquarius, with FRB 
1900608 near the Star, Ancha. The Signals occur down as 
if being ‘poured out’ with FRB 180924 in Grus, then with 
FRB 181112 in Indus. The last Signal, FRB 190102 was 
found in Octans. This is not to say more will not be found. 
This is especially true as the technology now exists and is 
ever becoming more sophisticated to detect such 
anomalies. Thus, what is fascinating to ascertain is that the 
positions of each of the 4 Signals first discovered appear to 
correspond to the 1st 4 constellation Signs that run from 
the Ecliptic downwards and alongside the Galactic Equator. 
 
Perhaps. But if one then applies a Biblical correlate, of the 
1st 4 Seal Judgments to each of these 4 Signs, they 
appear to match. How so? The 1st Seal Judgment is that of 
the White Horse Prince. It speaks of a false peace the 
coming AntiChrist leader; a man will sway the world with in 
pure deception. Interesting, many have rightly noted that 
the Greek word for the archery that Sagittarius holds has 
no bow. However, the root word suggests not only a bow 
but a poison. Many believe that the current COVID-19 
plandemic will be the main cause to usher-in the coming 
AntiChrist, as if to be white and pure to be revealed after 
the Rapture event. 
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New Covenant Code 
The 2nd Signaling, that of FRB 180924 appears to 
correlate to the same latitude as Scorpio. It is rather 
interesting or if by coincidence that the Star of Scorpio is 
Antares, the Giant Red Sun. Scorpio speaks of war and 
contention, etc. Then there is the 3rd Signal, FRB 181112 
that appears to correlate to the constellation of Lupus. 
Lupus is the Victim that corresponds to the 3rd Seal 
Judgment being opened and the 3rd Horsemen is seen as 
a Black Horse. It represents Famine and Plagues, etc. 
Then the 4th Signal, FRB 190102 that appears to 
correspond in latitude to the Centaur.  

 
Fast Radio Burst of light occurring like a ‘Morse Code’ effect. 
 
The Southern Cross or Crux is situated here, apropos for 
the symbol of death. This in turn would correspond to the 
4th Horseman of the Apocalypse, the Green Horse whose 
riders are both Death and Hades. This horses pale coloring 
is in essence a ‘Chlorine’ or greenish color. As one can 
begin to sense, there is more than meets the eye, 
astronomically as one looks up to contemplate the Stars 
above. The next section will attempt to bridge the deep 
space 4 Signals with the Sign of Aquarius that started the 
Signals from its ‘heart’ with Biblical typologies found during 
the Passover event as described in the Gospels just before 
Jesus went to the Cross of Calvary.  
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This study would like to reference a 10-year old study 
written with link about Passover and its possible Aquarius 
Code. ‘The Aquarian Code found in Passover’. How so? 
Consider that there were 2 ‘Signs’ Jesus told His Disciple to 
take note of in knowing where and when to prepare for the 
Passover meal to be celebrated early before the actual 
Passover. The 2 Signs were to find a ‘man carrying a jar of 
water’. This person would in turn show them where a large 
‘Upper Room’ would be situated at. Why is this important? 
The number 4 is all about time as noted. 
 
Consider that it was at the Passover meal that Jesus set in 
motion the protocols for the coming Church Age, of Pisces. 
He established the New Covenant and promised to ‘go and 
return’, just like Aquarius. And He would be ‘poured-out’ 
and like Pegasus, Jesus would Himself come to dispatch 
the Bride, as the ‘Andromeda’ to lose her form the centuries 
of oppression at the hands of her many enemies and 
adversaries. Like the small Fish riding Pegasus, the Signal 
of Aquarius is thus connected to the place and timing of the 
Great Escape, the snatching away. Realize that what 
began at Passover with the betrothal marriage ceremony 
with the 4 cups, will be completed at a future Pentecostal 
wheat harvest time and that of a New Wine. 
 
This will be accomplished after the Rapture. Thus, the 
Signals coming from the ‘heart’ of Aquarius astronomically 
can be translated prophetically starting with the meaning of 
Passover and end of the Age. Thus, this study briefly seeks 
to depict a prophetic correlation of the 3 Passover Cups to 
the Church Age dispensation, of its Sanctification, 
Purification and Redemption (Rapture) time sequence. The 
Passover account in the 1st Century is striking. Jesus 
Christ, the Greater Aquarius took His outer garment and 
wrapped Himself with a towel. He carried a Jar or Urn of 
Water. He then poured water on a basin to wash the 
Disciple’s feet, the ‘Fish’ in preparation for the meal.  
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Prophetic Parallels? 
With this, Christ showed that He was the Passover hidden 
‘Code of Aquarius’. Jesus not only poured out water to 
wash outwardly, but His Blood at the Cross of Calvary was 
poured-out to cleanse inwardly. And if the times are to be a 
parallel, the Bride of Christ should be cleansing herself in 
these Last Days. That like the 4 Signals from Deep Space, 
YHVH ‘Signaled’ to Humanity a coming message. Jesus 
was that message, a double entendre, of a blessing to be 
poured-out to His People for redemption and a pouring-out 
of wrath for those wishing to continue in their rebellion at 
the end of the Church Age.  
 
This study thus argues that as the 1st pouring-out has 
occurred is about to be completed with the end of the 
Church Age New Covenant. The 2nd pouring-out of the 
Lamb’s wrath is about to begin with the breaking of the 
Seal Judgments that perhaps, astronomically YHVH is 
‘Signaling’ even now with the 4 Signals from Deep Space. 
Is it of the coming 4 Horsemen of the Apocalypse? They 
will commence the 70th Week of Years per Daniel after the 
Rapture takes place first. With the 3 Cups of Passover, 
Jesus is prophetically utilizing a 3-step initiation of 
transforming His Redeemed throughout the Church Age. 

 
The 4th Cup or Age will be that of the Glorification. This 
time corresponds to the Millennial Kingdom to come. Sadly, 
Lucifer is also using a counterfeit 3-step transition of 
Humanity presently. It is based on the Hegelian Dialectic of 
Problem, Reaction Solution. Or in occultic terms, this 3-
stage ritual is being used for the coming 5th Age of 
Aquarius: Separation, Transformation, Incorporation. This 
is the Satanic Spell and strategy to have all of Humanity be 
transformed and conditioned to usher-in their Luciferian 
New World Order.  And this is what is occurring now with 
the plandemics in preparation of the coming reset. 
Humanity in the world is being subjected to a Satanic ritual.  
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It is a time where humans are told to separate, cover up, 
who they can see, what they can buy, where they can 
work, and what they can think and/or say, etc. They are 
tearing-down Humanity created in the image and likeness 
of YHVH and reconstituting it in their own Luciferian image. 
How are these 3 stages of transformation related to the 3 
Cups of Passover? Realize that the occurrences that took 
place at the Passover was a ritual also. The point is that if 
the 3 types of Cups started at a Passover initiated the 
coming Church Age, then it could end with Pentecost for 
the largely Gentile Church Age period. And all this tied to 
the 4 Signs astronomically appearing to correlate to the 
deep space 4 Signals starting from Aquarius as it is 
occurring now. 
 
It might be a possibility that as Jesus provided ‘Codes’ or 
Signs to His disciples regarding the Passover preparations 
for the Upper Room celebration then, is He not possibly 
doing the same now in preparation for the Heavenly one? 
How so? Has not the Celestial Signs in the Sun, Moon and 
the Stars especially since the last decade been amazing? 
Then one has seen in 2020 alone the Triad of the solar and 
lunar eclipses, the solar one in-between being on the 
Summer Solstice. Then one of the lunar ones being over 
the American Capital on its Independence Day.  
 
Then the various comets, Atlas that conjoined the Pleiades 
as did Venus. Then there was the Roar of the Lion Super 
Flare phenomenon recorded in Leo. Then the comet 
NEOWISE that many are saying means ‘New Wine’ as a 
possible inference to the fulfillment of the last Passover 
with Jesus to be conclude at a future Pentecost time 
perhaps. Now as to the 4 Signals coming from deep Space, 
it all depends where and when these Signals come to light. 
If the correlations to the pending 4 Horsemen of the 
Apocalypse are valid and true, then such a crossover to 
Biblical Astronomy is legitimate to ascertain from. YHVH is 
divulging the Signs in rapid successive order and do seem 
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to correlate prophetically to the storyline astronomically. 
It is occurring in sequence of how they are portrayed to 
happen in the Bible even. This cannot be mere 
coincidence. Thus, the 4 Signals found in deep space are 
keeping with the sequence of prophetic events yet to occur, 
especially with the initial 4 Horsemen of the Apocalypse. If 
at least astronomically, but if the subsequent portion of the 
story-line is to take place, perhaps then it is to be soon. 
One cannot know the exact year. However, such 
Astronomical Signs are becoming more frequent. 
 

 
Antennas of CSIRO's ASKAP telescope, Australia. CSIRO 
 
Meaning that after the Rapture of the Bride of Christ, the 
risen and conquering Lamb of YHVH, Jesus and the Bride 
by His side will then pour out the Seal Judgments upon the 
Earth. This will be for sure. They will start with the 4 main 
Trumpet Blasts and these will constitute the unleashing of 
the 4 Horsemen of the Apocalypse. They will be poured-out 
like an Aquarius. So, to reiterate, as Christ gave those 
Signs to His Disciples of what to look for in the 1st century 
Passover, perhaps with the same sort of ‘Signals’ 
astronomically now being recorded could be a ‘Code’.  
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The new finding could attest to the prophetic relevance to 
the End Times Disciples in the End of Days of the Church 
Age. Or in other words, to say that the Disciples in these 
Last Days’ time, need to be like the Disciples that were 
close to Jesus then, especially at His final hours. So as to 
be keen and recognize the ‘Sign’ given to them specifically 
-of the ‘Man with the Jar of Water’, and then to know where 
and when the Upper Room needed to be prepared, etc.  
 
It is really a reflection of Disciples in the Last Days needing 
to keep their focus of the 'Greater Aquarius' for direction 
and to be prepared for the ‘Upper Room, in this case the 
Throne Room. Thus, to say that End Times Disciples still 
need to keep watching, focusing on Jesus' leading and not 
miss such Signs even in our ‘Last Hours’ that could even 
be given astronomically.  
 
If it be this year, LORD willing and so desired but if not, to 
still be ‘prepping’, spiritually at least. These ‘Codes’ or 
Signals coming from deep space could very well be 
foreshadowing the ‘last’ Passover of the Christian Church 
Age in the year that the ‘Sign’ of the ‘Man carrying a Jar of 
Water’ is to occur in. Will this be the year that this ‘Sign of 
Aquarius’ occurs, heralding the End of the Church Age and 
the Rapture of the Church then? 
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GOSPEL OF GLOBALISTS 
END OF DAYS  
APOCALYPTIC DEPICTIONS  
A Study of the Bank of America Corporate Office 
Lobby Murals 
 
‘As Jesus was sitting on the Mount of Olives, the Disciples came 
to Him privately. Tell us, they said, when will this happen, and 
what will be the Sign of your coming and of the end of the Age? 
Jesus answered: Watch out that no one deceives you. For many 
will come in my name, claiming, I am the Messiah, and will 
deceive many. You will hear of wars and rumors of wars but see 
to it that you are not alarmed. Such things must happen, but the 
end is still to come. Nation will rise against Nation, and Kingdom 
against kingdom. There will be famines and earthquakes in 
Various places. All these are the beginning of birth pains.’  
-Matthew 24:3-8 
 
The purpose of this chapter is to present an example of the 
overt Predictive Programming that occurs with the 
Luciferian Globalist depiction of their version of the End 
Times or Eschatology. This example is taken from the 3 
Mural Panels or tiles framed in the lobby of the corporate 
headquarters of the Bank of America BOA in Charlotte, 
North Carolina in the USA. This headquarters serves as 1 
of the main financial hubs essentially for all the Americas or 
the Western Hemisphere. Most may not realize but the 
Bank of America used to be called the Bank of Italy. And as 
such, it was one of the main channels for money laundering 
for the Bank of the Vatican. The BOA corporate buildings 
are also enveloped in the Luciferian esoteric dimension of 
Sacred Numbers as in this case with 666. If one observes 
carefully, the corporate BOA building in Houston, Texas, for 
example is masked as the 3 Great Pyramids of Giza fused 
together by differences in height. Moreover, each of the 
grades that makeup the floors levels have 6 grades or 
degrees.  
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This makes the architecture a 6-6-6 rendition incorporated 
into the very structure of the building. And as it have been 
presented by pioneer researchers, the 3 Giza Pyramids are 
a motif mirroring the 3 Belt Stars of Orion, etc. Thus, just on 
the outset and outside, the landmarks owned and operated 
by the Luciferians gives the world a clue as to their timeline, 
their storyline or as this articles calls, their ‘Gospel’. The 
definition of ‘Gospel’ is the ‘Good News’, but it is in 
reference to the news of Jesus and what He came to 
proclaim and do. The Gospel of Jesus is that He was to be 
the Promised Sacrifice to redeem a lost Humanity and 
restore it to its former glory and more. 
 
The message is of a  free gift of salvation by faith alone 
and is the only way to be redeemed. The other aspect of 
the Gospel message of Jesus is that He will establish His 
Kingdom on Earth in the end but not before having to 
defeat and destroy, ‘the Works of the Devil’, or Lucifer. As 
there is a state of war in Heaven presently between Lucifer 
and YHVH, it has involved Humanity on Earth and it is the 
core and for the taking. The souls of every human stands in 
the balance and Humanity has been given a choice as to 
what ‘Gospel’ is true and what the ultimate outcome will be.  
In this regard, the timeline used by both are the same.  
 
This is depicted by the 3 Murals Panels in the lobby of the 
corporate office of the Bank of America headquarters in 
Charlotte, North Carolina, USA. Thus, the Gospel 
According to the Globalists. Why this title? It is understood 
that the Bible teaches that the abdication of Adam and Eve’ 
authority, power and dominion in the Garden of Eden, was 
capitulating and was transferred to Lucifer who now rules 
over the Earth and its government. They chose to believe 
Lucifer’s lie through deception and as a consequence, the 
world governments, for one have been under his power. 
Lucifer presently still commands the Nation’s governments 
and all those humans that are in league with him in a quest 
to secure their version of their ‘Gospel’ comes to fruition. 
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Lucifer is a defeated foe due to the work of Jesus at the 
Cross of Calvary. However, YHVH does set-up and cast-
down world leaders as He wills. But the power and 
authority, even though now all has been given to Jesus in 
Heaven, on Earth and below Earth will not be entirely 
possessed until His 2nd coming. Until that time, the 
Luciferian Globalists seek to alter the final Biblical outcome 
of the timeline. They seek the Great Work of ushering-in 
their Luciferian Kingdom and Christ instead of Jesus, etc. 
To this end, this is what the 3 Mural Panels depict very 
interestingly as they portray key scenes from the book of 
Revelation. 
 
They are a ‘snapshot’ of what is to come apocalyptically. 
The question is, why would such horrific scenes of 
catastrophe and chaos be depicted in such a lobby of a 
major corporation and in plain sight? It is an example of 
their Predictive Programming. In this case, it is not anything 
prophetic that they have divulged that the book of 
Revelation has not already done that. What the 3 Mural 
Panels do depict are some interesting aspects that might 
be clues as to the idiosyncrasies that the book of 
Revelation may not have emphasized. 
 
And these aspects will be examined for each of the 3 Mural 
Panels. In fact, it is Jesus who is the Revealer and given 
the account and timeline to the last living Apostle, John, the 
Beloved. John is the euphemism for the Bride of Christ and 
how he was ‘raptured’ up to be shown what was, is and 
would take place thereafter. This study does take the 
theological position that the ‘translation’ of John in chapter 
4 is the 1st of 7 Raptures or ‘Translations’ that occur in the 
book of Revelation, which is the book of 7’s. What the chart 
accompanying this study will depict are the 3 Mural Panels 
of the corporate lobby with the overlay of the 22 chapters of 
the book of Revelation. This will give one a better visual 
and where the 3 apocalyptic Mural Panels fit in the timeline.  
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Awaiting Apocalypse  
The book of Revelation timeline, in this case is reversed as 
that is how the 3 Mural Panels are to be read, from right to 
left. The 22 chapter timeline starts with the Parousia of the 
Rapture event, after the 7-fold evaluation of the 7 Churches 
of Asia. It is after the 1st Rapture, that of John that then the 
4 Horseman of the Apocalypse are released. It is at this 
point that once the Bride is seated as the 24 Elders in the 
Court of Heaven and she faces her accuser, Lucifer, that 
the Judge is handed the 7-Sealed Scroll of the Lamb. The 
breaking of the Seals is the start of the all-inclusive and 
comprehensive judgment of Lucifer. It is an adjudication 
and reading of a will.  
 
But in this case the deceased, Jesus, is resurrected and 
now able to read His own will and execute the terms listed. 
Which by the way, no human would have been able to 
possibly open it, but Jesus. The timeline is then divided into 
the 1260-day counts or of the 42 months, etc. Then the 3 
Murals will be correlated to the timeline that actually only 
spans the 1st half of the Tribulation Period. This study 
suggests and takes the position that the Tribulation Period 
is 7 years, that is 7 Prophetic Years of 360 days. And that 
the 2nd half is called the Great Tribulation that Jesus was 
referencing at the Olivet Discourse to His Disciples.  
 
This is why there is confusion as to the timing of the 
Rapture, especially if one is only seeing myopically this 
section but then extrapolates it to the entire timeline. In fact 
the 4 major descriptions of the Olivet Discourse perfectly 
match the effects of the 4 Horseman of the Apocalypse. 
They are the following. 1. False Christ and deception 
through Peace and Security. 2. World wars and conflicts. 3. 
Feminine and mass inflation, scarcities. 4. Death and 
destruction. With this backdrop in mind, one will next 
decode, to one’s best understanding the 3 Mural Panels. 
They might hold particular clues as to details that should be 
noted.  
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Note that here have been others over the years that have 
also attempted to decipher the 3 Mural Panels to some 
degree and a measure of agreeability. But others have 
fallen short and have been off in their interpretation in one’s 
opinion. However, at the core, what most would and do 
agree is that there is a coming Apocalypse, there is a 
coming Rapture event and there is coming a release of the 
ancient and detained entities back to the surface of the 
Earth. In terms of the 1st Mural Panel to the right as one 
sees them directly in front in the lobby, it is a depiction of a 
male child, blond facing forward. 
 
There are 3 people to the left offset, a black man, a white 
man and a white woman. There is a red-white 
checkerboard floor and in the background, there are some 
unusually scenes. There is a Stairway to Heaven and a 
woman within a Tesseract being floated-up. She is 
connected to an Annual type of solar eclipse called the 
Wedding Ring of Fire. There is an in-coming asteroid that 
burns the trees as a man is unaware, distracted. Then 
there is the Great Pyramid in the background. What does 
all this mean? Well, from a Biblical interpretation based on 
one’s research and understanding, the following is 
suggested and presented. The Man-Child is the debut of 
the coming AntiChrist.  
 
He is taking front stage from the support and workings of 
the Luciferian Secret Societies. Such is the trifecta of 
human people, that many ascribe to being Obama, Biden 
and Hillary. They extend their hand as to give power and 
authority to the Man-Child. Whomever this Man-Child will 
be, that remains to be seen but according to the Bible, only 
after the Woman is Raptured up is he revealed. This is 
what the Stairway to Heaven depicts and it is interesting 
how the Woman is within a Tesseract. In prior studies, it 
has been shown how a Tesseract is essentially a ‘Key’, a 
‘Portal Chamber’, a ‘Vehicle’, whereby one is able to be 
transported or transformed in-between dimension, etc. 
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Controlled Chaos  
This alludes to what will occur at the Rapture event. 
Interestingly, the Rapture event appears to be tied to not 
just any type of solar eclipse that totally blocks-out the 
Moon. The Rapture event is being depicted to occur near 
an Annular type, meaning that the disk of the Moon is 
slightly smaller making a ‘Ring of Fire’ effect during the 
solar eclipse. It is also interesting to see the ‘wedding’ 
connection as such types of solar eclipses are called 
Wedding Ring eclipse, etc. Note that as the Man-Child is at 
the forefront, the Rapture is occurring in the back, meaning 
that the Rapture happening will facilitate then the world’s 
attention to this coming ‘Savior or the world’. 
 
But at that time thereafter is when world cataclysmic events 
will start to occur as well. For example, the book of 
Revelation does speak of a Star that will fall to Earth and 
burns .33 of the trees and grass. And that Humanity on 
Earth will not be prepared for this as billions will be dying. 
Lastly the Great Pyramid motif is included. It is rather 
interesting as the mysteries of the Great Pyramid suggest a 
Cosmic Clock that tracks the Ages and their end. In this 
case, and of the end of the Church Age, that has occurred 
in approximate tandem with the Age of Pisces. It is the Age 
of Aquarius that is next in line. 
 
The Great Pyramid can also be seen as a euphemism of 
having the Body of Christ, as a building made up of ‘Living 
Stones’ having now been completed and ready for 
extraction from Earth. The 2nd Mural Panel is that what 
occurs after the Rapture Event but with that event still 
present for contrasting. The mural depicts apocalyptic 
conditions while a pure body of humans enveloped in ‘Fire 
Doves’. It is thus suggested that this ‘Body’, corporately 
fused but made up of individual members are the 
representation of the raptured Bride of Christ extracted 
from Earth. They are enveloped with the Biblical motif of 
the Holy Spirit, where it is a Dove set ablaze, Pentecost.  
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This motif is the antithesis to the Luciferian Phoenix 
counterfeit motif, etc. Then below, on Earth the scene has 
the following conditions. There are war ribbons and a 
military solder that speaks of war and Martial Law. There is 
a man, malnourished set up against a pole with a note 
attached on the top. This is reminiscent of the crucifixion of 
Jesus and the Holocaust Survivors. It speaks of the coming 
persecution for both Christians and Remnant Jews that will 
be putting their faith, trust and allegiance to Jesus, during 
the 7-year Tribulation Period, thus the Tribulation Saints. 
 
There is chaos and destruction as it appears to be a total 
collapse of the human institutions struggling to maintain 
order. There is rioting occurring and an apparent pandemic 
of sorts as one person is donning a hazmat suit. Other 
people are begging for food and a net is spanning the 
scene. This could be alluding to the coming ‘Sky-Net’ 
operation to have all the world connected to the internet 
and eventual Mark of the Beast system. It will be a China-
style ‘surveillance state’ or a Prison Planet in what is to be 
the case. It will be happening exactly as the book of 
Revelation discloses. The 3rd Mural Panel is a depiction of 
a much calmer scene. It is of men working in nature as it 
was during the Depression Era of the 1930’s in the USA. 
 
There were public work projects that helped develop the 
land for forests and public parks, etc. There is a prominent 
man with a shovel in his Left Hand. He is obviously of 
African heritage. He is looking towards a ridge where an 
image of a ‘Giant’ man is sleeping on the slope of the ridge 
as if hibernating and awaiting to be woken-up. Then 
interestingly, there are 12 minors below the Earth with 7 
shovels. Based on the chronologically or ‘Gospel of the 
Globalists’  timeline, they are messaging in disguise their 
anticipated release of the Titans from Tartarus. In the first 
place, this depiction is a mockery of Jesus and His 12 
Apostles.  
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The AntiChrist figure is left-handed and in the Luciferian 
world, it is the ‘Scenester Hand’, as opposed to the godly 
Right Hand inferences made in the Bible. In the book of 
Enoch, it is understood that in the 70th Generation or the 
last one before Jesus returns with His Saints or Bride, that 
the Giants that were destroyed and buried beneath the 
earth would be coming back. They would be used as 
instruments of judgment against the inhabitants of the 
world. But then for the purpose of the continued War of 
Heaven, the campaigns on Earth would also involve the 
release of all those Fallen Ones that are chained-up in 
Tartarus.  
 
These are the Fallen Angels that came down to Mount 
Herman and taught Humanity all the evil that was forbidden 
by YHVH. But they went a step further in that they 
intermixed their DNA to pollute and defile this human 
creation that was unique among all Creation. How so? 
Humanity is the only kind or species made in the ‘Likeness 
and Image’ of YHVH, the Creator. Lucifer will be needing 
more numbers in his ranks as he is out-numbered. Lucifer 
will then rally all his forces as he is cast out of Heaven and 
even from the Air. After the Revelation 12 midpoint, Lucifer 
will attempt to invade Heaven, but it will be at that point in 
time that he will be thrust down to Earth instead. On  
 
Earth, Lucifer will try to amass an Angelic Army to make 
one last attempt on this side of the 1000-year Millennial 
Kingdom in preventing Jesus and His Bride from returning 
and possessing the Temple, Jerusalem, Israel and the 
Nations. His last stand will be at Armageddon and in 
Jerusalem. It will be like the Battle of the Alamo in Texas 
against the Mexican Army of Santa Ana. But that will be the 
occasion in which Jesus returns and puts a stop to such a 
false ‘Gospel’ and intended change of outcome. It will be at 
that time and place where Jesus will cast Lucifer in that 
Bottomless Pit for the 1000-year duration of the Millennial 
Kingdom on Earth.  
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But suffice to say, that with these 3 Mural Panels in the 
Bank of America’s corporate office in the USA, are just 3 
snapshots, glimpses of the same timeline used that they, 
the Luciferians however hope and are expecting will have 
the opposite outcome. That New World Order will be 
coming but it will be of Jesus’.  
 
It will be a restoration of Paradise and a perfect 
environment where the Bride of Christ will be the 
Governors of the Nations to lead the world to Christ Jesus 
teaching, fellowship, worship and prayer. Jesus will rule 
from Jerusalem in the 4th Temple of Ezekiel. This is the 
true outcome of the Gospel, according to Jesus, not 
Lucifer. And realize that the storyline continues but one 
must read the book of Revelation to confirm the ultimate 
outcomes. 
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CALENDAR 
RECALIBRATIONS  
CHURCH AGE BEGINNING AND 
ENDING 
Synchronizing the Crucifixion Day of the Week 
 
‘Therefore, because it was the Preparation Day, that the bodies 
should not remain on the cross on the Sabbath (for that Sabbath 
was a high day), the Jews asked Pilate that their legs might be 
broken, and that they might be taken away. Then the soldiers 
came and broke the legs of the first and of the other who was 
crucified with Him. But when they came to Jesus and saw that 
He was already dead, they did not break His legs. But one of the 
soldiers pierced His side with a spear, and immediately blood 
and water came out.’ -John 19:31-34 
 
The purpose of this chapter is to depict an alternative day 
count of the days of the week that one believes should be 
corresponding more accurately pertaining to the months 
involving Jesus crucifixion, burial, resurrection and 
Pentecost. This study takes the position that the true day of 
Jesus’ crucifixion was on April 14, 32 AD. The timeline also 
involves the months that also thus are suggesting an 
alternative double-count of Pentecost, ‘When it had fully 
come’, of 99 days total.  
 
This is based on the alternative interpretation of Leviticus 
23:16, that suggests a 49-day and then a subsequent 50-
day count. Which in this case would coincide with a New 
Moon on Friday, July 23, 32 AD. The alternate days of the 
week are re-synchronized off the Torah Calendar matrix. 
Why would this apparent recalibration attempt be of any 
significance? Good question. By doing so, in seeing how 
the Church Age started, perhaps it could lend some clues 
and insights as to the timing of how it will end. Clearly, the 
Church Age had a beginning, and it will have an end.  
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One day, the last Gentile that gets ‘saved’ as in accepting 
Jesus will fulfill the ‘quota’ allotted by Christ and the Time of 
the Gentiles will have come to a close. This study and it 
findings also will provide a layer of credibility to the notion 
of how Pentecost is to be truly determined, as a double-
count. Meaning? That Pentecost is mirrored, folded to link 
to both the Spring Feast and the Fall Feasts of the year 
with 49 days corresponding to Spring Feasts and 50 days 
corresponding to the Fall Feasts. Also, the July Pentecost 
date would put this Feast, the middle of the 3 obligatory 
ones right in-between Passover and Sukkot. 
 
The 4 months Jewish Calendar echo the saying of Jesus 
that there would be, ‘4 months and then the harvest’. 
Based in this template, the 1st Jewish month of Nissan 
would correspond to April and the 4th month would 
correspond to July in the Julian Calendar. In this case, 
Pentecost would occur in the 4th Jewish month when the 
Wheat Harvest turns ‘white’ ready for harvest. And perhaps 
when the Bride of Christ is to be ‘harvested’ out of this 
world. One can then have more of a prophetic conference 
to suggest that the same template is to be considered 
when determining the true count of Pentecost in any given 
year. This day would thus be a high watch time for the 
possible Rapture event.  
 
The days are re-calibrated from the Biblical inference that 
Jesus was to be ‘cut off in the midst’ of the week. This 
same language is found in Daniel and Revelation when the 
Messiah and the Daily Scarifies were and are to be , ‘cut-off 
in the midst’. This ‘Midst’ is the key to synchronizing the 
prophetic 7-year Week of Years to come and the Passion 
Week that came. Thus, it would mean that the crucifixion of 
Jesus occurred on a Wednesday. This middle day would 
span the Sunday to Friday days precisely on April 14, 32 
AD. Note that the 7-day week is patterned after the 
Creation and has many references to other prophetic types 
found in the Bible.  
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Back to the Future  
One such example is the Menorah that was used to light 
the Holies in the Tabernacle of Moses and later the 
Temples that stood on the Temple Mount in Jerusalem. The 
4th Stem was and is called the Servant Stem. It is whereby 
the light is acquired first to light the rest of the branches. In 
the Bible, Jesus stated that He is the, ‘Light of the World’. 
And that He came to shine in the darkness and rekindle the 
snuffed-out flame of the human spirit and soul. Yet, 
interestingly, it was on the 4th day, precisely in the middle of 
the week, that YHVH created the Light of the Luminaries, 
that of the Sun, Moon and the Stars for Earth. 
 
Yet it was the 4th day, a Wednesday that Jesus, being the 
Light of the World was snuffed-out so Humanity’s ‘Light’ 
could be relit. Realize that before the Gregorian Calendar, 
the Julian Calendar was in sync with the Jewish Rabbinical 
one. Thus in the Jewish reckoning of time, the month of 
April directly corresponded to the 1st month of Nisan and 
Passover on April 14, 32 AD equally corresponded to the 
Julian Calendar.  
 
It is understood that this alternative day count being 
presented of the week days being recalibrated to the 
crucifixion of Jesus here goes against all conventional 
reckoning of time but realize that any date prior to 1582 is 
noted as being incorrect. Is this by design? Is it to keep the 
event of one of the greatest events in human history 
ambiguous? Yes. Perhaps. But this is one of the points of 
the study, that the weekly days, as in Sunday, Monday, 
Tuesday, etc., are out of sync as it is presently calculated. 
However, the events, both celestial as in the eclipses, the 
cycles of the Moon and the Feasts of YHVH are accurate. 
Thus, what this study will seek to show is that by 
synchronizing the crucifixion day of the April 14, 32 AD date 
to a Wednesday, one can then recalibrate the correct time 
from that point onward.  
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It is a bold proposition but only a supposition based on the 
astronomical re-alignment that took place on that day, both 
of a solar and lunar eclipse. How so. First of all, consider 
that if the current weekly dates are ‘accurate’, based on the 
Torah Calendar, for example the crucifixion took place on a 
Monday. If this was the case, then there would be ‘0’ 
chance of a Friday to Sunday burial timeframe that is 
traditionally upheld by the Roman Catholics, which in itself 
is problematic in the first place and for a subsequent study 
altogether.  
 
It is also understood that there are alternative crucifixion 
years that have been studied with such notions that Jesus 
was 33 years old and thus died on April of 33 AD. This is 
also problematic in that if one takes the astronomical 
alignments of -3 BC and triangulates that to the start of 
Jesus’ public ministry with the proclamation of the Jubilee 
Year from the pulpit of His Nazareth Synagogue in 28 AD.It 
would also be impossible to have any alternative date but 
32 AD as that is the 3rd point in the triangulation that 
appears to confirm the suggested re-calibration of the 
month with the weekly days.  
 
The following will be several key observation made and 
presented based on this recalibration of the weekly days 
set to the crucifixion of Jesus to a Wednesday on April 14, 
32 AD. The following 7 dates are suggested to be the more 
correct correlation to when the astronomical events and 
those of Jesus occurred in the first 4 months of the Jewish 
Calendar starting with Nisan or April of that year. Again, this 
assertion is stipulated on synchronizing the crucifixion day 
of April 14, 32 AD really should be recalibrated to a 
Wednesday. This is the ‘midst’ of the week and assuming 
the year 32 AD was the year of Jesus’ death. It would 
triangulate the other 2 pieces of evidence which are Jesus’ 
birth in -3 BC and the start of Jesus’ public ministry with the 
proclamation of the Jubilee Year in 28 AD. This would make 
Jesus out to be 33 years old when He was crucified, etc.  
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Recalibrations 
 
1. April 10, 32 AD Triumphal Entry – on Sabbath 

Jesus entered Jerusalem on the Sabbath, 4 days prior to the 
Passover as ‘Passover Lamb’ had to be ‘inspected’ by the High 
Priest.  
 
2. April 10, 32 AD Lord’s Super 
The Preparation Meal was observed in the Upper Room on 
Mount Zion. Jesus made a promise of return for His ‘Bride’. 
 
3. April 14, 32 AD Crucifixion Day – Full Moon 
Jesus time on the cross corresponded to the 9am and 3pm 
Morning and Evening Sacrifices. He was on the cross from 9am-
3pm and buried before High Day Sabbath sundown Passover 
Meal.  
 
Both solar and lunar eclipses occurred on the same day of the 
crucifixion. Then there was total darkness of all the Earth by a 
body 7x size of Earth that blocked Sun for 3+ hours. Nemesis 
2nd Sun? There was a Blood Moon at midnight like in Egypt that 
occurred over Jerusalem.  
 
4. April 17, 32 AD Resurrection – on Sabbath 
Jesus rose from the dead exactly 72 hours later from when died 
on the Cross or 3 literal 24 hour days, on Saturday, 3pm in 
compliance to the ‘Sign of Jonah’. 
 
5. April 18, 32 AD Pentecost Count – 49 day count started 
after Sabbath 
For Pentecost to fully be counted, the 1st half of the ‘Season’ 
would start on the 1st day from the day after the 1st Sabbath after 
the Sheave Waive Offering, a Sunday there were to be 7 
Sabbaths or 49 days. 
 
6. May 28, 32 AD Ascension – New Moon 
Jesus remained on Earth for 40 days and His last day concluded 
on a New Moon. It was from the pinnacle of the Mount of Olives 
that He rose to Heaven. And Angels testified to the Apostles that 
in the same manner and spot, His foot would touch-down at His 
2nd coming. This will be at Armageddon.  
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7a. June 7, 32 AD Shavuot – 50 day count started on Sabbath 
Then the 2nd count of 50 additional days were to be counted from 
the 7 Sabbaths per Lev 23:16 49 days. This alternate week 
count coincides with the Torah Calendar of Shavuot.  
 
7b. July 28, 32 AD Pentecost – after Sabbath and New Moon 
Start of Church Age on a Sabbath. ‘When Pentecost Fully 
Came’. The question is, will the Church Age conclude on such a 
similar day and day count? 

 
Key Observations 
The 1st observation is that based on this calendar 
recalibration, is that Jesus entered Jerusalem on a Sabbath 
to present Himself before the High Priest to be examined 4 
days prior to the Passover. This was in keeping with the 
typology of the Passover Lamb that was to be slaughtered 
for that evening Sacrifice at 3pm. It had to be without ‘spot 
or blemish’. But most importantly, that in that coming week, 
the Passover Lamb was to be the special one. Thus this 
was the occasion first that Jesus entered Jerusalem in the 
Triumphal Entry, not on a Sunday but on a Saturday. As 
such, Jesus was the LORD of the Sabbath. This date in the 
recalibration of the weekdays would have been Saturday, 
April 10, 32 AD. 
 
It was during those 4 days in Jerusalem that Jesus had His 
worst confrontation and contention with the false usurper 
Jewish High Priest and associates that sought to retain 
their ‘Seat of Moses’ given to them by the Roman Caesar, 
etc.It was Jesus really that was evaluating Israel’s Spiritual 
Leaders and exposing them for what they were all about 
and not true to the mandates of the Seat of Moses, etc. The 
2nd observation is that on that Tuesday evening, Jesus had 
the LORD’s Super or the Passover Meal the day before the 
actual Passover on Wednesday. This was allowed for those 
who had to travel extended miles and had to depart early 
on their journey. This is where Jesus instituted the 
protocols for the proto-Church as it was a Marriage 
Betrothal ceremony and a promise to return for the Bride.  
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Note that out of the 4 cups that were to be memorialized at 
the Seder, the Last Cup, that of Redemption was not taken 
by Jesus and His Disciples. This Last Cup will be taken 
when Jesus finishes the Passover at the Marriage Supper 
of the Lamb. After they finished the meal and sang a last 
hymn that they then went to the Mount of Olives to have an 
All-Night-of-Prayer. It was at this time that Jesus was 
betrayed by Judas, much like Joseph with his brothers. All 
night long, Jesus endured 7 trials before the leaders of 
Israel and Rome. 
 
And after being not found guilty by Pontius Pilate, he 
relented to the demands of the Sanhedrin, the 70 Elders of 
Zion to be killed for what they accused Him of ‘blasphemy’ 
of saying He was the Messiah, the Son of David, the Son of 
GOD, GOD in the flesh. The Gospels state that there was a 
High Sabbath that week the ‘middle of the week’ that the 
People had to prepare for the Passover Meal. Thus, this is 
why every ‘criminal’ hung on a tree or cross had to be ‘died’ 
and be buried by that sunset to not desecrate the Passover 
Sabbath. And this is why by the time the Roman Guards 
came to Jesus to break His legs so He could exfoliate 
faster, Jesus had already died. 
 
Note though that Jesus was not ‘murdered’, and He was 
not a ‘human sacrifice’. How so? Jesus stated plainly that 
His life as not take but given. And that He was a willing 
offering. In fact, Jesus chose the exact timing of His death. 
This is commemorated in the Gospels of the 7 saying of 
Jesus on the cross. Thus, He technically was not a ‘Human 
Sacrifice’ as that is what is misunderstood by the Jews and 
is the offense for many of them to accept Jesus as the 
Messiah. Isaiah 53 clearly states that the Messiah had to 
be ‘cut off’, the word in Hebrew is killed. To the Jews, this 
notion of their Messiah needing to be killed is irreconcilable. 
They see the Messiah as being 2, 1 to die and 1 to rule. 
Yet, it is not understood that it is to be found in 1 person, 
Jesus but in 2 coming or visitations, etc.  
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The 3rd observation is fantastic and will involve the 
astronomical. The first part is dealing with the total lunar 
eclipse that occurred at midnight over Jerusalem that 
Passover night, just like in Egypt. It was in Egypt that the 
Pharaoh relented in liberating the Israelites. The decree he 
made was of murdering all First Born male Hebrews. YHVH 
reversed the curse, the decree came down on not only him 
but all of Egypt. Thus, to the Elders of Zion, the Sanhedrin 
would have been terrified of this Celestial Sign as it 
confirmed and accented the death to this Jewish Rabbi that 
proclaimed the Jubilee Year ‘fulfilled in their hearing’.  
 
To them, they accused Jesus of performing magic and 
sorcery in the Name of Beelzebub, or Lucifer all the while it 
was then that were the Wizards and Warlocks that Ezekiel 
expose in the Temple of YHVH. This Blood Moon occurred 
in the Sign of Libra, the modern depiction of the Scales. 
However, in all ancient depictions of the Mazzaroth or 
Zodiac, it was an Altar and that is what the Cross of Calvary 
became. It was the Altar where the human ‘Lamb of YHVH’ 
was slaughter for the sins of Humanity to make atonement 
or restitution with YHVH. The other half of this observation 
is that from around Noon to 3pm, the sky is noted in the 
Gospels to have become as night.  
 
There was an earthquake, and the People of Jerusalem 
became terrified of this crucifixion spectacle. So, much so, 
that one of the Roman Guards got saved that very moment 
in taking-in all that was occurring on that Hill of Golgotha 
just outside the Damascus Gate. Now it is known, 
astronomically that the maximum amount of time a solar 
eclipse can last is around 7-8 minutes. It would be 
impossible to have one last approximately 3 hours. Now 
some people would say and do that the ‘darkness’ coming 
over the land was spiritual, but in the context of the 
Scriptures, it is clearly depicting an atmospheric 
phenomena. 
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Light Extinguished 
This is the point where it does become sensationalized in 
that according to the research of Gil Broussard’s 
calculations, a celestial body exactly 7 times larger than the 
Earth or that it was projected to be from its position relative 
to Earth’s exactly blocked out the disk of the Sun. And that 
a body this huge would take about 3 hours to compete its 
path, thus the eclipsing of the Sun or ‘solar eclipse. If this is 
what actually happened, then it was a day in human history 
like no other astronomically that has occurred nor will. To 
have both a total lunar eclipse and a total solar eclipse on 
the same day, on Jesus’ day of crucifixion when the Light of 
the World that made the Sun, Moon and Stars die in the 
flesh is ‘astronomical’. It would be magnificent, and words 
are not unable to define it. 
 
Now for those that are rolling their eyes about this time, 
yes, this celestial body is the 2nd Sun that is the binary one 
within the Solar System. It is to return during the 7-year 
Tribulation Period as part of the instrument YHVH will be 
using to judge a wicked, sinful and Christ-rejecting world. It 
will be like the times of Moses and Pharaoh in Egypt where 
the 10 Plagues and the astronomical occurrences will be 
repeating themselves. And to include perhaps Moses as 1 
of the 2 Witnesses as he goes up against the Pharaoh of 
the Last days, the AntiChrist himself and his sorcery and 
false priests as they were in the Court of Pharaoh.  
 
The 4th observation deals with the actual day of the 
resurrection of Jesus. Again, based off of this alternative 
calendar synchronization of the pivotal crucifixion day, 
being Wednesday, it would make the resurrection of Jesus 
to have occurred on ~3pm just before Sunset ending the 
Sabbath on Saturday, April 17. 32 AD. This is why the 
Gospels state, ‘when He HAD risen’. It was on the ‘1st day 
of the week’, that being a Sunday that the women could 
only then travel to the Garden Tomb thinking that they were 
then prepare the body of Jesus with ointments, etc.  
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Double-Time 
One wonders what Jesus was doing that time from 
Saturday evening and all night to when He meet the 
women in the early morning on Sunday. He had not gone to 
Heaven yet to be presented before the Throne as He told 
the women to not touch Him because there after He would. 
The 5th observation is then when does the actual count to 
Pentecost occur? Based on Leviticus 23:16, the 
interpretation is as follows. One is to start the count the day 
after the 1st Sabbath from when the Wheat Sheave Offering 
was made. One thing all could/can agree is that this day 
would be a Sunday. 
 
The Waving of the Sheave was the First Fruit Offering that 
the High Priest made, and that is when Jesus resurrected, 
around thus at the 3pm Evening Sacrifice that then had the 
High Priest present the token of the field. Why? This token 
was to guarantee and ensure that the rest of the Wheat 
Harvest to come on the 4th month would all be secured as 
well. In other words, later the Apostle Paul explained that 
Jesus was the First Fruit of all those that are to be 
resurrected. And that in a military style order, the 
subsequent companies, and units would follow, right up to 
the Rapture event. The Rapture of the Bride of Christ is 
technically the Resurrection.  
 
It will be 1st of all that have died in Christ and then those 
that are alive to dovetail with them. Then both companies 
are to be translated into the sky to meet Jesus in the air or 
2nd Heaven to then be ushered into the Celestial Gate into 
His Throne and Mansions in the 3rd Heaven, etc. With all 
this as a backdrop, the 1st day to count for determining 
Pentecost was April 18, 32 AD. One was to then count 7 
Sabbaths or 49 days. This would land on the 3rd month in 
the Jewish Calendar. Surprisingly, given this splicing 
recalibration using the Torah Calendar, the 49th day lands 
on Shavuot precisely as noted using their count that 
occurred on June 7, 32 AD.  
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This has historical overtures to the liberation of Jerusalem 
during the 6-Day War of 1967 and how 1966 was a 
Sabbatical Year, meaning from 1966 to 2015 was a 
‘Jerusalem Jubilee’ of 49 years. And how in 2015, the last 
of the Tetrad Blood Moons occurred on Sukkot and was 
during a Super Moon. Thus, the subsequent count of 
adding 50 days more would start on the Saturday, June 7, 
32 AD. The 6th observation would be in determining then 
the true day of the Ascension of Jesus. The Gospels teach 
that Jesus remained on Earth with His Disciples for 40 
days. Interestingly, His last day concluded on a New Moon. 
 
It was from the pinnacle of the Mount of Olives that He 
rose, and Angels testified to the Apostles that in the same 
spot, His foot would touch-down at His 2nd coming. This day 
will be at the Battle of Armageddon when Jesus come with 
His Warrior Bride to put a stop to the Luciferian assault on 
Israel, Jerusalem and the Temple. It will be the 2520th day 
of the 7-year Tribulation Period of which the 2nd half is 
called the ‘Time of Jacob’s Trouble’. It will be a horrific 
scene, fare worse than any Hollywood blockbuster movie of 
the End Times. For Israel, according to Zechariah, 3/4th of 
the population will be killed by that time at the hands of the 
false Messiah AntiChrist they accepted with open arms and 
the False Prophet. However, it will be at that time that the 
Jewish Remnant will see Jesus again.  
 
The 7th observation would be in determining then the true 
day the Holy Spirit came down as a ‘Flaming Dove’ and 
with ‘Tongues of Fire’ to rest on the Disciples there and 
then within the Temple Prescript. That was the corporate 
meeting place as that is where they became accustomed to 
assembling after the resurrection of Jesus. They became 
emboldened after that realization and nothing could stop 
their public witness. So, based on this additional counting 
of 50 more days, a type of a Jubilee Year pattern, the day 
was July 28, 32 AD. This day happened to be a New Moon 
as well and a Sabbath.  
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And it gave occasion for the Apostle Peter to rise and 
speak about the correlation of Pentecost with Celestial 
Signs as he made inference to the book of Joel. Surely the 
Sun became black as sackcloth and the Moon turned to 
blood and the Stars gave not their light. Will it be no 
different at the last Pentecost, ‘when it fully comes’? In 
summary, this study has sought to show what it should 
have really looked like in terms of the weekly days 
corresponding more correctly during the crucifixion. As it is 
known, the dates prior to the Gregorian adjustment were 
synced to the Jewish Calendar. 
 
But if one uses any date converters, one will get a note that 
any dates prior to the Gregorian change are not accurate. 
And all such calendars even the Torah Calendar bases 
there’s off these day discrepancies. In splicing the Torah 
Calendar, an alternative recalibration of the week days has 
been provided that one sees as being off by 2 days. Of 
course, one could be totally off as this study takes-on 
EVERYONE, even the U.S. Naval Observatory that 
publishes an official day calculation of such week days 
before the Gregorian Calendar was recalibrated.  
 
But this study is to suggest we are not in sync regarding 
the days of the week relative to the celestial occurrences or 
the Feasts of YHVH for example. But this study has only 
sought to apply the same principle in recalibrating the days 
of the week to the events much like Yom Kippur of 28 AD 
for the Jubilee Years. The reason is that perhaps if such a 
recalibration is accurate and true of when the Church Age 
started, perhaps such a template can suggest when the 
Church Age is to be completed, based on the double-count 
interpretation of Leviticus 23:16 and in turn, when the 
Rapture Event could occur in anticipation of it.  
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AMERICA:  
IN GOD WE TRUSTED 
A PROPHETIC VISION OF 
AMERICA'S LAST DAYS 
Released July 2020: Sheepsong Productions 
 
Rapture Dream 2020: I saw the RAPTURE along with #11. 
I saw America Collapse, War/Riots. 
 
Preface 
A 2020 Warning to America: urgent message to the Church. 
Based on a 2020 film ‘In God We Trusted. Worship Leader, 
Danielle Danz shares a timeline of 3 prophetic dreams she 
believes GOD gave her in 2015, 2017, and 2019. The 
dreams foretell riots in suburban areas breaking out, 
America being destroyed through an internal civil war, and 
the number 11 in reference to the Rapture of the Church. It 
would appear that Everything GOD revealed to Danielle 
over the last 5 years is literally falling into place starting in 
the year 2020 with chilling accuracy. While it is a warning to 
the world, the message of the dreams is directed to the 
weary Church in the Last Days.  
 
There is a Silver-Lining, a message of hope to the weary 
Remnant to ‘hold on just a bit longer’. It is because when 
these things are happening exactly as they are now, the 
Rapture is at the door. Danz saw American civil war, riots, 
and the Rapture. She was told in the dream of the soon 
Rapture had to do with the number 11. Could this be an 
extension to Dana Coverstone's dreams regarding 
November, the 11th month of a year? Danielle believes he 
was witnessing events during the 7-year Tribulation, which 
has not yet begun. So could GOD have given Pastor Dana 
a prophetic warning to the world that judgment is upon 
them. 
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Did God give Danielle a prophetic word to the Church that 
those trusting in Christ would transition not into chaos, 
disorder, and judgment, but rather into the ‘Promised Land’ 
through the Rapture just prior to the book of Revelation 
unfolding?  
 
I really started to seek the LORD on the matter, and he 
showed me that not only are these 3 dreams related to 
each other and connected but they are prophetic. They are 
relevant and they are literally happening before our eyes in 
this country now. It was actually when my parents were 
listening to Pastor JD Farag’s Prophecy Update a couple 
weeks ago. And he talked about the Great American Flag 
that was torn and it was the world's largest American Flag. 
And they called me up because they knew I had a dream in 
2017 exactly about that. And they were like, you need to go 
watch this section. And it was them that I really felt the 
LORD said you need to share these dreams now, is the 
time. What the LORD showed me next was astonishing. 
Where is all this heading? What is the next major event on 
God's ‘Prophetic Time Clock’?  
 
Hands down, no doubt about it, the Rapture of the Church. 
In August of 2015, I had a prophetic dream that would lead 
to 2 more prophetic dreams one in 2017 and one in 
2019.They appeared to ultimately be finding their fulfillment 
now. I had no idea that they were all connected because 
they were so far apart. But recently, the LORD gave me like 
a fresh revelation about these 3 dreams and that they are 
not individual, but they are collective. So, I have never 
really felt led to share publicly any prophetic dreams. I have 
had in the past but in light of the recent events the LORD 
has heavily impressed it on my heart that he gave me 
these dreams for a specific purpose. And that while they 
were meant to be kept silent for a season, now is the time 
to speak them out and share what He has shown me. I am 
literally seeing the things the LORD has shown me through 
these dreams happening in our country this year. 
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Especially and it is it is alarming, so the 1st dream I had 
was actually August 22nd, 2015. It was a dream where I 
was shown the United States map and my attention was 
brought to 2 locations on the map. The 1st location was on 
East Coast New York City and the 2nd location was on the 
West Coast, Washington. I could hear Revelation 18 being 
narrated in my head. ‘Mystery Babylon fallen, fallen is 
Babylon the Great. She has become a dwelling for demons 
and a haunt for every Impure Spirit’. 
 

 
The world has been given over to a ‘Reprobate Mind.  

 
And right before I woke up, I was told, ‘Psalm 75’. The next 
day, the LORD brought to my memory the dream and the 
chapter I went to Psalm 75. And it is actually titled, ‘Do not 
destroy’. Basically, some of the bullet points in that chapter, 
our GOD is addressing the proud arrogant wicked nature of 
man. And it is He who judges interestingly in the dream that 
I had the night before regarding a location on the west and 
one on the east. To actually immerse in that chapter that 
says that no one from the West nor the East shall exalt 
themselves. If I go to the next [2nd] dream, which was 
actually in September of 2017, this time I was shown an 
American Flag. The first thing I noticed was how massive it 
was. I guess I compare it to IMAX theater screen.  
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As I am watching this massive American Flag be elevated 
up into the sky below, there is a tarmac and is a massive 
tarmac. It is full like military armed vehicles and they looked 
like they were preparing for a war. But if this war was going 
to be waged on America, that it was within our own 
borders. As I am seeing this flag being elevated up, it is 
almost as if it is signifying the boastfulness of a once most 
powerful nation. [Foreign powers] attacks us directly or our 
allies because they know that is the path to ruin. But once it 
reached a high point, it quickly divided abruptly into 3 
segments: Red Blue and White. The Red shot over to one 
side and then the Blue to another.  
 
And as fast as it happened, the White shot up and 
vanished in the clouds. The 3rd dream, I just had about 6 
months ago regarding riots was in late 2019. And in the 
dream, I was lying in bed with my husband, and it was in 
our house that we are in now. It was exactly like it is now. 
Every detail I could distinctly hear, violent protests and 
rioting happening outside. But the interesting thing is I felt 
complete peace. I did not feel the need to get up and to try 
and defend ourselves. And I just looked over at my 
husband in the dream and said, ‘I think this is it. I think the 
Rapture is about to happen’. I could feel it. I could sense it 
and then I had the question of, are we ready.  
 
I do not know why I thought that because I know I am going 
to be before the LORD. But I really felt that that it was the 
LORD showing me the spiritual condition of a lot of people 
not being ready, for that event, for the Rapture. The last 
thing in that 3rd dream that was really significant was that 
my father appeared in the dream. And has been a Pastor in 
all my waking life and so he spoke in a dream saying, ‘no, 
this is not the Rapture’. But it is coming soon, and it has to 
do with the number 11. I started seeking the LORD out 
about each one individually as they happened. But I did not 
really have any full revelation as to what they met because 
they were years ahead of their fulfillment.  
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And just this year, the LORD stirred it up in my heart to 
connect the dots. And has revealed to me the connection of 
all 3 of them. And it is literally telling a story right before my 
eyes. As I am watching the news, I am seeing what the 
LORD put on my heart through these dreams happening. I 
did not put it together that Washington was on the West 
and New York City was on the East the very next morning 
Psalm 75 referenced and East and West and judgment 
coming. When I journal this the next day, as I was praying 
about the LORD gave me this word. 
 

 
A Spirit of Division and fear has come down upon the world. 

 
He said to me and I typed this down. ‘Hear me all ye Zion 
and inhabitants of the Earth. It is I who has a controversy 
with the Land. I have kept silent but silent I shall no longer. 
Being that man's heart is on evil continually and its 
intentions have reached my ears. Out of my mouth rose 
thunder. I strike the Land with intent to divide.’ So, 
obviously in 2015, I had no idea that there would be 
ultimately a massive divide in our nation coming on in 
2020. And what I find really interesting is that these 2 areas 
that were pointed out to me in this dream. New York City 
just so happened to really be Ground Zero for COVID-19 
which shut down our entire nation. 
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Our entire economy [too] and is basically assuring this 
nation goes into an economic collapse. Queens, New York 
is the worst and affected district in what is now the world's 
worst infected city. The Doctors and Nurses do not know 
what it was. Now Biblically, I kid you not, COVID-19 is 
going to clobber the global economy. The closing bell on 
Wall Street yesterday well certainly sounded more like an 
alarm. Investors were taking their money and running for 
the hills. The Dow plunged more than 1000 points in a 
single day for only the 3rd time in its history. 
 
On the other coast, in Washington we know in Seattle that 
is really becoming ‘Ground Zero’ for the Race Wars and it is 
almost like a ‘Utopian’ being set up within certain blocks 
where it is becoming its own nation within a nation over 
there. I find that interesting 5 years ago, I dreamt that there 
would be Washington and New York City involved in some 
sort of major judgment that would ultimately lead to and 
defined. The Red went in one direction, the Blue into the 
other. It was like this split. I was like a nation divided. And 
then the White actually shot up into the clouds and 
vanished. So, the next day as the LORD often does after a 
prophetic dream, He compelled me to dig a little bit deeper 
into the interpretation of the dream. 
 
So, the first thing that I was led to do was search out the 
significance of the colors Biblically. I am always going to 
refer things to the Bible because we must view any type of 
prophetic words or visions through the lens of Scripture. I 
right away knew the White to represent the Bride of Christ 
during the Rapture that was very evident to me. But the 
Red and a Blue, I assumed was representing a divide 
between 2 Parties in this country. And I think in some 
sense, that is true because we do see a huge divide going 
on in our nation between Republican and Democratic. We 
know that in this recent last 4 years, we have seen it even 
that much more intensely.  
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But what really struck me was in the last few days, as I was 
preparing my heart for this video, the LORD showed me 
that there is actually a secondary meaning to those colors 
pertaining to why I was given that dream. The Royal Blue 
and the flag actually can signify revelation and authority. 
The Red can signify fire and war. So, what the LORD 
spoke into my heart was that this dream actually was 
representing the main event that would ultimately usher in 
the book of Revelation. And it would be a raging war like 
fire spreading on authority.  
 

 
At the time of the Rapture, there will be a separation take place. 
 

This is exactly what we are witnessing today. We are 
seeing violent riots literally burning down cities and they're 
attacking our nation's first line of defense and the Police 
ultimately. It is a war on authority that is going on right now. 
But it was not until about a week and a half ago while I was 
watching Pastor JD Farag in his weekly prophecy update, 
he shared a clip from the actual flag that was ripped into 2 
parts. It divided because of a storm. We call it the world's 
tallest symbol of freedom. So, imagine the shock last night 
when the American Flag as torn. By far, the most damaged 
I have ever seen one of our flags. It was never seen 
anything like it.  
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And just so happened that this flag was the world's largest 
American free-flying flag? So, of course I just about feel out 
of my chair thinking this is pretty incredible. This dream I 
had in 2017 about this American Flag that was massive in 
size rising up and dividing. I am watching an illustration of it 
on the news just a week and a half ago. Here I had no 
previous knowledge of an American Flag that large being 
flown and that it would in the air, split and divide. At the 
same time, as there was below some form of civil war 
being prepped in our nation in this dream 2 years prior to 
what is happening now. 
 
I wanted to know what the number 11 meant and why I had 
dreamt about it in context of riding outside and the Rapture 
coming soon. When I woke up from that dream the next 
morning, the LORD placed on my heart again to look up 
the number 11 not in worldly terms but in Biblical terms. We 
know that the LORD uses numbers. They are very 
significant to Him. Through Scripture, the number 11 is a 
very interesting number. I did not know until I started 
researching but the number 11 typically, Biblically means 
‘chaos disorder and judgment’. That would make sense 
with rioting and everything taking place that there would be 
chaos and disorder.  
 
Obviously, at the time of dream there was no writing going 
on, so it was definitely something that was a future tense. 
But what I actually found really interesting was I found a 
secondary meaning. On a Biblical level, to this number in 
addition to its meaning, ‘chaos and disorder and judgment’, 
it can actually mean a transition into something new. It was 
actually in Deuteronomy 11:11 when it was announced that 
the Israelites entered into the Promised Land. The Lord 
blew my mind on this as I was getting ready to do this 
video, that there is a parallel that while a Christ-rejecting 
world is about to enter into a ‘transitional period’ of 
something new that involves chaos disorder and ultimately 
God's wrath and judgment is parallel.  
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At the same time, GOD's People who put their trust in the 
LORD while here, are going to be ‘transitioned’ into the 
‘Promised Land’. I just really had this kind of light-bulb 
moment where I realized what the LORD was saying that 
the number 11 in this dream as there was rioting and 
protests going on outside of my home. That I would sense 
the Rapture was that close but first there would be ‘chaos 
and disorder’ but at the same time look up because those 
that are putting their trust in Christ are going to transition 
into the Promised Land through the Rapture.  
 
The LORD really impressed on me that these 3 dreams are 
telling a story that the 1st dream was to point out that 
Washington and New York City were simultaneously going 
to be ‘Ground Zeroes’. That would ultimately lead to the 
collapse of a once most exalted and proud nation. That 
considering that Ground Zero for COVID-19 happens to be 
New York City and Ground Zero for this Race War 
happened to be in Washington. We partner that with the 2nd 
dream that depicts a nation divided against itself and the 
flag dividing it seems to be ushering in civil war within our 
nation. The final dream that clearly indicates that there will 
be riots in suburban areas. And at the time when we would 
see this happening, we would ultimately see the Rapture 
find its fulfillment. 
 
The world would be ushered into judgment chaos and 
disorder while those that put their trust in Christ would be 
ushered into the Promised Land. Any of us that have been 
watching Bible prophecy and studying Scripture regarding 
Eschatology and End Times know that this is different. That 
this time we are in is different because it is all, both small 
and great rich and poor free and bond to receive a Mark in 
their right hand or in their foreheads. He will self-magnify 
himself above all. In that state shall he honor the God of 
Forces and a God whom his Father's knew not. And the 10 
Horns which thou saw are 10 Kings which have received no 
Kingdom as yet. 
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But [will] receive Power as kings for 1 hour with the Beast. 
And the 3rd Angel sounded and there fell a Great Star from 
Heaven, burning as it were allowed. And the name of the 
Star is called Wormwood. And many men died of the 
waters because they were made bitter. And under the 
Angel of the Church of the Laodiceans write, I know the 
works that thou art neither cold nor hot. I would thou wert 
cold or so then because thou art lukewarm and neither cold 
nor hot, I will spew thee out of my mouth. Because thou 
sayest, I am rich and increased with goods and need of 
nothing. 
 
And knows not that thou art wretched and miserable and 
poor and blind and naked. And he shall confirm the 
covenant with Many for 1 week. In the midst of the week, 
he shall cause the Sacrifice and the Oblation to cease. 
Satan's face is against GOD and the Land to make all 
prophesy against him. Let us say, thus saith the LORD 
GOD. Behold, I am against the Oh Gog, the Chief Prince of 
Meshach and Tubal. And I will turn him back and put hooks 
into their jaws. And I will bring thee forth. If I shut-up 
Heaven that there be no rain, or if I command the locusts to 
devour the Land or if I send a pestilence among my 
People. 
 
If my People which are called by my Name humble 
themselves and pray and seek my face and turn from their 
wicked ways, then will I hear from Heaven and will forgive 
their sin. This is not a drill, this is not a drill to a GOD-
rejecting world, GOD's judgment, chaos and disorder are 
coming. And in some ways, are already beginning to see 
the foreshadowing of them now. But those that have put 
their trust in Christ and are looking for His soon return. We 
are going to be transitioning not into chaos and disorder 
and judgment but rather transitioning into the Promised 
Land. So, I really questioned because I grew up the 
Pastor's Daughter in the Church.  
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Both my parents loved the Word of GOD and love Bible 
Prophecy. So, I was versed at a young age with the words, 
the Rapture of the Church and End Times. It was just 
something that I grew to understand pretty quickly in life. 
But I kind of went my own way in my late teens and I spent 
a good decade just kind of like one of the ones among the 
99 who had run away. Then GOD came and reignited a fire 
in my heart for Him. And I have not looked back since. And 
over the last 10 years, the LORD has been speaking into 
my life; night visions and revelations and visions. And we 
know in the book of Joel that is something that is prominent 
in the Last Days.  
 
But I did not know why I was given these significant visions 
and prophetic words from the LORD when I do not really 
have a platform to share them on. And I do not know the 
answer to that. And it is really not for me to know, to 
question GOD as the Word says, who am I. I am the clay. 
Am I going to question the Potter? He has made me that 
way. I do not know why I had these dreams and these 
revelations and why they are literally happening before my 
eyes. But I do know the LORD put it on my heart to share 
these things. And I do not know who you are out there that 
need to hear this. But at the end of the day, what it boils 
down to is that the LORD is about to judge a GOD-rejecting 
world. And His People are not appointed on to wrath. 
 
He loves you. If you have not put your trust in Him, this 
world is like a sinking ship. It is quicksand. It is not a solid 
rock and there is only 1 lifeboat that can get you off of this 
sinking ship before it goes down and His name is Jesus 
Christ. Once the ship goes down, there is going to be no 
lifeboat that can offer you any value because you will 
already be in the raging waters. So, take it seriously. Pray 
about it. And the LORD will reveal Himself to you. God 
bless. Enter ye in at the Strait Gate. But wide is the Gate 
and broad is the Way that leadeth to Destruction and many 
there be which go in there.  
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Because Strait is the Gate and narrow is the Way which 
leadeth unto Life and few there be that find it. 
______________________ 
 
SheepSong Ministries 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pxsOBUhQsug  
July 10, 2020 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCk9w_DK3EZCeVolqRH34X2A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pxsOBUhQsug
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ISLAMIC ANTICHRIST  
LUCIFERIAN 4TH BEAST EMPIRE 
The Prince that Shall Come 

 
‘Then after the 62 Weeks the Messiah will be cut off but not for 
Himself and will have nothing. Then the People of the Prince 
who is to come will destroy the City and the Sanctuary. The end 
will come like a flood, and until the end there will be war; 
desolations have been decreed.’ -Daniel 9:26 

 
The purpose of this chapter is to ascertain who will be the 
AntiChrist based on one interpretation of Daniel 9:26. Will 
the AntiChrist be Jewish? Muslim? Christian? There are 
many theories and speculations. This study takes the 
position that the coming AntiChrist figure described in the 
Bible will only be revealed after the Rapture Event. And that 
this expected Messiah figure will be of Jewish blood and 
not of a Muslim persuasion. The following arguments will 
outline some of those points and perspectives. From the 
onset, the key verse is given in Daniel 9:26. It is a multi-
layered prophecy that encompasses in one reading the 
past, present and future dimensions of the coming of 2 
Messiahs, that of Jesus who was ‘cut-off’ in the midst.  
 
This refers to the context of ‘Sevens’ or time and how in the 
middle of a week, a Wednesday, Jesus was crucified. 
Then, the AntiChrist is to pick up the dimension of time in 
how in the ‘midst’ of the last ‘Seven’ or a 7 Week of Years, 
the AntiChrist will cease the Daily Sacrifices. This will be at 
the 1260th day of the Tribulation Period. This Prince will 
proclaim himself to be God in the Holy of Holies as he sits 
upon the revealed Ark of the Covenant that Moses had 
built. It is a classic case of a Chiastic perspective of 2 
comings, that of the true Messiah and then the one that will 
come, ‘In his own Name’. Thus, this study asserts that the 
‘People’ of the Prince was and is a foreshadowing.  
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They were and are the Romans as it will be a Rome 2.0 in 
place in the Last Days that will rule the world as it was 
during the days of Jesus in the 1st century. It is undeniable 
that the ‘Prince’ is referring to Titus, the Prince of Rome 
and son of Vespasian, a ‘God’. These were not Muslims in 
any inference. And despite how many other non-Roman 
races or conscripts made-up the ranks of the Roman 
Legions of Prince Titus that did destroy the 2nd Temple on 
the 9th of Av in Jerusalem, the connotation is clearly 
referring to Rome, not Islam. Islam has no concept of a 
‘Prince’. 
 

 
The Islamic AntiChrist will make a 7-year Peace Treaty. 
 
Thus, the coming Prince, as a type that is to echo in the 
future and cast its prophetic shadow cannot be Muslim but 
Roman. Realize that the vision and motif given to Daniel in 
the vision was of a statue of a man and how that correlates 
to the 4 Beast Kingdoms that will be in play down to when 
Jesus returns. Knowing this, realize that the last 10-Toe 
Confederation will be the vestiges of the Western and 
Eastern Roman Empire with 2 ‘legs’ or pillars. A pillar 
represents power, support, integrity and of a spiritual 
authority. Meaning?  
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Thrones of the AntiChrist 
The spirit of the demonic power is vested in those pillars.  
The present seat or ‘throne’ of this spiritual power of Rome 
and the coming Rome 2.0 resides in the Basilica of Saint 
Peter in Rome, the Male factor. The Female factor 
compliments the Vatican with the other seat or ‘throne’, that 
of the Basilica Hagia Sophia in the former Constantinople, 
now Istanbul, Turkey. Release also that to the Kabbalists, 
the Divine Feminine, or Sophia is the Shekinah Glory that 
the Bible speaks about but is not what orthodox Judaism or 
Christianity has been led to believe.  
 
Those that believe the coming AntiChrist will be a Muslim is 
due to the mis-interpreted notion of how they are just 
focusing on the one leg or ‘pillar’ that is now under Islamic 
control, Istanbul. True, this mirrored capital was the 2nd 
Rome. So, naturally, it is to equally rise in the Last Days 
and that is what one is seeing with Erdogan of Turkey. 
Really, both these capitals are ‘Bastions of the Beast’. The 
point is that the Roman ‘Beast’ Empire has not been 
dissolved but morphed ecclesiastically, but not into Islam or 
because of Islam. Islam is mutually exclusive in this aspect.  
 
Both the Vatican in the West and the Metropolitan 
Patriarchate or ‘Pope’ of the East at what is now Istanbul 
are alive and well. These are the vestiges of the coming 
Rome 2.0 that will fuse with Islam but only in ecumenical 
aspirations to unity the coming New World Order. And this 
is precisely occurring now with the Pope dealing with the 
Abraham House that seeks to fuse the religions into one, 
which this study will suggest will be a hybrid Luciferian one 
after the Rapture event occurs. Although now only 
relegated to an office and church buildings, they 
nonetheless sustain the spirit and continuation of the 
Roman Empire. This is the key with respect to Islam. This 
is despite in the West having the unification of Italy or the 
subjugation of Islam in the East in Turkey. Both nations are 
secular, and both have made treaties with each See.  
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As to the Hagia Sophia, realize that the pillars of the 
Temple of Diana in Ephesus that survived its demolishing 
due to the preaching of the Apostle Paul were taken to 
Constantinople and placed inside the Hagia Sophia. This is 
all by way of introduction is attempting to answer the 
question about Islam, the AntiChrist and Beast Kingdom to 
come. Many question if the New World Order or specifically 
the coming 4th Beast System and its AntiChrist will be 
Muslim? The main proponents of this Muslim AntiChrist 
teaching come from Perry Stone and Joel Richardson.  
 
They believe based on their interpretation that Islam will be 
the religion of the AntiChrist, and he is to be Muslim and 
how Mecca is that ‘Babylon’ that is seen burning off the 
seashore, etc. With this background in mind, what this 
study will also discuss will be the notion of how many 
Christians in particular are adhering to the AntiChrist being 
Islamic or Muslim. I find it rather odd, and alarming is that it 
will not be the Muslims decapitating ‘Infidels’ but that it will 
be the Sanhedrin. How so? The core tenants of the 
Luciferian New World Order will be ruled by the Noahide 
Laws. This Counsel of the 70 is to rule over such a coming 
Beast System once in place. And upon the breaking of the 
2nd Law, those found guilty will be decapitated. Period. 
Hello guillotines. 
 
Realize that it is this judicial body that will take over and are 
one in the same that condemned Jesus and will all those 
that will believe on Jesus during the Tribulation Period also. 
The following will be the portion of Daniel 9:26 in the 
original Hebrew with transliteration and meaning clearly 
stated. The Daniel 9:26-27 passage is a 3-layered cake of 
Prophecy that encapsulates a past, present and a future 
dimension of occurrence amongst the advents of 3 Princes 
in the same 26-27 verse. The confusion occurs when the 3 
subjects are not seen as mutually exclusive with each 
other. They need to be delineated, by 'rightly dividing the 
word'.  
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STRONG'S HEBREW ENGLISH 

310 [e] י ֵ֤  ְוַאֲחר 
wə-’a-ḥă-rê 

And after 

7620 [e]  ֻ֙בִעים  ַהשָּׁ
haš-šā-ḇu-‘îm 

the Sevens 

8346 [e] י֙ם  ִשִשִּׁ֣
šiš-šîm 

60 

8147 [e] ִי֙ם  ּוְשַנַ֔
ū-šə-na-yim, 

2 

3772 [e] ֙ת ֵ֥ ר   ִיכָּׁ
yik-kā-rêṯ 

shall be cut off 

4899 [e] ַ֙יח ִשִׁ֖  מָּׁ
mā-šî-aḥ 

Messiah 

369 [e] י֙ן ִּׁ֣  ְוא 
wə-’ên 

but not 

 ֑לֹו   
lōw; 

for Himself 

5892 [e] י֙ר ִעִ֨  ְוהָּׁ
wə-hā-‘îr 

and the City 

6944 [e] ֶד֙ש  ְוַהק ֹּ֜
wə-haq-qō-ḏeš 

and the Sanctuary 

7843 [e]  ִ֙חי֙תְשַ֙י  
yaš-ḥîṯ 

shall destroy 

5971 [e] ם  ַעִּׁ֣
‘am 

the People 

5057 [e] יד ִגֵ֤  נָּׁ
nā-ḡîḏ 

of the Prince 

935 [e]  ֙א  ַהבָּׁ
hab-bā 

who is to come 

7093 [e] ֹ֙ו  ְוִקצִּׁ֣
wə-qiṣ-ṣōw 

and the end of it [shall be] 

7858 [e] ֶט֙ף  ַבֶשַ֔
ḇaš-še-ṭep̄, 

with a flood 

5704 [e]  ְ֙וַעד 
wə-‘aḏ 

and till 

7093 [e] ץ ִּׁ֣  ק 
qêṣ 

the end 

4421 [e] ה מַָּׁ֔  ִמְלחָּׁ
mil-ḥā-māh, 

of the war 

2782 [e] ֶצ֙ת  ֶנֱחֶרִׁ֖
ne-ḥĕ-re-ṣeṯ 

are determined 

8074 [e] ֽמֹות֙׃ מ   ש 
šō-mê-mō-wṯ. 

desolations 
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‘Then after the 62 weeks the Messiah [PAST] will be cut off 
and will have nothing. Then the people of the Prince 
[PRESENT] who is to come will destroy the city and the 
sanctuary. The end will come like a flood, and until the end 
there will be war; desolations have been decreed. And he 
[FUTURE] will confirm a covenant with many for one week, 
but in the middle of the week he will put an end to sacrifice 
and offering.’ The main argument as to why the AntiChrist is 
to be ‘Muslim’ is how they read the following portion. ‘Then 
the People of the Prince who shall come.’ They ask, which 
Prince this that talking about? Such believe it is the same 
Prince noted as the 'he' in verse 27. 
 
Past:   Jesus   the Christ  
Present:  Titus   the Prince 
Future:  Own Name  the AntiChrist 

 
This is true. They go on to state also clearly that it was 
Titus who never ‘Confirmed a Covenant with the Many', so 
its future still. Yes, correct but that is why this study 
contends that there is Rome and Rome 2.0 as that will be 
the 10-Toe Confederation out of the same lineage of the 
4th Empire. Rome has not fallen; it has only constricted 
down to the Vatican in the West and the Metropolitan 
Patriarchy in the East. That delineation of the 2nd Prince, 
the Present 'Tense' one inferred to Titus is a Chiastic that is 
echoing a future Déjà Vu as the coming AntiChrist will be 
doing the same as Titus did. It was not Jesus who 
destroyed the City and Temple, and neither will the coming 
AntiChrist. He will only defile it and cause its desolation, 
etc. . 
 
םע    = ‘am = PEOPLE:  

Strong’s = 5971 = Folk, Plebeians 
 
From Brown-Driver-Briggs 
I. ם 1840ָעם ,ע   
But especially in Ezekiel 32:3 (+ ים בִּ  to infer and to quote = ;(ר 
from Brown-Driver-Briggs: >>>>"ONE'S OWN PEOPLE"<<<<<  
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Capital Punishment 
How is breaking Noahide Law #1 a capital crime? It states 
that there is ‘1 God’. To believe Jesus is GOD will be and is 
blaspheme to the Orthodox Jews and their reconstituted 
Sanhedrin. This will be the same conditions that existed in 
the times of Jesus and for which Jesus was condemned to 
death by the Sanhedrin. So, this coming Jewish AntiChrist 
has to be ‘Jewish’ in so much as He has to be the ‘Messiah 
Ben David’ character the Kabbalists are waiting for. Clear 
and simple. He has to prove that he has the royal bloodline 
of David. And thus the 13 Bloodlines of the Illuminati. 
 
There is some true to the Da Vinci Code and Dan Brown, 
but it is twisted. They have assured a parallel bloodline 
from David but really goes back to the ‘War of the Seeds’ or 
bloodlines in Genesis 3:15. These Kabbalist ultra-orthodox 
types will never accept a Muslim. Now Daniel alludes to he, 
being from the ‘People that will come’, a Prince that 
destroyed the Temple, Jerusalem and initiated the Roman 
Diaspora of all Jews to the Nations. This was a Roman. 
However, the coming AntiChrist will have to be Jewish, but 
from the Roman Empire, either its Western or Eastern 
enclave. The issue is that it is hard to pinpoint a specific 
nationality or Nation with the 2 spheres. 
 
One can see why Stone and Richardson pick Turkey and 
Istanbul. For example, you had the Religious Jews that 
argued they were not the ones who killed Jesus… but 
Rome. Rome did it. Yet they were joined at the hip with 
Rome as they plainly stated, ‘We have not King but 
Caesar’, not the Mahdi of the Muslims. This will be the case 
made and rationale for accepting their coming Prince as a 
Titus or Prince type, who was the son of Caesar. Then 
there was the Roman Catholic Church with the same 
argument during the Inquisition. They claimed they burned 
no one at the stake nor tortured any confession of ‘heresy’ 
out of the Protestants.  
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But that it was the State who did that. Yet, like the Religious 
Sanhedrin, they too were joined at the hip with the State. 
So too now, with this COVID-19 plandemic. It is the State, 
thus far, for now that is saying they will not mandate the 
vaccine. But all the corporate businesses will and are. 
During the coming transformation or ‘Reset’ when that will 
be completed after the Rapture of the Bride of Christ, the 
religious Sanhedrin will turn over all those found guilty. All 
those not conscripting to the Mark of the Beast will be 
handed over to the governmental officials, that like Rome, 
carried out the capital punishment.  
 
You see, to the Jewish Psyche, they are wanting and 
demand a political savior, not a religious one. They want to 
rule the world as the head, as foretold and not be under 
any Gentile yoke as they were during Jesus’ day and even 
today. So, when Jesus came along, ‘Messiah Ben Joseph’, 
it was a ‘No Go’ for them. By contrast the coming AntiChrist 
will precisely give them, offer them a geo-political solution 
they have been waiting for. Realize that the coming New 
World Order will be centered from Jerusalem with at A.I. 
Statute that will come to life.  
 
And it most probably will be the mainframe of all those 
billions of humans now connected bio-medically to the Mark 
through 5G-6G-7G internet/satellite technology. The 
following are just a few Scripture refences of how the Jews 
will be accepting what the Bible calls the AntiChrist, but the 
Jewish Religious Body will say it is their long-awaited 
Messiah. In saying that the ‘Jews will look for the AntiChrist 
as their Messiah’ is an idiom used in the West as that is the 
conjecture but technically and Scripturally correct. But to 
the Jewish, they do not see this nor would agree. There are 
only glimpses of this inference from Scripture but enough to 
deduce what is coming. 
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-Isaiah 28:18  
It states that Israel, at some point will make a ‘Covenant 
with Death’. And thus many Bible Scholars connect this 
scene with that of the Covenant that is to be ‘strengthened’ 
by that ‘man’ who we Christians identify as the coming 
Messiah figure revealed after the Rapture. 
 
-John 5:43  
Then Jesus Himself alluded that Israel or the Jewish 
Religious body on behalf of Israel that reject Him as the 
true Messiah would/will accept ‘him who will come in his 
own Name’. 
 
-Daniel 9:27  
This verse then explicitly states that the coming Prince will 
make that ‘Covenant with the Many’ but in the midst will 
break it. Now I realize many believe this was/is Jesus. 
Although I do see a duality occurring as in many prophetic 
types, it is clearly, at least to me that it will be the AntiChrist. 
Why? The description of how the AC would be coming from 
the People that destroyed the Temple is clear as night and 
day that then Jesus was not a ‘Roman’.  
 
-2 Thessalonians 2:4  
Then throughout Revelation, we see the actual workings of 
the effect of the AntiChrist. He along with the False Prophet 
will perform Signs and Wonder, cause fire to come down as 
in the day of Solomon with the Temple dedication and 
Elijah with the Priests of Ba’al, etc.   
 
And then how the AntiChrist stops the Daily Sacrifices at 
the midpoint of the 7-year Tribulation Period and enters the 
Holy of Holies. Only a Jewish man, a Priest could enter and 
do such things. This is all tied to the Revelation 12 
depiction also. 
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The rallying cry to unify the world will be around the new 
3rd Temple. It will serve much like the Tower of Babel and 
the Nimrod figure that sought to unite the world against 
YHVH. And as it was with Nimrod, that became a Giant’ a 
Gibborim, such gene manipulation has arrived now on 
Earth, in this Last Generation wholesale through the 
COVID-19 injections that will/do effect one’s genes. 
Coincidence. No, it has been perfect timing. Soon, like in 
Nimrod’s day, YHVH will come down and confuse their 
party. How does one assert that Rome is and will be the 4th 
Beast Empire?  
 
This is seen in Daniel 7:24. It is known that the 4th Kingdom 
that will be in place, has been in play… is Rome because 
of what was revealed to Daniel and confirmed by history. It 
was really given to King Nebuchadnezzar, but Daniel 
interpreted the vision. Notice the 10 Kings and Crowns. 
And given to Daniel from 2 angles and perspectives later 
on as a confirmation. This is tied also to the Revelation 12 
Sign image of the Red Dragon in Revelation 12:3. Then the 
book of Revelation complements this. The dream depicts a 
statue that is likened to 4 Metals and 4 Beast types. 
 
It is from that point that the stopwatch started counting 
down to the return of Jesus and of how the history of 
Humanity, in direct interaction with the Jews would/will go 
down. The 1st Metal and Kingdom would be Babylon, the 
purest and ‘Lion’ Beast type with wings. The Winged Lion 
was one of the main motifs representing the empire seen 
on many wall reliefs. Then it was Silver Empire of Medo-
Persia. These corresponded to the 2 shoulders. And then 
Greece. It corresponded to Bronze Empire and the 
abdomen area or stomach 4-pack abs. This motif 
represented the 4 sections of how the empire of Alexander 
was exactly divide by. Then Rome came represented by 
Iron Empire. Realize that each successive empire engulfed 
the previous one. The Metals decreased in purity and 
value, but the Beast types increased in ferociousness.  
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A Prophetic Déjà Vu 
Now in the vision, it does not specifically say, ‘Rome’ but it 
did predict and name Greece. But at that point, one can 
deduce with historical accuracy that it was Rome who 
succeeded Greece as the world empire and dealt with the 
Jews. And the key clue is how, given the human male body 
form, the 2 legs represent the schism of the Western and 
Eastern Roman Empire that did occur. Also, if you do a 
study on the mathematical proportion of the male body and 
translate that to the years those Empires lasts, they 
amazingly match their lifespan. 
 
Thus, in some form/fashion, the last rendition of the Roman 
Empire will be 5 nations in Western Europe and 5 nations 
in what made-up Eastern Europe or Eastern Roman 
Empire. This is where the Caliphate and the rise of Turkey 
could be that and thus Stone and Richardson pick up on 
this. It is Turkey after all that commands now the seat of the 
Eastern Roman Capital, former Constantinople but not its 
Ecclesiastical Order. Thus, it is not qualified. Now there is 
that mixing of seed in the 10 Toes but do not cleave. Many 
suggest this is the typology suggesting Islam as it has 
essentially overrun Europe. Others suggest the ‘Seed’ 
inferenced as such is the literal genetic manipulation of 
humans with Fallen Angels in the Last Days as it was in the 
Days of Noah.  
 
But realize that the Roman Empire has not ‘gone away’. 
This is the point, despite Islam in the East. It has only 
morphed into the 2nd Office of the Caesarship, that of its 
ecclesiastical title, being the Head of the Roman State 
Religion, El Papa Maximo. This has never gone away. Nor 
has the Eastern Orthodox Patriarch. Thus, what this study 
is strongly suggesting is that the Pope, is essentially the 
last legal vestige of the Caesar. When one sees the Pope, 
one is really seeing the Roman Caesar. And this is why the 
Kabbalists are in league with the Pope, who is the Head of 
the Ecumenical Movement. 
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To the Kabbalists, their King is Caesar. Thus, it will be the 
2nd Beast to come on the scene to prepare the way for the 
AntiChrist much like John the Baptist die for Jesus. What 
about the modern-day ‘Jews’ that have returned to Israel 
since 1948? Many believe they are not really ‘Israel’. Is this 
true? In actuality there is some level of truth in in how many 
believe the ‘Jews’ in Israel are not the Jews of the Bible. 
And that the Tribulation Period is not 7 years. However, the 
argument is that the ‘Jews’ of Israel, modern Israel are not 
‘Jews’ but Ashkenazi pretending to be Jews from Eastern 
Europe and/or of the Khazarians. This is partly true. 
 
Historically the Khazarians were originally Pagan, then 
converted to Christianity but then to Judaism, etc. It really 
depended on their Leader or King. In those days, if the 
King/Ruler converted to any one particular religion, the 
whole realm did too. However, realize that YHVH scattered 
the Jews in the last Diaspora of Rome starting in 70 AD to 
the 4 corners of the world. This was for their insistent 
rebellion and having rejected Jesus as their true Messiah. 
So the Jews come to be found in almost every Nation. So, 
naturally they have mixed with the local population.  
As to Scripture reference, see Ezekiel on 2 occasions 
promised the Jews to regather them in the Last Days back 
to the Land. Ezekiel 11:14 and 36:7,13.  
 
Then the Valley of Dry Bones stipulates that the nation will 
reborn as does Isaiah 66:7. So, if it is not the modern 
nation, then who is YHVH talking about in these Last Days? 
Realize that Israel was to return in ‘unbelief’ and from the 4 
corners of the world. This has happened and continues to 
even today with the Aliyah Program. You have Jews from 
over 2000 years that have kept the same laws and customs 
as in the days of Jesus’ and the New Testament. Are they 
then not Jews back in the Land? You have the Yemeni, 
Iraqi, Persian. Then many from Spain, etc. So, these are 
not the ‘Jews’ of the Bible?  
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It is Jesus Himself that attributed a portion of the population 
that were and are Usurpers. These were the ones given 
over to Lucifer’s cause, whose ‘Father’ was not Abraham 
as Jesus exposed them but Satan. These are still around 
today and will be prominent during the Tribulation Period. 
Jesus then stated that there, ‘Are Jews who say they are 
but are not’. This is the Synagogue of Satan that is real and 
alive and at the very top of Israel and the world for that 
matter that are usurping the name and appropriated its 
culture. Why? It is because they what to steal the Birthright. 
Why? It is to Israel, that will be - has been decreed to be 
the Head of the Nation and over all the world.  
 
But this will happen under Jesus and the Millennial 
Kingdom only. Thus, these ‘Zionists’ are attempting to do it 
now. They are in league with Luciferian factions such as the 
Freemasons, the other Secret Societies. There is a study 
on the 7 Type of Zionism referenced at the end of this 
study. Thus, those that believe all Jews are not the Jews of 
modern Israel are ‘throwing the Baby out with the Bath 
Water’ as the saying goes in dismissing all Jews just 
because of the few Luciferian ones at the top rule the 
world. As to the other question about how long is the 
Tribulation? Yes, I have come across the same argument 
that it is 3.5 duration.  
 
This is because in Daniel they, again only see that the first 
half was fulfilled by Jesus and it was He who ‘stopped the 
sacrifices’ with His death at the cross, etc. But he and 
others alike are only going off of what others have 
interpreted and made popular. If one exegesis the context, 
one will see that the Prince that shall come, that destroyed 
the Temple was a Roman, Titus, the son of Caesar. This 
Prince was the one who destroyed the Temple in 70 AD. 
So, if we were to go by the 3.5-year theory, this same 
Messiah would have to be then Jesus who came as a 
Prince, true but then destroyed the Temple and was a 
Roman?  
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No, it does not make sense when you must follow the 
narrative and logic to its end and be consistent. It clearly 
says in Daniel 9:27 that, ‘And he will make a firm covenant 
with the many for one week.’ The phrase 1 Week is an 
idiom for a Sabbatical Cycle of 7 years. No Jew would ever 
nor does count in 3.5-year segments. This is a Sabbatical 
Cycle that are 7 years long. They cannot be started half 
way. The confusion comes in part how there is a 
delineation of the halves, of a set of 1260 days each, 
respectively that are presented in both Daniel and 
Revelation. The rationale is how not only is the Tribulation 
Period 7 years, but when it starts, it has to start at the 
beginning of one, which will begin in 2022.  
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COLUMBUS CHRIST 
HOUSE OF THE SERPENT 
New World Order Explorer Coming to Jerusalem 

 
‘All the Inhabitants of the Coastlands are appalled over you; 
Their Kings are aghast. Their faces contorted.’ -Ezekiel 27:35  
 
In March of 2021, a very peculiar article was posted in 
Israel365 News that reports on issues and/or events of 
Biblical significance and even Biblical Prophecy. The article 
was about an art-sculpture display that raised some 
eyebrows in the Old City of Jerusalem. The artwork was of 
a sculpture of Christopher Columbus sailing on the Santa 
Maria bound to discover the New World. Or was it and will it 
be now of a coming ‘Columbus’ figure into the New World 
Order? Nothing by itself would seem out of the ordinary 
aside from the fact that it was placed in a popular shopping 
mall walkway in the Jewish Quarter of Old Jerusalem. But 
this artwork-sculpture had been a bit too close to the 
Temple Mount for some. And also, that the yearly 
commemoration of Columbus coming to the New World of 
the Americas is not until in September of each year.  
 
It is when, ‘The Day of the Race’, the Hispanic Race is 
celebrated, mostly in Spain and in Latin America. What was 
rather odd or significant and perhaps even prophetic is that 
the artwork-sculpture of Columbus sailing for the New Word 
in the Santa Maria had a prominent motif of the Aztec God. 
But this ‘God’ was/is no ordinary God. This is the famous 
‘Feathered Serpent’ God, Quetzalcoatl. What is this Aztec 
God of the New World doing in the bow of Columbus’ ship? 
Or is it really also the God of the Old World coming back? 
According to his mythos, this ‘Wise One’, like Columbus set 
sail in a Vessel of Snakes. It is said that he was/is like the 
Jesus Christ figure. He came to the Americas to be a 
Teacher, Preacher, Healer.  
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He was betrayed by a close Friend and was wrongfully 
killed; ultimately dying on a cross and to then raised on the 
3rd day. If this artwork-sculpture is somehow conveying 
such a coming ‘Columbus’ and Quetzalcoatl figure, that 
would be in line with what the Bible teaches Jerusalem and 
the world is to be expecting fairly soon. It is the coming of 
the ‘Shining Wise One’, corresponding to a New World and 
its Order to build a House, the 3rd Temple and then to defile 
it with its ‘Abomination of Desolation’ idolatry.  
 

 
Art-Sculpture of Christopher Columbus with Aztec God motif. 

 
Based on the article, it was stated that the sculpture was 
created by the late artist Frank Meisler, a Polish Jew who 
was born in the Free City of Danzig. There are only 4 art-
statues like it in the world; one in Lisbon, Madrid, Granada, 
and Gerona. It was stated that the art-statue was still not 
fully done and would only be completed after Passover of 
2021. What is suspect is that the iconography of this image 
of an ‘Explorer’ coming to Jerusalem is what was intended. 
But which kind of ‘Explorer’? According to the article, the 
statue, was entitled the ‘Columbus Panel’, featuring at the 
base of the structure of the Aztec Serpent God. 
This Aztec God is known as Quetzalcoatl. This name 
means  ‘Serpent of Precious Feathers’, the ‘Shining One’.  
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Lucifer at the Ramparts  
It can also be translated as the ‘Wise One. The author of 
the article alluded to how there appears to be some 
inference and echo to the Garden of Eden in how the ‘Wise 
Serpent’, the Shining One is who deceived Eve. It was 
Lucifer that fooled them into partaking of the Tree of the 
Knowledge of Good and Evil. Lucifer is called ‘that Old 
Serpent’ in Revelation 12. Surprisingly, the author did go 1 
step further prophetically in asking the question, ‘Is there a 
deeper message?’ One would say yes. The author did 
interview a Rabbi about this artwork-sculpture appearing in 
March of 2021 just before Passover in Jerusalem, no 
insignificant timing.  
 
Amazing, it was Rabbi Asor who told Israel365 News that 
the sculpture was definitely related to the ‘Cabal’ and 
represents as he put it, ‘Pirates kidnapping the Earth to 
enact the New World Order’. He further stated that the 
Serpent represents the ‘Illuminati’ and the Shadow 
Government ruling on Earth. He went on to say that ‘They 
are fighting against Humanity to take over.’ This is very eye-
opening and one would concur but to say and pinpoint that 
this Columbus Artwork-Sculpture is broadcasting the 
coming of the AntiChrist as a Columbus and Quetzalcoatl 
figure. Interestingly, this inference to an AntiChrist figure 
was further alluded by the Rabbi.  
 
He stated that as to the Ezekiel quote, it is referring to Tyre 
or the King of Tyre. Christian and Jewish Scholars 
recognize that this allegory is inferencing none other than, 
not only the AntiChrist to come but to Lucifer himself. Yet, 
the Rabbi coincided it to, ‘Represent the ‘Jesus’ of the 
Ancient Freemasons’. It is more of the ‘Jesus’ 
iconography/motif. This has a measure of truth and validity 
as Hiram Abib, from Tyre is whom they venerate as being 
the foremost Freemason and Christ Figure Savior. But in 
many deeper degrees, he is associated with Lucifer, his 
‘energies’ and power, etc.  
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According to the Rabi, 1 version of the lore is that the King 
of Tyre was resurrected from the dead after 3 days 
following his suicide. To the Freemasons, he was 
murdered, etc. But what was astonishing is that the Rabbi 
did make a clear judgment about this Columbus icon in that 
it represented a bad omen. He stated in part that because 
of this ‘idol’ in the midst of Jerusalem, it was as if ‘Lucifer is 
being projected on the City’s Ramparts.’ One would agree.  
 

 
The God of the Americas in his flying ‘Serpent Ship’. 
 

Behind the image of the Columbus as if a ‘halo’ effect and 
how many see this art-sculpture as an ‘idol’, there is the 
passage of Ezekiel 27:35 written in Hebrew, English and 
Spanish. It says, ‘All the Inhabitants of the Coastlands are 
appalled over you. Their Kings are aghast. Their faces 
contorted.’ One can only imagine why this particular 
passage was chosen but if it is broadcasting the coming 
False Messiah of the Bible that the Jews will accept as their 
Messiah, then it makes perfect sense. Indeed, the world, 
especially the West will be in bewilderment. The study will 
now delve deeper into this Columbus Christ figure that is 
coming to ‘Order’ a New World to ‘discover’ and what that 
means prophetically.  
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Columbia 
Christopher Columbus himself has been ‘Christ-ified’ in 
many ways. His very name means, ‘of the Christ’. 
Columbus is one of the Deities ascribed to the Americas 
from Libertas, Columbia and for which, for example the 
U.S. District of Columbia is named after. The statue of 
Columbia is also adorned atop the Capital Building and is 
the icon of many radio and TV broadcasting networks like 
CBS, Columbia Pictures, Columbine, etc.  
 
Could the ship Columbus sailed in, the Santa Maria be a 
veiled crypto-Columbia in which this coming AntiChrist has 
been incubated as in a vessel, a ‘womb’ perhaps about to 
be birthed? Even countries and territories have this name 
association like the country of Colombia and the Provence 
of British Columbia, etc. What this study is thus strongly 
suggesting is that there is a predictive level of programing 
going on here. How so? Consider that in the year 2022, it 
will be an anniversary of when Christopher Columbus set 
foot on the New World of the Americas.  
 
1492 to 2022 will be the 530th year anniversary 

 
That date was October 12,1492. Could the year 2022 be 
then the one in which another ‘Explorer’, that of the 
AntiChrist comes to Jerusalem with a New World Order as 
a ‘Savior’, a ‘God’? Will this coming Columbus figure be the 
embodiment of the ‘Shining One’, Lucifer as the 
Quetzalcoatl motif on the bow of the Columbus ship 
implies? It is intriguing to consider. And why the debut of 
the art-sculpture in March?  
 
It is 7 months to the October 12, 2021 day commemoration. 
What about some of the number and calendar days when 
considering this time-span? To start with, depending on the 
place of Columbus’ departure point, there is some 
discrepancy. There is the point of Columbus leaving from 
the Iberian Peninsula and then from the Canary Islands.  
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This is why there is a discrepancy in the times it took 
Columbus to cross the Atlantic. There is the 2 Month count 
if one counts from where Christopher Columbus started his 
voyage from Palos, Spain in early August of 1492 with 3 
ships: the Nina, the Pinta and the Santa Maria. He arrived 
at what is now the Bahamian Islands that he originally had 
named San Salvador on October 12, 1492. And here is 
another inference of how Columbus is tied to a ‘Savior’ 
Complex and that which Quetzalcoatl and the coming 
AntiChrist personage will be too.  
 
August 6, 1492 to October 12, 1492 = 60 days 
 

The other count is that of 1 month, if the day count is from 
when Columbus departed from the Canary Islands off the 
coast of Africa on September 6th, 1492 and spotted land on 
October 12th, 1492. 
 
September 6, 1492 to October 12th, 1492 = 30 days 
 

What if one adds these 2 coefficients and projects that from 
the Spring Equinox for 2021? Why the Equinox? It is when 
the Sun is equal to the day and night and technically how 
one from this point or time marker determines the New 
Year. So, if March 20, 2021 + 90 days what? 
 
March 20, 2021 + 90 days = June 20, 2021 including end date 
 

Interestingly, this June 20, 2021 is the Summer Solstice 
and if counting from the Astronomical New Year, it 
corresponds to the 50th day from the 1st day after the 
Sabbath, after the Passover, April 27, 2021. This to mean 
that it falls on Pentecost. Is this a coincidence or chance? 
One thing is for sure, the iconography of the depiction of 
this art-sculpture of Columbus coming to the New World as 
a ‘Savior’ type and that of a ‘God’ with his motif of ‘Shining 
Serpents’ suggests that the AntiChrist is likewise coming to 
Jerusalem as one. When? And perhaps in as much a time 
that it took Columbus to traverse to the New World.  
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Serpent Ships 
Will this be the case? Will anytime from May to September 
of 2021 be when the revealing is to occur of this coming 
Savior, ‘Wise One’? What is also very intriguing is that in 
conjunction to this ‘idol’ being erected near the Temple 
Mount of Jerusalem, it seems to foreshadow the coming 
‘Idol’ that will be erected on the Temple Mount next to the 
3rd Temple. This ‘idol’ will be the ‘Image’ of the 1st Beast or 
that of the coming Savior ‘Columbus’ that will be giving 
power to rule the New World and its Order after their 
‘Reset’, etc.  
 

 
Columbus on a ‘Serpent Ship’ like Quetzalcoatl had to return on. 

 
It will be the 2nd Beast that will amazingly animate the ‘Idol’ 
to make it speak and even breath. Truly a work of Sorcery, 
Bio-Computing and Artificial Intelligence, A.I. What also 
occurred during this time in California is that a legislative 
measure was passed to have an Ethnic Race 
Requirements be mandatory to be taught in the California 
State University system. This system is the largest in the 
world. What was telling is that such courses like studying 
the Aztecs would be 1 such fulfillment of the mandate. 
Many pointed out that as it has already been implemented 
in other Chicano/Latino Studies courses.  
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One component of a course has Students participate in a 
religious, ritualistic incantation of invoking and worshiping 
the Aztec Pantheon of Gods, to include primarily 
Quetzalcoatl. Seems interesting but a double-standard as 
those that would and do Biblical Religious Studies are not 
allowed to for example, observe the LORD’ Prayer or 
rehearse a LORD’s Supper. As to Quetzalcoatl, it is further 
understood that according to his mythology, this ‘Shining 
One’, Wise One came from the planet Venus. And here 
again is the connotation to the Christ and AntiChrist figures. 
How so?  
 
In the book of Revelation, Jesus ascribes Himself as being 
the ‘Bright and Morning Star’. This is Venus. Yet, to the 
Luciferians, Venus is ascribed to the Shining Serpent, the 
‘Wise One’, Lucifer, etc. What is also amazing is that the 
mythos of Quetzalcoatl is one in which he promised to 
return, just like Jesus. Quetzalcoatl had a ‘Serpent Ship’ 
much like the art-sculpture of Columbus implies that a 
‘Columbus’ figure will be returning, but this time to 
Jerusalem. Thus, in some mysterious way, perhaps some 
Principalities and Powers of Fallen Angels did come from 
Venus in ‘Serpent Ships’ as part of the cohort who had ‘Left 
their 1st Estate’ to come to Earth. And such, were treated 
and worshiped as ‘Gods’.  
 
Consider that according to the myth, this Feathered 
Serpent God came to the New World of the Americas, in 
particular to Mexico, aboard a ‘boat’ craft of fire that made a 
thunderous sound and was powered by Serpents, just like 
the Columbus art-sculpture depicts, in its elemental 
expression. These ‘Serpent Ships’ are actually depicted, 
carved-out in rock and found in both Mexico and Egypt. 
This God came with many Black Giants and helped give 
‘civilization’ to those People prior to the Aztecs populating 
the Mexico Valley. The city that he founded was 
Teotihuacan, which means ‘City of the Gods’.  
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House of the Serpent  
This City is the famous and amazing ancient megalithic city 
that has the Pyramid of the Sun, the Pyramid of the Moon. 
But here is also the House of the Shining One. If one does 
a Star-Map comparison of the city layout to the Stars, one 
will see that it is mirroring the Pyramids of Giza and the 3 
Stars of the Belt of Orion. The trajectory of the layout also 
marks the conjunction of the Hyades of Taurus, all the way 
to the Pleiades. This line, or ley-line astronomically 
corresponds to the ‘Avenue of the Dead’ of the city. Many 
believe this area of the Cosmos is a reflection of how the 
‘Avenue’ of the City of GOD or YHVH in Heaven is actually 
also construed. 
 

 
House of the Wise Serpent, same as 4th Temple of Ezekiel. 

 
Is there any Biblical evidence suggesting this? Yes. In the 
book of Revelation, one sees a detailed depiction of the 
New Jerusalem, the City of the Gods. This City will one day 
come down from Heaven to make its fusion with the 
dimensions on Earth. And then there will be the House of 
YHVH. But in this case, it is of the true Creator, YHVH. He 
is the true ‘Shining One’, the ‘Wise One’ and as the 
‘Serpent’ that was needed to be lifted-up by Moses. What is 
happening here is that Lucifer is appropriating the divine 
motifs that are ascribed to YHVH and Christ in some 
mysterious why.  
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One only has the echoes of such iconography infused in 
the ancient mythos of many civilizations of the past to 
include the Aztecs. For example, since Teotihuacan is 
being insinuated that it is mirroring the ‘City of GOD’ in 
Heaven, the 3 Pyramids corresponding to the 3 Belt Stars 
of Orion are also represented on the Temple Mount in 
Jerusalem. There is the Silver Dome of the al-Aqsa 
Mosque that used to be a Crusader Church. This 
represents the Moon. Then there is the Golden Dome of 
the Nobel Sanctuary or the Dome of the Rock that 
corresponds to the Pyramid of the Sun. 
 
Then there is the White Dome or Capula to the north where 
many believe stood the white marbled Temple of YHVH or 
of the ‘Shining One’. In what sense? Consider that the 
‘Glory’ that radiated in-between the Cherubim of the Ark of 
the Covenant within the Holy of Holies was describe as the 
‘Shekinah Glory’. Or the Shining GOD, etc. This was then 
the House of the Shining One or the ‘Wise Serpent’ as was 
the 3rd smaller Pyramid complex in Teotihuacan called the 
House of Quetzalcoatl or the Shining Serpent. 
Nonetheless, on sees here the ‘Sun, Moon and the Stars’ 
ascribed to the divine layout.  
 
And here again, one is not insinuating that Jesus is a 
‘Snake’ or Draconian or Pleiadian but as mentioned, Jesus 
Himself allegorized His work on the Cross of Calvary as the 
Bronze ‘Shining’ Snake that Moses was instructed to lift up 
in the Wilderness. And conversely, all those Followers and 
Disciples of Jesus are likewise metaphorized by Jesus as 
needed to be, ‘As wise/shrewd as Serpents but as gentile 
as Doves’. So, here one has this motif of those having 
‘Snakes’ follow Jesus but as a type, much like His 
Followers are also allegorized as being Sheep, etc. But it 
will also have a center Avenue just like that of Teotihuacan. 
In this case, not an Avenue of Death but of Life. It speaks of 
how there will be a River flowing down the center from the 
Throne and will have the Tree of Life on either side.  
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These trees will serve for the ‘Healing of the Nations’, etc.  
What is rather astonishing is how there is some credence 
to how Lucifer and the Fallen Angels know of the layout of 
the Heavenly City and the House of YHVH. Consider the 
following comparison and amazing correlation regarding 
this House of the Shinning One in Teotihuacan to that of 
Ezekiel’s 4th Temple. One is given the specific dimensions 
of the coming 4th Temple, that which is called Ezekiel’s 
Temple in the book of the Bible by that name. 
 

 
The Return of Quetzalcoatl on Serpent Ship as promised. 

 
Astonishing, if one superimposes those precise dimensions 
and measurement, onto the Temple of the Shining One of 
Teotihuacan, it corresponds precisely. Is this coincidence? 
Chance? This study does not think so. What this study 
strongly suggested then is that such Fallen Angles and 
Lucifer that fell from this Heavenly abode and metropolis 
know exactly where such things lie and are configured. So, 
much so that they replicated this Heavenly City layout on 
Earth. They know of this Avenue, not of the Dead as on 
Earth but of the Living in Heaven and of one day also on 
Earth due to Jesus’ work on the Cross of Calvary.  
This work affords Humanity to partake and live within such 
a City of the GOD’s and to even enter the House of GOD, 
of YHVH, etc.  
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This is why this Columbus art-sculpture is more than that 
as it is broadcasting that the soon 3rd Temple of the coming 
Greater Columbus, the Feathered Serpent will make its 
way into the House of GOD or YHVH. Lucifer will defile it 
with the Idol and then with himself entering in where he 
ought not be. But as many prior studies have conjectured, 
since Lucifer cannot do that in Heaven in his failed 
attempts. 
 
The closest he can and ever will get at usurping the very 
Throne and House of YHVH will be on Earth, in Jerusalem 
and in the House of YHVH, the 3rd Temple on the Temple 
Mount. Suffice to say, the ‘Greater Columbus’ is coming to 
Jerusalem or ‘returning’ much like Quetzalcoatl promised 
and Jesus. There, this ‘Savior’ will lead the New World in its 
‘Order’ and will build a ‘House’ on the Temple Mount in 
Jerusalem. It will be as it was dimensioned in Heaven, even 
in the City of the GOD’s in Teotihuacan. 
 
It was the House of the Shining One, the Wise One, 
Quetzalcoatl that astonishingly is the same dimensions as 
Ezekiel’s 4th Temple. When will this happen? Will it take as 
long as it took Columbus to cross the Atlantic? Is this what 
the art-sculpture is broadcasting? Or will it take 7 months till 
the Fall in September perhaps? Regardless, a Greater 
Columbus ‘Savior’ and ‘God’ is coming to the ‘Ramparts of 
Jerusalem’. Perhaps he is already there.  
__________________________ 
 
Main Sources 
Sidman, David 
Mar 18, 2021 
https://www.israel365news.com/188501/jerusalem-massive-idol-with-
serpent-deity-on-public-display-near-temple-mount-causes-
controversy-watch/ 
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PRINCIPALITIES & POWERS 
THE PRINCE OF THE AIR 
Spiritual Warfare Against the Body of Christ 
 
‘For we wrestle not against Flesh and Blood, but against 
Principalities, against Powers, against the Rulers of the 
Darkness of this world, against Spiritual Wickedness in High 
Places.’  – Ephesians 6:12 
 
The purpose of this chapter is to present a philosophical 
overview of what the Spiritual Warfare that the Bible 
teaches is about or looks like. The Apostle Paul in particular 
is the one who elaborated on this notion of how the Body of 
Christ presently on Earth is at war with these ‘Principalities’. 
It is a war not with flesh and blood, nor armies. It is a 
Spiritual War and as such, taught the tenants of how to 
know, recognize, train, fight and overcome these Spiritual 
Beings. This is predicated also on the Teachings of Jesus 
in how one is in ‘Enemy Territory’ and ‘Occupied Land’, 
mainly Earth. This study will examine the different 
dimensions associated with their Realm and the Spiritual 
Hierarchy of their Evil, such as the Principalities and 
Powers ruled by Lucifer, etc.   
  
Why is one considering these Principalities? Many are 
convinced that part of explaining-away the Rapture will be 
the full manifestation of these Beings disguised as the 
Ancient Alien Creator Beings showing up to ‘save the 
world’. But now, coupled with the ‘Disclosure’ is that if it will 
be true that those People taking the COVID-19 shots do 
indeed start dying in masse and are gone in such a large 
number, that it will help also explain away the Rapture. It 
was, ‘just COVID casualties’. One can imagine the single 
most amazing event in human history since Christ to have 
the Last Generation just walk into Eternity without 
physically dying is beyond words.  
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Conspiracy 
And also, one has to also consider that it will be at that time 
that YHVH will be sending that Great Delusion. There will 
be a lot of Plausible Deniability and Normalcy Bias 
occurring psychologically as many who knew about the 
Resurrection-Rapture event will seek an excuse to deny it 
and not accept it. One believes that the contrived COVID-
19 virus that was bio-engineered and released was and 
has been and will be used by the Luciferians to destroy, of 
the face of the Earth the Body of Christ. Lucifer has tried to 
destroy the ‘Seed of the Woman’ since Cain killed Abel. In 
every generation, there has been a plot or conspiracy to do 
the same. 
 
None of Lucifer’s wiles or devices have or will prevail, but 
this COVID-19 excuse to mass inoculate the entire world is 
by far the most effective. What better way than through 
Medicine and a farce in deceiving the People of the world 
that they will be ‘protected’ and ‘vaccinated’ when in fact, 
the very shots will be controlling them if not destroying 
them. Obviously only the strong and those having a robust 
Immune Systems will survive. For such, it will be a 
development of the Platform, injected into their entire body 
that will convert it into a ‘Walking Cell Phone Tower’.   
There will be no opting-out from that point on, only a 
‘turning on or turning off’ functionality.  
 
As the effects will be implemented at the genetic level, one 
will have lost one’s total bodily integrity and sovereignty. To 
this, the Body of Christ has totally missed the opportunity 
by way of Biblical Prophecy not being taught to prepare 
and understand fully what is being done to them. There is a 
lot of information and ‘secrets’ yet to be fully understood by 
those that are not ‘initiated’ in those ‘Mysteries’. The Body 
of Christ has some glimpse into them but only because of 
certain teaching or Prophecy in the Bible. This is why the 
Resurrection-Rapture event has to occur before the mass 
inoculations wipe-out the Body of Christ on Earth.  
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How does one know this? One has been given enough 
information and/or Prophecy in the Bible to discern it and 
see the Signs occurring now in real time and know who and 
what these ‘Principalities and Powers’ are all about and 
doing in these Last Days. Then there is information 
divulged from those coming out from the Enemy Camp of 
the Luciferians. There is also evidence in how Signs are 
communicated through Symbols and Signs, as it is their 
language. Examples are how Sacred Geometry and 
numbers are used when events occur and where. Those 
that are in such evil, know all these ‘Secrets’ and Signs. 
  
One would have to have a lifetime of schooling to fully 
grasp the magnitude of their knowledge and revelation. But 
only in the sense that they have horded the benefits that 
could have helped the entire human race. But in many 
cases, the Forbidden Wisdom bestowed upon humans by 
the Fallen Angels has given an advantage to those 
following Lucifer that have implemented his Protocols 
against Jesus and His Body on Earth. Presently for 
example, one such Protocol has been through the COVID 
Conspiracy. Such information has been given to mankind, 
both what was authorized by YHVH to give to mankind for 
their benefit, but also how certain Rebel Angelic Beings 
decided to divulge ‘Forbidden Knowledge’ to Humanity. 
 
And so, the Body of Christ has much more trouble because 
of this. This is how those that control and own everything 
on Earth currently use such means to control and rule 
everyone, for the time being. This is not anything new in 
terms of the Human Condition. The difference now has 
been the presence of the Body of Christ and the Armor of 
GOD per Ephesians 6. With the Body of Christ birthed on 
Pentecost, 32 AD with the Sealing and Indwelling GOD the 
Holy Spirit, it has been the ‘Restrainer’ that has been 
holding back such Beings. Since then, there has now been 
presently on Earth a Counter-Balance to the evil forces, the 
‘Principalities and Power’ of Lucifer and his minions. 
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This is a reality in both the Spiritual and Terrestrial planes.  
More so, the Authority and Power bestowed upon the true 
Body of Christ gives it the ability to overcome the ‘Body of 
Lucifer’ or Corp on Earth, all the same. The issue why it 
would appear that the Spiritual War is being won by the 
Forces of Lucifer is because the Body of Christ is either 
ignorant of its power and ability, apathetic and/or negligent 
of them. Suffice to say that as the Fallen Angels of ancient 
past and present had and have divulged their ‘Forbidden 
Secrets’ to only certain men and women on Earth, so too 
has YHVH.  
 

 
Warfare against the Body of Christ occurs in the Spiritual Realm. 
 
Through the Holy Spirit and the Bible, Christ Jesus has 
provided enough revelation and understanding to address 
such issues and their Evil Protocols.  If one has read the 
book of Enoch, one will have a better insight as what 
happened with some of these evil Principalities and Power. 
They divulged ‘Forbidden Knowledge’ to Humanity and 
started to manipulate the Human Genome, as they are 
today with the mRNA shots. But all this ‘Forbidden 
Knowledge’ comes at a price, one’s soul and the sacrifice 
of others, the innocent. That is why blood rituals are 
required to activate the ‘Gates’ these Beings traversed to 
and from their dimensions. And why blood? Why is human 
blood coveted? It is because YHVH put the ‘Life Force’ in it.  
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Battle for the Mind 
And that due to the fall of Adam and Eve, only a Blood 
Atonement would take away or pay for sin. Lucifer and his 
Principalities and Powers thus copy the Creator in how one 
must come to Him by a Blood Sacrifice due to sin. One 
cannot explain why but other than one is told that, ‘The Life 
is in the Blood’ and humans are made in the ‘Likeness and 
Image of YHVH’. And due to sin, there is a separation of 
the flesh of mankind and the Creator, YHVH. But that 
through Jesus, as the Passover Lamb, that eternal barrier 
is now able to be bridged. The Body of Christ is just waiting 
for its individual Glorified Bodies like those of the ‘Light 
Beings’ to have and then know all that is possible. How so?  
 
One was told this by one’s Mentor, ‘We may not know all 
things, but because one has come to Christ Jesus, one 
knows Him who knows all things’. When one gets to Glory, 
one will realize this truth in its fullness. One has to say that 
one does not recommend being an Initiate of all those 
Secret Societies and Kabbalists just to ‘know all things’. At 
the core of such ‘so-called secrets’ is Lucifer, the ‘Wise 
Serpent’. This is who they worship as being the 
‘Prometheus’ type that seeks to give Humanity ‘knowledge’. 
Nothing could be further from the truth. Lucifer despises 
Jesus Christ, His Authority and Power.  
 
And most of all Jesus’ Body on Earth that will constitute 
one day His ‘Bride’. She, collectively in some mysterious 
way will be the Cohort to co-rule with Christ Jesus all that 
has now been given to Jesus for what He did. This 
redemption was for a fallen Humanity to say, not for Lucifer 
nor his Principalities and Powers. This is why Lucifer seeks 
to destroy Humanity in any way possible. Human history 
since the Garden of Eden has been replete with attempts to 
murder the ‘Seed of Eve’. In each human generation, this 
effort has come to a head. In this Last Generation, the 
present attempt is through the COVID-19 shots and the 
coming Vaccine Passport.  
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It is the ‘Platform’ that is being initiated and built now that 
constitutes the Beast System. So, after the Rapture event, 
and especially after the start of the 2nd half of the 7-year 
Tribulation Period, that is when the Mark of the Beast will 
be ‘switched-on’. All this false pandemic and Fear Factor is 
predicated on a ‘Lie’. Humanity has bought into it that 
YHVH was being deceptive as Lucifer convinced Adam and 
Eve in believing that YHVH did not want them to be ‘like 
GOD’. This is the Spiritual War, ‘Who do you say that I Am’, 
Jesus asked. It starts in the mind. What does this have to 
do with who Jesus is? And what constituted the Spiritual 
Planes in which Lucifer is now the Prince of the Power of 
the Air and of the Principalities and Powers to speak of?  
 
It is that this is how Lucifer, through the AntiChrist and the 
coming False Prophet will control all of Humanity on Earth 
from, through the air. It will be a ‘Sky-Net’ type of setup run 
by A.I., and centralized from Jerusalem, where everything, 
everyone will be ‘online’ all the time. In the coming ‘Reset’ 
World Order, only those ‘vaccinated’ or having taken the 
shots that will have developed the ‘Platform’ within one’s 
body will be able to participate in that Beast System. 
However, one’ body will be able to be surveilled and 
tracked and ‘turned-off’ if needed. Thanks, through the 
‘Power of the Air’ or Airwaves, the COVID shots that People 
by the millions have now received contain Nano-Bot 
Technology.  
 
It will allow for the entire human body, to come ‘online’ at 
some point in time in the near future. This is why the 
Luciferian Globalists insist and eventually will mandate 
everyone to be ‘vaccinated’ with the man-made synthetic 
mRNA shots. It will constitute the Beast System. So, who 
are these Principalities and Powers? In the Bible, one 
knows from the teachings of Paul who these ‘Powers of the 
Air’ are as he defines them. However, Paul also defines 
and delineates the Love of Christ Jesus that counter-acts 
against theses Principalities and Powers.  
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The 5th Element 
The Love of Christ transcends all that is and any Luciferian 
‘initiated knowledge’. This ‘Love’ is unique, singular and 
also corresponds to the Platonian Models and more. 
Consider the following.   
  
Ephesians 3:17-19 
‘So that Christ may dwell in your hearts through faith. Then 
you, being rooted and grounded in Love, will have Power, 
together with all the Saints, to comprehend the:   
  
1. Length and  
2. Width and  
3. Height and  
4. Depth of the  
5. Love of Christ,    
  
and to know this Love that surpasses Knowledge, that you 
may be filled with all the Fullness of God.’ 
 
One can see here the Elements that defines Space and 
Matter, the Creation, etc. And more as even the Ancients 
did not know or could explain or understand the ‘5th 
Element’, Love. But that this love, true love can only be 
found in Christ Jesus for this 5th ‘Element’ is Jesus Christ. 
So, these elements help one to define the Spiritual Planes 
or ‘Dimensions’ that exist and counter-balance those of the 
evil Principalities and Powers of Lucifer.  
 
This is half the battle in knowing one’s Enemy and where 
they are to be found and how they operate. The Earth is a 
mirror of the physical cosmos and Heaven. But this pattern 
is also a psychological one found within the soul that it too 
is patterned in the ‘Image and Likeness. of YHVH. The 2nd 
part of knowing and winning the Spiritual Battles is knowing 
who are these Evil Spiritual Beings the Apostle Paul spoke 
about to be cognoscente of. Paul actually then defines 
these evil Spiritual Being and where they reside in.  
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The Armor of GOD 
And this is important for humans and especially the Body of 
Christ to know because it is where this Spiritual War takes 
place. This is the Battlefield. Ephesians 6 says so and 
Followers of Jesus are warned to know the ‘Weapons of 
the Enemy’ and of Lucifer’s ‘Devices’. One sees this 
glimpse of the active battle in Daniel’s prayer that was 
hindered. Consider the following insight.   
 
‘Finally, my Brethren, be strong in the LORD, and in the 
Power of His Might. Put on the whole Armor of GOD, that 
ye may be able to stand against the Wiles of the Devil. 
For we wrestle not against Flesh and Blood, but against: 
 
1. Principalities, against  
2. Powers, against the  
3. Rulers of the Darkness of this world, against  
4. Spiritual Wickedness in High Places.   
  
Wherefore take unto you the whole Armor of GOD, that ye 
may be able to withstand in the Evil Day, and having done 
all, to stand.’ -Ephesians 6:10-13 
 
Thus, one sees here that the dimension where these evil 
Fallen Light Being exist or live are in a Spiritual Real. Later 
on, Paul also then reveals that these places of these 
‘Principalities and Powers’ are all encompassed within the 
2nd Heaven primarily.    
  
1st Heaven  = sky/atmosphere   
2nd Heaven  = Stars/Cosmos   
3rd  Heaven  = Throne/Kingdom of YHVH the Creator 
 
This is also consistent with the esoteric and ancient 
teachings of all past civilizations. So, within this 2nd 
Heaven, and even within the Sky/Atmosphere, there are 
degrees and levels. It is a type of hierarchical level or 
degrees like the ones the Esoterics initiate through.  
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Armor of GOD described as a Soldier ready for battle. 
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For example, there are the 33 Degrees in Freemasonry that 
one has to progress or reach. Realize that likewise in the 
Kingdom of Lucifer, there is also Hierarchy, Rank and 
Order. See how when Daniel prayed, the Angels were 
fighting over his prayer. As noted, here one sees a glimpse 
into this Spiritual Warfare of how there are Ranks in the 
Princes of Lucifer. For example, it mentions the ‘Prince of 
Persia’, and the ‘Prince of Greece’. According to the book 
of Enoch, each Nation, city, etc., has an Angel or Being 
over them, both good and bad. 
 
Are those beings living in the astral plane or in the material 
plane? Both. This is a mystery and it is yet to be fully 
explained or understood. For example, one sees in 
Genesis 6 and from Enoch how the 200 Fallen Angels 
came down to Mount Hermon to mate/have sex with human 
women. In fact, many of the Luciferian Rituals require sex 
with these evil Light Beings or Angels. They are Spiritual 
Beings but obviously had the ability to take on ‘flesh’ to be 
able to procreate. Why? It was an intentional interference 
to deface the ‘Image and Likeness’ of YHVH at the very 
genetic level of humans. The end result were Giant hybrid 
humans, genetically enhanced. It is amazing but true. And 
this gene-manipulation is still occurring to this day. 
  
Presently, it is being done through the mRNA made-made 
synthetic Protein being injected into millions around the 
World. This is one way Lucifer will eventually seek to 
deface, deform and change the ‘Image and Likeness of 
GOD’ in Humanity, at the genetic level no less. This will be 
why when the Mark of the Beast is ready to be 
‘downloaded’ to one’s body at the pledge of allegiance to 
Lucifer, the change will be so great at the genetic level that 
it will render a human, non-human. The Apostle Paul says 
that Lucifer is the ‘Prince of the Power of the Air’. Because 
Adam gave his Dominion and Power over to Lucifer, 
through deception, that is why all the Earth is Lucifers 
currently; governments, institutions, and the atmosphere.  
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Spiritual Planes 
They have total dominion. That is why all the UFO’s 
sighting occur in the ‘air’…But then they ‘vanish’. It is 
because they just crossed over from the ‘atmosphere’, 1st 
Heaven to 2nd Heaven where they reside through ‘Gates’. 
Same principle for the Fallen Angels and Lucifer. Lucifer 
cannot only come down to Earth in physical form but fly in 
the air, live in the Cosmos and still has the ‘Judicial Right’ 
to present himself before the Throne of YHVH. See book of 
Job. One day, Lucifer will be expelled completely from 
Heaven, the 3rd and from the 2nd Heaven to be confined 
only to Earth. This is stated in Revelation 12. 
 
That is why Lucifer will be enraged and will cause almost all 
the world to be destroyed during the 2nd portion of the 
coming last 7 years called the Tribulation Period. Some 
may ask, what about when somebody Astro-Projects? Does 
the person go exclusively to the Spiritual Realm, or is the 
person still in the physical realm as well? From one’s 
research and reading, those that have Astro-Traveled or 
Projected do leave their physical body and proceed in the 
Spiritual Realm. But realize that when this happens, they 
are always accompanied and sustained by a Light Being. 
Depending on the experience and cause, it can be a ‘Good’ 
or ‘Bad’ Celestial Being, i.e., an Angel.  
 
This also occurs in the Bible to Believers. Every time there 
is revelation, like with Enoch, Ezekiel, Isaiah, Daniel, Paul 
and John, they have an Angelic Attendant. Nonetheless, 
the difference? It is that those that use Black Magic, drugs, 
sex rituals, etc., ‘pay’ to have these Spirit Being ‘come and 
get them’. It is like calling for an Uber or Taxi. But for these 
Fallen Beings, they can be ‘cheap’ or Lower Rank Spiritual 
Beings and for example, will only ask for a ‘chicken’ to be 
sacrificed and only for a ‘cheap trip. It is the high-level 
sacrifices and Light Beings or Fallen Angels of High Rank 
that will demand a higher payment. For them, the highest is 
an innocent baby to sacrifice or adolescent.  
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And so once in this 1st or 2nd Heaven, People can see to a 
limit, over the ‘horizon’ of time or be shown predictions, etc. 
In the 2nd Heaven for example, that of the Cosmos, 
Spiritual Beings live in higher dimensions than humans, or 
frequencies. Thus, this is why Spirit Beings pass through 
appropriate portals or doors in-between these dimensions. 
In the case of the Cosmos, there is the Golden Gate and 
the Silver Gate. These 2 Gates are specific to the 2nd 
Heaven of the Cosmos but are also mirrored on Earth at 
Sacred Sites. They are believed to be like the ‘Front Door’ 
and ‘Back Door’ to Heaven, just in one’s house on Earth. 
 
And realize that the concept of a ‘house’ is modeled after 
the ‘House of YHVH’ in the 3rd Heaven. If one studies the 
Tabernacle of Moses and Temple of Solomon, one will see 
this pattern. There is a Porch, the Holies and the Holy of 
Holies, etc. There is much more and deeper meaning there 
as it all points to Christ and is actually mirrored according to 
a body proportion. So, these 2 Gates are where the Light 
Beings, good and bad Angels pierce the dimensions from 
2nd Heaven to 1st Heaven and the 3rd, etc. An example of 
these 2 Gates mirrored on Earth is seen for example, at the 
Golden Gate Bridge in California and the Brooklyn Bridge; 
Silver colored in New York. In Europe, these Gates are in 
Lisbon and in Istanbul.   
 
In-between these ‘Gates’ then is what is defined, a ‘Sacred 
Space’ and that is why certain temples or places are where 
the Lodges, and/or Covens are situated. They are all 
mathematically positioned and suited to channel the Earth 
ley-lines and energy grid that is invisible to humans but not 
to the Light Beings. They are like ‘roads’ and maps to 
where they can only come in and out of such ‘Gates’. If 
those Spirit Beings are in the Higher Spiritual Planes, why 
do they need the material plane? One is not sure nor can 
explain it. One does know, as mentioned that they saw how 
beautiful the human women where but were told not to 
interfere or cross over the line with them, but they did.  
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Gates to the Principalities 
And in order for them to mate with the women, they had to 
‘leave their Spiritual Estates and take up flesh’. So, they 
have the ability to do so. Also, the Bible mentions that 
Angels, some or most actually do not have wings and are 
said to be even amongst People, ‘unawares’. Suffice to say 
that in this Spiritual Warfare, Earth is Ground Zero, and the 
prize is the Souls of Humans. To this end, YHVH is working 
to save Humanity and has His Angels on Earth, and so 
does Lucifer. How many times has one read or heard of 
amazing stories of how when certain People are in danger 
or trouble and about to die, then some miraculous event 
happens as a person ‘appears out of nowhere’.   
  
They help the situation and then leave or disappear. One 
does not know why some are helped and other are not. The 
Bible teaches that such Celestial Beings are created above 
humans or mortals. They exist in a much different 
frequency. Humans could actually exist in such dimensions 
all the same if one had the technology to manipulate one’s 
frequency and change the body’s vibration. It only requires 
energy and light. One day though, according to Jesus, His 
Followers and Disciples will have this ability though. Jesus 
promised a new body, that like His.  
 
In the Gospels, and book of Acts, one sees that when 
Jesus was resurrected, He had a body, similar of flesh and 
bones but now glorified or indestructible, never to age, or 
die. And He could eat. Why? The Disciples thought He was 
a Ghost. So, Jesus had to prove to them that He was still a 
human yet GOD the Son now glorified in the body. 
Consider though one amazing fact. In the 2nd and 3rd 
Heaven, no human flesh can exist. Yet, there is however 
right now, in Eternity, in the midst of the Thone in Heaven, a 
literal human being, Jesus. Jesus, in flesh and bone, in a 
Glorified Body is right in the middle of the Throne of the 
Universe. But this is the type of flesh that is now able to 
abide there.  
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And His Followers and Disciples will get to have that type of 
body at the Resurrection/Rapture event at the end of the 
Church Age, that now many are saying and seeing is fast 
coming to an end. Upon further investigate into all these 
Gates on Earth that lead to the 2nd and 3rd Heaven, one 
can see now that all the Ancient Sacred Sites and temples 
were made on these energy ley-lines as mentioned, all 
mathematical and connected even to Mars. How so? One 
can see how these Ancient Sacred Sites created a 
‘hexagram’ configuration. Based on Sacred Gematria, such 
places became as the ‘Key’ or Gates to enable these Spirit 
Beings to come in and out between the 1st and 2nd  Heaven 
or dimensions even to this day to Earth.  
 
As to the composition of the 2nd Heaven, the Cosmos? It is 
made-up of obvious solids, matter and space that one can 
see.  But realize there are Electro-Magnetic energies, like 
Plasma that one does not see. And thus, the Spiritual 
Warfare takes place in this realm with obvious ramification 
in the 1st Heaven or the Sky and on Earth for sure. As to 
‘Space’, many Scientists now believe that the ‘Black Space’ 
one sees is only 30% and what one does not see is 70%. It 
is all about frequencies. So do realize that there are many 
dimensions within that space one cannot see or go to, 
unless one has that ability to do so or is given it.  
 
The reference points that Astronomers call the ‘Gates’ are 
just a coordinate in the sky like a map of Earth, and how 
Navigators use Latitude and Longitude to pinpoint an exact 
location. This is the concept. These points or Gates are 
spiritual, not physical in composition as ‘flesh and blood’ 
cannot enter or see the Kingdom, Jesus said. When 
humans Astro-Travel for example, they do not do that on 
their own ability. They are helped by these Spiritual Beings, 
either good or bad. And both realities occur in that it is the 
‘Spirit’ of the humans that leaves and travels, not the 
physical body or the Soul. Why not? It is because when the 
Soul separates from the Body, that is called Death.  
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Or else the human would die and not be able to come back 
to the body. Because as the Bible states that when one 
truly ‘dies’, when the Soul separates completely from the 
body, it is to be ‘face to face’ with the LORD Jesus. That is 
why in ‘Near-Death Experiences’, some people see 
themselves being operated on with Doctors or can see 
loved ones but only for a moment, if allowed before the 
Soul and Spirit depart to Heaven or is commanded to 
return to the body, etc. This will be the case if one is ‘saved’ 
by Jesus. Those Souls that are not saved will go to Hades 
or Gehenna, or ‘Hell’. This is the place where the bad, 
unsaved dead go…that was across ‘Abraham’s Bosom’. 
 
See the account about Lazarus and the Rich Man that both 
died. And so, also realize that when one ‘Astro-Travels’…it 
is not like one can go anywhere. Again, it is like a city map 
and here are certain streets and ways one can travel and 
be shown. This is why, for example the ‘Material Gates’ on 
Earth mirror those of the 2nd Heaven, as with the physical 
Stars or the constellations like Orion, Taurus and others, 
etc. This is why Holy Temples, Pyramids and Palaces are 
configured to the Stars. And thus, many configure a 
‘Hexagram’ for example on Earth. These are the places 
that many cultures, cults thus use ceremony, music and 
sacrifice to have the Spirit Beings, either Fallen Angels or 
Demons come through the ‘Gates’ and/or Portals and 
manifest themselves, etc.  
  
This is why Jesus admonished His Followers and Disciples 
to ‘Guard one’s Gates’. This can and does pertain to one’s 
body with its 7 ‘Gates’ in one’s head or that of the home, a 
City, Church or Nation, etc. Why? It is because of the 
Spiritual War that is raging and the ultimate Nemesis is not 
‘Flesh and Blood’ but the Principalities, the Powers in High 
Places that seek to enslave, deface and destroy Humanity. 
Jesus tells His People that this Spiritual War has been won 
by Him. This occurred at the Cross of Calvary.  
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Presently there is a stop-gap of time until all Kingdoms, 
Dominions and Powers are put or subjugated under Jesus.  
This will occur at His soon return. Until then, the only way 
to overcome this present Spiritual War is through prayer 
and standing with the full Armor of GOD that Jesus died to 
provide in the meanwhile until He returns at the Rapture.  
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WHEN WAS JESUS 
CRUCIFIED? 
PONTIUS PILATE LETTER TO 
CAESAR 
Evidence for the True Dates that Changed the 
World 

 
‘After Jesus was born in Bethlehem in Judea, during the time of 
King Herod, Magi from the East arrived in Jerusalem, asking, 
Where is the One who has been born King of the Jews? We saw 
His Star in the East and have come to worship Him. When King 
Herod heard this, he was disturbed, and all Jerusalem with him.’ 
-Matthew 2:1-3 
 
The purpose of this study is to consider the correct date of 
Jesus’ crucifixion. There is much debate, confusion and 
speculation on what was the date, correctly of Jesus’ birth 
and crucifixion. Since the death of Jesus, many have asked 
that question also and have arrived at different dates. 
Based on an online Blog chat about historical events 
pertaining to Jesus, a book was mentioned, The Genesis 
Factory by Yacov Rambsel. In the book, it quotes another 
book written, in 1887 by a Reverend W. D. Mahan, called 
The Archko Volume.  
 
In it, it purports that Mahan found 1st Century 
documentation concerning the details that confirm the 
Biblical account of what happened to Jesus at His 
crucifixion. Mahan researched the Libraries in the Vatican 
and Constantinople. He chronicles that he found a Papyrus 
Scroll of a letter written by Pontius Pilate to Caesar. The 
date? It was purported to have been dated to 31 A.D. In the 
scroll, Pilate expounds on what was going on with Jesus; 
meeting Him, what the Mob was like at the crucifixion, the 
great noise and the 3 hours of darkness at Golgotha.  
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It also had the quote from a Roman Centurion at the tomb, 
etc. And the concluding remark of Pilate was that ‘I am 
almost ready to say, as did Manlius at the cross, Truly this 
was the Son of God.’ If the letter is authentic, it would be 
amazing but one wonders why such a piece of Biblical 
evidence that would essentially collaborate the Gospels 
would not be more exposed or scrutinized. And did the 
Romans have a custom of writing on Papyrus Scrolls?  
 

 
Crucifixion rendition by Tissot of Jesus, King of the Jews. 
 
It is true though that the Vatican Library does kept such 
Letters and relics. And such types of documents are kept 
under lock-and-key. So, as to the question, was Jesus then 
crucified in 31 AD? Not likely. Why? Consider that the world 
then was based on a time that used the Julian Calendar. 
However, it was in sync with the Jewish Calendar, to say 
that before the change to the Gregorian Calendar, the 
reference points in time and days were the same. The 
discrepancies come later when Pope Gregory then 
changed the Julian Calendar. When this occurred, there is 
at least a year’s difference to account for.  
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Historical Contexts 
This to say that the Letter of Pilate to Caesar should have 
then been dated to 32 AD. Why? The dating system of 
BC/AD did not come until 525 AD. See note below from 
Wikipedia. This to say that when Pilate wrote that letter, he 
was not assuming it was year 31 AD but had the Julian 
Calendar to go by. And having a 1-year discrepancy, it 
would actually have been in the 32 AD. 
 
‘The terms anno Domini (AD) and before Christ (BC) are 
used to label or number years in the Julian and Gregorian 
calendars. The term anno Domini is Medieval Latin and 
taken from the full original phrase Anno Domini Nostri Jesu 
Christi, which translates to ‘In the year of our Lord Jesus 
Christ’.  
 
This Calendar Era is based on the traditionally reckoned 
year of the conception or birth of Jesus, with AD counting 
years from the start of this epoch and BC denoting years 
before the start of the era. There is no Year Zero in this 
scheme, so the year AD 1 immediately follows the year 1 
BC. This dating system was devised in 525 by Dionysius 
Exiguus of Scythia Minor, but was not widely used until the 
9th century.’  
 
Then consider that this BC/AD is problematic in that if it is 
true, Jesus would have been then 32 years old using 1 AD 
as His birth-date. Consider the ancient Jewish protocols 
that no Rabbi could take-on Disciples until a man was 30 
years of age. If Jesus had a 3.5-year ministry or 1260-day 
count, it would mean that Jesus was 28.5 years old when 
He started His Ministry, and that would have been too early.  
 
There are those that do argue that Jesus was born in -4 BC 
due to some calculations based on Herod’s death. But 
realize that there were 4 Herod’s and the Patriarch had 
sons who took on that Family name as a Title too. It was 
like the Romans did with the name Caesar, etc.  
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Based on research one has done on determining the 
correct date of Jesus’ crucifixion, it has been based both on 
Astronomical Evidence and then the collaboration with the 
Essenes Calendar done by the work of Ken Johnson. One 
strongly suggests that Jesus was indeed born on 
September 11, -3 BC. Here are some conjectures based on 
some key Astronomical pieces of evidence. Consider that 
the various planetary conjunctions in Leo with Venus and 
Jupiter were key to the Magi in the East` in determining 
when the King was born. The Bible states that they ‘Saw 
His Star rising’. It then gave the Magi about a 1 year for 
their journey to travel from Babylon to Jerusalem to meet 
with Herod.  
 

 
The Magi tracked the Star of the King and it led them to Jesus. 
 
They then went on to Bethlehem to meet the King, who at 
that time was then a baby who was about 1.3 years old. 
One can use Stellarium to see the various conjunctions of 
Venus with Leo, twice and a triple conjunction of Jupiter the 
King Planet, with Regulus the King Star, in the King Sign of 
Leo. Then Jupiter started its Retrograde that appeared to 
‘stop’ over Bethlehem in December of -2 BC when the Magi 
finally arrived there. This is why then Herod had all the 
Babies 2 years and younger murdered in Bethlehem and 
the surrounding area for good measure.  
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There are those that believe this date of 9-11 is thus used 
of the Enemies of Christ Jesus to mock and provide an 
antithesis because with His birth, all of Humanity’s history 
and destiny that was headed for Hell, changed. One did 
also do a specific calendar study that shows how the year 
32 AD appears to be in sync with Jesus’ birth in -3 BC, then 
His proclamation of the Jubilee Year in 28 AD and then His 
Triumphal Entry, to the day in April 10, 32 AD.  
 
This would lead to April 14, 32 AD as the Crucifixion Date, 
as the Passover Lamb had to be ‘inspected’ for 4 days. See 
several charts below to study. A link to Ken Johnson’s 
interview is given where he states that according to the 
Essenes’ Calendar, 32 AD was indeed the year the 
Messiah was to have died. Excerpt follows.  
 
‘The Essene Calendar System all mapped-out the concept 
of 7000 years with a Millennium at the end. There is 6000 
thousand years of human history. The 6000 thousand years 
are broken up into 3 Ages of 2000 years. Each 2000 years 
is broken up into 4 ‘Unas’. Each Una is a 10 Jubilee Cycles 
or a total of 500 years. In the prophecy in the Melchizedek 
Document, it says the end of the Age (Just prior to the 
beginning of the Age of Grace or Church Age) was to be 
the 10th Jubilee of the cycle.  
 
The Essenes said that the Messiah would come and be 
crucified or would die for sin that would make that event to 
reconcile Sinners back to GOD. And that it would be 1 
Shemitah or a 7-year Sabbatical Cycle after the end of the 
9th Jubilee at the end of the Una of their Age. So, if one 
calculates that back, the End of the Age was 75 AD, minus 
1 Jubilee (50 years), which equals 25 AD. Then if one adds 
the 1 Shemitah of a 7-year period, that is 25 AD plus 7 
years is 32 AD.‘  
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The Essenes also taught that the Church Age was 
associated with a Summer Wheat Festival and 
Harvest…and purposely hidden and confused by the 
Pharisees of when the Church Age was to start and end. 
One has also compiled a book of the compelling evidence 
that suggests a September 11, -3 BC birth and April 14, 32 
death that is based on more Astronomical Signs. The book 
is titled, ‘The Cosmology of Christ’.  
 
Is this issue of when Jesus was crucified or was born 
important? Well, yes only that the birth and death of the 
Savior of the World are the most important events to 
intersect human history. And it is why there is a deliberate 
attempt to confuse the date so as to cast doubt on the 
credibility of Scripture and Jesus' purpose. In other words, 
if Bible Believers cannot get this simple date right, what is 
to say all that is yet to occur will be correct either? 
 
The subject of Jesus’ birth and death is for sure a 
fascinating aspect to consider. For example, one thinks that 
one has never come across the actual name of that Roman 
Soldier, Manlius that was the one that the Gospel accounts 
note. The dates of these events in history, the birth, death, 
burial and resurrection of Jesus was something someone 
like Pilate was sure to write home about and to study even 
now.  
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POSTER: LION OF JUDAH 
ALPHA AND OMEGA 
Jesus is the Worthy One to open the 7 Seals of 
Judgment 
 
‘And one of the Elders said to me, “Do not weep; behold, The 
Lion from the Tribe of Judah, The Root of David, has prevailed 
to open the Scroll and its Seals.’ –Revelation 5:5 

 
The following are 2 poster renditions of the Biblical theme 
of the Lion of Judah. The context is taken from the verse in 
Revelation 5:5 where the last remaining Apostle John, ‘The 
Beloved’ is transposed into Glory and is shown what 
follows thereafter in terms of the post-Rapture Last Days. 
He is shown that the Judgment of the World and of the 
coming AntiChrist will commence with the breaking of the 7 
Seals by the Lamb ‘that was slain’ that is described also as 
the Lion of Judah.  
 
Apparently, what was required to open the Seals of 
Judgement was to have a perfect sinless human that could 
only qualify to set the sentencing into motion. Sentencing of 
whom? This setting is like a reading of a ‘Last Will and 
Testament’. The verdict is against Lucifer as he has been 
the Adversary or ‘Satan’ that ‘Accuses the Brethren’ before 
YHVH in the Judicial Court of Heaven. John is a Prophetic 
Euphemism of the Rapture event and the Bride of Christ.  
 
The Bride of Christ needs to be there at the Court to 
appear before her ‘Accuser’ and face the Charges. 
However, it is the Lion of Judah, Jesus that vindicates her 
as the Last Adam. This ‘Last Adam’ accomplished what 
Adam and Eve failed to do, that is to have been obedience, 
maintain Faith and Fellowship with the Creator, YHVH. It 
took GOD the Son to become a man, genetically from the 
blood of Adam to redeem the fallen Human Race.  
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Now that Jesus triumphed over Sin, Satan and the World, 
He has the Legal Right and Authority now to pronounce 
Judgment against Sin, the World, Death and Lucifer and to 
expel him from the Realm of Heaven. Why? Lucifer has no 
more ground or excuse to ‘Accuse the Brethren’. All Sin 
and Disobedience has been paid for in full, in Jesus’ own 
Sinless Blood. Now this ‘Last Will and Testament’ is 
incorporated in the 7-fold Seal Scroll that contains the 
vindication of the Bride of Christ and the Judgment of the 
Lucifer, once and for all. If YHVH, had not had the Plan of 
Redemption devised in GOD the Son, all of Humanity 
would have perished in Hell. It was and is that dire straits of 
a condition as the Souls of every human is at stake. 
However, this vindication and payment of Sin made by 
Jesus has to be accredited to one’s own personal account. 
 
Having Free Will, every human must willingly now request 
this transaction to be ‘credited’ to one’s Debt of Sin. Every 
human has the choice now to either have Jesus pay and 
cover the Debt of Sin and Rebellion or one will have to be 
evaluated to see if one can pay for oneself. How so? One 
will then be measure-up to what is required of YHVH’s Law, 
‘Perfection’. But what one will now be measured against is 
Jesus. If one thinks that one’s own ‘Works’ or Character or 
Humanity will be enough on the Day of Judgment, when all 
of one’s Works will be put on the Divine Scale. 
 
Then for such, that is a risk they are willing to take if they 
confide that they are just as ‘Perfect’ as Jesus was and is. 
However, no mere human has attained what Jesus 
obtained, a sinless life and a ‘Perfection’ that is only now 
being accepted by the Divine Council. This means that if 
one rejects Jesus’ ‘Perfection’, then one must stand and be 
as ‘Perfect’s as Jesus was/is. Only Jesus has obtained this, 
now all Authority over Sin, Satan, the World and Death is 
His. There is 1 sure proof that no mere human can obtain 
this same level of ‘Perfection’ as Jesus did. How so? 
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Standard of Judgment 
No one apart from Jesus has had or will have Power and 
Authority over Sin, Satan, the World and ultimately Death. 
All of mankind will die physical unless one is appointed to 
the Rapture at which point one ‘is alive and remains’, etc. 
The Apostle John wept because as a Holy Man, even he 
realized that no human is sinless as all Humanity falls short 
of YHVH’s righteousness because of Adam’s disobedience 
that led to the Sinful Nature in Humanity. And worse, all 
Power and Authority over Earth and Government was taken 
from Adam and transferred to Lucifer.  
 
The Human Race was doomed due to the 1st Adam as his 
disobedience led to sin and Humanity’s fall condemned the 
entire Human Race to an eternal separation from the 
Creator. This condition would have existed, even so if not 
for GOD the Son who obeyed in love the Commission of 
GOD the Father to rescue Adam’s hopeless Human Race. 
This recompense required an Eternal Death as the 
payment, a ‘Perfect Sinless Human’. Thus, it was 
necessary for GOD the Son to incarnate and become 
something He was not before, human. This is called the 
Hypostatic Union, that of being 100% GOD and 100% Man 
at the same time and in the same Person. 
 
Erroneously, ‘GOD’ did not die on the Cross of Calvary, but 
it was Jesus as the Last Adam, a perfect human, sinless 
that died there. He was sinless to the very Genetic Core of 
His flesh, uncontaminated with the Sin Nature that was 
passed down from Adam. This is why Jesus necessitated a 
Virgin Birth. Jesus’ physicality was that His Genetic 
Chromosomal make-up was different. What is spectacular 
to contemplate is that Jesus not only had to be confronted 
with the same temptations as the 1st Adam, but thereafter 
offer His life in exchange. Since He was willing, it was not a 
‘Human Sacrifice’ as those are unwilling.  
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Before Jesus could be crowned the King from the Root of 
David as the Lion of Judah, He had to first come to deal 
with sin of mankind as a Lamb of YHVH. Jesus’ mission 
was precise and concise. He said of His Royal Commission 
that ‘He set His Face as Flint to go to Jerusalem’, i.e., the 
Cross of Calvary that awaited Him there. Flint is one of the 
hardest Elements on Earth, hard and sharp as was His 
mission and gaze. Why? It was because Jerusalem was 
the place and time where the exchange was designated to 
take place; Eternal Life for Eternal Death, Sin exchanged 
for Righteousness, etc.  
 
This ‘Historical Synthesis’ and point of Singularity changed 
the course of the Universe, human history and determined 
the outcome of the ‘War of the Seeds’ as foretold in 
Genesis 3:15. It was at this Nexus Point, at the Cross of 
Calvary where Jesus not only dealt with the Sin of 
Humanity but went further. Jesus bestows Co-Rulership 
and granted the qualification to be Co-Heirs of all that the 
Father has bestowed to the Son, which according to the 
Bible is everything. It is all things and all Beings in Heaven, 
on Earth and beneath Earth that are now under Jesus’ 
Power, Control and Authority. 
 
The Lamb of YHVH is also identified by another Apostle, 
John the Baptist. John reiterated the Levitical requirements 
set forth by YHVH of what it required to ‘take away Sin’ as 
that is what John told the People, Jesus came to 
accomplish. Jesus was to be as ‘A Lamb led to the 
Slaughter’ as Isaiah foretold. And why did Jesus willingly 
endure the shame, the torture, and the nakedness on the 
Cross of Calvary? The Bible teaches that it was ‘for the joy 
set before Him’. The Cross of Calvary was to be the place 
of the Sinner. But Jesus saw the other side of the Cross of 
Calvary. Jesus knew that He was to have Consort, a Bride 
at His side on the other side. Jesus wants to share all that 
He is and has and will do with His Bride, the Bride of Christ.  
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Amazingly, this ‘thing’, a Living Organism is collectively 
being constructed much like Eve was ‘constructed’ out of 
the same Genetic Material from Adam. And that those 
individual People, humans as seen and spoken as ‘Living 
Stones’, a ‘Spiritual House’ is made-up of only those since 
the Cross of Calvary. The completion date will be the last 
day, when the appointed harvest time comes and the 
Church Age ends by the Resurrection-Rapture event. This 
is a special ‘Body’ as not even the Old Testament Saints 
will be part of this Bride of Christ. Amazing. Jesus knew of 
the victory and joy to come after the Cross of Calvary 
because it would bring ‘Many sons to Glory’.  
 

 
 
Thus, the Throne Scene is one in which Jesus is depicted 
in Revelation 5:5, 1st as a Lamb as it has been slaughtered, 
then as the overcoming Lion of the Tribe of Judah. Jesus 
then takes the Scroll from the Father and breaks open the 
7 Seal Judgment. An Elder around the Throne of YHVH 
tells John the Apostle to stop weeping because Jesus as 
the Last Adam, a human overcame Sin, the World, Lucifer 
and Death. This is why Jesus alone is the only one that is 
qualified, not Mohammed, not Buddha nor Krishna to 
pronounce the 7-fold Seal Judgment upon the Sin, the 
World, Lucifer and Death.  
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As John the Revelator is the representative of the Bride of 
Christ, the Beloved, he witnessed in YHVH’s Judicial Court 
the ‘Adjudication’ of the Bride. It is now the Accuser of the 
Brethren that is to be accused and judged. The 7 Seals are 
the pronouncement of the Lamb’s Judgment that seals 
Lucifer’s doom and his destruction in the Lake of Fire for all 
Eternity. The posters are in English and Hebrew that depict 
the euphemism of Jesus as the Lion of Judah, the Human 
Genetic Descendant of King David as the foretold Root of 
Jesse that grew up small and humble, poor but became the 
conquer on behalf of the Human Race, the ultimate Super 
Hero.  
 
In the poster rendition, Jesus as the Lion of Judah has the 
7 Stars as a Crown on His head that symbolizes the 7 
Seals of the Judgment and the 7 Spirits that burn as flames 
before the Throne of YHVH as a Menorah type even. The 7 
Stars can also represent the 7 Churches of Asia as the 
book of Revelation does allude to them as being ‘Stars’ in 
the palm of Jesus’ hand. Also in this graphic depiction, the 
Lion of Judah has wings that bridge the New Testament 
with the Old Testament. It bridges the notion that the 
victorious Messiah is one in the same that promises healing 
under the Sanctuary or covering of His Wings, from Malachi 
4:2. This motif of the Messiah having ‘Wings’ is alluded to 
when Jesus come over the Mount of Olives.  
 
He saw Jerusalem at His Triumphal Entry through the 
Golden Gate and He stated out loud, weeping, ‘If only you, 
Jerusalem would have known this day of My Visitation’. And 
that how He, as the Messiah, ‘would have longed to gather 
you (Israel) as a Hen gathers her Chick under her Wings’, 
etc. And that in 1 Person, there are 2 separate comings or 
Advents. Jesus is both Messiah ben Joseph and Messiah 
ben David. The Wings on the Lion incorporate another 
attribute of the King, the Messiah. Jesus is YHVH, the 
Creator. It is a Divine Mystery. GOD is the Beginning and 
the End, the Alpha and Omega, the Lamb and the Lion, etc. 
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Jesus describes Himself in this same fashion, the Alef and 
the Tav, both in the book of Revelation and encrypted in 
Genesis 1:1, the Beginning and the End of the 2 
Testaments.  
 
The posters are free to download as PDFs from the Posters 
Link off the website: www.PostScripts.org/posters.html. The 
Posters can also be ordered from the Zazzle links provided. 
The graphic is also designed for a t-Shirt rendition that can 
be purchased as well. 
___________________________________ 
 
Related Article: Lion of Judah - Astronomical 
https://www.postscripts.org/ps-news-263.html  
 
Poster in English: Free Download PDF 
https://nebula.wsimg.com/91a93fd0f9f06aa19ed24545515586bd?Acce
ssKeyId=D40106E1331C24ABD7C3&disposition=0&alloworigin=1  
 
Poster in Hebrew: Free Download PDF 
https://nebula.wsimg.com/e3158f9e7368310cb430fe2677411af1?Acces
sKeyId=D40106E1331C24ABD7C3&disposition=0&alloworigin=1  
 
Purchase Poster for Sale: Lion of Judah - English 
https://www.zazzle.com/lion_of_judah_english_poster-
228110358089388938 
 
Purchase Poster for Sale: Lion of Judah - Hebrew 
https://www.zazzle.com/lion_of_judah_hebrew_poster-
228403124012975837  
 
t-Shirt in English 
https://www.zazzle.com/lion_of_judah_t_shirt-235647386520555918 
 
t-Shirt in Hebrew 
https://www.zazzle.com/lion_of_judah_hebrew_t_shirt-
235154206230346175  
 
t-Shirt in Greek 
https://www.zazzle.com/lion_of_judah_greek_t_shirt-
235858638079306812  
 
 

http://www.postscripts.org/posters.html
https://www.postscripts.org/ps-news-263.html
https://nebula.wsimg.com/91a93fd0f9f06aa19ed24545515586bd?AccessKeyId=D40106E1331C24ABD7C3&disposition=0&alloworigin=1
https://nebula.wsimg.com/91a93fd0f9f06aa19ed24545515586bd?AccessKeyId=D40106E1331C24ABD7C3&disposition=0&alloworigin=1
https://nebula.wsimg.com/e3158f9e7368310cb430fe2677411af1?AccessKeyId=D40106E1331C24ABD7C3&disposition=0&alloworigin=1
https://nebula.wsimg.com/e3158f9e7368310cb430fe2677411af1?AccessKeyId=D40106E1331C24ABD7C3&disposition=0&alloworigin=1
https://www.zazzle.com/pub/done?pd=228110358089388938&tool=z3&isIframe=false
https://www.zazzle.com/pub/done?pd=228110358089388938&tool=z3&isIframe=false
https://www.zazzle.com/lion_of_judah_hebrew_poster-228403124012975837
https://www.zazzle.com/lion_of_judah_hebrew_poster-228403124012975837
https://www.zazzle.com/lion_of_judah_t_shirt-235647386520555918
https://www.zazzle.com/lion_of_judah_hebrew_t_shirt-235154206230346175
https://www.zazzle.com/lion_of_judah_hebrew_t_shirt-235154206230346175
https://www.zazzle.com/lion_of_judah_greek_t_shirt-235858638079306812
https://www.zazzle.com/lion_of_judah_greek_t_shirt-235858638079306812
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IS APOPHIS WORMWOOD? 
RETURN OF THE DESTROYER  
Size of Impact Creator Comparison Study 
 
‘I am become Death, the Destroyer of Worlds.’ -J. Robert 
Oppenheimer 
 
The purpose of this study is to consider if the Asteroid that 
is named Apophis is the Biblical one that is attributed to 
being Wormwood as some Bible Study Scholars purport, 
possibly. This Asteroid, if it will be Wormwood is to flyby the 
Earth on the proverbial Friday the 13th in April of 2029. If 
so, this would be in line with how some who study the End 
Times suggest a timeline of Fall 2022 to Fall 2029 to be the 
Tribulation Period. And thus, such a Celestial Event could 
be seen as an Astronomical Climax of sorts.  
 
However, others are suggesting now a possible start of the 
Tribulation Period is to start in 2025 because of this precise 
Apophis flyby in 2029. The argument is that the Apophis 
Asteroid would come by in the midst of the 7-year last 
Sabbatical Cycle known as Daniel’s 70th Week of Years, 
etc. And thus, it would suggest then a midpoint of the 
Tribulation Period to be around 2029 to end then in 2032.  
 
For the purposes of this study, the occultic inferences to the 
Name and Number of the Asteroid will be considered. It will 
be suggested that the Asteroid is a prelude and a serious 
one in terms of Biblical Prophecy, but not the Wormwood 
event. And that in fact there are 2 Asteroid events that are 
to collide with Earth, one hitting the Ocean, and the other 
one hitting the Land. Then a Mathematical Ratio 
Comparison to Impact Craters will be made to see its 
potential fallout and devastation. This will be made based 
on the size of the purported Asteroid.  
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This is supposing that the Asteroid does hit Earth, which is 
unknown at this time with 100% certainty. Will it hit a 
populated metropolitan center or the Ocean? This could or 
would make all the difference. At this point in time, the 
NASA instrumentation of tracking such Near Earth Objects, 
NEOs is determining that the precise trajectory of Apophis 
will not be hitting the Earth. In terms of definitions, what is 
an Asteroid? And what is the difference with that and 
Meteorites? Asteroids are small, rocky objects in the Solar 
System that orbit the Sun. Most Asteroids come from the 
main Asteroid Belt. 
 
This is the region between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter. It 
is believed that in the Ancient Past, a planet was in this 
orbit that got obliterated by a collision and the Asteroid Belt 
resulted in the debris. Asteroids are found also in the orbital 
paths of planets. This is due to Gravitational Pulls. This is 
where it can become dangerous as Asteroids would then 
collide with Earth. Evidence shows that the Solar System is 
full of such instances where there have been Asteroid 
Impacts to show such collisions did in fact occur. The 
evidence is the Impact Craters they leave behind. This can 
be seen in Mars, the Moon, and on Earth. Asteroids are 
basically large rocks in Space and can have jagged and 
have thus irregular shapes and sizes.  
 
Some Asteroids are 100s of miles in diameter, but many 
more are as small as pebbles. Most Asteroids are made of 
different kinds of rocks, but some have Clays or Metals, 
such as Nickel and Iron in the mix. According to NASA, a 

Meteor, as opposed to an Asteroid are those that all related 
to the flashes of light called ‘Shooting Stars’ once an 
Asteroid penetrates the Earth’s Atmosphere. They are seen 
streaking across the sky and range in size from Dust 
Grains to small Asteroids. So, the main difference is the 
size and that when an Asteroid does enter Earth’s 
Atmosphere at high speed and burn up, the Fireballs or are 
called Meteors.  
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The Basics 
When a Meteoroid survives the penetration through the 
atmosphere and hits the Earth, it is called a Meteorite. Here 
is the deal, Asteroids have ‘hit’ the Earth since recorded 
time. Meteorites hit the Earth on a daily basis as the Earth 
travels through various types of debris fields. So, this 
particular Asteroid Apophis is no exception. NASA has the 
Near Earth Object NEO tracking System that attempts to 
identify Near Earth Objects; but that is an overwhelming 
task. It is believed that only a small fraction of such NEO’s 
are being tracked. 
 
In the recent decades, there have also been some near 
misses. Most however, up to this point have been ‘close’ 
but only within the distance between Earth and the Moon. 
This is still a significant distance and a ‘close shave’ in 
Astronomical terms. What is to be taken seriously is the 
projected nearness, if true that this Apophis will get as 
close as the myriad of Satellites roaming just above the 
Earth’s Atmosphere. It was discovered in June 19, 2004 by 
Tucker, Tholen and Bernardi. They were stationed in the 
Kitt Peak Observatory in the Tucson Desert of Arizona, the 
USA. Initially the Name given to it was 2004 MN-4. 
 
However, once the orbit was initially calculated, in June of 
2005 it was changed to the Number, 99942. It was called 
Apophis, after the Greek mythological name of the 
Egyptian God, Apep, the Nemesis of the Sun God Ra. It is 
rather curious why the Number 999 was chosen as that is 
inversion of the infamous 666 Mark of the Beast. Perhaps it 
was just the Number next in line using that sequence. The 
Name Apep is considered the ‘Lord of the Dead’ or 
Underworld. He is the evil Serpent or ‘Red Dragon’ that 
dwells in the Dark Abyss the Egyptians called the Duat. 
Others would attribute this to Leviathan. He seeks to 
devour the Sun or Ra in its daily voyage given its Circuit, 
etc. 
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So, this is when the variables do start to get interesting and 
‘Apocalyptic’ at least in inference. It is reported that 2 of the 
discoverers were fans of the TV series, Stargate SG-1 and 
named the Asteroid after one of the characters, Apophis. 
He is the entity or ‘God’ that threatened the early existence 
of Humanity on Earth. Thus, it seems that such an Asteroid 
is keenly identified as such, if it would be a ‘Killer Planet’ 
Asteroid, which this Researcher is not convinced of, thus 
far. However, the Ancient Alien storyline and inference is 
canny to the Biblical Narrative, if unbeknownst to them.  
 

Meteor Crater near Flagstaff, Arizona in the USA near mile wide. 

 
In the Alien backstory, it is believed that this same Apophis 
was a ‘God’ that ruled Earth in ‘Ancient Times’ before the 
Adamic Race was created. This is exactly what the Bible 
alludes to in the person of Lucifer, who like Apophis is 
called the ‘God of this World’. He is referred to as that 
‘Ancient Serpent, the Devil’ and from the Old Testament, 
one has glimpses of how Lucifer ‘walked in the midst of the 
Garden of Eden’, as depicted in the Egyptian art. The 
ancient Apophis motif appears to overlap with that of what 
is coming for sure, given the prophecies of the book of 
Revelation. The danger, one would acknowledge is that at 
that distance, being at the same orbits as Satellites, there 
is the potential for the Gravity of Earth to lock-in the 
Asteroid and bring it down to Earth. That will depend.  
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Impact Crater Comparison 
It could happen. The other apprehension about this 
Apophis being Wormwood is that it does not clearly fit the 
prophetic parameters of what surely is to take place. 
Apophis in terms of size alone is nowhere near the size of 
a ‘Blazing Mountain’ or a Shining Star. Apophis is estimated 
to be a ‘big’ Asteroid, larger than most, true. If it does hit the 
Earth, it would cause damage but nowhere near the 
cataclysmic scale that the book of Revelation describes will 
be worldwide. Such events are projected to affect at least 
.33 of several variables worldwide: Ocean, Ships, Fish Life, 
Land, Rivers, Water and People. 
 
This alone would range not in the millions but billions of 
People being affected. Apophis is only estimated to be 
around 1210-1350 feet long or 370-450 meters. For 
comparative size, the Asteroid would be as tall as the 
Empire State building. Or it could be compared to about 4 
U.S. Football Fields long or about 5 Soccer Fields long. So, 
the question remains, how much damage could such an 
Asteroid of this size cause? As mentioned, NEO’s or 
Asteroids, becoming Meteors or ‘Shotting Stars’ occur daily 
on Earth. Most are burned up as they enter the Earth’s 
Atmosphere that serves as a ‘Shield’. The question is, will 
this Asteroid be burned-up even before it hits Earth.  
 
What if portions are burned-up and will that mitigate the 
potential impact? For a base comparison, a known Impact 
Crater, the Meteor Crater in Arizona will be used to 
compare. Based on the impact size and depth, it has been 
calculated that the ‘Impactor’ diameter was to have been 
only 160 feet long or 50 meters causing the Impact Crater 
to be 560 feet deep. For the Impact Crater Mathematica 
Ratio Comparison, the .7 miles across well-known and 
famous ‘Mile’ Meteor Crater is considered. This famous 
Meteor Crater is about 18 miles or 29 km outside Flagstaff, 
Arizona in the USA. This nearly mile wide Impact Crater is 
thus 3,900 feet in diameter or 1,200 meters.  
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The depth of the Impact Crater is 560 feet deep or 170 
meters deep. It is acknowledged that Apophis would be the 
largest known Asteroid to ever come this close to Earth. If it 
will have a direct landmass impact, based on a 
Mathematical Proportion formula, the Impact Crater could 
have the following calculation of how wide the Impact 
Crater would be. In essence, at worst, this Apophis Asteroid 
would be a ‘City Killer’. And this is, if it hits a densely 
populated area. Apophis’ Impact Crater would be 5 miles 
across and 2,800 feet deep. This would be considered a 
‘small’ Asteroid in comparison to the top 10 Asteroids that 
have already hit Earth. 
 
Meteor Crater                                          Apophis 
160  feet wide Impactor               =     ~1200 feet wide 
3,900  feet wide Impact Crater                   X 
 
560 feet deep           2,800 feet deep 
 
160X = 4,680,000 
 
X= 29,250 feet wide/diameter Impact Crater or ~9000 meters = 
~5 miles wide / ~8 km 

 
If Apophis does hit the Earth, and a densely populated area 
like Washington D.C., the Impact Crater size would be 
about as big as the entire breath of the core Washington 
D.C. Mall from the Lincoln Monument to just beyond the 
Robert Kennedy Stadium. With the amount of Impact 
Energy, this would amount to a Nuclear detonation of the 
Russian Czar Bomba. This would be just over a 50 MT 
Nuclear Detonation that would take out an entire city. The 
blast would be felt at least 500 miles/800 km from 
Washington D.C., as far as Indianapolis where windows 
would shatter due to the Shockwave. Aside from the core 
Impact Crater of about 5 miles wide/8 km, the area of the 
Greater D.C. up to 20 miles/32 km would all be flattened.  
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Collision Consequences 
At the 40 mile range/64 km, there would still be significant 
infrastructure damage and severe injuries to People. It 
would be estimated that around 2.5 million People would 
die instantaneously due to the fire ball. And another 1.3 
million People would suffer significant bodily injuries as far 
as the 40 mile/64 km radius. This would range from 
blindness; 3rd degree burns and/or organ damage/bleeding, 
etc. 
 
Thus, based on this Mathematical Ratio Comparison, 
Apophis is a significant Asteroid to consider the potential 
damage and loss of life, but it is nowhere near the 
catastrophe as depicted in the book of Revelation where it 
is to affect .33 of the planet in various forms if it were to hit 
the Earth. The following are some specifics based on the 
NukeMap computer model of such a detonation’s effects.  
 
Heavy blast damage radius (20 psi): 5 miles / 8 km. 
At 20 psi overpressure, heavily built concrete buildings are 
severely damaged or demolished; fatalities approach 100%. 
Often used as a benchmark for heavy damage in cities. Optimal 
height of burst to maximize this effect is 3 miles / 6 km. 
 
Moderate blast damage radius (5 psi): 12 miles / 20 km  
At 5 psi overpressure, most residential buildings collapse, 
injuries are universal, fatalities are widespread. The chances of a 
fire starting in commercial and residential damage are high, and 
buildings so damaged are at high risk of spreading fire. Often 
used as a benchmark for moderate damage in cities. Optimal 
height of burst to maximize this effect is 7 miles / 11 km. 
 
Light blast damage radius (1 psi): 54.3 km (9,270 km²) 
At around 1 psi overpressure, glass windows can be expected to 
break. This can cause many injuries in a surrounding Population 
who comes to a window after seeing the flash of an Asteroid 
explosion of this size, which travels faster than the Pressure 
Wave. The explosion is often used as a benchmark for light 
damage in cities. Optimal height of the burst to maximize this 
effect is 10 miles / 17.2 km high. 
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Time Specific 
Thus, if this Apophis Asteroid is to hit the Earth, it would 
take out a major City if it will hit a densely populated area 
like Washington D.C. The surrounding area of infrastructure 
to the 40 mile maker/64 km would be destroyed. However, 
by contrast if the Asteroid hits the Ocean or a remote 
Desert area like Meteor Crater in Arizona, then the damage 
and life lost would be near 0. Thus, obviously, the damage 
and life lose at its maximum level would not even approach 
the billions that the 2 coming Asteroids will be causing. It is 
not a matter of if but when an Asteroid will hit Earth. The 
mathematical probability is significant. And as prior impacts 
are evident across the globe, it is just a matter of time. 
 
However, Apophis will be at best just a ‘City Killer with 
about ~3 million total casualties but not in terms of .33 
percent of the Earth’s being affected and where potentially 
billions will suffer either death or damage. It has been said 
that there is no ‘Average Thermonuclear Bomb’ and thus no 
‘Average Asteroid’ to play Life-and-Death with. One is sure 
it would not be ‘Average’ though if one is unfortunate to live 
in such a city that would be destroyed. Consider that thus 
far, there have been over 3000 such man-made 
Thermonuclear Weapon Detonations set-off on Earth. The 
yields have ranged from 100 KT all the way up to the Czar 
Bomba at 50 MT. But what is worse than an Asteroid is the 
Radiation that they all have produced around the World.  
 
For comparison to an Asteroid Impact Crater of 5 miles that 
Apophis would make, a 1 MT Nuclear Weapon detonated 
at the surface will make a crater about .5 mile or .8 km in 
diameter and 200 feet or 60 meters deep. If detonated in 
the air it would most likely not make an Impact Crater at all. 
The point is that the initial Nuclear Detonations were small 
in comparison to what is possible now. For example, the 
Sedan Nuclear Test in 1962 left an Impact Crater of about 
300 feet/100 meters deep with a diameter of ~1250 feet or 
390 meters.  
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Albeit it was a Hydrogen Bomb with a yield of 104 KT 
placed 640 feet or 194 meters below ground. The blast 
moved 11,000,000 tons of Earth. The Sedan shot spread 
Radiation Fallout from Nevada to as far away as Iowa and 
Illinois. It accounted for 7% of the Radiation released from 
all Nuclear Tests in the United States up to that point. Then 
there was the Castle Bravo Nuclear Test that was a near 
Nuclear Disaster. The Detonation had twice the expected 
yield and exposed thousands of People, Flora and Fauna 
to dangerous levels of Radioactivity. The site was 
uninhabitable until 1980. What about Wormwood? 
 
Revelation is outlined by a 7-7-7 Judgment that unfolds like 
an onion. They are the 7 Seals, the 7 Trumpets and then 
the 7 Bowl Judgments. The last Trumpet unleashes the 
Trumpets and the 7th Trumpet unleashes the Bowl 
Judgments, etc. The following is 1 interpretation of 
Revelation and how Wormwood comes into play. There are 
to be 2 Asteroids to hit the Earth, 1 in the Ocean, then a 2nd 
one in the Earth. Wormwood would be the 2nd one in fact. 
Most believe that due to how the book is set-up and 
interpreted, the Bowls for example mirror or reiterate the 
Trumpets. One does not believe this to be the case.  
 
Asteroid #1: 
Revelation 8:8 The 2nd Angel sounded his Trumpet, and 
something like a Huge Mountain, all ablaze, was thrown into the 
Sea. A .33 of the Sea turned into Blood, 9 a .33 of the Living 
Creatures in the Sea died, and a .33 of the Ships were 
destroyed. 
 
Asteroid #2 
Revelation 8:10 The 3rd Angel sounded his Trumpet, and a 
Great Star, blazing like a Torch, fell from the sky on a .33 of the 
Rivers and on the Springs of Water— 11 the name of the Star is 
Wormwood. A .33 of the Waters turned Bitter, and many People 
died from the Waters that had become Bitter. 
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Wormwood 
As one can see, there appears to be 2 events, 2 impacts, 
consecutive of each other, in effect 2 Asteroids. Why 2? 
One believes that this account is telling of how, at this point 
in time during the Tribulation, the flyby of Planet X that will 
come swinging by will cause these 2 Asteroids as they are 
discharged from its orbit as the Earth crosses its path, 
twice. Based on prior models and calculation of Planet X’s 
size, being 7x that of Jupiter, the Earth would then cross its 
path twice, about 5 months apart and thus 2 occasions to 
have an Asteroid hit Earth.  
 

 
Apophis is depicted as the Serpent within the Tree, as in Eden. 
 
Once would be in the Ocean, then the other in the Land. 
Still, the date approaches, this idea that this Apophis 
Asteroid is Wormwood is becoming more popular though. 
Wormwood means ‘bitter’ and as such, most People 
believe it will be only 1 Asteroid that will be hitting Earth 
and that in a land mass. This would then be the case of 
how the Toxic Metals in the Asteroid would contaminate the 
Waters and Rivers immediately surrounding that area. It is 
reminiscent of what occurred in Chernobyl. This assertion 
was brought up in an online blog about Wormwood possibly 
hitting the Chernobyl area.  
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Not sure if most People are aware but Chernobyl in 
Ukrainian means ‘Bitter’ as in Bitter Waters. That is exactly 
what the Nuclear Meltdown did back in 1986; Nuclear as in 
a ‘Star’ reaction it created during its reaction. The 
Chernobyl Nuclear Meltdown contaminated all the 
surrounding Water, Soil, Trees, Rivers, Animals etc. All the 
People within a 40-mile/64 km Radius had to be evacuated. 
Whole Forests were cut down, and Animals had to be 
Euthanized.  
 
Yet, after all these years Animal Life has returned and giant 
Radio-Wave Antennas have been set up to mitigate the 
Radiation. There is a great movie called, ‘Chernobyl 1986’ 
that came out in recently. It is historically very accurate and 
was banned in the Ukraine. Here is the link to the Trailer. It 
is highly recommended to watch as it is very sobering.  
 
Movie Trailer: ‘Chernobyl 1986’ 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vj8kx2ueA2s 
 
From a purely Eschatological point of view and 
interpretation, one believes that the flyby of the 2nd Sun 
System, Planet X or the return of the Red Dragon will be 
what Christ Jesus will be using, in part to execute the 
Seal/Trumpet/Bowl Judgment upon the Earth. And again, 
this Apophis, due to its Name and Number is eerily 
inferencing what is to come during the Tribulation Period, in 
one’s opinion.  
 
But the effects of Apophis impact, due to its size will not be, 
cannot be the cause of .33 of all the Waters and Rivers 
turning bitter in the planet. The size of the 2 Asteroids that 
are coming will be gigantic in size comparison and they will 
not only be ‘City Killers’ but ‘Earth Killers’. The devastation 
of these 2 Giant Asteroids, the ‘Size of a Blazing Mountain’ 
in the 1st case, will be the cause of all those worldwide 
Earthquakes, Pole Shifts, Tsunamis, that are horrifically 
described in the book of Revelation.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vj8kx2ueA2s
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Super Mega-Asteroid Impacts on Earth 
As it is, the incoming Planet X is already having the effects 
now that is leading-up to the Tribulation Period with 
worldwide cataclysmic upheavals. The evidence? There 
has been a dramatic uptick in the recent decade of the 
frequency and intensity of Volcanoes, Earthquakes, Natural 
Disasters, changes in Natural Weather Patterns, Sink 
Holes, etc. In part, it is due to Man’s manipulation with 
Weather Weapons, HAARP and other means. 
 

 
Apophis will not have the level of devastation as Wormwood. 
 
According to theverybesttop10.com, the following are the 
top 10 largest Impact Craters caused by Asteroids that 
have hit Earth. The purpose of this listing is to compare the 
apparent Impact Size of Apophis with other known Impact 
Crater sizes. Based on this comparison, it is thus 
suggested that Apophis is nowhere near the listing of the 
top 10 Impact Creators created by Asteroids with only a 5-
mile wide diameter. And that is will not be the infamous 
Wormwood of the book of Revelation as that event will 
affect 1/3 of the entire portion of the planet, etc.   
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10 – Kara Crater, Russia (40 Mile Diameter) 
It was formerly believed that these 2 sites were 2 separate 
craters and that they formed a twin impact structure. 
 
9 – Morokweng Crater, South Africa (43 Mile Diameter) 
In May, 2006, a group of Scientists drilling into the site 
announced the discovery of a 25 cm diameter fragment. 
 
8 – Chesapeake Bay Crater, United States (53 Mile Diameter) 
The continual slumping of the rubble within the Crater has 
affected the flow of the Rivers and shaped the Chesapeake Bay.  
 
7 – Acraman Crater, Australia (56 Mile Diameter) 
The discovery of the Crater and independent discovery of its 
Ejecta were first reported in the Journal Science in 1986.  
 
6 – Manicouagan Crater, Canada (61 Mile Diameter) 
The Manicouagan Crater is one of the oldest known Impact 
Craters and is the largest ‘visible’ impact crater on Earth. 
 
5 – Woodleigh Crater, Australia (75 Mile Diameter) 
The Woodleigh impact event, occurred between the Late Triassic 
and Late Permian. 
 
4 – Sudbury Basin, Canada (81 Mile Diameter) 
The basin is located on the Canadian Shield in the city of 
Greater Sudbury, Ontario.  
 
3 – Vredefort Crater, South Africa (118 Mile Diameter) 
The Vredefort crater is the largest verified Impact Crater on 
Earth, more than 300 km across when it was formed.  
 
2 – Chicxulub Crater, Mexico (186 Mile Diameter) 
The crater was discovered by Antonio Camargo and Glen 
Penfield, geophysicists who had been looking for petroleum in 
the Yucatán during the late 1970s.  
 
1 – Popigai Crater, Russia (190 Mile Diameter) 
The shock pressures from the impact instantaneously 
transformed Graphite in the ground into Diamonds within a 13.6 
km radius of the Impact Point.  
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The Planet X, Nemesis, the Red Dragon phenomena is 
intertwined with Astronomy and Biblical perspectives and 
Apophis could very well play a part in this prophetic 
unfolding to come. One does believe also that during the 
Tribulation Period, this ‘Red Dragon’ will astronomically be 
part of the Planetary Array in the Constellation of Virgo 
during the midpoint of the Tribulation Period. It is that which 
will truly fulfill the Revelation 12 Sign in its entirety for 
example, Astronomically. But it does say in Revelation that 
1 of the reasons for the Seal Judgments is to ‘Destroy 
those who Destroy the Earth’. It is evident that the Powers-
That-Be do not only want to destroy Humanity and 
reconstitute it in their ‘Own Image’, but so too do they want 
to reconstrue the Earth.  
 
But in the process of Chem Trailing for example or altering 
the Weather Patterns, such have reeked damages that are 
now irreversible. As to the ‘sensationalizing’ of the Apophis 
Theory? One does not see anything wrong with People 
writing books or doing presentations in the interviewing 
circuit about this Asteroid Apophis being Wormwood 
Theory. Based on such suppositions, Apophis could be 
seen as possibly being the Wormwood of the Bible and end 
time Judgments according to the book of Revelation. One 
is not wanting to ‘steal the thunder’ of such an assertion 
that does merit some attention as certain peculiarities 
attributed to the Asteroid are striking. 
 
As mentioned, this is by way of its Name and Number that 
appear to be in line with Biblical prophecy and the 
Apocalyptic scenarios of the last years leading-up to the 
return of Jesus Christ. However, Apophis is not Wormwood 
based on Impact Crater and a Mathematical Ratio 
Comparisons. It is highly suggested that even if the 
Asteroid does hit Earth and does hit a major metropolitan 
area, the life loss and damage at most would not happen, 
will happen compared to the scale as depicted in the book 
of Revelation.  
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Apophis is not and will not be a ‘Planet Killer’ but more so, 
a ‘City Killer’. Thus, Apophis is not the Wormwood of the 
Bible based on the book of Revelation cataclysms.  
_______________________ 
 
Main Sources 
NEO’s: https://cneos.jpl.nasa.gov/  
NASA.gov 
https://nuclearsecrecy.com/nukemap/ 
theverybesttop10.com 
Wikipedia.com  
 
ONLINE WEBSITES 
The 12 Largest Nuclear Detonations in History  
https://www.sciencealert.com/these-are-the-12-largest-nuclear-
detonations-in-history 

 

Top 10 Largest Meteorite Craters in the World 
https://theverybesttop10.com/largest-meteorite-craters/  
 
VIDEOS 
Apophis Asteroid - Apophis is Coming in 2029 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XqjUAB0TwJU 
 
Asteroid Apophis More Likely To Strike Earth 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d2c96A0gnJs 
 
What happens if an asteroid, like Apophis, hits earth?  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mNLpnFoCsVo  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://cneos.jpl.nasa.gov/
https://nuclearsecrecy.com/nukemap/
https://www.sciencealert.com/these-are-the-12-largest-nuclear-detonations-in-history
https://www.sciencealert.com/these-are-the-12-largest-nuclear-detonations-in-history
https://theverybesttop10.com/largest-meteorite-craters/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XqjUAB0TwJU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d2c96A0gnJs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mNLpnFoCsVo
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ABCs of Salvation 

__________________ 
 
The ABC’s of Salvation explain the Way of Salvation through 
Faith in Jesus Christ alone in 3 simple steps. Jesus Himself 
Stated the following for context and need of Salvation. Jesus 
came from beyond the Stars, from Heaven as the true Creator, 
with the true Gospel and as the only true Savior. There is none 
other, and no other ‘Savior’ can redeem one’s Soul, Spirit and 
Body. YHVH created Man and Woman on Earth. Each person 
has a unique Genetic Code that is like a ‘Combination Key’ to a 
Lock. 
 
There are no 2 alike. YHVH knows each and Genetic Code that 
is attributed to the body but is tied to one’s Soul and Spirt as 
well. All 3 aspects need to be redeemed or ‘bought back’. Why? 
One only has this life to make the choice of where one will spend 
in Eternity after one dies. And by the way, YHVH did not design 
Adam and Eve to ‘die’. But He gave Humanity Free Will. The 
Human ‘Experiment’ has been contaminated. Lucifer has seen to 
it that Humanity is destroyed, genetically, spiritual and for all 
Eternity. 
 
This is called Sin and caused by Sin. Sin resulted from being 
disobedient to YHVH by choosing to rebel and turn one’s back to 
GOD. We were fooled into thinking we can be or are ‘Gods’. This 
is the lie. A time is coming where Lucifer will mandate the Mark 
of the Beast. This will change your DNA enough to cease being 
fully human and thus not redeemable. Do not take his Mark, 
Name or Number as that will condemn one to Hell. Jesus, as a 
fully human died only for humans, genetically humans. 
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Admit you have Sinned 
For all have sinned and fall short of the Glory of GOD – Romans 3:23 
 
For whoever shall keep the whole law, and yet stumble in one point, he 
is guilty of all. – James 2:10  
 
As it is written: There is none righteous, no, not one. – Romans 3:10  
For the wages of sin is death, but the gift of God is Eternal Life in Christ 
Jesus our LORD. – Romans 6:23  

 
A person might think they are ‘good’ and deserve to go to 
Heaven. Many are trusting in how ‘good’ they are or what they 
have done. The truth is that all humans all ‘Sinners’, meaning 
one can never be ‘good enough’ to earn their way to Heaven. 
The Bible clearly teaches that ALL humans have Sinned and 
have broken YHVH’s Commandments. Since the Creator, YHVH 
is a Holy and Just GOD. Sins against a Holy Creator must be 
paid for and punished.  
 
The Bible teaches that the ‘Wages or Payment for Sin is Death’. 
This means that it will be Eternal Death and Divine Separation 
from the Living GOD in a place called Hell. However, a loving, 
merciful GOD, YHVH does not take pleasure in the Death of the 
Wicked, it states in the Bible. Nor does YHVH desire any to 
parish and go to Hell. YHVH devised a plan to redeem or buy 
back Humanity.  
 
The 1st Step thus in being ‘Redeemed’ or bought back is to 
acknowledge that one is Sinner. However, YHVH had a plan that 
involved sending Jesus, GOD the Son to pay for the Sins of 
Humanity. Admitting one is a Sinner also involves wanting to 
Repent, that is to ‘change directions’. In the Bible, both John the 
Baptist and Jesus Himself began their preaching with the word, 
‘Repent’. Jesus stated, ‘Repent, for the Kingdom of Heaven’ is at 
hand.’ –Matthew 4:17.  
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To repent means ‘change one’s mind’ or to turn and to go in the 
opposite direction. How can one be led to repentance? The Bible 
says that the Holy Spirit is the one that convicts People of their 
Sin in John 16:7-8. This act of love by Jesus should lead one to 
repent genuinely.  
 
‘For Godly Sorrow produces Repentance leading to Salvation, not to be 
regretted; but the sorrow of the world produces Death.’  
– 2 Corinthians 7:10.  

 
Realizing ‘Godly Sorrow’ means that one genuinely feels sorry 
for all the bad one has done in one’s life. But it can be a small 
Sin or many Sins. Thus, the 1st Step toward Repentance is to 
acknowledge that one will always fall short of Jesus’ Perfect 
Standard. Why? Jesus never sinned and became the 
Substitutionary Payment for one’s Sins at the Cross of Calvary. 
 

 
 

Believe On Jesus Christ 
For God so loved the world that He gave His only begotten Son, that 
whoever believes in Him should not perish but have everlasting life. For 
God did not send His Son into the world to condemn the world, but that 
the world through Him might be saved. – John 3:16-17 NKJV  
 
So, they said, Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ, and you will be saved, 
you and your household. – Acts 16:31  
 
And this is His commandment: that we should believe on the Name of 
His Son Jesus Christ and love one another, as He gave us 
commandment. – 1 John 3:23 NKJV 
 

The Apostle Paul defined the Message of the Gospel, which 
means Good News as the following,  
 
‘For I delivered to you first of all that which I also received: that Christ 
died for our Sins according to the Scriptures, and that He was buried, 
and that He rose again the 3rd-day according to the Scriptures.’ 
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Why only Jesus? Jesus Christ is presented by YHVH, the 
Creator as a perfect, sinless ‘Lamb of God’. But contrary to 
forced Animal Sacrifices, Jesus stated that He came willingly and 
gladly because of the Love toward GOD the Father. 
 
And Love toward the lost Souls of Adam’s Race, of Humanity. 
Jesus laid down His life and took the penalty meant for every 
human on Earth. He literally took the judgment upon Himself on 
the Cross of Calvary in one’s place as Isaiah 53:6 teaches. 
Jesus paid the debt no human can ever come close to paying 
and redeemed one’s soul.  Why not? It requires ‘Sinless 
Perfection’. 
 
YHVH, through the work of Jesus made the Salvation of one’s 
Soul, Spirit and Body possible and easy for Humanity, but it cost 
the Son of GOD everything. Jesus made believing in Him not just 
based on aimless and empty faith or meaningless religious 
works, but He came with power to perform the ‘Signs and 
Wonders’ to authenticate His message and purpose. 
 
Jesus raised the Dead. He gave sight to the Blind. He made the 
Lame to walk, etc. It had to be by Blood of a pure human without 
ever having Sinned to pay for Sin. This is something no one else 
but Jesus could have done. Thus, one can completely entrust 
one’s Soul, Spirit and Body to Jesus Christ—believing on Him 
and His finished work on the Cross as that is how YHVH 
required the ‘Payment’ for Sin. 
 

 
 

Call upon the Name of Jesus 
  
…that if you confess with your mouth the LORD Jesus and believe in 
your heart that GOD has raised Him from the dead, you will be saved. 
 For with the heart one believes unto righteousness, and with the 
mouth confession is made unto Salvation. – Romans 10:9-10 
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For I am not ashamed of the Gospel of Christ, for it is the power of 
GOD to Salvation for everyone who believes, for the Jew first and also 
for the Greek [non-Jews]. – Romans 1:16  

 
If one then recognizes that Jesus is the only way to obtain 
Salvation of one’s Soul, Spirit and Body eventually, one has to 
act upon this understanding. One must agree and apply this truth 
to one’s life. How? One has to call upon the Name of Jesus and 
declare this truth. GOD is a respecter of Humanity’s Free Will. 
He will not force People to be ‘Saved’ or call on His Name.  
 
YHVH did His part by sending His one and only SON to die in 
one’s place on the Cross of Calvary. Jesus now offers every 
person on Earth not only the Forgiveness of Sin as a Free Gift — 
Salvation, but Eternal Life and a place with Him in Heaven. 
However, this ‘Gift’ must be received as one would extent that to 
a person. How is this done? One must confess that one is a 
Sinner, no matter how good or bad of a sinner.  
 
One must then believe that Jesus died, was buried but was 
resurrected from the Dead as the Bible teaches and there were 
1st account Witnesses to this event. Then, one must confess with 
one’s Mouth -if physically able to as GOD requires an outward, 
public action. Why? Jesus died publicly, naked on the shameful 
and painful wooden cross for the Sinner. The least one can do is 
to not hide this Free Gift of Salvation as a secret and live with a 
fearful type of ‘Faith’ in Jesus.  

 

Not sure how to receive this Salvation? 
The Gift of Salivation is operated by way of a Prayer. If one is not 
familiar with Prayer, it is simply ‘Talking to GOD’ openly and 
honestly. In ones’ own words, confess or state that you admit you 
are a ‘Sinner’, are repenting and want Forgiveness. YHVH 
already knows that one is a sinner but wants one to agree. 
Prayer is just opening up a ‘channel of communication’. 
 
Then, ask for GOD’s gift of Salvation by declaring that you 
believe in Jesus’ finished work on the Cross of Calvary, in that 
Jesus shed His blood for one’s Sin. And that Jesus rose from the 
grave on the 3rd day.  
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Confess or accept that Jesus as the only Savior and Lord of 
one’s life. This commitment should be considered that thought 
about as it is not an ‘Insurance Policy from Hell’ as many do see 
it. Or, just to feel better and not have a guilty conscious but 
knowing that one will return to a lifestyle of sin.  
 
The Bible teachers that if one genuinely wants to come to Jesus 
for Salvation and Redemption, one will see a true-life change. If 
one is unsure of what and/or how to Pray, one can Pray 
something like the following ‘template’. 
 
Father in Heaven, 
I know that I’ve sinned against You. I realize that the penalty for 
Sin is Eternal Death, being separated from your Love and Life. I 
believe that Jesus, shed His own Sinless Blood on the Cross of 
Calvary so that I could receive His righteousness by Faith in 
what He finished and paid for. I confess that I am a Sinner and 
ask for Your Forgiveness. I believe that Jesus died and rose 
again so that I can be forgiven and live forever with Him. Here 
and now, I surrender my Life, my Soul, Spirit and Body to you to 
be used for Your Purpose and Glory from now on. Thank you for 
sending Your SON, Jesus, to die in my place. I ask and pray all 
this in Jesus’ Name, Amen. 
 
If you have done this, genuinely and from a repentant and 
sincere Heart, then welcome to the Family of YHVH! The Bible 
teaches that a Follower of Jesus is saved by Grace through 
Faith’… YHVH, GOD sees One’s Heart and He cannot be fooled.  
 
One is not ‘saved’ by simply saying some special words in a 
Formal Prayer. One is saved when one says and lives the Prayer 
of Salvation that was just a means of verbalizing what GOD has 
done through Jesus but applied to one’s Life.  
 
However, the Bible does teach that this Saving Faith produces 
‘Fruit’. One way one will be able to tell if ‘one is Saved’ is that 
one will be forever changed from that point forward. The Bible 
teaches that GOD the Holy Spirit will come in ‘dwell’ or live in 
one’s Spirit to help live-out this required ‘Holy Life’ in Obedience 
to the Will of Christ Jesus until death comes or the Rapture 
occurs.  
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Likewise, I say to you, there is joy in the presence of the Angels 
of GOD over 1 Sinner who repents. – Luke 15:10  

 

I prayed to receive Jesus Christ! Is that it? 
Becoming a Follower of Jesus means that one’s Life will be 
forever changed as a new Journey of Faith begins in Him. It is 
now a Relationship. Begin by reading the New Testament and 
then the Old Testament to get a perspective of how YHVH dealt 
with People and see examples of good and bad examples of 
‘Faith’. Then meet with other Followers of Jesus to encourage 
and grow to then be Baptized if possible.  
 
Realize that as the Gift of Salvation has paid for one’s Spirit, 
Soul and Body. Presently, the Body is not yet redeemed. So, one 
is this present Evil World and will still be subject to the 
temptations of Self, Sin, Satan and the World. However, Jesus 
Christ has not left His People alone on Earth. Jesus sent GOD 
the Holy Spirit to help one be convicted of Sin and have power 
over it. 
 
One day, the Bible states that Jesus is to return to Earth to 
extract of ‘Rapture’ His Bride and then ‘make all things right’. In 
the meanwhile, the journey of one’s Journey of Faith has begun. 
Like a Newborn, one must be feed, cared for and grow in stature, 
knowledge and understanding. This is the ‘Walk of Faith’ as now 
Jesus, whom is now one’s Savior and LORD desires one to 
reach ‘maturity’. How is this achieved? In part, it is finding and 
applying one’s purpose and role in being used by Jesus until He 
returns? 
  
…’to equip the Saints for Works of Ministry, to build-up the Body 
of Christ, until we all reach Unity in the Faith and in the 
Knowledge of the Son of GOD, as we mature to the Full 
Measure of the Stature of Christ.’ – Ephesians 4: 12-13 
________________________________________________________ 
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Commitment to Jesus Christ for Salvation 
I made a pledge to be Saved and receive the Gift of Salvation only 
found in Jesus Christ.      
 
__Yes   __Not Yet  __Need for info 
 
 
If Yes! Whom prayed with?  
 
__Self __Group __A Person 
 
 
I,______________________________ prayed to receive Jesus as my 
Savior and LORD. Born unto the Kingdom of Christ Jesus, on this  
 
 
Date:___________________  and Place:_______________________  
 

 
Pledge? 
I pledge to be a Follower of Jesus from now on and live a life worthy of 
His Holy Name.   
 
__Yes   __Not Sure   __Not Yet    __Need for info 
 
I pledge to read the New and Old Testament to grow in my Faith and 
tell others about the saving work of Jesus on the Cross. 
 
__Yes   __Not Sure   __Not Yet   __Need for info 
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